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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation articulates the Federal Republic of Germany’s critical role in 

establishing and sustaining the modern multinational European aviation sector. It 

demonstrates how Bonn employed its 1959 acquisition of the Lockheed F-104G 

Starfighter combat aircraft to take advantage of the Eisenhower administration’s efforts 

to reduce the US military presence in Europe and achieve strategic goals of military, 

political, and economic primacy within NATO through multinational cooperation and 

consortium building. In fostering the European Starfighter consortiums and their 

successors, West Germany embraced a leadership role that saw it build one of NATO’s 

largest air forces and become a primary political and economic driver of the continent’s 

multinational military-aviation projects.  

This dissertation is predicated on intensive archival research conducted in 

Germany, Belgium, and the United States. This work employs economic, political, and 

military historical lenses of analysis to argue that the Starfighter’s legacy represents a 

long-term success that allowed the Federal Republic to leverage a role of normalized 

leadership within a decade of joining NATO, boost its moribund aviation sector, and take 

a leading role in contemporary multinational aviation concerns such as the Panavia 

Tornado, Eurofighter Typhoon, and Airbus Space and Defense.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

In March 1960, the foreign intelligence arm of the German Democratic 

Republic’s Ministry for State Security (Ministerium für Staatssicherheit) published a 

highly detailed report on the rapid growth and consolidation of the aviation sector in the 

Federal Republic of Germany over the preceding five years. Entitled Bericht über den 

Stand der westdeutschen Flugindustrie Stand: 15.3.1960, the report detailed how the 

Federal Republic had marshalled its resources in a remarkably short period of time to 

take its military aviation sector from near insolvency to being capable of producing some 

of the West’s newest high-performance designs.1 This stimulus program was 

simultaneously viewed by East German intelliegenceas a remarkable achievement and an 

act of alarming aggression, as it provided the Federal Republic with the means of 

producing and deploying large numbers of highly advanced aircraft capable of delivering 

nuclear ordnance.2  

This stimulus of the aviation sector as part of Bonn’s larger rearmament process 

held direct parallels for East Germany with what the Nazi government had embarked 

upon following the seizure of power in 1933. This earlier consolidation of German 

 
1 Report on the Status of the West German Aviation Industry as of March 15, 

1960 

2 Ministerium für Nationale Verteidigung, Bericht über den Stand der 

westdeutschen Flugindustrie Stand: 15.3.1960, March 15, 1960, archive signature 

DVW/1/25776/b, location 22, magazine, H5 EG, series 419, shelf 1, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 5-6. 
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aviation enabled and enhanced that government’s militarism and genocidal conquest of 

Europe. No aircraft at the time gave the Stasi greater cause for concern than the Lockheed 

Aircraft Corporation’s F-104G Starfighter. The F-104 was singled-out as the culmination 

of Bonn’s long-term strategy to revitalize its aviation sector and personified its potential 

for aggression.3  

At a surface level, the East German concerns appear exaggerated. In 1960, the 

real production output of West Germany’s aviation sector lagged far behind that of the 

Western Allies. In total, it employed roughly 20 thousand people; in the United States the 

number was 830 thousand, 250 thousand were employed in the United Kingdom, and 

around 80 thousand in France. However, the true strengths of West Germany’s industry 

lay in the rapidity of its successful modernization that had elevated the military-aviation 

sector from near-insolvency in less than a decade, its continued growth potential, and the 

ability rapidly to master and utilize sophisticated technology. This outcome was the 

product of intensive planning and collaboration between the Konrad Adenauer 

government and industry to provide the sector with the personnel, experience, and 

 
3 Ministerium für Nationale Verteidigung, Bericht über den Stand der 

westdeutschen Flugindustrie Stand: 15.3.1960, March 15, 1960, archive signature 

DVW/1/25776/b, location 22, magazine, H5 EG, series 419, shelf 1, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 6-7. 
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manufacturing facilities to rise from insolvency and design and produce indigenous 

combat aircraft within a decade of joining NATO.4   

This planning process was methodical and designed to give industry the tools it 

would need to vie with established industrial titans in the US, UK, and France in 

manageable increments. The first step lay in securing the right for West German firms to 

recondition, service, and maintain the obsolescent foreign combat aircraft that initially 

equipped the Bundeswehr to narrow the gap in experience. The second step was securing 

the licensed production of these largely obsolete and subsonic designs to gain additional 

manufacturing experience. Procuring an aircraft like the Starfighter was the penultimate 

stage in this modernization process. It provided industry with the resources and 

experience needed to construct and maintain a high-performance airframe that could then 

be applied to an original design. Achieving this goal would enable the West German 

aviation sector to become independent from national industries of the Western Allies and 

compete directly with them.5  

The Starfighter program represented a clear path for the Federal Republic’s 

aviation sector to make meaningful political and economic connections with other 

 
4 Ministerium für Nationale Verteidigung, Bericht über den Stand der 

westdeutschen Flugindustrie Stand: 15.3.1960, March 15, 1960, archive signature 

DVW/1/25776/b, location 22, magazine, H5 EG, series 419, shelf 1, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 5-7. Isn’t this the same source as fn2? If so, abbreviate second 

and third citations. 

5 Ministerium für Nationale Verteidigung, Bericht über den Stand der 

westdeutschen Flugindustrie Stand: 15.3.1960, March 15, 1960, archive signature 

DVW/1/25776/b, location 22, magazine, H5 EG, series 419, shelf 1, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 5-7. 
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European NATO members and begin the process of establishing and consolidating a 

position of leadership through multinational consortiums. The Starfighter was purchased 

over its competitors largely due to the unique benefits offered by Lockheed, namely the 

right to license-produce the specific F-104G variant and the exclusive right to reissue 

sub-production licenses within Europe. This arrangement allowed the Federal Republic to 

serve as the head of a production monopoly and the chief negotiator and gatekeeper for 

what would become NATO’s Starfighter consortiums. Following the Starfighter’s 

selection by the Bundeswehr, the Federal Republic began negotiating with the 

governments of Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands and Italy in order to secure 

agreements on unified production, logistics, and flight training under NATO’s aegis.6 

These efforts quickly bore fruit and by November 1965 around one thousand F-104G’s 

had been built and equipped multiple NATO air forces. The Starfighter program was 

hailed by NATO as “the largest cooperative effort ever undertaken for the development 

and production of armaments.”7 These successes rendered the Starfighter as the NATO 

fighter of the 1960s.   

This work employs economic, political, and military historical lenses of analysis 

to argue that the Starfighter’s legacy represents a long-term success that allowed Bonn to 

leverage a role of normalized leadership within a decade of joining NATO, boost its 

 
6 Ministerium für Nationale Verteidigung, Militär-ökonomisches Bulletin Nr. 1/60 

Stand: 15. 1. 1960, Zur Militär-Ökonomischen Lage Starfighter oder Mirage?, January 1, 

1960, archive signature DVW/1/25776/b, location 22, magazine, H5 EG, series 419, shelf 

1, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-7. 

7 North Atlantic Treaty Organization, NATO at Work, 1966, archive signature, 

0108 NATO at Work 1966, North Atlantic Treaty Organization Archives, 3. 
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moribund aviation sector, and take a principal role in developing and leading 

contemporary multinational aviation concerns such as Panavia Aircraft GmbH, 

Eurofighter Jagdflugzeug GmbH, Airbus SE, and the recently announced Future Combat 

Air System’s New Generation Fighter program. While this is an examination of how 

West Germany utilized airpower as a means of rapidly elevating its military position 

within NATO, it is not an operational military history of the Lockheed F-104G 

Starfighter in West German service.  

The importance placed on the Starfighter program for Bonn’s strategic planning 

was always one that envisioned the aircraft as serving in the role of a broad-spectrum 

stimulus to improve the Federal Republic’s place within NATO and Western Europe. 

Intertwined directly with the political-diplomatic-security implications of the Starfighter 

program, the Adenauer government envisioned the F-104G as a catalyst to boost the 

country’s moribund aviation sector while simultaneously furthering the Federal 

Republic’s ties to NATO allies through forging a deep economic interconnectivity 

designed to ensure West German leadership of the European Starfighter program and its 

successor programs. Both the Defense Ministry and Economic Ministry saw the 

Starfighter’s acquisition, marketing, and production as critical long-term programs from 

domestic and international perspectives and these ministries imbued the program with 

strategic importance beyond any prior military aviation acquisition by the Federal 

Republic.   

Complementing these ambitions were Lockheed’s own aspirations for selling the 

Starfighter to the Federal Republic. As shown in Chapter 7, correspondence throughout 
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1957 demonstrates that the company held an international vision for the scope of the 

Starfighter program before it entered widespread service with the USAF, and that it had 

viewed West Germany as a desirable export market dating to the early days of the 

rearmament process. This complicates the orthodox opinion that the Starfighter was 

offered to the Federal Republic largely out of desperation following the mass cancellation 

of orders by the USAF. Rather, it demonstrates that while Lockheed may have needed the 

Federal Republic to purchase the Starfighter in 1959, this was not a singular act of 

desperation. The company had sought to secure a meaningful sale and license-production 

contract with West Germany years before the Starfighter entered mass production.  

The Starfighter’s economic value was in serving as a means to an end rather than 

the end itself. German defense planners envisioned the Starfighter as the penultimate step 

in an elaborate development strategy to elevate West Germany’s military aviation 

potential from total dependence on importing and license-producing foreign designs to 

being capable of internally designing and manufacturing state of the art combat aircraft 

that could compete directly on the global export markets with those being produced by 

the United States, United Kingdom, and France. At the time of its acquisition, the 

Starfighter was one of the most advanced combat aircraft ever constructed and its 

technological capabilities were an order of magnitude beyond the largely obsolescent and 

second-hand aircraft the Bundeswehr was given at its outset.8 Bonn saw the securing of 

 
8 Claas Siano,“Der Lockheed F-104(G) Starfighter: Ein amerikanisches Flugzeug 

für europäische Luftwaffen?” in Sonderfall Bundeswehr Streitkräfte in nationalen 

Perspektiven und im internationalen Vergleich, ed. Heiner Möllers und Rudolf J. 

Schlaffer (Oldenbourg: De Gruyter, 2014), 352. 
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its licensed production as the ideal choice to rapidly provide West Germany’s aviation 

sector with the skills and expertise required to embark on successor projects that 

manifested as the multinational/European Panavia Tornado and Eurofighter Typhoon. 

This domestic stimulus was linked intrinsically with the Starfighter’s international 

potential, and the program laid the groundwork for a tightly interconnected series of 

multinational production and management consortiums under NATO’s aegis that 

centered around the Federal Republic’s leadership and financial backing. 

The Starfighter program was designed to simultaneously increase the combat 

potential of the Luftwaffe, elevate and stimulate West Germany’s moribund aviation 

sector to world-class status, and render the Federal Republic as a normalized leader 

within NATO through careful construction of consortiums. While the Starfighter was by 

no means the only major weapons project the Federal Republic embarked upon at the turn 

of the decade, it was the one with perhaps the most pervasive and far-reaching 

ramifications. West Germany’s experience with the program and the lessons learned 

directly facilitated the genesis of multinational NATO combat aircraft programs — the 

contemporary Panavia Tornado and Eurofighter Typhoon as well as the next generation 

Future Combat Air System— that remain in service more than six decades after the F-

104G Starfighter was acquired. The Starfighter marked a sea change moment for 

Germany’s role in Europe’s military aviation sector by facilitating the Federal Republic’s 

meteoric rise from near irrelevancy to becoming a dominant player in less than a decade.  

This in turn fundamentally altered the continent’s approach to military aviation from one 
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typified by unilateral action and competition along national lines to one defined by 

deeply entrenched and mutually beneficial multinational engagement.   

What the Stasi identified as a remarkable, concerning, and aggressive economic 

expansion fundamentally altered the trajectory of military and civil aviation in Europe. 

These economic goals, while linked intrinsically with the political and military 

aspirations that Bonn invested into the Starfighter program, represent a unique lens of 

analysis in contextualizing the long-term ramifications that this aircraft had for not only 

West German aviation, but that of Western Europe beyond the turn of the century. 

Analyzing this individual narrative allows for a meaningful comparative analysis of the 

intersections and departures with the political and military aspects in order to determine 

the holistic success of the Starfighter program over time.  

However, this work is not limited to being a history of the Starfighter itself and 

treats the aircraft as a driver of modernization for the Federal Republic and NATO. The 

Starfighter program was by no means the first nor the last major aircraft program that was 

imbued with immense strategic value by German governments. Instead, the Starfighter 

stands as a marker of both continuity and change in the history of German aviation. From 

a continuity standpoint, the Starfighter is a chapter, albeit a dynamic one, in Germany’s 

long history of military aviation that began before the First World War with rigid airships 

and currently stands at the dawn of the multinational sixth-generation Future Combat Air 

System. From the standpoint of change, the Starfighter represents a true transformative 

moment for German aviation and engagement between the government and the German 
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aviation sector. It stands as a clear dividing line between the country’s pre-1945 and 

postwar histories. 

This is also a history of the formation of the postwar transatlantic military 

aviation sector. It employs extensive primary source documentation to show how Bonn 

rapidly resurrected, directed, and concentrated its moribund aviation sector with the goal 

of imbuing it with the ability to design and produce a modern combat aircraft within a 

decade of rearmament. A key aspect of this effort to revitalize the West German aviation 

sector in the 1950s and 1960s was the acquisition of multiple foreign civil and military 

aviation designs for domestic licensed production. This narrative shows how the Federal 

Republic departed from the nationalism and autarky that defined the aviation industries of 

the Imperial and Nazi governments to forge deep and permanent international ties within 

Europe and across the Atlantic.  

The Starfighter was the most prominent of these projects and the West German 

Defense Ministry singled it out as the means by which the military aviation sector could 

achieve parity with the well-established industries in the United States, United Kingdom, 

and France. The Starfighter became a vector by which Bonn established important ties 

with the aviation industries of other NATO allies and it was a progenitor of the 

permanent multinational integration that defines much of the contemporary European 

aerospace sector. Further, this work provides a historical understanding of the 

motivations behind both Lockheed’s and Dassault’s need to sell the Starfighter and 

Mirage III, respectively, to the Federal Republic. It contextualizes why and how the 

Lockheed offer succeeded where the Dassault bid failed by highlighting how the 
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company and US government were willing to facilitate Bonn’s strategic and 

international/NATO ambitions rather than prioritizing national protectionism.  

To that end, this work also contributes to historical scholarship on NATO by 

articulating how the European Starfighter program was intrinsically linked to the alliance 

from the very outset of Bonn’s negotiations with Lockheed. The Starfighter was the 

centerpiece of a strategy to build Within five years of entering production, the NATO 

Starfighter Production Organization and NATO Starfighter Management Office were 

lauded by the alliance for facilitating the largest and most successful multinational 

weapons program the alliance had undertaken to that point. Indeed, the Starfighter 

became both the benchmark for multinational engagement and the model upon which 

future NATO weapons programs were based. This narrative shows how the Federal 

Republic used these consortiums to consolidate a leadership position within NATO and 

direct the development and management of the Starfighter’s successor programs within 

the alliance.  

The Starfighter is a direct reflection of the political, military, and economic 

transformations required of, imposed on, and undertaken by the Federal Republic of 

Germany during its rearmament a decade after the end of the Second World War. Like its 

European peers, German military aviation prior to 1945 was defined by insularity, 

protectionism, and antagonistic international competition in service of a deeply 

nationalistic militarism. The Starfighter program departed from that practice by being 

intentionally collaborative and international in scope in line with the Federal Republic’s 

unique role in the postwar international order. Just as the Bundeswehr was inextricable 
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from NATO and the international community, so too was the German Starfighter 

program inextricable from the Federal Republic’s role in the alliance and its bonds to the 

postwar transatlantic community. The partnerships forged, the technical and industrial 

experience gained, and the multinational political and economic administrative 

framework established through trial and error became the genesis point for a family of 

successive advanced military aircraft programs —notably the Panavia Tornado and 

Eurofighter Typhoon — that continues to the present day. The Starfighter program 

fundamentally altered the way in which German military aviation engaged with the wider 

world, provided a foundation for permanent multinational engagement, and left the 

Federal Republic as permanent a driver of innovation and production a decade after its 

aviation sector was painstakingly resurrected following a decade of ruin and neglect.  

The structure of this work is as follows. Following this introduction is a review of 

literature that introduces the archival sources employed in the work as well as brief 

overview of the relevant historiography. Chapter three provides a history of the 

relationship between German governments and the country’s aviation sector until 1945. 

Chapter four is a brief history of West German disarmament and the years-long debates 

that surrounded its eventual rearmament under NATO’s aegis. Chapter five examines the 

Federal Republic’s first forays into the license production of foreign combat aircraft 

immediately after rearmament. Chapter six details how the federal government, 

particularly the Defense Ministry under Franz Josef Strauß, directed the resurrection and 

concentration of the country’s aircraft industry, including its disposal of the venerable 

firm Junkers Flugzeug-und-Motorenwerke to prepare it for undertaking the construction 
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of an advanced combat aircraft. Chapter seven examines Lockheed’s financial struggles 

that motivated a strategy of intensive lobbying and negotiations with the Federal 

Republic culminating in the “Sale of the Century” of the F-104G to Bonn. Chapter eight 

provides a history of the NATO Starfighter Consortium and the Federal Republic’s key 

role in its formation, accession to NATO, and subsequent management. Chapter nine 

articulates the culmination of West Germany’s leveraging of the Starfighter to rapidly 

develop its military aviation sector and provide practical experience in building 

production and management consortiums with NATO allies by examining the formation 

of the Starfighter’s successor program, the Panavia Tornado. Chapter ten examines the 

long-term and contemporary impact of the Starfighter and offers conclusions on its 

legacy. 
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CHAPTER 2 

HISTORIOGRAPHY 

 

The Starfighter is central to this analysis, but its true importance can only be 

understood when placed within both a wider thematic scope and a deeper chronology that 

contextualizes the program’s importance as a fulcrum for modernization and a catalyst of 

change for not only the Federal Republic of Germany, but also in the greater European 

and transatlantic realms. To that end, this work engages with multiple historical themes. 

It places the Starfighter within the political history of how German governments have 

developed their airpower capabilities and the domestic and international political 

ramifications. It examines how those governments engaged with the German aviation 

sector to determine continuity and change with the Federal Republic’s actions in using 

the Starfighter and its successor programs to rapidly stimulate, consolidate, and direct 

that sector’s private entities and compete with established aviation titans in the US, UK, 

and France. It examines the Starfighter within the history of West German rearmament, 

particularly its perceived utility to rapidly modernize the Luftwaffe’s capabilities and 

compensate for the country’s decade-long disarmament. It engages with the Starfighter’s 

technological importance as a catalyst for industrial and technical development in 

Germany and Europe. It contextualizes the Starfighter’s role as a driver of international 

engagement between Bonn, the United States, NATO, and allied states. It examines how 

Bonn used the aircraft as a means of asserting itself as a leader both within NATO and 

within the nascent multinational European aviation sector that the Starfighter was 
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foundational in establishing. It also contextualizes the Starfighter’s legacy by examining 

how it influenced the creation and management of successor programs and offers insights 

into its continuing influence on contemporary military aviation and security 

policymaking. 

 

Primary Sources 

This analysis is predicated on intensive archival research conducted in Germany’s 

Federal Military Archives, the German Federal Archive in Koblenz, and the NATO 

Archives as well as research in the National Archives, Library of Congress, and 

Smithsonian Libraries. Included in this extensive primary source base are pertinent 

collections that detail the Federal Republic’s methodical strategy for resurrecting and 

concentrating its aviation sector, the intensive discussions conducted between Lockheed 

and policymakers in Bonn, negotiations between the Federal Republic and the other 

Starfighter Consortium member states, and the efforts to establish permanently the 

Federal Republic as an aviation leader with the domestic and international  wrangling that 

surrounded the establishment of the Starfighter’s successor programs.  

These primary sources include multiple document collections in both the German 

Federal Military Archive as well as the NATO Archives that required clearance to access 

or were recently declassified. Included in this are the extensive personnel files for 

Johannes Steinhoff who led the Luftwaffe through the Starfighter Crisis and was deeply 

involved in the Starfighter program from the outset as well as covert East German 

intelligence analyses and threat assessments that provide a unique perspective and a 
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counterpoint to West German and NATO materials. Every NATO archival source comes 

from a collection that was declassified as a batch for use in 2018, which likely renders 

this the first time they have been employed in a scholarly publication. 

Of critical importance to this analysis and broader historiography are the 

document collections that support chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9. Chapter 5 employs primary 

sources derived largely from the Federal Military Archive to demonstrate how the 

Defense Ministry undertook the resurrection and re-privatization of the Junkers 

Flugzeug-und-Motorenwerke as a case study examination of the manner in which the 

federal government —namely the Defense Ministry under the heavily involved leadership 

of Franz Josef Strauß—directed its aviation sector to prepare for undertaking the 

production of an advanced combat aircraft program. Further, it serves to demonstrate 

continuity and change between the Federal Republic and its predecessor governments in 

how each interacted with Germany’s aviation firms. Chapter 6 makes extensive use of 

correspondence between the Defense Ministry and the heads of German aviation firms to 

show the intensive negotiations that were required to concentrate the aviation sector in 

preparation for undertaking the Starfighter’s production. These sources highlight the 

frequent divergences and friction between the firms and the government as the former 

pushed back against top-heavy government direction, imposed consolidations, and highly 

ambitious deadlines.  

Chapter seven uses of both Defense Ministry and Lockheed documentation to 

show how after years of failure, Lockheed formulated a strategy tailored explicitly to the 

strategic needs and desires of West German policymakers. The company overcame fierce 
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European competition, and its F-104 Starfighter became the eleventh-hour selection to be 

the first highly advanced combat aircraft ever produced on West German soil. Chapter 8 

employees newly declassified NATO documentation in tandem with West German 

sources to show how Bonn led the formation and management of the NATO Starfighter 

Consortia to successfully shepherd the multinational licensed production of the aircraft 

across four European countries. Chapter nine makes use of multiple Defense Ministry 

archival collections including the Tagebücher der Inspekteur der Luftwaffe, the personnel 

files of Inspekteur der Luftwaffe Johannes Steinhoff, and contemporary journalistic 

accounts to articulate how the Federal Republic realized its long-term strategy of 

designing and producing an entirely European combat aircraft with the Starfighter’s 

successor, the MRCA/Panavia Tornado. These sources also show how Bonn employed 

the full spectrum of lessons learned from the Starfighter program to tailor it for the 

unique operational requirements of Northern Europe manage its multinational design and 

production.  

 

Secondary Sources 

The secondary literature and historiography are also reflective of the analysis’ 

multiple narrative threads. There has been little scholarship done on the international 

importance that the Federal Republic placed on the F-104G in fostering European defense 

collaboration and fostering the creation of the continent’s modern multinational aviation 

sector. Where the Starfighter does appear, it is generally within the context of a broader 

narrative that explores the Federal Republic’s military modernization, the fatal 
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difficulties suffered by the Luftwaffe in operating it, or as a facet of broader economic 

and industrial development. This dissertation welds those disparate threads together and 

builds on the established literature to tell a cohesive historical narrative that places the 

German Starfighter program within a nuanced understanding of how the strategic 

importance of high-technology military aviation has influenced that state’s behavior over 

a century.  

Wolfram Hanrieder wrote extensively on the diplomatic and security triangle 

between the US, West Germany, and NATO. He expanded the notion of containment 

beyond that of the Soviet Union, to show that the US actively sought to contain West 

Germany through binding it to NATO with the understanding that this was an expedient 

way to normalize and cement West Germany’s political, security, and economic status in 

the Transatlantic community. While this double containment was successful in the 1950s, 

it began to unravel in the 1960s as West Germans increasingly saw their foreign policy 

interests diverge from those of the US. The nuclear weapons issue was particularly 

polarizing as the Federal Republic sought to balance the demands of an increasingly 

nuclear-skeptical public with its security needs and NATO obligations.1   

Hanrieder wrote indirectly about the Starfighter in articulating that Bonn pursued 

autonomous nuclear deterrence as a means of simultaneously increasing West Germany’s 

political and military influence within the alliance while securing a greater egalitarianism 

 
1 Wolfram Hanrieder, “The FRG and NATO: Between Security Dependence and 

Security Partnership,” in The Federal Republic of Germany and NATO: 40 Years After, 

ed. by Emil J. Kirchner and James Sperling (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1992), 194-

197. 
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for European NATO member states in relation to the US, which he referred to as 

“integration with equality.” He states that the US was able to achieve political control of 

both NATO and German security policy through the issuance of strategic directives, with 

NATO’s official doctrine often closely mirroring American shifts. However, tensions 

emerged in a whiplash effect as West Germany struggled to keep pace with changes to 

American/NATO strategic thinking in 1958-1968, especially the major shift from 

massive retaliation to flexible response that would require the Luftwaffe to restructure 

and attempts to re-adapt its Starfighter fleet. He states that Bonn’s frustration with the US 

manifested in a desire to seek greater autonomy.2 This analysis builds on Hanrieder’s 

assessments by using the Starfighter and its successor program to chart the rise and fall of 

US-German collaboration in the realm of military aviation. It will show that the 

Starfighter marked a high point of intense collaboration between the US government, the 

Federal Republic, and Lockheed. Subsequently, the difficult shift from massive 

retaliation to flexible response in tandem with West Germany’s strategic goals of 

developing its own aviation sector as well as that of its European partner states to 

compete directly with the US sparked transatlantic friction. 

Wallace Thiess explores the creation of the NATO Starfighter Consortium as part 

of a broader US effort designed to foster export sales of American military hardware. 

Beginning in the late-1950s, the US pushed for the adoption of NATO Basic Military 

Requirements to produce standard equipment items and coordinate production to 

streamline logistics and lower costs. However, this system rapidly showed serious 

 
2 Hanrieder, “The FRG and NATO,” 201-208. 
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organizational deficiencies that rendered it inefficient and cumbersome to adapt to 

changing circumstances. By 1958, the United States envisioned export sales to European 

allies as a means of stimulating domestic economic growth, lowering the per-unit cost of 

equipment for the US military, and mitigating the deployment and maintenance costs of 

the three hundred fifty thousand American service personnel on the continent. To that 

end, the US pushed for a new form of coordinated production that encouraged European 

allies to source and produce American products, and successfully lobbied to disband the 

NATO Basic Military Requirements system with the Conference of National Armaments 

Directors, which abolished the need for unanimity and a rigid process in favor of 

encouraging European partner countries “wishing to join together to cooperate can do so 

in as free and flexible a manner as possible.”3  

This revised system gave rise to consortia attached to individual (generally 

expensive or complicated) weapons programs like the Starfighter. Typically, a 

consortium initially formed outside of the official NATO framework as a means of 

coordinating manufacturers and interested countries. Once a consortium had formed, it 

would quickly be placed under NATO’s control in order to afford the stakeholders 

greater diplomatic privileges on issues including the handling of classified materials and 

customs duties, while making the procurement of a weapons system an easier sell to 

national legislatures. For European acquisitions of the F-104G, this took the form of the 

NATO Starfighter Management Organization. Coordinated production for the Starfighter 

 
3 Wallace J. Thies, Friendly Rivals: Bargaining and Burden-Sharing in NATO 

(London: M.E. Sharpe, 2003), 116-119. 
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was undertaken by West Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy. Thies states that 

European Starfighter production defied the efficiency of coordinated production in one 

place and instead devolved to specialized/nationalized production of various components 

and systems, although all four maintained individual final assembly lines. Further, three 

of the four (most notably West Germany) manufactured engines and electronics systems 

for their domestically produced airframes. According to Thies, this adherence to 

European production pushed the production costs of the Starfighter Consortium up by an 

estimated 15-30 percent compared to sourcing equipment from the US, but importantly 

served to boost national aerospace sectors and provided a prestige factor.4  

This analysis builds on Thiess’ work, particularly his assertion that the NATO 

Starfighter Consortium was simultaneously a technical and economic catalyst for 

Western European aviation as well as a prestige project for NATO. However, it presents 

a more nuanced perspective that moves beyond Thies’ US-centric analysis by articulating 

German agency in the selection of the Starfighter, establishment of the NATO Starfighter 

Consortium, and succeeding aircraft programs. This work examines the financial 

implications of West German leadership in establishing and leading these consortiums to 

demonstrate that cost was often a secondary concern relative to overseeing the formation 

of a multinational European aviation sector to compete directly with the US, even when 

the US offered lower cost and lower risk options. 

Mark Milosch’s 2006 work on Franz Josef Strauß entitled Modernizing Bavaria 

also offers a limited analysis of the Starfighter’s role. Milosch provides an excellent and 

 
4 Thiess, Friendly Rivals, 119-120.  
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nuanced political biography of Strauß that contextualizes the Starfighter within a broader 

history of the prominent West German politician’s efforts to spark industrial development 

in his home region of Bavaria through high-technology military and aviation projects. 

Strauß was a major backer of the Starfighter program as critical to the economic vibrancy 

of the nascent aviation and technology sectors being fostered in Bavaria.5 He also saw 

advanced weapons programs like the Starfighter as a means for the Federal Republic to 

return to what he saw as its rightful place among the great powers of Europe.6 Further, 

Strauß was a founding father of the multinational European aviation sector and played a 

key role in shepherding the Starfighter, its successor the MRCA/Tornado, and the 

formation of Airbus. Milosch’s work underpins a significant portion of this narrative and 

provides context for Strauß’ motivations in supporting the development and 

concentration of the West German aviation sector, the selection of the Starfighter, and the 

formation of multinational partnerships and consortiums.  

James Corum has written extensively on the history of German airpower both 

before 1945 and after rearmament and his work supports those chapters within this 

analysis.  Corum concentrates on the military dimension without engaging meaningfully 

with political or economic considerations. In writing on the importance of the Starfighter, 

he focuses largely on its value as a high-tech prestige project and mark of its institutional 

importance in the nuclear age. Corum also identifies a distinct inferiority complex 

 
5 Mark S. Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria the Politics of Franz Josef Strauß and 

the CSU, 1949-1969 (New York: Berghahn Books, 2006), 62-63. 

6 Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 26, 29. 
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inherent to the Luftwaffe’s leadership in relation to the USAF based on its wartime 

experiences. Unlike the army, which fought effectively in the face of overwhelming odds 

until the bitter end, the Luftwaffe was largely negated as a combat formation by the 

middle of the war due in large part to its employment of inferior aircraft.7  

This belief pushed the Luftwaffe’s leadership to unshackle itself from the past and 

seek to emulate the USAF as the only means of successfully navigating the Cold War’s 

aerial arena. Corum states that the F-104G was considered by the Luftwaffe to be a 

technological marvel that represented both a break with this past and a symbol of its 

future. He contextualizes the importance of the Starfighter from an international 

perspective by identifying its adoption as the culmination of the close relationship 

between the USAF and Luftwaffe forged during and after the period of rearmament. 

Corum also ties the adoption of the Starfighter to West Germany’s desire to jump-start its 

aviation sector through licensed production but fails to unpack the long-term political, 

economic, or diplomatic implications beyond chastisement for rushing into the industry 

instead of simply continuing to purchase American aircraft. 8 

Martin Rink also deals with the inter-service debates on rearmament but focuses 

almost exclusively on the internal politics of the Bundeswehr. In dealing with the 

Starfighter, Rink attributes the decision to adopt it as filling the dual purposes of giving 

 
7 James Corum, “American Assistance to the New Germany Army and 

Luftwaffe,” in Rearming Germany, ed. by James Corum, (Leiden, NL: Koninklijke Brill, 

2011), 104-108.  

8James Corum, “American Assistance to the New Germany Army and 

Luftwaffe,” 94-96, 106-108. 
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West Germany a multirole platform that would dramatically improve its tactical nuclear 

delivery potential over the F-84 Thunderstreak while emphasizing a shift in operational 

doctrine that favored technology as a means of drawing it closer to NATO while 

mitigating the Luftwaffe’s size discrepancy in relation to the Army. Rink also ties this 

doctrinal shift to Defense Minister Josef Strauss’ vision for a highly modern and 

technically sophisticated Bundeswehr that embraced “quality over quantity” and 

emphasized nuclear weapons in line with the Eisenhower administration’s “New Look” 

nuclear strategy.9  

Rink states that Starfighter thus came to be embraced by both Strauß and 

Kammhuber, the latter of whom Rink describes as a dedicated technocrat. Corroborating 

Corum again, Rink states that Kammhuber worked to replicate the USAF’s success in 

supplanting the US Army’s traditional role as the premier armed service, and the 

Luftwaffe’s doctrinal shift from tactical air support to tactical nuclear delivery reflected 

that institutional ascendancy. Beyond the inter-service rivalry, Kammhuber hoped to 

parlay this newfound importance into institutional ascendancy within NATO, as West 

Germany’s mastery and domestic production of the technically sophisticated Starfighter 

in tandem with proficiency in nuclear warfare would render it invaluable to the alliance.10 

This dissertation builds meaningfully on that latter assessment by demonstrating in much 

greater detail how the NATO dimension, was one of overriding concern for the Federal 

 
9 Martin Rink, “The Service Staffs’ Struggle Over Structure. The Bundeswehr’s 

Internal Debates on Adopting NATO Doctrine 1950-1963,” in Rearming Germany, ed. 

by James Corum, (Leiden, NL: Koninklijke Brill, 2011), 224-225, 232-234.  

10 Rink, “The Service Staffs’ Struggle Over Structure,” 235-237. 
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Republic in adopting the Starfighter. This analysis shows that the Federal Republic 

placed immense importance on fostering a NATO Starfighter Consortium as a means of 

developing a multinational European aviation sector and laying the groundwork for 

Bonn’s ascendancy as a driver of aircraft development and production on the continent.   

Rink also explores the limitations of this emphasis on nuclear deterrence centered 

on the Starfighter and how it ultimately forced a shift in the Luftwaffe’s doctrine. The 

cost and complexity of the Starfighter had ensured that the Luftwaffe was still far short of 

its projected strength of 831 combat aircraft by 1963. Simultaneously an exposé from Der 

Spiegel uncovered the Luftwaffe’s “limited defense readiness” due in large part to the 

overwhelming emphasis placed on nuclear strike missions over aerial defense and 

bomber interception. This caused a public outcry in West Germany, which in tandem 

with the American shift away from massive retaliation toward flexible response forced 

the Luftwaffe to reassess its doctrines and return toward a more “generalist” strategy that 

downplayed nuclear weapons while emphasizing air defense and close air support.11 

Again, this dissertation builds on Rink’s articulation of the shift from massive retaliation 

to flexible response by demonstrating how the Starfighter’s inability to adapt dictated not 

only the design specifications of its successor, but also sparked a major domestic and 

international political debate that actively imperiled the entire program as costs to 

implement the changes required by multiple international partners rapidly mounted.   

Claas Siano’s 2014 article on the Starfighter’s acquisition focuses almost 

exclusively on the military dimension and subsequent crisis years engendered by the 

 
11 Rink, 248-249. 
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Luftwaffe’s inability to safely operate the aircraft. Siano describes what he sees as the 

clumsy and amateurish way that the Federal Republic’s military leadership adopted the 

American combat aircraft for license production and service in Europe. In particular, he 

expands on Rink’s assessment of the actions of General Josef Kammhuber by focusing 

more acutely on his actions rather than a more limited analysis of his strategic planning. 

Siano states that Kammhuber’s unbridled enthusiasm for the program led him and Strauß 

to withhold information from the Bundestag about the aircraft’s shortcomings and the 

much larger-than-anticipated list of major modifications that would be required to meet 

West German operational requirements. This in turn ultimately led to a rushed 

development and adaptation process to meet the original development and production 

deadlines, which contributed greatly to the Starfighter’s poor initial safety record. This 

analysis is fundamentally sound but limited in scope. Siano only briefly touches on the 

economic importance of the program and dedicates a solitary page to the Starfighter’s 

role in NATO that is again focused on the aircraft’s operational military service in allied 

countries. He does not touch on either the NATO Starfighter Consortia nor the 

importance of the Starfighter in fomenting the development of successor aircraft like the 

Tornado or Eurofighter.12  

Ronald Granieri has written extensively on the political history of the Federal 

Republic of Germany. His book the Ambivalent Alliance: Konrad Adenauer, the 

 
12 Claas Siano, “Der Lockheed F-104(G) Starfighter: Ein amerikanisches 

Flugzeug für europäische Luftwaffen?” in Sonderfall Bundeswehr Streitkräfte in 

nationalen Perspektiven und im internationalen Vergleich, ed. Heiner Möllers und 

Rudolf J. Schlaffer (Oldenbourg: De Gruyter, 2014), 351-366. 
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CDU/CSU, and the West, 1949-1966 articulates the how the Adenauer government 

practiced its policy of Westbindung (integration with the West) as a means of overcoming 

the Nazi past and normalizing the Federal Republic as a state actor. He also highlights 

how Adenauer navigated the treacherous diplomatic waters between the mutually 

antagonistic American-Atlanticist and French-Gaullist schools of thought with varying 

levels of success across his long career. Granieri also highlights the political conflicts that 

arose between Adenauer and Franz Josef Strauß during and after the Federal Republic’s 

rearmament. Strauß used a much more nationalistic political platform to consistently 

outflank Adenauer on the political right and bludgeon his way to the position of Defense 

Minister in 1956.13 This work employs Granieri’s scholarship to contextualize the 

broader political histories of the Federal Republic, Europe, and the transatlantic 

community. It shows that the West German Starfighter program threaded the needled 

between Adenauer’s Atlanticist outlook and Strauß’ nationalist one to both deepen the 

Federal Republic’s integration with its European and transatlantic partners while serving 

as a catalyst for the country’s fledgling military aviation sector.  

This work also ties into the economic history of Germany by focusing on the 

Federal Republic’s efforts to rapidly resurrect, concentrate, and direct the postwar 

military aviation sector to give it the capability to undertake the Starfighter. Michael 

Cresswell and Dieter Kollmer address the West German armaments sector at length in 

their article “Power, Preferences, or Ideas? Explaining West Germany's Armaments 

 
13 Ronald Granieri, The Ambivalent Alliance: Konrad Adenauer, the CDU/CSU, 

and the West, 1949-1966 (New York: Berghahn Books, 2003), 2-3, 4, 48, 97-99. 
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Strategy, 1955–1972.” Creswell and Kollmer describe the Federal Republic as a semi-

sovereign state that was kept from realizing its potential to become a great military power 

by both domestic and international concern of a return to pre-1945 militarism. They state 

that this quasi-autonomy enabled the Federal Republic to focus on its domestic economy 

while allowing the Allied Powers (particularly the US) to manage its defense, which 

ultimately influenced the development of the West German armaments sector after 

rearmament to be deeply enmeshed into the transatlantic security apparatus.14 

Creswell and Kollmer employ a comparative lens that incorporates the 

international relations theories of realism, neo-realism, and constructivism to explain how 

and why Bonn marshaled its armaments sector.  They determined that West Germany’s 

strategy was frequently shaped in response to changes in the international security 

climate largely generated by the United States including the number of troops it stationed 

in Europe and pressure to buy American armaments. At other times the armaments sector 

was directed to facilitate economic and political relations with other European states. The 

armaments sector was also used to respond to domestic economic concerns resulting from 

the international dimensions.15   

While Creswell and Kollmer examine the military aviation industry as a key 

component of the broader armaments sector, it is not given especial attention, and centers 

most often on the successes and failures of Franco-German collaboration. While they 

 
14 Michael H. Creswell and Dieter H. Kollmer, “Power, Preferences, or Ideas? 

Explaining West Germany's Armaments Strategy, 1955–1972,” Journal of Cold War 

Studies 15, no. 4 (2013): 60-61. 

15 Creswell and Kollmer, “Power, Preferences, or Ideas?” 60. 
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acknowledge that the foundation of the European aviation sector were laid in the 1950s 

and 1960s with the first multinational projects, they focus entirely on Nord Noratlas, 

Transall C-160, and Breguet Atlantique.16 The Starfighter warrants only a brief mention 

as the thing the Tornado was to replace with no further discussion of its importance to 

Bonn or the production and management programs within NATO. The Tornado itself is 

framed less on its own merits as a multinational weapons program and more as an 

example of diverging interests between France and West Germany. This work will build 

on their scholarship by centering the Starfighter and its successor programs as the ideal 

example of what they identify as the unique way West Germany was compelled to 

marshal its armaments sector. The Federal Republic invested an intense amount of 

domestic importance to the Starfighter as a modernizing catalyst for the West German 

aviation sector. In turn its acquisition of the Starfighter was driven by American pressure 

as well as Bonn’s desire to improve its standing in NATO and foster permanent ties with 

European partners. 

This work also builds upon histories of NATO, particularly those that engage 

directly with the alliance’s support for multinational production and management of 

aircraft. David Haglund’s edited collection entitled The Defense Industrial Base and the 

West deals extensively with the fostering of the multinational European aviation sector 

within NATO during the 1970s and 1980s. While the Starfighter does not feature in the 

chapters, three of them deal explicitly with German marshaling of the European aviation 

sector and its successors, the Tornado and Eurofighter. This work builds on Haglund’s 

 
16 Creswell and Kollmer, “Power, Preferences, or Ideas?” 91-92, 97. 
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collection by reasserting the Starfighter’s critical role in laying the foundation for these 

later projects and articulating its long-term strategic importance for Germany and Europe.  

Bernd Huebner’s chapter “The Importance of Arms Exports and Armament 

Cooperation for the West German Defense Industrial Base” focuses on the dichotomy 

that West Germany was the fifth-largest weapons exporter in the world while also having 

very strict constitutional restrictions on that sector. Pertinent to this analysis, Huebner 

identifies what he sees as the core tenets of the armaments sector, which is predicated on 

an aversion to autarky, integration of the armaments sector into the market economy, 

focus on high-technology projects that can be spun off, and using the defense-industrial 

sector to gain influence in NATO.17 While Huebner focuses more on tanks and ships than 

aircraft, he highlights the overriding value that the Federal Republic placed on 

cooperation with NATO partners relative to its national interests and shows how West 

Germany used those NATO ties to drastically reduce its importation of US equipment by 

the 1980s. 18   

Alistair Edgar in his chapter "The MRCA/Tornado: The Politics and Economics 

of Collaborative Procurement" shows the often-difficult collaborative process that went 

into the development and production of the MRCA/Tornado. The program was defined 

by cost overruns and development delays and a collaborative environment that was less 

 
17 David. G Haglund, “Introduction,” in The Defense Industrial Base and the 

West, ed. David G. Haglund, (London: Routledge, 1989), 12-13. 

18 Bernd Huebner, “The Importance of Arms Exports and Armament Cooperation 

for the West German Defense Industrial Base,” in The Defense Industrial Base and the 

West, ed. David G. Haglund, (London: Routledge, 1989), 144-146. 
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genial than that experienced with the Starfighter. However, Edgar also shows that the 

Tornado held a great deal of symbolic value beyond its military utility. The project was 

seen by all parties as a means of asserting European independence from the US aviation 

sector, while the Federal Republic and Italy used it as a means to bind the UK closer to 

the European Economic Community. Edgar concludes by assessing the multinational 

Tornado consortium as a qualified success, but one that had important lessons for future 

efforts.19  

Andrew Latham’s chapter entitled “Conflict and Competition over the NATO 

Defense Industrial Base: The Case of the European Fighter Aircraft” picks up from 

Edgar’s work to discuss the multinational Eurofighter program, which was itself a 

successor to the Tornado. Latham highlights both the continuity and change between the 

Tornado and Eurofighter programs. From a continuity perspective, there was a great deal 

of both organizational and personnel continuity between the two programs that helped to 

reinforce the lessons learned and improve efficiency. Further, the foundation and 

management of Eurofighter Jagdflugzeug GmbH was explicitly designed to build on and 

improve Panavia’s trinational model (which was itself built on the example of the 

Starfighter consortia). However, the Eurofighter also had clear divergences from how the 

Tornado had been produced and managed largely to improve production efficiency and 

reinforce the independence of the European aviation sector by preventing American 

involvement in the program. Indeed, Latham portrays the relationship between the US 

 
19 Alistair Edgar, “The MRCA/Tornado: The Politics and Economics of 

Collaborative Procurement,” in The Defense Industrial Base and the West, ed. David G. 

Haglund, (London: Routledge, 1989), 47-48, 61-62, 71-73. 
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and European aviation sectors as an antagonistic zero-sum relationship and one in which 

the US acts in the role of an antagonist (if not a villain) that steals European market share 

and unfairly manipulates export control legislation to stunt European development. 20  

William Bajusz in his article “Advanced Technology and Public Policy: 

Multinational Weapons Acquisition” provides an excellent breakdown of both successful 

and failed multinational weapons programs including multiple multinational European 

aviation efforts. Bajusz looks beyond the traditional framework of the nation-state to 

focus on how institutions —centered on NATO — forge international interdependency to 

develop advanced weapons programs that in turn encourage greater multinational 

cooperation and integration. Included in this work are analyses of the MRCA/Tornado, F-

16, and Anglo-French Variable Geometry Aircraft (AFVG). Bajusz portrays the 

negotiations around the MRCA as protracted but conducted in good faith and with a 

genuine effort to benefit the industrial sector and national wishes of each participant. 

However, he describes how several former Starfighter operators—Belgium, Denmark, the 

Netherlands, and Norway—left the MRCA/Tornado program early on due to the high 

costs and long development times and instead embraced the F-16 as a cheaper and 

readily-available alternative. Bajusz also uses the AFVG to show how divergent national 

interests and a lack of good faith negotiating can fatally undercut a multinational aircraft 

program. This work builds on Bajusz’s analysis by provided a broader and deeper 

understanding of the MRCA/Tornado program and tying its formation explicitly to the 

 
20 Andrew Latham, “Conflict and Competition over the NATO Defense Industrial 

Base: The Case of the European Fighter Aircraft,” in The Defense Industrial Base and the 

West, ed. David G. Haglund, (London: Routledge, 1989), 93-95, 97, 100. 
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Starfighter production and management consortia that the Federal Republic established 

through NATO.21  

Timothy Sayle’s Enduring Alliance: A History of NATO and the Postwar Global 

Order is an excellent political history that charts the high and low points of the alliance’s 

history from its formation to existential crises of the 2010s. It underpins much of this 

narrative’s understanding of the forces, trends, and personalities at work in NATO’s 

broader history. However, Sayle focuses on a top-down macroeconomic perspective 

when discussing the economic aspects of NATO and does not substantially address the 

importance that NATO and its member states placed on multinational production and 

management consortia as a means of sharing costs and building permanent ties. To that 

end, does not address the aviation sector generally, nor specific NATO weapons 

programs such as the Starfighter, Tornado, or Eurofighter. This work builds on Sayle’s 

scholarship by asserting the importance of these economic and aviation perspectives and 

underscoring how the Federal Republic utilized NATO’s bureaucratic structure to 

achieve political and economic goals while establishing a permanent multinational 

European aviation sector.  

 
21 William D. Bajusz “Advanced Technology and Public Policy: Multinational 

Weapons Acquisition,” Policy Sciences 11, no. 3 (1980): 273-274. 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/4531790. 
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CHAPTER 3 

A BRIEF HISTORY OF MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION IN 

GERMANY 1908-1945 

 

Imperial Germany 

Since the dawn of powered flight, German governments have considered aviation 

a matter of extreme national importance. The near limitless potential of flight was well 

suited to the technocratic ambitions of Imperial Germany, which viewed achievements in 

this field as an embodiment of the intersection of technology and nationalism. Policy 

makers and commentators commonly portrayed aviation triumphs in Enlightenment 

terms of modernity as well Realpoltik with clear winners and losers in the zero-sum game 

of international competition. A country’s ability to pioneer aviation advancements and 

break records served as markers for national destiny and potential for greatness, while the 

inability to do so marked the opposite. These highly competitive and nationalistic early 

years set the precedent for subsequent German governments in overseeing a protectionist 

national aviation sector that eschewed international cooperation in favor of close 

collaboration between industry and the state.1  

The German aviation sector made manifest by companies such as Messerschmitt, 

Junkers, the Bayerische Flugzeugwerke, Focke-Wulf, Heinkel, Bölkow, Dornier, etc., 

 
1 Peter Fritzche, A Nation of Fliers, German Aviation and the Popular 

Imagination (Cambridge, Harvard University Press: 1992), 2-5. 
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was notable for the numerous technological and technical achievements that it had 

achieved going back to the earliest days of flight. The Junkers company alone had 

pioneered the all-metal, mid-wing, monoplane in 1913, practical large-scale and multi-

engine cargo and passenger aircraft in the interwar period, and the world’s first 

production turbo-jet engine, the Jumo 004, that powered the Messerschmitt 262.2 After 

1945, the rejection of these nationalistic and technocratic mentalities in favor of a 

worldview  that sought leadership through collaboration with neighboring countries 

became defining features of the Federal Republic’s Defense Ministry and aviation sector. 

Articulating the rises and falls of Germany’s military-aviation sector and its evolving 

relationship with different iterations of the German government is critical to 

understanding why and how the F-104G Starfighter represented a watershed moment in 

West Germany’s military-industrial relations both domestically and abroad.  

Official and public support for German aviation first manifested itself in August 

1908, when Ferdinand Graf von Zeppelin (whose name would become a generic term for 

all rigid airships) made a grand tour of Southwest Germany and Alsace in his airship LZ 

4. Skeptical about its utility, the German military had made a 24-hour circuit flight a 

precondition for the potential purchase of Zeppelin’s creations. The event drew crowds in 

their thousands to witness his airship lumber through the skies. However, on August 5 a 

windstorm ripped LZ 4 from its moorings outside of Stuttgart and completely destroyed 

it. The disaster caused an unexpected groundswell of nationalistic zeal and galvanized 
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German support for aviation. Within six weeks, the outpouring of public financial 

donations totaled more than 5 million marks and Zeppelin ascended to the pantheon of 

national heroes. He garnered a personal visit from the Kaiser who referred to him as the 

“greatest German of the twentieth century,” and his airships were purchased by the 

military despite the crash. 3   Thus, German military aviation became a matter of intense 

public concern as much as it was a political, economic, or military one. The German 

public’s fascination with Zeppelin’s airships was described as a watershed moment in the 

rehabilitation of technology following the dehumanization ascribed to the Industrial 

Revolution that engendered skepticism and fear of earlier developments such as 

electricity or the telephone.4  

The Kaiserreich expressed official interest in the potential for heavier-than-air 

military aviation in 1910 as it became increasingly apparent that Zeppelin’s airships were 

limited in their utility. The Zeppelin’s technical complexity, inability to operate in 

inclement weather, and vulnerability to the increasing potency of airplanes limited its 

effectiveness and led to staggeringly high losses (by war’s end, the army had lost 26 of 

52 airships while the navy had lost 53 of 73, both higher mortality rates than airplane and 

submarine crews). Zeppelin’s airships proved impractical for anything other than terror 

bombing of civilian centers. The lackluster performance and increasing technical 
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sophistication and capability of powered aircraft saw the quick retirement of the army’s 

airships as disastrously inefficient by 1916.5  

The Imperial German government also played an active role in fostering the 

country’s heavier-than-air industry. During the war, the aviation sector developed by 

leaps and bounds from producing fragile and primitive aircraft in 1914 to designs that 

were technically innovative and reliable by war’s end. Achieving this level of technical 

advancement involved massive amounts of public sector financing as well as close 

cooperation between industry and the government, which would become a hallmark of 

public-private interaction in both the Third Reich and Federal Republic. Imperial 

Germany laid another important milestone that would reemerge after West German 

rearmament, the government-directed consolidation and merger of its aviation concerns 

to maximize comparative advantages. In October 1917, the government ordered Junkers 

and Fokker to merge to form the Junkers-Fokker Flugzeugwerke A.G. The government’s 

premise was that the union would marry Junkers’ innovation with Fokker’s production 

acumen. This merger would produce the two-seat Junkers J4 observation aircraft as well 

as the single-seat J9, J10, and J11 fighter aircraft. However, the clash of personalities 

between Anthony Fokker and Hugo Junkers stifled the collaboration.6 
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The Weimar Republic 

Turmoil confronted the aviation sector in the aftermath of the First World War. 

Following the armistice, the Imperial German military was demobilized and reconstituted 

as the much-reduced Reichswehr. As part of the treaty conditions, the Reichswehr was 

banned from taking part in military aviation. In turn German aviation firms had 

restrictions placed upon their operations that included being barred from developing 

military aircraft or related technologies. Junkers immediately pivoted to civilian designs 

and unveiled the world’s first all-metal light passenger aircraft, the F 13. While the 

government initially showed interest in supporting the project, the newly established 

civilian German Air Office lacked the resources to do anything beyond honoring existing 

contracts with the aviation industry and encouraging firms to look for private financing. 

Social upheaval provided additional complications as local soldiers and workers councils 

seized control of factories and idled production while simultaneously demanding those 

factories maintain full employment. Multiple firms abandoned the aviation sector at this 

point, with Siemens shuttering its plants and Anthony Fokker fleeing to his native 

Netherlands under threat of death from the Schwerin Council.7 

The Treaty of Versailles contained multiple articles restricting Germany’s 

military aviation, but the most onerous for industry was Article 201. It barred all German 

aviation firms from producing aircraft and components for six months following the 

ratification of the treaty on January 10, 1920. Additionally, Article 210 established the 
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Inter-Allied Surveillance Commission to ensure compliance with the treaty’s strictures. 

By June 1920, lingering wartime concerns about German technical sophistication went in 

tandem with concerted German industrial efforts to circumvent the treaty restrictions to 

provoke an indefinite expansion of the production ban. At this time, Article 201’s 

purview was expanded by the Allies to more tightly restrict German civil aviation.8  

These impositions placed German aviation in jeopardy and caused several firms 

to shift varying degrees of their research and production operations abroad. Junkers 

elected to take part in a unique, and secretive, partnership with the Reichswehr in the 

Soviet Union.9 While the F 13 initially gave the company a better financial outlook than 

its contemporaries, an export and license-production deal with an American firm was 

blocked by the Allied Powers, which cost the company an estimated 19 million marks. 

Based on his prior interactions with the state, Junkers was wary of seeking public 

support, which he viewed as inherently too restrictive relative to the financial incentives. 

However, his interests in opening markets in Eastern Europe dovetailed with the 

Reichswehr’s efforts to build a partnership with the Soviet Union.10  

Unchecked almost entirely by civilian control following the Kapp Putsch, the 

Reichswehr was able to conduct its own clandestine foreign policy under the direction of 

General Hans von Seeckt. Von Seeckt desired a restoration of Germany’s prewar borders 

in the east and saw a closer relationship with the Soviet Union as a means to achieve this 
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goal, while the Soviets were eager to import German military expertise and technology. 

Soviet representatives approached multiple German companies (including Junkers) to 

establish production facilities with a goal of producing five-ten thousand combat aircraft. 

Three-way negotiations between the Reichswehr, Soviet Union, and German industry 

resulted in an initial agreement in November 1921.11  

The Reichswehr’s internal negotiations with Junkers were predicated on speed 

and focused on the military and political dimensions to the exclusion of economic 

concerns. While interested in the Soviet project, Junkers expressed concern regarding the 

high start-up costs and lack of starting capital for the venture. In lieu of offering concrete 

funding details, the Reichswehr articulated an unsubstantiated belief that the Soviet 

Union would finance any budgetary shortfalls. Its representatives also stated that the 

military would cover all political risks if the secret agreement was exposed to public 

scrutiny. 12 However, Hugo Junkers believed mistakenly believed that the Reichswehr 

would also underwrite the economic risks as well due to the agreement’s vague 

language.13 Despite the unwillingness of either the Reichswehr or Soviet authorities to 
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offer concrete details on payments or supply of raw materials, Junkers deemed the 

venture a worthwhile financial gamble and formally signed on.14 

The Treaty of Rapallo was signed in April 1922 and normalized relations between 

the Weimar Republic and Soviet Union. It also gave official cover for the Reichswehr’s 

clandestine efforts, which were in turn concluded with a separate treaty that July. 

However, things rapidly turned sour as the Reichswehr went back on promised financial 

support. Junkers’ work in establishing a facility at Fili outside of Moscow proceeded at a 

glacial pace. The Soviet Union imposed onerous terms that required the firm to self-

finance at startup, which was exacerbated by a lack of materials, infrastructure, or 

experienced personnel at the site. While the Soviets issued a contract for 100 aircraft in 

December 1922, the venture sapped Junkers financially over the course of 1923. The 

company proved incapable of meeting contract specifications or of adequately competing 

with Fokker new designs that the Soviets found more attractive.15  

By March 1924, Junkers needed a cash influx. The company approached the 

Reichswehr for assistance and when that was not initially forthcoming, threatened to 

expose its activities in the Soviet Union to the Foreign Office. Under the governance of 

Wilhelm Cuno and Gustav Stresemann the Weimar Republic had embraced a more pro-

western outlook, which threatened the Reichswehr’s interests in the Soviet Union. The 

military seemingly caved under this pressure and gave Junkers 4 million marks with the 

proviso that the company privately finance the remaining 12 million marks required in its 
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contracts. The Reichswehr’s leadership knew that in April 1924, Reichsbank President 

Hjalmar Schacht would curtail the issuance of credit and only offer it to those firms 

actively working to improve Germany’s domestic economy. This turn of events deprived 

Junkers of autonomy and the company was subordinated to military control. 16  

Additional cost overruns at Junkers’ main Dessau facility —notably Hugo 

Junkers’ other firms, Junkers-Motorenwerk GmbH and Junkers-Luftverkehr A.G. — and 

an effort to produce aircraft in Turkey pushed the company toward a financial crisis.17 

These successive failures caused company’s debt to jump from 5 million marks to 18 

million marks. This setback undercut the company’s reputation within Germany, with 

some government officials stating that the firm’s inability to succeed in serial production 

should be grounds for limiting it strictly to designing and building prototypes. The 

company’s competitors—including Heinkel and Dornier—also pounced on Junkers’ 

weakness to publicly criticize the government’s long-time support for Junkers and 

articulate that its demise would not engender a national crisis. In May 1926, the 

government debated liquidating Junkers, but ultimately decided against forcing the firm 

into bankruptcy. During these discussions, Hugo Junkers appeared before the committee 

to emotionally state his case. He argued that it was his patriotism that had caused him to 

take on such inordinate financial risk.18   

 
16 Byers, Flying Man, 59-62. 
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Simultaneously the Soviets grew weary of the arrangement with Junkers. They 

viewed its aircraft as inferior to the Fokker planes that the USSR had purchased in larger 

numbers, and played for time to force the company to default on its contract and take 

control of the facility at Fili outright.19 In the spring of 1926, the USSR informed the 

German government that it wanted to scrap the deal with Junkers after accusing the 

company of previously bribing Soviet officials to receive favorable treatment at the 

facilities in Fili and Kharkov.20 In December 1926, the Soviet Union purchased the Fili 

facility for 6 million marks, which became the bedrock for the Soviet aviation sector.21 

The Soviet venture brought Junkers to near-insolvency, as beyond the high costs it had 

already incurred, it was compelled to pay the government 1 million marks and provide an 

additional 2.7 million marks worth of aircraft in lieu of additional monetary repayment.22  

 

The Third Reich 

The rise of the Third Reich fundamentally altered the German military-aviation 

landscape as well as the nature of public-private interaction between the state and this 
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industry. As they did with all aspects of society, the Nazis sought to impose 

Gleichschaltung (synchronization of institutions) upon the aviation sector to unify it and 

place it entirely at the service and direction of the state. By 1932 the aviation sector was 

nearly moribund. That year it produced only 36 aircraft and employed 3,998 people 

across the entirety of the aviation and aircraft engine sectors.23 Shortly after seizing 

power, Hitler declared the establishment of the Reichsluftfahrtministerium (RLM) under 

the leadership of First World War ace and ardent Nazi, Hermann Gӧring. The RLM 

unified Germany’s aviation firms under one banner and enabled them to be more easily 

directed by the state, particularly in preparation for rearmament in 1935. Once more, 

Junkers stands as a prime example of the evolving relations between industry and the 

state. In 1933, the government brought charges against Hugo Junkers in order to seize his 

patent rights and control of the Junkers factory in Dessau following his resistance to the 

National Socialist agenda. This resulted in the company’s nationalization and terminated 

its autonomy to design and produce independent projects. Hugo Junkers died while under 

house arrest in 1935 after having been legally banned from having any contact with the 

company he had founded.24   

Following rearmament, the Luftwaffe and RLM existed as parallel organizations 

that managed the entirety of Germany’s aviation potential. While the Luftwaffe took 

charge of operational-military matters, the RLM was left to oversee issues pertaining to 
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the central planning of Germany’s aviation firms for all matters of research, development, 

design, production, and procurement. This arrangement proved to be less than ideal in 

practice, as there was little direct contact between the two organizations. This in turn 

saddled the Luftwaffe with aircraft largely tendered and designed in the mid-1930s, while 

preventing it from taking a decisive role in determining how best to meet evolving needs 

in real time beyond the issuance of broad requests.25 

As will be seen again in the Federal Republic’s rearmament process two decades 

later, one of the principal challenges facing the RLM and industry was the large amount 

of startup financing needed to purchase modern facilities, equipment and tooling, hire and 

train a workforce, and commission designs. The RLM thus served as the industry’s 

central fundraiser both in securing direct grants and publicly backed bank loans. While it 

allowed the aviation industry rapidly to accrue the capital needed to embark on 

rearmament, this arrangement came at an exceedingly high cost to private ownership. The 

government and its affiliated creditors were given the authority to take over those firms 

that had difficulty repaying their loans. For instance, the RLM owned Junkers and Arado 

outright, the State Bank of Saxony controlled Erla, the Allgemeine Elektricitäts-

Gesellschaft (AEG) controlled Focke-Wulf, and Krupp controlled Weser. This process 

allowed the state to streamline the design and production of aircraft by effectively 

eliminating the need for profitability or economic competition. This set a standard for a 

close financial relationship between government and industry that simultaneously 

allowed for the easy and consistent securing of public sector stimulus while also giving 
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the government incredible financial leverage to consolidate and direct the aviation sector. 

Further, aircraft licensing was broadened to allow multiple firms to produce successful 

designs. This strategy ultimately saw a massive expansion in Germany’s aircraft 

production output, which jumped from 13 aircraft produced in 1931, to 1,968 in 1934, 

5,112 in 1936, 8,295 in 1939, and 11,776 in 1941.26 

Rearmament required a massive influx of personnel into the aviation sector. The 

nature of these positions, their relatively privileged economic status relative to other 

manufacturing sectors, and the high social value afforded to them by the state during the 

Third Reich would have direct parallels during the Federal Republic’s rearmament two 

decades later.  At the start of 1933, there were 3,998 workers employed across the 

spectrum of Germany’s aviation and engine concerns. By the end of 1938, that number 

had increased dramatically to 293,000.27 In order to control skilled worker turnover in 

critical industries, the government unveiled a law in February 1935 that required all 

participants in the labor force to possess a workbook that listed their training, skills, prior 

jobs, age, and health. Unveiled first in the armaments sector, workbooks were heavily 

controlled by both employers and the state to prevent turnover in critical industries that 

were vulnerable to labor shortages.28    
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A key marker of the aviation sector’s uniqueness lay in the requirement that its 

labor pool achieve a competent and technically proficient standard. A fully trained 

aviation production technician was required to have completed a four-year 

apprenticeship, which ensured that a persistent bottleneck developed between the 

industry’s demand for skilled labor and the workforce’s ability to provide it. The 

extensive training and quality control inherent to these jobs as well as the highly technical 

nature of the aircraft they produced ensured that positions in the aviation sector were 

well-paying and generated a unique esprit de corps.29 Thus, even as the aviation industry 

aligned itself publicly to the NSDAP’s articulation of the Volksgemeinschaft in the 

workplace these distinguishing marks of higher pay and elitism fundamentally 

undermined the party’s claim that all labor was of equal value in the Third Reich.30  

To ensure a reliable source of skilled labor to meet both present and future needs, 

multiple government organizations including The German Labor Administration, Reich 

Estate of Industry, and German Labor Front encouraged industrial sectors to expand and 

standardize their apprenticeship programs while bringing them under tighter centralized 

control. A key rationale of this effort was the usage of statistical analysis as a predictive 

model for future labor needs and to coordinate the country’s disparate vocational 

education organizations under centralized direction. This collaboration unified vocational 

counseling and training into a single organizational structure and provided consistent 
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training and accreditation for apprenticeships that persisted after the collapse of the Nazi 

government.31  

The German Labor Front’s coercive attempts to bring vocational training 

completely into its orbit alarmed both industry leaders and other government ministries. 

This led Economic Minister Hjalmar Schacht to forge closer relations between industry 

and the Economics, Labor, and Educational Ministries. Schacht appointed the German 

Committee for Technical Schooling as an official advisory body (renaming it the Reich 

Institute for Vocational Training in 1938) and put it into direct competition with the 

German Labor Front. These efforts, in tandem with an improving economy, rapidly bore 

fruit, as a “vocational ethos” became increasingly prevalent in Germany’s working class 

compared to the earlier popularity of unskilled and semi-skilled labor. In turn, industry 

increased the number of apprenticeships it offered from less than 130,000 in 1932/33 

507,000 in 1936/37. Increased public investment in the armaments sector after 

rearmament played a key role in these increases and demand for apprenticeships in 

metalworking outstripped other sectors. With the outbreak of war, Hermann Göring gave 

the Economic Ministry and industry formal control of vocational training by in the Four-

Year Plan of 1939.32 

Prewar labor shortages persisted after the Invasion of Poland in 1939, but the 

vocational counseling and apprenticeship system remained largely unchanged despite 

decreased manpower due to conscription. In 1941 alone, employers had over 627,000 
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available apprenticeships, but some 200,000 remained unfilled due to conscription. The 

Allied strategic bombing campaigns and subsequent dispersal of German factories further 

hampered vocational education. In response, the German Labor Administration under the 

direction of Reich Minister for Armaments and Ammunition Fritz Todt responded by 

allocating 10 million foreign civilian laborers, prisoners of war, and slave laborers for 

unskilled industrial work, which allowed German workers to be concentrated in skilled 

trades. Todt’s successor, Albert Speer, attempted to standardize mass-production 

practices in the armaments sector to limit the amount of skilled labor required. Industry 

responded to these shifts with enlightened self-interest by hoarding materiel and skilled 

workers based on long-term projections, particularly in the war’s final years.33 While 

women were ushered into the armaments sectors of many belligerent nations (as they had 

been utilized in Germany during the First World War), the Nazi conception of 

womanhood barred their employment in the armaments sector throughout the war and 

again deprived industry of a large labor pool.34  

The Nazi policies of autarky, industrial stimulus, massive building projects, and 

rearmament exacerbated the shortages of natural resources, hard currency, and foreign 

lines of credit that were persistent during the Weimar Republic. Deficiencies of industrial 

resources became crippling, and the domestic sector struggled to meet demand to the 

detriment of the rearmament schedule. As late as January 1939, Hitler announced that 
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Germany would embark on an “export battle” to bring in the foreign currency still needed 

to fund rearmament. At the time, the Wehrmacht experienced acute shortages of multiple 

resources that were critical for the aviation sector including: a 47 percent reduction in 

allocations of aluminum, 30 percent reduction in steel, 20 percent reduction in copper, 

and 14 percent in rubber. By 1939, the shortfall between combat aircraft production goals 

and reality was more than 30 percent, with only 4,733 produced out of a planned 7,095. 

These figures incensed both Hitler and Göring, who viewed larger quantitative statistics 

as having greater value than qualitative or logistical matters. For instance, following the 

annexation of Czechoslovakia, Göring rejected recommendations from the head of the 

Luftwaffe’s logistics to divert 20-30 percent of Germany’s aviation production to ensure 

sufficient spare parts, which led to chronic shortages through the entirety of the war.35 

Achieving the government’s lofty technical and manufacturing goals required 

German industry to undergo a revolution in production technique. The manufacturing of 

aircraft has always been an incredibly complex process that requires intensive precision 

and attention to detail, and one of the greatest challenges inherent to manufacturing 

military aircraft has been striking the balance between this technical artisanship and the 

need for mass production. While all the major belligerents in the Second World War were 

required to address the matter, the RLM and the Luftwaffe only confronted this paradox 

in 1941. Previously, the method of assembling aircraft had remained largely unchanged 

from that seen in the earliest days of flight. Laborers worked from static “workbenches,” 

which required highly knowledgeable and skilled technicians to move between airframes 
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on the production floor. Abortive efforts were made in applying a Ford-esque assembly 

line production method in the 1930s, but the technically complex nature of aircraft 

relative to automobiles forestalled its acceptance.36 Instead, German aircraft production 

emphasized craftsmanship over quantity, with untold man hours wasted on needlessly 

precise machining and exquisite upholstery until the final months of the war.37  

 

Resistance to changing production methods proved crippling as German 

aggression greatly expanded the war’s scope in 1940/41. Industry was incapable of 

improving its manufacturing efficiency to make up for losses suffered during the air 

battles over France and the United Kingdom, with aircraft loss and replacement rates 

barely achieving parity. Broadening the war into the Soviet Union and Mediterranean 

without a commensurate shift to a war economy at this time ensured rendered these loss 

rates insurmountable. The Luftwaffe reduced training for aircrews by a month, hundreds 

of aircraft were grounded for want of spare parts, and the aircraft delivery schedule lost 

all predictability with fluctuating monthly production figures. The loss/replacement 

balance became untenable as industry’s output was eclipsed by war on a continental 

scale. In March 1942, the Luftwaffe had an authorized strength of 4,623 combat aircraft 

but possessed an actual strength of just 2,876 aircraft. 38  
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Ernst Udet, the head of the RLM’s Technical office, proved incapable of 

efficiently coordinating with industry and insisted to Göring and Hitler that no further 

optimization of the aviation sector was possible with its existing resources.39  In a failed 

effort to streamline production of what he deemed to be the Luftwaffe’s most important 

future aircraft, he unilaterally approved the mass production of the Heinkel 177 heavy 

bomber, and Messerschmitt 210 twin engine fighter. Both were technically ambitious 

designs that suffered extensive setbacks, deficiencies, and high development costs. A 

production order of 1,000 airframes was granted for the Me 210 before it ever flew and 

the total failure of this design cost around 200 million Reichsmarks.  In the case of the He 

177, the onus was largely on the plethora of tasks that were expected of the airframe (a 

tendency that re-emerged when the Federal Republic acquired the F-104G).40  

Luftwaffe General Erhard Milch replaced Udet as head of the RLM Technical 

Office in the summer of 1941. Upon his appointment, Göring demanded that Milch 

contrive a way to quadruple combat aircraft production and increase monthly production 

totals of fighters by 61.1 percent.  To accomplish these monumental tasks, Göring 

granted Milch wide-ranging powers that allowed him to reorganize and coordinate 

Germany’s aviation sector. In September 1941 he unveiled a plan for a complete overhaul 

of industry that would ostensibly allow it to produce 50 thousand aircraft by March 1944. 

Milch appealed directly to industrial chiefs, urging them to have an open dialogue with 

the RLM on what their firms could realistically accomplish and what they could not, he 
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barred the mass production of new aircraft in favor of maximizing manufacture of 

existing designs, and he worked to increase manufacturing efficiency. Raw material 

shortages were mitigated by posting inspectors on production lines to increase efficient of 

use and try to prevent hoarding.41    

The Western Allies, in stark contrast to the Germans, rapidly succeeded in 

applying mass production techniques to aviation by involving the automotive sector 

directly in aircraft production. While it suffered initial setbacks, Ford’s Willow Run Plant 

in Michigan license-produced fourteen Consolidated B-24 bombers per day on an 

assembly line that was a mile in length and employed 40 thousand workers. In light of 

this American success, Milch insisted that the German aviation sector convert to this 

production method, particularly as wartime demand coincided with industry’s increasing 

reliance on semi-skilled and forced labor. Breaking production down into a linear 

assembly line with between 22-30 stations reduced dramatically the training, knowledge, 

and skill requirements relative to the older style of production. Further, the quality and 

efficiency of Germany’s machine tooling helped to further mitigate the increasing 

reliance on unskilled and forced labor through uniformity of quality and fit. However, 

unlike the massive single-facility American aircraft production plants, the vulnerability of 

Germany’s aviation sector to Allied strategic bombing campaigns meant that even as the 

assembly-line model of production became ascendant, it could not be concentrated. 
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Instead stages of aircraft production were dispersed and took place in traditional factories 

as well as less unorthodox locations in forests and underground facilities.42  

Despite this dispersal, aircraft production efficiency increased dramatically in the 

last years of the war. In 1941 the average price of a single Messerschmitt 109F airframe 

was between 50,100-62,200 RM, while by 1945 the average price for the Messerschmitt 

109G and 109K models had been reduced to 43,700 RM. Assembly-line production was 

introduced for not only the Luftwaffe’s existing aircraft, but also overtly incorporated 

into the design process of the jet-powered Messerschmitt 262. This streamlining and 

compartmentalizing of the assembly process ensured that the world’s first operational jet 

fighter could be produced under these conditions. Beyond airframes, similar production 

techniques were introduced for engines, electronics, and equipment.43  

The war years also introduced German aviation to international cooperation (and 

coercion) namely within the sphere of Germany’s conquests. The Nazi government’s 

policies of autarky and militarization required access to immense an amount of natural 

resources that were largely unavailable within Germany’s prewar borders. The Third 

Reich’s conquests in 1940/41 brought an influx of natural resources for the German 

aviation industry and placed the aviation sectors of those occupied nations at the disposal 

of the Nazi war machine. However, a haphazard and chaotic period of looting followed 

the conquest in which the various German armed services competed directly with civilian 

agencies and industry for the spoils of war. Germany frequently expropriated the assets of 
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foreign aviation firms (particularly machine tooling) and then left them to languish in 

storage. This shortsightedness became a liability once the Allied bombing campaign 

compelled Germany to disperse aircraft production among these captured facilities later 

in the war.44  

Of importance to this narrative is the interaction between German and French 

aviation interests during and after the war years. France had a highly modern and 

productive aviation sector prior to the outbreak of the Second World War, which was left 

largely intact following the Battle of France in 1940. Despite this windfall, French assets 

were underutilized by the Germans in the following year. Franco-German collaboration 

on aircraft production only began in earnest in 1941 when an agreement was signed 

between Berlin and Vichy that allowed for French production to resume under direct 

German control. By June 1941, French firms had undertaken production contracts that 

totaled some 765,000,000 RM and employed 62,800 people. Focke-Wulf and 

Messerschmitt respectively employed both the Société nationale des constructions 

aéronautiques du Sud-Ouest (SNCASO) and Société nationale des constructions 

aéronautiques du Nord (SNCAN) to license-produce German aircraft designs. Morane-

Saulnier and SNCASO were entrusted with key aspects of Focke-Wulf 190’s production, 

while SNCASO was permitted to take part in the development and design work for its 

successor, the Ta 152. While this cooperation was generally engineered to prevent 

independence within these French concerns, multiple German firms (including Junkers, 

Messerschmitt, Heinkel, Focke-Wulf, and Fiesler) opened design offices within France 
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that were staffed largely by French engineers. The demand for their services was such 

that bidding wars erupted between the German firms to offer the most lucrative 

contracts.45 

The relationship between German and French aviation concerns proved to be 

mutually beneficial, but it is disingenuous to describe this collaboration as egalitarian or 

cooperative. While a certain amount of French participation was voluntary and driven by 

more traditional market forces and incentives, the relationship was overtly defined by a 

starkly unequal power dynamic between occupier and occupied. A twenty-five-minute 

strike for higher wages at a SNCASO factory in December 1943 elicited a response from 

the local SS detachment and the arrest of 18 French employees. Focke-Wulf’s 

management in Paris approved of this action as a means of improving discipline. Passive 

resistance and intentional inefficiency in manufacturing were also noted by 

Messerschmitt at its affiliated SNCAN facilities. Additionally, Erhard Milch drew up 

plans to abduct France’s aviation workers to Germany in the event of an Allied invasion. 

This forced relocation was only forestalled due to the effectiveness of the Allied air 

campaign in crippling the French rail network in 1944.46 

Following France’s liberation, French aviation firms inherited a windfall of 

manufacturing facilities, modern production tooling and equipment, aviation projects, and 

advanced technical experience from their erstwhile occupiers. Multiple German aircraft 

designs were produced to meet both civil and military aviation needs in the immediate 
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postwar period, while several prototype aircraft projects were completed and brought into 

production. Thus, while the wartime interactions between the aviation industries of the 

two countries provided some measure of success and collaboration, it set a template for 

both future conflict and collaboration as France and West Germany as both jockeyed for 

dominance of Western Europe’s nascent, but burgeoning, collaborative aviation sector at 

the height of the Cold War.47  

Beyond France, the German aviation sector also made meaningful connections 

with counterparts in other Western European nations that would play a critical role in the 

European Starfighter program. Notable among these wartime collaborative efforts was 

with the Netherlands, where the RLM reopened production lines at multiple production 

facilities immediately after the conquest. The Netherlands was the home of the Fokker 

Aviation Works, which remained an innovative company with thoroughly modern 

production facilities and practices. Throughout the war, Fokker supplied aircraft to the 

Luftwaffe and its management actively collaborated with the Germans to secure high-

profile contracts. Following the war’s conclusion, Fokker would become the primary 

Dutch sub-contractor for the European Starfighter production program.48     

Fascist Italy also benefited from collaboration with the German aviation sector 

and became an early example of German efforts to form multi-firm production 

consortiums. Focke-Wulf worked in tandem with the government to partially shift 

production of its in-development Fw 300 transport aircraft to Italy from France in 1944. 
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In doing so, the firms of Fiat, Breda, and Piaggio were to be formed into a production 

consortium with counterparts in Germany and France. While the project ultimately 

fizzled, it provides an early case study example of German efforts to marshal aviation 

resources on a multilateral and continental scale. Following the war, Fiat would go on to 

produce the airframes and electronics for Italy’s F-104G Starfighters, as well as the 

upgraded F-104S after merging with Aerfer to form Aeritalia.49  

The central role the German state could play in marshalling and consolidating the 

country’s disparate industrial actors behind a common and collaborative purpose proved 

to be highly influential in determining the trajectory of the Federal Republic’s 

rearmament process and ultimately that of the F-104G Starfighter production and 

management consortiums.  The restrictive and economically impracticable environment 

that the aviation industry found itself in following the end of the First World War served 

as a direct analog to its struggle for viability after the collapse of the Third Reich in 1945. 

While government mismanagement and industrial intransigence prevented the 

optimization of Germany’s aviation industrial potential, the aviation sector’s otherwise 

close and beneficial relationship with the state during the Nazi period provided a template 

for public-private interactions during the Federal Republic’s rearmament. These decades 

also provided both the state and industry with experience in working across borders with 

other European firms to design and produce aircraft, many of which they would again 

collaborate with (or in the case of France, compete against) on the Starfighter project.  

 
49 Daniel Uziel, Arming the Luftwaffe, 48-49. 
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Over the course of three decades, the fortunes of the Junkers Flugzeug-und-

Motorenwerke were tied directly to those of the German state and its military. The 

company’s interactions with the government provide a case-study model of how the 

successive German governments utilized both negotiation and coercion in dealing with 

industry. The Imperial German government compelled Junkers into a forced wartime 

consolidation with Fokker, which was an arrangement that neither party sought nor 

sustained of its own accord. During the early years of the Weimar Republic, Versailles 

Treaty restrictions nearly brought Junkers to ruin and compelled the company to attach 

itself to an ill-defined and costly secret military venture in the Soviet Union. This failure 

again forced Junkers into a subordinate relationship with the military and brought the 

company to the brink of insolvency. Following the Nazi seizure of power, Junkers was 

deemed incompatible with Gleichschaltung, seized, and put at the direct disposal of the 

state until the liquidation of German military aviation at war’s end. Chapter five will 

show that while greatly reduced from its size and importance prior to 1945, the 

company’s fate in the second iteration of German rearmament was again tied directly to 

government desires. Junkers’ inability to overcome coercive state action will serve as a 

barometer and case-study for examining continuity and change in how the Federal 

Republic dealt with industrial interests relative to its predecessors.  
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CHAPTER 4 

REARMAMENT AND THE RISE OF FRANZ JOSEF STRAUß 

 

The nature, purpose, and organization of West Germany’s military aviation arm 

and the industry that would be required to support it was a matter of intense high-level 

debate in the years surrounding rearmament. Standing at the intersection of foreign 

policy, national politics, and domestic industrial revitalization, the issue unearthed 

divergent aspirations among regional, national, and international concerns across the 

political-economic spectrum. However, when these interests coalesced, they propelled the 

Federal Republic to a position of preeminence within NATO and the burgeoning 

European aviation sector. Beyond these material-economic aspects, this debate was also 

encapsulated within larger societal questions regarding West Germany’s place in the 

transatlantic community and its intersection with postwar conceptions of nationalism and 

national autonomy. These issues became manifest at the international level in the intense 

multinational debates that dictated how and when West Germany would rearm. They also 

took place within the Federal Republic of Germany’s newly forged civil society as the 

various power brokers and interest groups from across the socio-political and geographic 

spectrums jockeyed for pride of place in determining the trajectory of the young 

country’s rearmament to best suit the needs of individual constituencies.  
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Disarmament, Founding the Federal Republic, and Early Rearmament Debates 

Following Germany’s defeat in 1945, the country was disarmed, divided, and 

occupied by the victorious Allied powers. In the aftermath of the Second World War’s 

brutality and destructiveness, an overriding concern for the Allies following the war was 

how to best prevent German militarism from ever again threatening peace. Leaders were 

determined not to repeat the perceived mistakes made at Versailles in 1919, and it was 

decided not just to disarm, but fully demilitarize German society. Codenamed “Operation 

Eclipse,” the formal disarmament process was undertaken by the military and civilian 

authorities of the United States and United Kingdom as a means of ensuring that German 

militarism could never again threaten Europe’s dearly-won peace. 1  In contrast to the 

very mixed results engendered by the denazification effort, the disarmament process 

largely succeeded in achieving both its short-term aims of the immediate liquidation of 

Germany’s weapons stocks and the longer-term goal of dismantling its war-making 

potential.2   

However, the wartime alliance between the Western Allies and Soviet Union 

rapidly broke down. This deterioration in relations occurred in tandem with the 

understanding that the US had become incapable of committing sufficient conventional 

forces to defend against a potential invasion, which engendered a new security crisis for 

 
1 Sheldon Goldberg, From Disarmament to Rearmament: The Reversal of US 

Policy Toward West Germany, 1946-1955 (Athens, OH: Ohio University Press, 2017), 
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2 Sheldon Goldberg, From Disarmament to Rearmament,47-49. 
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Western Europe.3 By December 1947, the US, UK, and France had all reached the 

conclusion that reconciliation with the Soviets was impossible and moved forward with 

plans to create a German state from their zones of occupation without seeking 

reunification with the Soviet Zone.4  

This rapid escalation of tensions with the Soviet Union also led the Western 

Allies to reconsider the complete disarmament of Germany that had been achieved only a 

few years prior. Indeed, a key consideration in their decision to create a unified political 

entity from their zones of occupation was the untapped German manpower reserves that 

they believed would be needed for the defense of Western Europe sooner rather than 

later. While each of the Allies came to that realization at different points in time, by 

1948, all three agreed that German troops were necessary. However, there was a lack of 

consensus on how and when Germans were to be rearmed, with France especially 

warning that a rapid rearmament had the potential to aggravate Russia while ensuring the 

return of German nationalism and militarism. 5  

In order to control the nature of the nascent West German state, it was decided to 

enmesh it in European institutions that would simultaneously provide a framework to 

foster Europeanization in lieu of a return to nationalism while granting the state a great 

deal of freedom to act autonomously within that framework. Binding Germany to Europe 

 
3 Dennis L. Bark and David R. Gress, A History of West Germany: From Shadow 

to Substance 1945-1963, 2nd ed. (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell Publishers, 1993), 272. 

4 Marc Trachtenberg, A Constructed Peace: the Making of the European 
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5 Trachtenberg, A Constructed Peace, 73-74. 
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with entrenched political and economic ties in a way that made the Germans feel like 

equal partners was seen as vital to the country’s survival. George Marshall predicted in 

February 1948 that postwar Germany was likely to be a lost cause unless it could be 

bound to the West.6  

In 1948, delegations from the US, UK, and France met in London to negotiate the 

criteria for the formation of a West German state, which culminated in the June 

publication of the London Recommendations. These meetings occurred against the 

backdrop of the Soviet dismantling of democratic governance in Czechoslovakia, which 

lent a sense of urgency to the proceedings while underscoring the potential for a rash 

Soviet military action to forestall the Allied effort. Indeed, Stalin informed western 

diplomats that Berlin was nothing more than a lever in Soviet foreign policy, rather “the 

only real issue” was opposition to the formation of West Germany.7 In the wake of the 

meetings in London, the Allies informed the minister-presidents of the West German 

states to prepare for the formation of a democratically elected federal government. This 

declaration in tandem with the creation of the Deutschemark (DM) in June 1948 drove 

the Soviets to impose a blockade on West Berlin to force the Western Allies to concede 

the city. Instead, an airlift was conducted to bring needed food, fuel, and materials to the 

citizens of the beleaguered city. Over the course of eleven months and 275 thousand 
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flights, more than 2.325 million tons of supplies were airlifted into West Berlin, which 

served as a poignant symbol of Allied resolve toward West Germany.8   

On September 1, 1948, a constitutional convention was called in Bonn. The 

subsequent negotiations established the structure of its constitution and the institutions of 

the nascent West German government, with the finished draft of the Basic Law 

(Grundgesetz) presented to the Allies in March 1949. The Allied Powers approved of the 

Grundgesetz on May 12, 1949, which also happened to be the day the Berlin Blockade 

was lifted. 9 However, there was not complete political consensus within West Germany 

in support of the new government. Representatives from the minority Social Democratic 

Party (SPD) railed against the process as reflective of the will of the occupation 

authorities and the majority Christian Democratic Union’s (CDU) brand of conservatism 

rather than that of the German people. In turn, the CDU’s leader, Konrad Adenauer, was 

singled out for criticism as bowing to the will of the Allies over the interest of his 

countrymen.10  

Simultaneous to the Berlin Airlift and formation of the Federal Republic of 

Germany, the Allied Powers began the process of establishing a permanent postwar 

security pact. While the Truman administration publicly issued a show of strength 

regarding the US commitment to Western Europe’s security, internally the administration 

was forced to admit that it lacked sufficient troops to successfully wage war on the 
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continent.11 Indeed, up to that point, the Truman administration had emphasized 

economic stabilization in Europe through the Marshall Plan as the best means of securing 

Western European against Soviet encroachment. However, British Foreign Secretary 

Ernest Bevin argued against a one-dimensional focus on economic prosperity. He argued 

that a cohesive defensive policy was the only means of staving off the Soviet threat while 

providing Western Europe’s populace with a much-needed a morale boost. Bevin’s 

argument was justified following the Soviet-backed Czechoslovak coup d’état in 

February and March 1948, which was quickly followed by Soviet threats to force Norway 

into a subservient pact in line with the one Moscow had imposed on Finland.12  

These events galvanized the nations of Western Europe into action. Bevin called 

for the creation of a permanent security organization that would involve not only the US, 

UK, and France, but also Belgium, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, and eventually 

Germany. French Foreign Minister George Bidault concurred with this course of action. 

The UK and France insisted that the US formally join the budding arrangement.13 France 

in particular warning that the US had a moral obligation to see to Western Europe’s 

defense beyond the symbolic deployment of troops in Germany. France argued that the 

US military presence in Europe must be increased with a concomitant effort to improve 
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the quality and quantity of Europe’s military potential using US aid.14  However, 

American military planners were concerned that a firm US commitment to provide 

sufficient troops to defend Europe was beyond the postwar military’s capabilities. These 

concerns were assuaged by the State Department and British Foreign office, which 

iterated that deterrence and the threat of action rather than a large military presence were 

the true strength of the arrangement.15 The Brussels Treaty between the UK, France, 

Belgium, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands was signed on March 17, 1948, with the US 

agreeing to join the arrangement in May. 16  

The specter of Europe’s policy failures in 1914, 1919, and 1939 to avert war and 

secure a lasting peace weighed heavily on many of the North Atlantic Treaty’s 

negotiators. Bevin, in particular, pushed for US involvement as the lynchpin of Western 

European security. He informed French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman that this was 

chance to correct the mistakes made following the First World War and permanently 

engage the US as a player in European security. Truman’s reelection in 1948 accelerated 

the negotiations. Newly-confirmed Secretary of State Dean Acheson deftly managed to 

navigate the treaty’s ratification through the Senate, where it had stalled due to concerns 

that the treaty’s common defense provisions would circumvent the power held by 

Congress to declare war. The North Atlantic Treaty establishing the North Atlantic 
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Treaty Organization (NATO) was signed the following year in April 1949 to be followed 

that summer by the first elections in the newly formed Federal Republic of Germany. 17 

 

Initial West German Planning 

How and when to rearm the Federal Republic remained an unresolved matter at 

NATO’s outset. West Germans were divided on the issue, but Adenauer emerged as an 

early supporter. While he was personally anti-militarist, Adenauer understood that 

rearmament had important political and diplomatic ramifications, particularly in his 

efforts to bind the Federal Republic to the West. By taking on some of the burden for its 

own defense and compensating for the critical manpower and materiel shortfalls that had 

driven Western anxieties over the preceding years, the Federal Republic would assert its 

sovereignty and demonstrate its indispensability.18 There were also practical reasons for 

Adenauer’s support for rearmament rooted directly in substantial concerns for the 

country’s security. He saw the large number of well-equipped Soviet troops stationed in 

East Germany as well as the 1949 establishment of the GDR’s Volkspolizei as tangible 

threats, which was exacerbated by the relatively low number of lightly equipped 

occupation troops stationed in the Federal Republic whose defense strategy did not 

include mounting a serious defense east of the Rhine River.19  
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Adenauer quietly laid the groundwork for rearmament by reaching out to veteran 

German military experts, notably Wehrmacht veterans Dr. Hans Speidel and General 

Alfred Heusinger. Beginning in June 1948, Speidel and Heusinger published a series of 

papers advocating for large-scale rearmament with US-supplied weapons. They argued 

that German security was inherently inseparable from European security. This 

indispensability in turn gave the Federal Republic and Adenauer leverage to negotiate the 

terms of military collaboration including political and military equality and NATO 

accession. 20  

Adenauer received these views favorably and began to openly advocate for West 

German involvement within NATO as the best means of securing peace in Europe as well 

as placing West German troops under international command to forestall potential French 

objections.21 This approach was in line with Adenauer’s overall conception of the Federal 

Republic’s relationship to the West, dubbed Westbindung, which strove for close 

integration between Bonn and the West as both a rejection of the nationalism that 

dominated German policymaking between 1871-1945 and an immediate necessity to 

guarantee the country’s future. The chancellor held both an idealistic and a pragmatic 

conviction that the Federal Republic should forge close relations with its Western 

contemporaries — particularly the United States — and become as deeply integrated into 

the postwar international order as possible to ensure that West Germany’s dearly won 
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democracy survived while ensuring the country’s elevation to its “rightful” place as fully-

fledge member of the European community of nations.22  

However, Adenauer had to walk a domestic political tight rope on rearmament, as 

there was little appetite for establishing a military among many in both the West German 

public and press. Indeed, Adenauer’s statement of interest in German troops taking part 

in a hypothetical multinational European military in a 1949 interview with the Cleveland 

Plain Dealer sparked such an outcry both at home and abroad that he was forced to 

publicly state that he would only ever consider rearmament as a full partner within a 

European framework.23 The SPD largely opposed the idea of rearmament on principle, as 

did some within the CDU. The Ohne Mich (without me) protest movement fomented 

among younger Germans opposed to military service, and many within the country feared 

that rearmament would both make the political division between East Germany and West 

Germany permanent as well as aggravate the Soviets into taking military action. Further, 

the Grundgesetz itself lacked any provision for the establishment of a military, and the 

Allies were still officially in support of demilitarization. Indeed, as late as December 

1949, the Allied High Commission issued directives stipulating life imprisonment for any 

German secretly conducting military planning or activities.24  
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Other prominent West German politicians emphasized the importance of 

rearmament despite the Allied threats of imprisonment. Throughout his political career, 

Franz Josef Strauß was frequently singled out in East German intelligence reports for the 

ambitious plans and active role he played in the rapid consolidation of the Federal 

Republic’s aviation sector.25 Their identification of his determination was prescient. His 

influence and actions contributed greatly to the way the Federal Republic’s aviation 

sector was stimulated and consolidated and the subsequent selection of the Starfighter. 

Further, he laid the groundwork for the establishment and evolution of collaborative civil 

and military aviation in Europe well past the turn of the century. His influence was such 

that in commemoration of the centennial of his birth, Airbus endowed him with the status 

of a founding father, stating that without his passion or vision neither the German nor 

European aviation sectors would resemble the prosperous enterprises they became in the 

latter half of the twentieth century. Airbus Chief Operating Officer John Leahy stated that 

“Without the work of Franz Josef Strauss, there wouldn’t be a European success story 

like this for us to look back on.”26 

A lifelong Bavarian, Strauß was born a butcher’s son in Munich in 1915. He 

served in the Wehrmacht, and after his capture in 1945, worked with the US occupation 
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authorities as the administrator for the town of Schongau in the Bavarian Alps. At this 

time, he worked to found the Christian Social Union, and he was elected to the Bundestag 

in 1949.27  Throughout the 1950s Adenauer and Strauß stood at loggerheads from both 

personal and political perspectives as the patrician and internationally-minded chancellor 

tried and failed to contain the ascendency of the boorish and internally-focused Strauß to 

the position of Defense Minister while maintaining the center-right governing coalition 

needed to implement his international ambitions. In a major departure from most West 

German politicians during the early republican years, Strauß made a name for himself as 

a nationalist and a defense hawk at a time when both of those issues were viewed with 

incredible wariness by both the political establishment and the Western Allies upon 

whom the Federal Republic depended for its continued existence.28  

Unique among high-profile West German politicians, Strauß had long been a 

proponent of West German rearmament and saw it as a path to reassert what he believed 

was West Germany’s rightful place in the world. Unlike Adenauer, who viewed 

rearmament and national defense as subordinate aspects of the Federal Republic’s foreign 

policy and under his direct purview, Strauß viewed rearmament and the nascent Defense 

Ministry in much more localized and economically concrete terms. 29 These 
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simultaneously similar and yet countervailing international, national, and regional/local 

interests and ambitions laid the groundwork for not only the Starfighter’s selection, but 

also the long-term trajectory of the Federal Republic’s military-aviation industry and its 

eventual integration into a collaborative and multinational European aviation sector.  

While the political debate surrounding issues of rearmament and stimulation of 

the country’s defense-industrial sectors was taken up by nearly every party in the 

Bundestag, the modern combat aircraft procurement program unearthed points of tension 

within the coalition government between Adenauer’s CDU and Strauß’ Bavarian-regional 

Christian Social Union (CSU) that were critical in ensuring that the Starfighter would be 

selected ahead of other competing bids. This divergence was predicated on the differing 

aspirations each party placed on the program, and ultimately on the need to placate the 

CSU’s and Strauß’ ambition of utilizing the combat aircraft program to stimulate and 

modernize the Bavarian economy.30   

Rather than serving as a political liability, these positions allowed Strauß to build 

a reliable base of support among conservatives and nationalists that were less than 

enamored with what they perceived as Adenauer’s subordination of national sovereignty 

to the Western Allies. Incapable of winning a direct confrontation with Adenauer, 

following his 1950 speech, Strauß began the process of consolidating political and 

industrial support for his opposition to the chancellor’s policies including arguing 

forcefully for CSU inclusion in defense planning.  Over the course of six years, Strauß 

worked energetically to broaden and strengthen this base of support as a means of 
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assailing Adenauer’s policies from within the government and propel himself from the 

leader of a subordinate political party to a series of cabinet postings that would culminate 

in his appointment to head the Defense Ministry in 1956.31  

 

The European Defense Community 

1950 proved to be a pivotal year in the history of West German rearmament. 

Early in the year, the United States and United Kingdom each conducted an analysis that 

came to the same conclusion that German troops were mandatory to mount a defense of 

Western Europe. Further, the establishment of paramilitary units in East Germany all but 

ensured that Bonn would be subsumed in an internecine conflict.32 The Allied High 

Commission continued to officially stand against rearmament throughout the first half of 

the year, but Britain and the United States issued recommendations to Adenauer that he 

continue working covertly on the issue. The UK recommended another former 

Wehrmacht General named Gerhard von Schwerin to serve as Adenauer’s adviser on 

military matters, and on May 24, Adenauer appointed Schwerin to the post of “Advisor to 

the Chancellor for Security Issues.”33  

Shortly thereafter, Allied support for rearmament gained speed with the outbreak 

of the Korean War in June 1950. The series of military setbacks experienced by US 
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occupation troops against the Soviet-backed North Korean military during the initial 

invasion stoked fears about NATO’s ability to defend Western Europe in the face of a 

determined Soviet attack.34 By July, even Charles de Gaulle conceded that West German 

rearmament was necessary and that month the Allied High Commission openly endorsed 

the idea. By August, the Council of Europe as well as the US government openly called 

for the inclusion of German troops in a European army.35  

In July, US High Commissioner for Germany John McCloy convened a meeting 

with members of the Bundestag to discuss the potential for West German rearmament. 

Strauß was notable in his enthusiasm for a reconstituted military with a status and 

autonomy equal to that of the Western Allies along with the associated reestablishment of 

German prestige and position in the international order. Following this meeting, he began 

to raise these issues publicly both with the electorate and in the Bundestag saying that an 

effective defense with modern weapons needed to be organized.36 However, the 

proposition of a rearmed Federal Republic remained highly divisive, with polls conducted 

in December 1949 by the High Commission for Occupied Germany showing that 62 

percent of respondents opposed the establishment of a West German military, while 26 

percent supported the idea. By spring 1950 the numbers shifted to 56 percent in favor of 

rearmament and 39 percent opposed but narrowed further in an August poll conducted 
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after the invasion of South Korea to 45 percent opposed to rearmament compared to 43 

percent in favor.37 

Adenauer was quick to capitalize on this sea change. He gave an interview with 

the New York Times in which he endorsed the creation of a defense force within a 

multinational European command, and the following day proposed the creation of a 

150,000 strong federal police force to Allied High Commissioner McCloy.38 Adenauer 

pushed for the Federal Republic to be granted complete sovereignty by the Allies and 

urged that it be allowed to rejoin the European and international communities. In order to 

assuage concerns about a return of German militarism, Adenauer explicitly rejected the 

creation of a national military within NATO. Rather, rearmament would take the form of 

a German military contingent under international control in a unified Western European 

military.39 

In August, Adenauer approved of von Schwerin’s proposal to assemble a group of 

military experts in preparation for a conference to plan the particulars of rearmament. 

However, von Schwerin was rapidly eclipsed as the favored military planner by Speidel, 

who had aligned himself with former Wehrmacht generals Adolf Heusinger and Hermann 

Foertsch. They produced a memo on rearmament that Adenauer immediately embraced. 
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They argued that rearmament’s goal should be to achieve full autonomy and parity for the 

Federal Republic, as Bonn could not rely on the Western Allies for its security. They 

insisted that the military be structured into discrete corps-sized units with a tactical air 

force but remain under international command.40  

McCloy supported rearmament as a necessity and worked to assuage Truman’s 

concerns that a reconstituted West German military would take on the same destabilizing 

role that the Reichswehr had during the Weimar Republic. McCloy agreed with that 

assessment and stated that the military should not be allowed to accrue enough power to 

either destabilize the country’s young democracy or allow Bonn to play the Allies and 

Soviets off against one another. Instead, any West Germany military would have to be 

integrated directly under international command. UK Foreign Secretary Bevin 

corroborated the need for international control.41 France remained resistant. French High 

Commissioner Jean François-Poncet rejected Adenauer’s proposal immediately, and 

Foreign Minister Robert Schuman also expressed opposition.42  

The Truman administration forced the matter at a conference of foreign ministers 

in September by tying the appointment of a US general to command NATO as well as a 

strong military presence on the continent directly to acceptance of German rearmament. 

Seeking to reassert a measure of control and slow the pace of rearmament, French Prime 
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Minister René Pleven unveiled a plan for an integrated European defense establishment 

based on the structure of Schuman’s successful establishment of the European Coal and 

Steel Community. Colloquially known as the Pleven Plan, it called for the complete 

removal of Bonn from the equation by recruiting, equipping, and organizing German 

troops directly within the proposed supranational European Defense Community. 

However, Pleven had not consulted with either the French Foreign Ministry or French 

Military before articulating this plan at the conference, and it proved immensely 

unpopular in France.43  

Adenauer was disappointed by the decisions that had been reached at the foreign 

ministers’ conference and ordered von Schwerin immediately to convene the meeting of 

German military experts. This took place on October 6-9 at a Benedictine monastery in 

Himmerod. By this point Speidel had fully eclipsed von Schwerin (who did not attend 

despite organizing the conference), and it was his memo that formed the foundation for 

the discussion.44 The proceedings were dominated by former Wehrmacht commanders, 

many of whom had fought the Soviets during the Second World War. The 

recommendations they produced were designed to mitigate the Federal Republic’s narrow 

geographic width by operating an offensive defense that pushed the fight as far east and 

as quickly as possible rather than rely on the Rhine as the primary line of defense. To 

support this ambitious strategy, the Himmerod Memorandum ambitiously called for the 
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creation of a large West German military of around 500 thousand men divided into an 

army of 250 thousand personnel organized into a dozen armored divisions, a supporting 

air force equipped with 825 aircraft, and a navy armed with 202 ships and 204 aircraft.45 

Subsequently, Adenauer took his defense plans publicly before the Bundestag and 

commissioned CDU parliamentarian Theodor Blank to establish Amt Blank (Blank 

Agency), which would subsequently evolve into the nascent Defense Ministry.46  

By January 1951, western intelligence services estimated that there was a 50 

percent chance that rearmament would compel the Soviets to take military action. A 

compromise measure was put forward to mitigate tensions while laying the groundwork 

for both reinforcing NATO and eventually rearming Germany. Known as the Spofford 

Compromise, this strategy focused on making plans for how German units were to be 

organized and commanded while bolstering NATO’s strength with larger deployments of 

US troops and appointing Dwight Eisenhower as the first Supreme Allied Commander 

Europe (SACEUR).47 Subsequent debates on rearmament and the organization of an 

integrated European military command hinged on divergent British and French 

conceptions of an Atlantic versus a European structure. France —with American support 

— endorsed the creation of a true European Army that emphasized continental defensive 

self-sufficiency to both deter the Soviets and contain German ambitions as well as keep 

Bonn from attaining full NATO membership. Britain, on the other hand, refused to see 
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itself as “merely” a European country and instead conceptualized itself as the lynchpin 

between Europe, the US, and its globe-spanning Commonwealth. Britain believed that 

the Pleven Plan and the EDC were entirely insufficient to defend Western European and 

instead embraced an Atlanticist mindset that strove to keep the US actively engaged in 

European security and worked to create a transatlantic alliance in which the Federal 

Republic had a place as a full member.48 

By May 1952, the US, UK, France, and Federal Republic signed the Bonn 

Conventions, which granted West Germany full sovereignty while binding it to the 

military defense of Western Europe. The following day, the EDC Treaty was signed in 

Paris. This agreement called for the creation of a multinational European Defense Force 

of forty-three divisions (including twelve German divisions under international command 

at the corps and army levels) to be placed under the general command and control of 

SACEUR. It also articulated a convoluted supranational governing structure that was 

predicated on weighted voting based on population. Notably, the EDC Treaty made no 

provision for West German membership within NATO and barred the recruitment of 

West German military personnel until every signatory nation had ratified the treaty.49  

The ratification process proved to be the EDC Treaty’s undoing. It faced 

significant domestic opposition and political hurdles in the national parliaments of many 

of the signatory countries. Ironically, France proved to be the largest contributing factor 
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to the EDC’s early demise despite it being the brainchild of René Pleven. As has been 

noted, Pleven had devised the treaty with little outside input, which all but ensured that it 

contained provisions that alienated France’s civilian government and military alike. 

While the original Pleven Plan had called for the formation of German military units 

under a European Army framework, the final EDC Treaty imposed those conditions on 

every signatory country. This provision engendered intense resistance from France’s 

military’s leadership, which accused the EDC of dismantling the country’s military 

autonomy on the European continent. The EDC also proved unpopular with a large 

segment of the French electorate (particularly in the conservative south and west of 

France), which remained intensely leery of German rearmament. Indeed, the plan was so 

unpopular that French President Robert Schuman refused to send it to the National 

Assembly for ratification for over eight months.50  

Adenauer viewed the EDC dispassionately as a problematic option, but the only 

viable one placed before the Federal Republic that facilitated Westbindung while 

granting Bonn a modicum of flexibility to direct its rearmament. However, many within 

the CDU supported the EDC over a NATO option as they believed it sent a clear signal 

that the Federal Republic was embracing its place in the increasingly integrated postwar 

European order while NATO membership. Thus, the fate the EDC was wrapped up 

explicitly in terms of its symbolic value as a marker of not only Bonn’s desire to become 
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a normalized partner on the continent but also Europe’s progress toward fuller 

integration.51 

The Truman administration supported the EDC as an expedient means of 

bolstering European defensive capabilities while reducing the US military commitment. 

However, Pleven still envisioned the US as playing a critical role in not only coordinating 

and bolstering the EDC’s defensive capabilities, but also in providing the means of 

ensuring that Germany could never become powerful enough to leave the EDC’s 

international military governorship. However, this caveat caused consternation for 

Secretary of State Acheson, who resisted the idea of both deepening the US presence on 

the continent and acting as the alliance’s internal peace officer. Gradually Acheson came 

to the realization that supranational governance was likely unfeasible as it undermined 

national sovereignty to an unworkable degree, and it was at that point that the US began 

to stress NATO as the most viable solution.52 

The Eisenhower administration came into power in January 1953 and put a 

renewed emphasis on the EDC as the preferred way forward. Eisenhower accepted that a 

German military under NATO control might be the most effective military solution, but 

he believed that the EDC’s true value lay in its potential to permanently bond France and 

West Germany as the foundation upon which a truly self-sufficient union of European 

states could stand against the Soviet Union and in turn allow for the removal of US troops 
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from the continent.53 He was supported in this viewpoint by his Secretary of State John 

Foster Dulles who saw the EDC as the best means of rearming West Germany as well as 

the only logical continuation of the integration that had begun with the ECSC.54 

However, Dulles was forced to grapple with a changing political landscape. The death of 

Stalin and his replacement by an ostensibly peace-minded Georgy Malenkov in tandem 

with the failed East German uprising of 1953 spurred a reassertion in NSC 160/1 that the 

US stood by German unification only through free and fair elections as well as the right 

for a unified Germany to rearm and take part in military alliances.55 

However, French political infighting on the EDC and intransigence on 

relinquishing its control of the industrialized German region of Saarland marked the 

beginning of the treaty’s unraveling as Bonn began to openly push back against Paris. 

Adenauer had previously embraced the EDC’s provisions regarding rearmament, but 

following his party’s electoral victories in September 1953, he publicly expressed 

frustration with the French delays. US High Commissioner James Conant informed 

Dulles that Adenauer was considering a unilateral rearmament within NATO’s 

framework, which was a move that was fully supported by Winston Churchill to the 
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consternation of France and the US.56 In response Dulles a statement before the Atlantic 

Council in December 1953 that should France and Germany not unite in the EDC, then 

the United States would be compelled to undertake an “agonizing reappraisal” of its 

foundational policy regarding the continent’s security.57  

 

Adenauer Against Strauß 

Where Adenauer and the CDU were required to place a measure of distance 

between themselves and national issues to achieve the chancellor’s long-sought 

normalization of its foreign relations with the Western Allies, Strauß used concerns of 

foreign encroachment on issues surrounding the Federal Republic’s political and 

economic sovereignty as an issue to hammer the chancellor from his right flank. In so 

doing, he cultivated political support beyond the CSU from conservative and nationalistic 

elements within the CDU, FDP, and Bavaria Party. However, more importantly for both 

his political future and the aviation sector, Strauß used his nationalistic and protectionist 

stances to rally industrial and economic elites behind his articulation of the form 

rearmament should take.58  
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Public skepticism and resistance to rearmament sparked a surge in popularity for 

the SPD during the 1952 Bundestag elections that engendered consternation for the 

Adenauer government. However, Strauß’ vocal support for rearmament as an “unhappy 

necessity” in a well-received speech before the Bundestag rapidly elevated his standing in 

the CSU and proved crucial in staving off the SPD.59  Strauß consolidated his leadership 

over the CSU and led the party in more than doubling its representation in the Bundestag 

to fifty-two seats in the 1952 election. This political victory gave Strauß a serious base of 

support to throw his weight against Adenauer. Following the elections, Strauß demanded 

that the CSU be granted the same privileges that the Free Democratic Party (another 

member of the government’s center-right coalition that had 48 members in the 

Bundestag) enjoyed in heading three federal ministries, while Strauß personally angled to 

be appointed the head of Amt Blank and eventually the Defense Ministry. 60 Strauß 

enjoyed the unmitigated support of the CSU’s leader Hans Ehard, who informed 

Adenauer in 1953 that a member of his party should lead this key ministry.61 Adenauer 

rejected this ploy and instead offered him the post of Minister for the Family, which 

Strauß rejected immediately. As a compromise, Adenauer named him as a Federal 

Minister for Special Tasks, which gave Strauß a cabinet rank, but without the formal 

authority of a ministerial assignment. However, the CSU managed to extract a written 
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concession from the chancellor that a party member would be entrusted with a “decisive 

role in the defense area.”62 

Strauß utilized his seemingly powerless position as Federal Minister for Special 

Tasks to pave the way for his hoped-for promotion to Defense Minister by taking part in 

deliberations on important issues such as the negotiations regarding Saarland, the EDC, 

and West Germany’s nuclear program. 63 Following the EDC’s death, Strauß issued a 

nationwide radio address that condemned the French failure to ratify the treaty as a Soviet 

victory and forcefully articulated that the Federal Republic required and deserved full 

sovereignty.64 These experiences allowed Strauß to compensate for his lack of political 

experience or personal connections beyond his home state. He was also able to gain 

critical foreign policy experience and make contacts in the US, UK, and France. By 

working on the Saar issue, he was able to make connections with the manufacturing 

concerns located in that industrial region, while the EDC negotiations provided him with 

the opportunity to court industrialists threatened by the potential for Adenauer and Blank 

to give primacy to French industry.65  

Strauß also turned to cultivating industry ties as an alternative means of 

undermining Adenauer’s political authority, but he faced an uphill climb in 

demonstrating to industry that he was the best man to represent their interests in Bonn 
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when it came to rearmament. Through 1953, Strauß’ relationship with industrial concerns 

outside of Bavaria was practically nonexistent. Conversely, he faced challenges in 

rallying support from the Federation of Bavarian Industry for his national economic 

ambitions, as Strauß had already achieved their localized aims in securing public 

investment. There were also concerns among Bavarian firms that further efforts to direct 

military contracts into the region would have a limited return on investment, as the 

weapons West German firms were expected to produce under Blank’s conception of 

rearmament were likely to be sourced from the traditional manufacturing hubs in the 

Ruhr.66 

The industrialists that led West Germany’s nascent armaments sector remained 

highly nationalistic relative to the population at large and had grave concerns about their 

autonomy being stifled by Adenauer’s diplomatic pandering to foreign interests. Further, 

indications from Defense Minister Blank and Economic Minister Erhard that the 

armaments sector could expect little public investment or support had them concerned for 

their future viability as West German industry started at an extreme disadvantage in the 

highly competitive (and nationalist-protectionist) international armaments sector. During 

the negotiations surrounding the Federal Republic’s accession to first the EDC and then 

NATO, Adenauer took a more tractable approach to the possibility of domestic 

armaments production, particularly of military aircraft, rather than arguing for it as a right 

or precondition of entry. 67  
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Indeed, the Adenauer government’s overriding concern was to procure the 

nascent Bundeswehr’s equipment from abroad to maintain positive relations with allied 

suppliers, particularly the US and France. The Federal Republic’s “economic miracle” 

was propelled by an export-driven economy that grew 16.1 percent annually throughout 

the 1950s. West Germany routinely produced large balance of payments surpluses with 

European trade partners and the Economic Ministry viewed foreign procurement as a 

means of bolstering the armaments sectors of critical allies whose economies were 

struggling. These arms deals in turn provided more cash for those countries to purchase 

West German exports and engender closer economic relations. 68 This pattern of 

economically supporting the armaments sector of allied nations would become a key 

aspect of how West Germany built and handled the production and management 

consortia of the Starfighter and its successor programs.   

The Federal Republic’s annual defense budget of 9 billion DM (30 percent of 

GDP) proved insufficient to arm the Bundeswehr within the established timeline of three 

years with its estimated total cost of 81 billion DM. In early 1954, the US rejected a West 

German plea for 31 billion DM in aid money, which compelled Bonn to look to France 

for a lower cost alternative than the US for meeting its rearmament goals. The French 

government and its struggling armaments sector both welcomed West German interest as 

a direct economic stimulus69 However, the Adenauer government’s prioritization of 

foreign purchases raised alarm bells in the nascent defense industry, particularly among 
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Bavarian companies, as France sought to impose special restrictions on armaments 

production in what it deemed as “strategically exposed areas” that bordered Warsaw Pact 

States.  Blank echoed Adenauer in his willingness to accede to Allied pressure to 

purchase advanced weapons systems (including jet fighter aircraft) abroad, while the 

Federation of German Industry demanded that they be produced domestically.70  

Strauß threaded the needle between his regional base and national ambitions by 

compelling Adenauer to appoint an industrialist named Siegfried Balke (who was neither 

a CSU member nor a sitting member of the Bundestag) to head the Federal Ministry for 

Post and Communications. In pulling off this political maneuver Strauß earned an 

advantage with West Germany’s larger industrial community by concretely showing that 

he was willing to not only work directly with them, but also give industrial leadership 

seats at the table of governance to ensure that their concerns and ambitions were 

incorporated directly into policymaking. Balke himself stated that this posting provided 

the means “in which the increasing discrepancy between the political-economic desires of 

industry and the possibilities of practical politics can be bridged.”71   

While his government maintained its official distance from industry in order to 

appease Allied concerns, Adenauer also worked to cultivate a close relationship with 

industrial concerns by opening channels with the Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie 

(Federation of German Industry). This organization represented the nascent defense 

sector and sought to ensure that the arms sector would hew toward nationalist 
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protectionism to maintain a distinct “German character.” Adenauer understood that West 

Germany’s future defense ministry had the potential to be a promising source for political 

contributions for whoever controlled it, and he offered industry some key concessions to 

build a mutually beneficial relationship. This further incentivized him to keep a loyal, 

stolid, and politically dependent subordinate like Blank as the country’s head defense 

planner as opposed to caving into the demands of the venal and politically independent 

Strauß to potentially use it for his own ends. As early as 1953, Blank allowed the 

Federation of German Industry to take part in the planning and deliberations of Amt 

Blank. Beyond the Defense Ministry, industry also found a receptive response from 

Economic Minister Ludwig Erhard to concerns about the prevention of cartels and 

curtailing of special interests predicated on the potential for French encroachment to give 

its defense sector a leg up over potential West German competition.72 

 

Rearmament Within NATO 

The EDC continued to fester in 1954 when in May the shocking French defeat at 

Dien Bien Phu toppled the government of Jospeh Laniel who was replaced by Pierre 

Mendès France. Mendès France was not an advocate of the EDC, and the Eisenhower 

administration in tandem with the Joint Chiefs of Staff feared that the window on 

rearming the Federal Republic in a manner the Allies could control was rapidly slamming 

shut. With the support of Churchill and Foreign Secretary Antony Eden, Eisenhower 

presented Mendès France  with an ultimatum that West Germany would be admitted as a 
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full member of NATO if France proved incapable of acting on the EDC with any level of 

decisiveness.73 Mendès France countered by stating that putting the EDC to a vote 

without a near guarantee of its passage would hand the Soviets an easy moral victory 

while serving as a grievous blow to western unity. He hoped to force the matter once 

Soviet intentions toward Germany were public following the next four-power conference 

scheduled for Brussels. The US and UK responded to that plan with open hostility, 

judging it as a ploy to abandon the EDC provided the Soviets agreed to unify Germany as 

a neutral actor. Dulles in particular castigated the French proposal as having the potential 

to derail NATO’s defensive strategy, end Adenauer’s political career, and provide the 

Soviets with a direct means of pitting the western powers against each other.74  

By the time of the conference between the four powers and West Germany on 

August 19, Mendès France conceded that the EDC with its cumbersome supranational 

structure had absolutely no chance of passing the National Assembly in the wake of 

France’s humiliating military defeats in Indochina. Instead, he proposed a revised treaty 

in which only the Federal Republic would be subject to full 

integration/internationalization within the EDC. This proposal was met with outright 

rejection by the other signatory nations and Mendès France conceded that he would have 

more flexibility to work toward a compromise solution once the EDC had been 
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defeated.75 The vote to ratify the EDC Treaty was brought before the National Assembly 

on August 30, 1954, and roundly defeated. Adenauer referred to this moment as the 

“black day for Europe.”76 Indeed, the EDC’s failure was such a serious political blow that 

Adenauer considered resigning from the chancellorship, while the CDU saw it as a major 

setback for the party’s goals for European integration. In the wake of the EDC’s collapse 

Adenauer’s government began arguing more forcefully arguing for full political and 

security sovereignty.77 

In the wake of the EDC’s failure, Churchill and Eden again called for West 

German membership in NATO as the only expedient means of resolving the impasse. In 

a top secret note, Churchill stated flatly that the Federal Republic must be brought into 

NATO by any means, if France refused to accept that, then a new NATO should be 

established.78 Eden called for a foreign minister’s meeting in September and the 

agreement that was negotiated allowed for the Federal Republic to rearm and join NATO 

as a full member. The French National Assembly ratified the treaty on December 30, 

three months to the day after the EDC’s ignominious defeat.79 The modified Brussels 

Treaty granted the Federal Republic full sovereignty, formally ended the Allied 
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occupation of West Germany, and transformed the former occupation forces into the 

Federal Republic’s defenders. However, many Europeans remained concern about a 

reborn German military and the agreement placed limitations on the armaments West 

Germany could produce domestically.80 In supporting West German accession the US 

pursued a policy of double containment that constrained Soviet designs on Western 

Europe while also keeping West Germany in check through binding it to NATO with the 

understanding that it was the most expedient way to normalize and cement West 

Germany’s political, security, and economic status in the Transatlantic community.81 

The negotiated terms that brought West Germany into NATO was favorable to the 

free development of the country’s armaments sector. Adenauer was only required to 

ensure that no nuclear weapons, long-range/guided missiles, or strategic bombers would 

be produced on West German soil. However, industry remained leery of the CDU-

government beyond these foreign concerns, particularly on the matter of state-financing 

and public investment. Securing public funding was critical to ensure the embryonic 

sector would not be snuffed out by established (and state-supported) foreign competition 

within the Western Alliance. These concerns were made manifest for industry by 

opposition from two government ministers poised to play key roles in formulating the 

success or failure of the military-aviation sector. The first was Defense Minister Theodor 
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Blank who owed his political success to Adenauer and was chosen for his reliability in 

following the chancellor’s lead on viewing defense as subordinate to foreign policy. He 

also parroted der Alte’s desire to put distance between the government and national 

concerns. From a funding perspective, Blank planned for the aviation sector to be a 

purely private enterprise, rather than a state-subsidized entity as it was during the Nazi 

period. The second was Economic Minister Ludwig Erhard, who resisted industry 

demands for state investment and encouraged the Bundestag to follow suit, stating that he 

was “resolute that the aircraft industry enjoy the atmosphere of a private enterprise.” 

However, it was apparent that an unsubsidized European aviation sector was 

fundamentally untenable. Erhard conceded that limited public investment funding and 

support should be required as a political necessity, while still openly promoting a private 

sector approach. These concerns for industry were alleviated somewhat after the 

negotiations to establish the European Defense Community broke down and the threat of 

being stifled by foreign competition (particularly French Dirigisme) subsided.82  

On June 6, 1955, Adenauer transformed Amt Blank into a formal defense agency 

with the establishment of the Bundesministerium der Verteidigung and appointment of 

Blank as the first defense minister. Shortly before this formal establishment, Adenauer 

had urged Blank publicly to offer NATO an ambitious West German military 

commitment of 500,000 troops by 1960, including an air force of 80,000 personnel.83 
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Initially, most of West Germany’s military planners were former army officers and their 

priorities were reflected in the early organizational plan for the Bundeswehr’s air 

component. Rather than an independent air force as pioneered by the US, UK, and 

France, the Himmerod planners intended to create an army air corps with a strength of 

831 combat aircraft that would be entirely under the Heer’s command and control at the 

corps and divisional levels. National defense of West German airspace, on the other hand, 

was seen as the sole responsibility of the Western Allies.84  

Blank’s institutional approach to rearmament and the subsequent organization of 

the armed forces proved troubling for the aviation sector and reflected the Himmerod 

mentality of keeping the army as the preeminent service. When rearmament preparations 

began, the nascent Bundeswehr was slated to provide a military complement of 500,000 

men to augment NATO’s strategy for the conventional defense of Western Europe. To 

that end, and in line with German military tradition, the army was given organizational 

preeminence among the branches of service. Blank maintained this commitment to a 

Bundeswehr centered around the army even as the rapid pace of technological 

development and the advent of the thermonuclear bomb redefined the Cold War 

battlefield and rendered a focus on large-scale conventional warfare obsolete.85     

In so doing, Blank lost the support of both the Federation of German Industry and 

the Federation of Bavarian Industry, which actively lobbied against a condensed timeline 
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for rearmament, argued for shorter conscription periods, and supported a smaller 

Bundeswehr strength than 500,000 personnel. Further, representatives from the aviation 

industry stated their preference for government contracts that called for undertaking high-

technology research projects and the subsequent production of related weapons systems 

rather than traditional mass production as a means of better competing with international 

concerns. However, Blank was acquiescent to Allied demands to purchase weapons 

systems abroad—including technologically advanced systems like jet combat aircraft—, 

while the BDI demanded that they be produced domestically. West Germany’s 

negotiating position was weak relative to the Allies—who were facing similar demands 

from their industrial sectors—due to not only its weaker defense industry, but also due to 

the precariousness of its negotiating position on matters pertaining to occupation costs 

and offset payments.86 Strauß, on the other hand, pandered directly to the armaments 

sector’s concerns and nationalism in a way that Adenauer and Blank neither could nor 

would. In return he received industry’s ringing and consistent endorsement as their 

chosen candidate for the Defense Ministry before, during, and after its creation.87  

Blank’s emphasis on the army suffered a severe blow with the Eisenhower 

administration’s shift to its “New Look” strategy, which saw the size of the US Army cut 

nearly in half from 1.6 million soldiers in 1952 to 860,000 by 1959.88 This shift in US 
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strategy presaged a similar nuclearization of NATO, as European member states likewise 

reduced conventional military spending in light of the ever-growing number of US 

nuclear weapons available to defend the alliance. In 1954, the alliance drafted a new 

strategy entitled M.C. 48 that parroted “New Look” with the “New Approach” strategy 

that elevated nuclear deterrence as a means of increasing NATO’s defensive strength 

while reducing the cost.89 Thus, a primary aspect of the New Look was an emphasis on 

nuclear deterrence predicated on the doctrine of “massive retaliation,” which included the 

issuance of tactical nuclear weapons to NATO allies, rather than reliance on large 

conventional forces.90  

USAF General Lauris Norstad emerged as a key actor in fostering the creation of 

an independent Luftwaffe. Norstad commanded both the United States Air Forces Europe 

(USAFE) and served as commander of the Allied Air Forces in Central Europe from 

1951-1956 before taking on the role of SACEUR in 1956. Norstad was deeply invested in 

fostering West German airpower and he rejected the Himmerod conception of an air 

corps subordinate to army command as “the doctrine of a defeated enemy.” Instead, 

Norstad believed that the nascent German Air Force should be modeled after the 
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independent USAF and embrace both a large size and flexibility to meet a wide spectrum 

of mission roles and better serve NATO’s broader needs.91  

The advent of thermonuclear weapons laid bare the obsolescence of Adenauer and 

Blank’s military planning predicated on creating a Bundeswehr that could defend Europe 

conventionally. The Adenauer government argued vociferously with the US government 

against any troop reductions on the continent, with the chancellor stating that this action 

could slow down the pace of rearmament in the face of continued SPD skepticism. In 

July 1956 Blank stated outright that troop reductions as a topic of discussion was entirely 

out of the question.92 Conversely, Strauß viewed massive retaliation as an opportunity for 

his brand of rearmament and industrial stimulus. West German participation in this 

strategic shift would enable resources to be shifted toward a modern air force that could 

be armed with nuclear weapons. This would increase the country’s prestige and influence 

within NATO as a full-fledged member, stating that it would ensure that “the Fatherland 

returned to the ranks of the technological powers. What the army was in one field, atomic 

power was in another.”93 

As 1956 wore on, industry increasingly looked to Strauß as its logical and 

favorable alternative to Blank to head the Defense Ministry. Beyond Blank, industry also 

chafed at Economic Minister Ludwig Erhard’s free-market approach to the armaments 
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sector. Erhard was wary of granting authority to organizations like the Federation of 

German Industry, which he saw as dangerously similar to Third Reich-era corporatism.94 

The Federation of German Industry made its frustrations with the government’s policies 

public when it criticized Blank and his conceptions of rearmament, particularly his 

assertion that German industry should embrace the mass production of traditional 

weapons systems while leaving the Western Allies to supply the Bundeswehr with its 

high-technology needs. The President of the Federation of Bavarian Industry Rolf 

Rodenstock stated that the level of coordination between the Defense Ministry and 

industry was distressingly insufficient, particularly in the ministry’s lack of attention to 

technical details. The Federation of Bavarian Industry joined in calling for industry to 

have a greater voice in defense planning and for more emphasis on advanced technology 

in the defense-industrial sector, alleging that insufficient planning on the part of the 

Defense Ministry had created a problematic situation. 95  

On the other hand, Strauß believed that the domestic armaments sector was the 

key to West Germany’s development as a power within NATO. He directly pandered to 

industry’s concerns to facilitate that strategic vision and ensure maximum support for the 

nascent Bavarian aviation sector he fostered. As will be shown in the following chapters, 

Strauß’ support for the Bavarian aviation sector would become a driving force in 

determining the selection of the Starfighter and the Federal Republic’s ascendancy as a 

driver of European aviation. Strauß called for greater integration with the Defense 
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Ministry. He also managed to rally sympathetic parliamentarians from the CDU and FDP 

to undermine Adenauer’s commitment to the Allies for eighteen-month conscription 

periods in favor of the industry-requested twelve months.96 Beyond industry, the West 

German public also supported the reduction of the conscription period, which again 

placed Adenauer in a vulnerable political position in which his dreams for Westbindung 

clashed directly with the desires of his own electorate.97   

Despite Adenauer’s support, the political will for Blank’s rearmament plans 

waned over the summer of 1956. While Blank began to give industry’s concerns credence 

and supported the increased use of domestic industry for defense needs, it was deemed as 

too little too late. His revised plan maintained that the air force would still play a 

supporting role to the army, which had become an archaic position in face of the Cold 

War’s shift to massive retaliation. This intransigence provided an opening for Strauß and 

the CSU to mount an offensive that openly criticized every aspect of Adenauer’s 

rearmament policies. They demanded the formation of a modern air force equipped with 

high-tech and nuclear weapons stating that the government must take an active role in 

economically supporting German industry as a means of reclaiming the country’s former 

role as a leader in military research and development stating: 

The manufacture and provisioning of weapons and other military 

equipment must proceed in such a manner that German industry benefits 

from planned defense spending in the necessary measure and that 

corresponds to current scientific and technological revolutions and their 

strategic implications. Above all it is necessary that an appropriate share 

of this defense spending goes to the scientific and technological fields in 
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which Germany, despite its earlier dominant position is no longer capable 

of competing with comparable nations.98 

 

These demands were followed by threats from Strauß and the CSU that the party 

would form a coalition with the SPD after the 1957 elections if Adenauer did not concede 

to their wishes. This series of political blows marked a sea-change moment in the 

political struggle, as the Chancellor finally ran out of political room to maneuver. Further 

the West German press began speaking more positively about Strauß’ defense plans, 

while many industrial and financial elites openly supported his candidacy for the Defense 

Ministry. Fritz Berg, President of the Federation of German Industry wrote to Economic 

Minister Erhard to tell him bluntly that he believed Blank had failed, and that industry 

needed a strong voice in support of the formation of a West German defense sector.99  

Adenauer maintained his support for Defense Minister Blank for as long as 

possible, but that position proved increasingly untenable by the summer of 1956. The 

CSU renewed its efforts to elevate Strauß to the Defense Ministry, with CSU leader 

Hanns Seidel stating bluntly that Blank no longer held political relevance. Adenauer 

rejected both the insult leveled at Blank as well as the insistence on Strauß, who the 

chancellor intensely disliked and distrusted, going as far as to angrily pledge to Strauß 

that he would never hold the post.100 However, three months later in October 1956, 

Adenauer was forced to appoint Strauß as a means of reinvigorating the rearmament 
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process and instill confidence in West Germany’s progress both domestically and among 

its NATO allies.101  

 

Rebuilding the Luftwaffe 

The first Inspector of the Luftwaffe, General Josef Kammhuber, worked in 

tandem with Strauß to unshackle the Luftwaffe from both army dominance and the 

failures of its Third Reich-era forebear. They embraced advanced technology, 

technocratic leadership, nuclear weapons, and multinational integration as the means of 

elevating the Luftwaffe’s importance and rapidly closing the experience gap. While 

Kammhuber was selected by Defense Minister Theodor Blank, the two never enjoyed a 

close relationship. Conversely, Kammhuber and Strauß found common ground and 

maintained regular contact even before the latter’s elevation to Defense Minister.102 Like 

Strauß, Kammhuber believed that conventional weapons had lost their deterrence value 

and had genuine concerns about US steadfastness in maintaining Europe’s nuclear 

umbrella. He believed that the only means of fostering a limited war was through the 

Luftwaffe’s deployment of tactical nuclear weapons. This organizational and doctrinal 

approach would crystallize in the acquisition of the Lockheed F-104G Starfighter.103 
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Kammhuber entered the Imperial German Army in 1914 and was promoted to 

lieutenant in 1917. He remained in service in the postwar Reichswehr and was stationed 

in Munich during the Beer Hall Putsch, where he refused to follow the government’s 

order to fire on the Nazis. He justified this inaction by stating that he was sympathetic to 

their goal of “liberating” Germany from the Versailles Treaty and feared firing upon 

General Erich Ludendorff who took part. This disobedience had no impact on his career, 

and Kammhuber joined the German General Staff in 1926. He learned to fly in 1929 in 

contravention of the Versailles limitations on military aviation and traveled under an 

assumed identity to the Soviet Union for further flight training. He joined the newly-

formed Luftwaffe following the Nazi seizure of power and served in staff roles until 1936 

when he was promoted to command a fighter unit. He returned to a staff role in 1939, but 

by 1940 was in command of a bomber wing. He was shot down and taken prisoner during 

the Battle of France.104 

 

Kammhuber’s most prominent wartime role was the successful command of the 

night-fighter forces that used advanced technology to successfully defend the Third Reich 

against Allied strategic bombers between 1940-1943. However, Kammhuber’s pioneering 

use of radar-directed fighter aircraft was eventually overcome by improved British 

countermeasures and he was dismissed to spend the remainder of the war in command of 

Luftflotte 5 in Scandinavia. Following the war, Kammhuber was held by the US 
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government where he wrote histories of the Second World War before returning to 

Germany in 1947.105  

Kammhuber was selected by Blank to lead the Federal Republic’s Luftwaffe 

predicated largely on his experience in conducting air-defense operations. He carried the 

experience of the Second World War with him upon joining the Bundeswehr and was a 

vocal proponent of acquiring large numbers of dedicated fighters and interceptors as part 

of a holistic air defense strategy in opposition to the trend set other NATO air forces 

(including the US and Britain) that prioritized radar-guided surface-to-air missiles as well 

as the advice of some of his staff officers. Upon accepting the post of Inspector General, 

Kammhuber announced that the obsolescent fighter aircraft that initially equipped the 

Luftwaffe were to replaced starting in 1960 with at least three hundred cutting-edge all-

weather fighters sourced from a NATO partner. In 1957, Kammhuber justified his air-

defense logic by stating that "We must not give the enemy the freedom to fool around in 

German airspace."106   

Once rearmament was approved, a large air force was planned by both West 

German and NATO military planners to consist of no less than 1,322 combat aircraft of 

all types. 107 While some aircraft and equipment were sourced from the UK, France, and 

Canada most aircraft were provided by the US. These included the Piper L-18, North 

American T-6/Harvard Mk.4, and the Lockheed T-33 jet trainers. Combat aircraft 
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included 450 Republic F-84F Thunderstreak fighter bombers, 108 RF-84F 

reconnaissance aircraft, 90 North American F-86K Saber all-weather interceptors, and 

300 Canadair Mk.5/Mk.6 fighters.108 This was an intentional decision on the part of 

German military planners, who wished to model the nascent Luftwaffe on the USAF, 

which had developed a particularly effective and systematic training regimen for 

inducting large numbers of pilots and technical personnel. Beyond that key consideration, 

the USAF was the largest, best equipped, and had the most successful combat record of 

the Allied air forces. The US also had an extensive and well-developed infrastructure 

throughout Europe including discrete training units that had been activated as part of the 

Mutual Defense Assistance Program (MDAP). By 1954, the USAFE had taken on the 

responsibility for developing and carrying out the initial German training program.109  

Facilities were established at the USAFE bases at Kaufbeuren, Landsberg, and 

Fürstenfeldbruck with logistics support based at Erding. Subsequently an agreement was 

signed to turn over jointly operated bases to the Luftwaffe once it had achieved self-

sufficiency. By July 1, 1955, USAFE Training Headquarters, Provisional had formally 

taken on the responsibility for training the Luftwaffe and making infrastructure 

improvements. The USAFE allocated $69 million for airbase infrastructure and $26.9 

million for the training for pilots and technical personnel, while the Federal Republic 
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contributed $36 million for property and infrastructure costs and $65.2 million for flight 

training and $40.7 million for technical training starting in May 1956.110  

Reconstituting the Luftwaffe proved to be a more daunting endeavor than either 

the army or navy as there was no foundation to build upon. Relative to land and naval 

warfare, air warfare had undergone a radical arms race since 1945, and by the time of 

rearmament two generations of jet aircraft had been developed and deployed. This placed 

the Federal Republic in a uniquely challenging position as its military aviation sector was 

entirely dismantled after the Second World War and its surviving cadre of pilots and 

military personnel were faced with a decade-long gap in knowledge and experience.111 

The Luftwaffe faced greater technological challenges than the other branches of the 

Bundeswehr at its outset. By the time of rearmament in 1955/56, the most modern aircraft 

were capable of exceeding Mach 2, equipped with advanced radar systems, and capable 

of launching both air-to-air and air-to-ground nuclear weapons.  The initial US surplus 

aircraft supplied to the Luftwaffe at the outset were already obsolete at the time of their 

introduction, and the hunt to replace them began immediately.112   
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Finding sufficient personnel to staff, train, and lead the Luftwaffe was a challenge 

from the outset, with only around six thousand pilots having survived the war, the 

overwhelming majority of whom were unfit or unavailable for service in the 

Bundeswehr.113 Johannes Steinhoff —who would lead the Luftwaffe through the 

Starfighter Crisis of the 1960s — was frank in addressing the difficulties inherent to 

building an air force from the ground up. On July 25, 1957, Steinhoff briefed a visiting 

delegation of 114 officers from the Royal Air Force Staff College on the status of the 

reconstituted Luftwaffe and the difficulties experienced in meeting Adenauer’s ambitious 

deadlines. While optimistic, Steinhoff was pragmatic in relating the difficulties 

experienced by the Luftwaffe in working toward operational readiness at its outset, which 

required at least five years to train 100,000 personnel.114  

The Luftwaffe was dependent on former Wehrmacht personnel to staff and lead it 

through these difficult first years. However, the number of returning veterans relative to 

those available for service was woefully inadequate, with only around 300 surviving 

pilot-officers from the Second World War considered physically and mentally fit to 

serve.115 Beyond physical and mental fitness, this small list of candidates was subjected 

to the government’s Personnel Screening Board, which was designed to prevent former 
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Wehrmacht officers with extensive ties to the NSDAP from serving in the 

Bundeswehr.116  

Indeed, the Luftwaffe was stretched so thin that detaching officers to serve at 

NATO or on delegations to allied countries impeded the rebuilding schedule.117 The 

Luftwaffe’s initial cadre was so numerically insufficient that it was utterly overwhelmed 

by the demands placed upon it by Adenauer’s ambitious rearmament schedule as well as 

their own need to undergo refresher training and reorientation. These difficulties were 

further exacerbated by the lack of basic staff preparation and work conducted by the 

Defense Ministry in recruiting and screening the cadre, establishing an efficient logistics 

system, securing overflight rights, or securing sufficient technical personnel. These 

delays put Luftwaffe’s entire training program behind by six months, with cadre training 

only beginning in January 1956.118 

On July 19, 1958, Steinhoff gave an address at the Royal Air Force Flying 

College entitled “Build-up of the German Air Force and its Integration into NATO.” 

Intended as a sequel to his 1957 speech, Steinhoff lightly chastised his hosts for their 

insistence that he and the other officers of the Luftwaffe were lucky in their ability to 
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“start from zero,” which supposedly had allowed them to learn from other air forces and 

sidestep the inefficiencies prevalent in any established organization. In rebuking that 

belief, Steinhoff stated that the Luftwaffe did not “start from scratch,” it started from 

nothing. This reality served as a constant as the continued dearth of experienced officers 

meant that applying lessons learned was incredibly difficult.119 A key contributor to this 

problem was the amateurism and inefficiency of the Defense Ministry, which included 

not providing agreed-upon funds to the USAFE for infrastructure, aircraft, and training 

costs.120 Despite the rough start, the Luftwaffe’s importance to NATO grew rapidly. By 

1957 SHAPE had allocated the responsibility to field 40 percent of NATO’s combat 

aircraft units in Central Europe to the Luftwaffe, with no less than fifty Luftwaffe aircraft 

assigned explicitly to SACEUR as a nuclear strike force.121 

To prepare industry to meet the monumental task laid before the Defense Ministry 

and Luftwaffe, the Adenauer government developed a strategy that forged bonds between 

the Defense Ministry, Economic Ministry, and Federal Office of Defense Technology 

and Procurement. These ministries articulated a measured and strategic approach to 

providing West Germany with the technical and mechanical expertise needed gradually 

to produce and maintain increasingly sophisticated aircraft. The plan leveraged the 

obsolescent lend-lease aircraft provided by the United States and Canada to provide a 
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baseline of experience for the license-production of a modern foreign design. This plan 

also enabled West German industry to build lasting collaborative ties with foreign 

military aviation firms and prepare them for the process of working to produce the 

Starfighter within an international NATO framework. Employing the Starfighter program 

as a technological bridge, the government’s ultimate goal was to equip the aviation sector 

with the tools it needed to design, manufacture and maintain a native combat aircraft 

design within twenty years of rearming and compete directly with the aviation sectors of 

the United States, United Kingdom, and France.122  

To realize this objective, the Defense and Economic Ministries undertook a 

serious effort to consolidate and centralize the country’s existing aviation resources and 

expertise to prepare industry for a financial stimulus to construct factories, purchase 

equipment, and hire technical personnel. In 1957, the Economic Ministry stated that in 

order to achieve these ambitions, the development of the German aviation industry must 

take place in three phases of increasing sophistication and responsibility: 1) through 

maintenance and repair of existing aircraft, 2) through license production, 3) by building 

aircraft in the civilian aviation sector. 123   
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As will be shown in subsequent chapters, the government asserted itself as a 

central player in the West German aviation sector in a manner that bore hallmarks to how 

prior German governments had previously engaged with industry. However, Bonn’s role 

was also reflective of the unique conditions inherent to the Federal Republic’s 

rearmament, namely the deep enmeshment within the international system and the formal 

rejection of the pre-1945 conception of militarism and nationalism. The Federal Republic 

undertook a methodical consolidation of the aviation sector that worked to build 

experience and balance nationalistic and protectionist impulses against the need to work 

within the strictures of NATO’s operational needs and the competing nationalistic and 

protectionist impulses of its partner states within the alliance. These efforts would 

ultimately result in a streamlined aviation sector under Bonn’s close coordination that 

within just a few years’ time would be deemed ready to take on the Starfighter.   
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CHAPTER 5  

FIRST FORAYS INTO LICENSE PRODUCTION 

 

Strauß refuted Blank by working to emulate the Eisenhower administration’s New 

Look national security strategy by and emphasized advanced technology, nuclear 

weapons, and relying on the fewest number of conscripts possible to reduce military 

expenditures. However, his ascension to the Defense Ministry did not mark a complete 

departure from his predecessor. Although Strauß had lambasted Theodor Blank’s vision 

for the Defense Ministry, his initial moves regarding the aviation sector built upon the 

actions of his predecessor rather than reject them out of hand. In trying to balance 

Adenauer’s appeasement of the Western Allies with the avid nationalism espoused by 

Strauß’ political-industrial coalition, Blank had decided to steer a middle course; the 

Federal Republic would neither rely entirely on foreign aircraft purchases nor undertake 

the resource-intensive and financially risky process (particularly given the nascent state 

of the industry) of producing domestic design. Rather, he secured for West German firms 

the right to license-produce existing foreign aircraft.1  

To achieve this end, Blank compelled the aviation sector to begin consolidating in 

order to make it more competitive against the French and British sectors. Of the thirteen 

firms that submitted bids for aviation contracts, Blank winnowed the field down to a 

select few companies from across the country, including the Hamburger Flugzeugbau 
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GmbH (Hamburg), Ernst Heinkel AG (Baden-Württemberg), Dornier-Werke GmbH 

(Baden-Württemberg/Bavaria), and Messerschmitt AG (Bavaria). In dividing the work 

along regional lines, Blank sought to favor northern firms by granting them contracts to 

produce helicopters and transport aircraft, which would have been of especial importance 

in his conception of the air arm as directly subordinate to the army. In turn, contracts for 

combat aircraft went to the southern firms. At this time, the first major collaborative 

consolidations began with the establishment of Flugzeugbau Nord between Hamburger 

Flugzeugbau, Weser, Blohm+Voss, and A.G. Siebel Blume and Flugzeugunion Süd 

between Messerschmitt and Heinkel.2 

While Blank’s decision to license-produce aircraft strove to be a compromise 

measure, it became mired in the great-power politics of the highly competitive and 

protectionist arms race that defined the first two decades of the Cold War, namely 

competition between the US and France. This helped to set the stage for competition 

between France and West Germany regarding combat aircraft that would surface during 

the development stages of both the Starfighter and Tornado programs. Seeing the 

economic potential for West Germany’s impending large-scale purchase, the United 

States and France both jockeyed to sell aircraft designs to the Federal Republic, and both 

sought to utilize diplomatic leverage to influence the decision. France, with its deeply 

protectionist and nationalistic aviation sector, bound the purchase of aircraft as a key 

aspect of any potential normalization between the two countries.3  
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France had good reason to believe its neighboring country would seek a 

collaborative arrangement regarding the eventual license-production of a next-generation 

combat aircraft. While the European Defense Community had imploded due in part to 

Franco-German disagreements on the nature and trajectory of rearmament, the remainder 

of the decade saw improved bilateral relations develop between Bonn and Paris. As in 

other Allied countries, German technicians and scientists were involved heavily with the 

French armaments sector in the immediate postwar period. In the realm of aviation, the 

Federal Republic had come to rely upon France to fill critical roles during the first decade 

of its existence, with some 43 percent of the Luftwaffe’s aircraft inventory being 

composed of license-produced French designs. These included the French Nord Noratlas 

cargo aircraft that was selected in 1956 for license-production by Flugzeugbau Nord as 

well as the Fouga CM.170 Magister jet trainer for production by Flugzeugunion Süd (186 

Noratlas aircraft were produced from 1957-1964 and 194 Magisters) from 1957-1961). 

Thus, the expectation that West Germany could select a French design to become its first 

license-produced combat aircraft was viewed as a realistic option. 4  

The United States, on the other hand, utilized the significant inroads it had made 

with Germany’s military aviation establishment before, during, and after rearmament 

from a far more strategic and comprehensive perspective. General Lauris Norstad had 

fostered close relations between USAF leaders and their West German counterparts, and 

his efforts resulted in a Luftwaffe that largely parroted the USAF in its organization, 

 
4 David Haglund, Alliance Within the Alliance?: Franco-German Military 

Cooperation and the European Pillar of Defense (New York: Westview Press, 1991), 

158. 
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logistics and infrastructure. Norstad had long argued that using the US Air Forces Europe 

as the clearinghouse for aircraft sent to West Germany through the Mutual Defense 

Assistance Program would allow for unparalleled and sustained US influence over the 

nascent Luftwaffe. In December 1953, a USAFE presentation stated that:  

It is clear that USAFE, among US elements, has not only a legitimate interest but 

indeed a paramount interest in German Air Force planning and development and 

logically should have commensurate responsibility. There is no question of our 

ability to do the job. USAFE has been doing it and, despite deterrents, has 

produced realistic planning.5   

 

These efforts paid dividends for the US, as the Luftwaffe’s first generation of 

combat aircraft were primarily sourced from American firms despite the closer 

geographic proximity of competitors in the UK and France. Following the donation of 

over five hundred Republic F-84F Thunderstreak combat aircraft through the USAFE to 

outfit the Luftwaffe’s first combat units, the Defense Ministry chose the American 

aircraft as its first foray into license production.  The USAFE also oversaw the flight 

training for the Luftwaffe’s initial generation of pilots in both Germany and the United 

States, which exposed pilots and senior leadership to the Lockheed T-33 Shooting Star jet 

trainer.6  However, this competition between the US and France was far from over and a 

similar episode would play out several years later when the Lockheed F-104 Starfighter 

and Dassault Mirage III were put into direct competition.7  

 
5 Sheldon Goldberg, From Disarmament to Rearmament, 173-175, 177. 

6 James Corum, “Starting from Scratch: Establishing the Bundesluftwaffe as a 

Modern Air Force 1955-1960,” 16.  

7 Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 70. 
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Strauß deviated from Blank in two critical respects. The first divergence was in 

his conception of the value of combat aircraft, which Blank had relegated to secondary 

importance. Strauß instead viewed combat aircraft as possessing paramount standing in 

the Cold War’s nuclear power politics. The second divergence was in the scope of his 

ambition for the country’s aviation sector, which had raised grave concern with East 

Germany’s Stasi. Blank’s efforts to consolidate and shepherd the aviation sector had 

limited objectives in that he saw license-production of foreign aircraft as the end goal 

rather than as the means to achieve something greater. Strauß on the other hand, viewed 

the consolidation and stimulus of the aviation sector and the license-production of foreign 

aircraft as simply the first step in achieving autonomy. In working toward these aims, 

Strauß did not seek to reverse Blank’s decisions. Rather, he worked to improve the lot of 

southern manufacturers relative to the preferential treatment Blank had shown to northern 

firms. He also worked to benefit specifically his home region as shown in his successful 

effort to convince Bölkow to move from Baden-Württemberg to Bavaria. By January 

1957, Strauß had already awarded contracts to Bavarian firms Dornier, Messerschmitt, 

and BMW.8  

Undertaking the production of a military aircraft has always been an extremely 

expensive venture. The federal government saw stimulus and consolidation as the most 

expedient means of pooling capital, resources, manpower, and experience to maximize 

effectiveness while ensuring the overall health of the sector. To provide an understanding 

of the monumental expenses facing the neophyte military-aviation sector, on May 12, 

 
8 Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 70-71. 
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1957, Heinkel presented the Defense Ministry with a cost estimate for what it would take 

for the firm to design and manufacture an indigenous interceptor including hiring 

personnel and purchasing tooling as well as design and testing costs. Heinkel estimated 

that it would take six years, over 400 employees working 3,929,000-man hours, and 

150,406,000 DM just to get through the prototype and testing stages.9 

In December 1957, Ludwig Bölkow wrote that beyond the big-ticket costs of the 

Federal Republic’s planning and financing of the aviation sector, a multi-year public 

investment for associated costs would also be required. These financial requirements 

included the acquisition of properties for airfields, office space, workshops, and weapons 

testing facilities, costly industrial measuring equipment, computing equipment, 

laboratory equipment, and electrical infrastructure. He estimated that total costs would 

likely exceed 100 million DM over the next several years. Bölkow stated that the 

government’s ambitions for the aviation sector in tandem with the monumental costs and 

public outlay necessitated the collaboration of West Germany’s aviation powers to ensure 

any sort of success.10  

Upon rearming, West Germany’s aviation firms were in no position to take part in 

the maintenance and logistics of modern aircraft designs and powerplants, much less their 

 
9 Heinkel Flugzeugwerke, Vorläufige Kostenplanung für die Entwicklung eines 

Interceptor-Waffensystems, May 12, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, 

magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1,3,4,6,12-

13. 

10 Ludwig Bölkow to Herrn Prof. Dr. E. Heinkel, Herrn Prof. Dr. W. 

Messerschmitt, Herrn Dr. L.S. Rothe, and Herrn Dr. B. Weinhardt, December 3, 1957, 

archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2. 
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licensed production. Dornier had achieved some modest success with the sale of its Do 

27 observation aircraft to the Bundeswehr, but it was a small piston-engine design that 

had little bearing on the construction of advanced combat aircraft.11 Regardless of the 

postwar slump, the German aviation industry still enjoyed a prestigious reputation in the 

United States based largely on its pre-1945 technical accomplishments rather than its 

contemporary state of being. A January 1958 report from the Federal Republic’s embassy 

in Washington, DC to the Foreign Ministry encouraged West German firms to use this 

veneer of prowess to compete for license-production contracts with American companies. 

The embassy perceived that the US military’s shift toward guided missile production in 

lieu of manned aircraft could provide an opportunity for West German industry to fill the 

void at lower production prices.12 

 

The Plight and Resurrection of the Junkers Flugzeug-und-Motorenwerke 

As it was during the Imperial, Weimar, and Nazi governments, the Junkers 

Flugzeug- und-Motorenwerke (Junkers Aircraft and Motor Works) again provides a 

unique perspective on the struggles that faced the broader German aviation sector as well 

as the evolving relationship between private industry and the state. Junkers’ experiences 

occurred concurrently with the broader consolidation of the aviation sector and serve as a 

 
11 Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 70. 

12 Cable from the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany, Washington, DC 

to the Foreign Ministry, Werbemassnahmen der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie, January 29, 

1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-3. 
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critical episode of that development.  While Junkers traveled a unique path back to 

relevance relative to its industrial peers, the process by which the Federal Republic 

reconstituted it provides key insight into Bonn’s mentality on how best to prepare the 

domestic aviation sector to succeed with a license production contract for a sophisticated 

aircraft like the Starfighter and eventually achieve its ambitious strategic goals. The 

company’s experiences highlight a high level of inter-ministerial collaboration while also 

demonstrating the outsized roles that Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß played in 

shaping the fate of the Federal Republic as a military aviation leader.   

Junkers was dissolved at the war’s conclusion and controlling ownership of its 

shares was inherited from the Nazi government by the Federal Republic, which 

administered them through the publicly owned Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt. The bank 

simultaneously founded Junkers AG Junkers GmbH in 1951 in order to manage these 

assets as well as perpetuate the “goodwill” of the Junkers name.13 On July 23, 1952, the 

Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke GmbH was entered in the commercial register of 

Kassel with a nominal capital stock of 20 thousand DM. The initial managing directors of 

this venture were two attorneys, Hans Joachim Götz and Kurt Adenauer, who was the 

nephew of Chancellor Konrad Adenauer. Shortly thereafter, Kurt Adenauer attended the 

Farnborough Air Show in the UK in the company of the Chancellor’s son Max Adenauer 

 
13 An Aktiengesellschaft (AG) is a publicly-traded company, while a Gesellschaft 

mit beschränkter Haftung (GmbH) is a limited liability company. 

Der Bundesminister für wirtschaftlichen Bestiz des Bundes to the Bundesminister der 

Finanzen, Bundesminister für Wirtschaft, and Bundesminister für Verteidigung, 

Veräußerung der Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke AG und der Junkers Flugzeug- 

und Motorenwerke GmbH, December 15, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 
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and Kurt Knipfer who was the Head of the Air Transport Department in the Federal 

Ministry of Transport (Leiters der Abteilung Luftverkehr im 

Bundesverkehrsministerium).14 This appearance sparked conjecture that Junkers would 

enjoy favorable status within the Adenauer government and become the Federal 

Republic’s chief aviation firm. Discussions regarding Junkers’ future were slated to begin 

following the successful outing at Farnborough. It was observed that "under such 

circumstances, 20 thousand DM of nominal capital stock capital can easily become 20 

million."15 

However, by December 1956 the company remained largely defunct, with former 

Junkers employees living within the Federal Republic establishing the Association of 

Former Members of the Junkers Aircraft and Engine Works (Vereinigung Ehemaliger 

Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke A.G. E.V.) to provide economic 

assistance to ex-employees in need and advocate for the solvency of their former 

employer. This association had chapters in all the major cities of the Federal Republic as 

well as Berlin, and by the end of 1956 boasted over one-thousand members. In December 

1956, the leadership of the Vereinigung wrote directly to Defense Minister Strauß to offer 

their services to the Federal Republic and remind him of the bona fides of Junkers. At the 

height of the war in 1944, Junkers was the largest aviation concern on the planet with a 

workforce of 150 thousand, of whom 2,500 were engineers working on research and 

 
14 The Farnborough Air Show was historically and remains one of the world’s 

largest aviation trade expositions.  

15 “Ein Neuer Phönix,” Der Spiegel, October 10, 1952, 9-10, 

https://magazin.spiegel.de/EpubDelivery/spiegel/pdf/21977464.  
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development. At war’s end Junkers’ main facilities at Dessau fell within the Soviet Zone 

of Occupation, where they were destroyed or expropriated to be utilized in Soviet aircraft 

and engine development.16 As a state-enterprise Junkers was dissolved by the occupation 

authorities after the war, but in 1953, the personnel and materiel that remained in the east 

were relocated to Dresden to serve as the foundation for the East German aviation 

sector.17  

The Vereinigung assured Strauß that the company’s most important projects and 

personnel were spirited out by the US military before the occupation zone could solidify 

(Dessau fell just within the US military’s furthest advances by VE-Day), and many of 

those personnel had found gainful employment working in the West. Reminiscent of 

what transpired east of the Iron Curtain, Junkers’ assets that fell within the Federal 

Republic became public property. The Junkers Gerätewerk based in Kassel was held by 

the state of Hesse, which sold it to the Allgemeine Elektricitäts-Gesellschaft in 1950. Das 

Gesetz über das ehemalige Reichvermögen vom 27.7.195118 transferred the company’s 

remaining assets in 1952 to the ownership of the federal government, where they were 

 
16 The letter ascribed the seizure of the company’s assets as fundamental to the 

rapid advancement of Soviet aviation technology in the postwar years. 

17 Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke A.G. E.V to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, December 18, 1956, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2, 3. 

18 The Law on the Former Reich’s Property  
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managed initially by Industriebeteiligungsgesellschaft in Bonn, but after 1956 also fell 

within the purview of the Luftfahrtbank.19 20 

At this point, the government’s administrators succeeded in founding a subsidiary 

of Junkers Flugzeug-und Motorenwerke with the aim of taking up new development and 

creating a basis for future growth and re-privatization. The company’s first successful 

postwar project was the development of an advanced small diesel engine by two 

returning Junkers engineers, which was financed by an unnamed “friend” of the old 

company. Shortly thereafter, the state of Nordrhein-Westfalen lent its support to a project 

working to design of a state-of-the-art aircraft engine. The project was overseen by 

Junkers engineers involved in jet-engine research at Dessau and utilized research from 

that period. The work that this team conducted was submitted to an unnamed group of 

aviation experts, which reportedly found that the project had merit. Thereafter, this work 

was submitted to the Defense Ministry and Luftwaffe, who in turn acknowledged the 

need to continue this work.21  

In writing to Strauß, the Vereinigung sought his support and approval for Junkers’ 

participation in major development projects with the hope that this work could then lead 

to reclaim Hugo Junkers’ legacy and reestablish the company as a respected aircraft and 

 
19 Industrial Holding Company and Aviation Bank, respectively. 

20 Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke A.G. E.V to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, December 18, 1956, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2. 

21 Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke A.G. E.V to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, December 18, 1956, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-4. 
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engine developer and manufacturer. They pointed to the achievements made by the 

reconstituted East German iteration of the company, which was succeeding under the 

leadership of Junkers designers and engineers. They articulated a belief that reassembling 

those Junkers personnel scattered in the West could yield similar results for the Federal 

Republic.22 

Playing directly to Strauß’ vested interest in high-technology and aviation prestige 

projects, they reminded him that the full extent of Junkers potential could only be proven 

in a country that places a high cultural value on such work as a means of justifying the 

high investments in aviation research and development. To help secure the company’s 

future, a public solicitation for bondholders had been announced as part of a general 

rehabilitation and privatization process for Junkers, and there were indications that 

foreign firms-particularly American-were interested in purchasing Junkers. Considering 

this they played to the great importance that Strauß placed on a nationalistic rearmament 

by highlighting that they saw a foreign takeover of Junkers at the outset as a negative 

outcome for the broader West German aviation sector. The implication being that the 

purchase of Junkers by a foreign firm would allow that country to make inroads into the 

domestic aviation sector, which could feasibly outcompete and potentially stifle the 

neophyte German firms before they had a chance to establish themselves. While it had a 

vested interest in Junkers return to solvency, the Vereinigung iterated the belief that 

 
22 Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke A.G. E.V to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, December 18, 1956, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3. 
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Junkers’ reformation should benefit the West German economy directly and it implored 

Strauß to grant an audience to address the issue.23  

The first concrete chance for Junkers to prove its ability as a manufacturer of 

modern combat aircraft presented itself at the outset of 1957. On January 4, Strauß 

received a letter from Kurt Adenauer with his opinions regarding the Federal Republic’s 

recently confirmed contracts for the purchase of the Canadair Sabre fighter aircraft and 

its Avro Canada Orenda engine.24 Adenauer was at this point acting as a trustee of both 

Junkers and the Luftfahrtbank.25 As part of the negotiations, a West German firm was 

selected to perform the maintenance and support of the Orenda engines, but the initial 

selectee was quickly dropped from consideration. In writing to Strauß, Adenauer 

advocated strenuously that Junkers be selected to fill the void in lieu of the other likely 

competitors like BMW and Daimler-Benz. These firms, by virtue of geography, were 

able to recover in the postwar period and were also still under private ownership. After 

the sale of Junkers’ facility in Kassel, this maintenance and support contract represented 

the best means for the luckless and insolvent firm to return to prominence. 26  

 
23 Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke A.G. E.V to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, December 18, 1956, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-4. 

24 Kurt Adenauer to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, January 4, 1957, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 

25 Dr. Goetze, Besprechung mit RA Dr. Kurt Adenauer, March 14, 1957, archive 

signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

26 Kurt Adenauer to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, January 4, 1957, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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Adenauer described the thought of Junkers being left to languish while the 

country’s other renowned aviation firms were rebuilt as “incomprehensible.” He 

highlighted the work the company and its adherents had undertaken despite the structural 

impediments facing the insolvent firm. In preaching Junkers’ relative virtues, Adenauer 

sought to invert the narrative by emphasizing his belief that the company’s continued 

insolvency was a strength. He claimed that this status provided organizational flexibility 

and would give Junkers the ability to shift its center of operations from the relatively 

wealthy federal state of Nordrhein-Westfalen if required, which no doubt was meant to 

appeal to the staunchly Bavarian Strauß. He affirmed that Junkers stood ready to 

cooperate with other companies on whatever basis deemed appropriate by the Defense 

Ministry.27 

In spite of Junkers’ massive debt, lack of assets, and public restructuring, its re-

privatization and scheduled sale by the Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt drew attention in 

early 1957 predicated largely on what the Bundesministerium der Finanzen (Finance 

Ministry) termed the “goodwill of the Junkers name” and its recent diesel engine 

 
27 Kurt Adenauer to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, January 4, 1957, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3. 
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developments.28 On the domestic front, talks were held between Junkers and BMW in 

February 1957 regarding potential collaboration if not a formal working group.29   

Meanwhile, international attention was focused around multiple American firms 

that were interested in Junkers (all represented by the banking house Arnhold and S. 

Bleichroeder). Foremost among them was Lockheed, which sought to either acquire 

Junkers outright or at least make significant investments in the reconstituted firm. Caught 

unprepared by this intense foreign interest in the company, the Bank der Deutschen 

Luftfahrt turned to the Finance Ministry for guidance, which in turn notified the 

Economic Ministry and Defense Ministry of the predicament. The Finance Ministry 

stated that it was not opposed to a partial or total takeover of Junkers by an American 

aviation company provided that the acquirer was willing to make significant investments 

to rebuild Junkers within West Germany. Additionally, any purchaser would have to 

accept that all Junkers property that fell within the Soviet Zone of Occupation would be 

excluded from any purchasing agreement. The Finance Ministry ultimately deferred to 

the Defense Ministry on the matter, as the awarding of military research contracts could 

be considered grounds for preventing Junkers acquisition by a foreign concern.30 

 
28 Der Bundesminister der Finanzen to the Bundesminister für Wirtschaft and 

Bundesminister für Verteidigung, Ausländische Kapitalbeteiligung an den Junkers 

Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke, January 22, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 

29 Wiederaufbau der Junkers Flugzeug und- Motorenwerke und deren künftige 

Einschaltung in die Flugzeugfertigung, March 11, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 

30 Der Bundesminsister der Finanzen to the Bundesminister für Wirtschaft and 

Bundesminister für Verteidigung, Ausländische Kapitalbeteiligung an den Junkers 
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The Defense Ministry’s Staatssekretär Josef Rust addressed the request by stating 

that in principle he did not oppose American involvement in Junkers, but he insisted that 

safeguards must be provided to prevent its complete subordination to foreign interests 

and preserve a sizable portion of its research and production capacity for West German 

interests. He also did not see potential military research contracts, particularly for 

engines, to be an obstacle to foreign participation in the company.31 However, a study 

commission headed by Luftwaffe General Panitzki and Regierungsdirektor Kübler that 

was dispatched to Lockheed’s facilities in Burbank, California reported its opposition to 

the firm’s cooperation with Junkers.32 This frosty reception from the study commission 

caused some trepidation among the liquidators of the Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt, who 

believed that there was significant opposition to American involvement within the 

Federal Republic.33 This in turn compelled the Finance Ministry to write that no formal 

 

Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke, January 22, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3. 

31 Der Staatssekretär Josef Rust to the Bundesminster der Finanzen, Ausländische 

Kapitalbeteiligung an den Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke, February 25, 1957, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

32 Dr. Goetze, Besprechung mit RA Dr. Kurt Adenauer, March 14, 1957, archive 

signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

33 The Bundesminister der Finanzen to the Bundesminister für Wirtschaft and the 

Bundesminister für Verteidigung, Ausländische Kapitalbeteiligung an den Junkers 

Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke AG, April 24, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 
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objections had been lobbied and urged them to determine and clearly articulate what 

ideas the American group had about merging with Junkers.34 

Regardless of who owned the firm, ensuring that Junkers possessed the autonomy 

and resources required to fully engage in engine production was held as critical both for 

national defense and the overall health of the aviation sector by some within the Defense 

Ministry. In a March 1957 briefing, it was estimated that by mid-1959, the Luftwaffe 

would operate one-thousand combat aircraft, and it was seen as imperative that 

competition existed in the form of a revitalized Junkers to ensure that BMW did not 

possess a monopoly on West German engine production. The preliminary work on a 

state-of-the-art engine articulated in the letter from the Vereinigung was construed as 

especially promising and a means of ensuring enduring domestic competition in the 

sector.35  

Ultimately the Defense Ministry awarded the Orenda contracts to BMW, as 

Junkers’ relative instability and inexperience made it an unattractive choice for both the 

German and Canadian negotiators. Strauß replied to Kurt Adenauer on March 21, 1957 to 

inform him of this outcome and to articulate that he was still uncertain of the course he 

intended Junkers to take on its path back to solvency. Lockheed’s interest in the firm was 

 
34 The Bundesminister der Finanzen to the Herren Liquidatoren der Bank der 

Deutschen Luftfahrt, Ausländische Kapitalbeteiligung an den Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke AG, April 24, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

35 XA7 Dr. Goetze, Künftige Einschaltung der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke in die Flugzeugfertigung, March 11, 1957, archive signature BW 

1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 
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still under consideration, as was a partnership between Junkers and BMW. The latter 

cooperation would allow Junkers to still take part in the Orenda contract and conduct 

support and maintenance on engines for the Luftwaffe’s Canadair Sabres. Strauß urged 

Adenauer to temper the disappointment of losing the contract to those he represented at 

Junkers and the Luftfahrtbank. He urged him instead to discuss the possibility of 

participating indirectly through a partnership with BMW that would still allow Junkers to 

make a meaningful contribution and gain necessary experience.36 

Following the failure to secure the Orenda contract-and by extension its bid at 

autonomy- Junkers continued to slowly wend its way toward re-privatization, but there 

was little progress made until the fall of 1957. In that time, Lockheed’s efforts to gain a 

financial stake in the company amounted to nothing as the Defense Ministry took a more 

robust stance on its plans for Junkers’ ownership and the role it was to play in the Federal 

Republic’s military-aviation industry. Specifically, Strauß articulated his wish that 

Junkers be acquired outright by Flugzeugunion Süd, which of course fit his desire to 

concentrate all aviation research and production in southern Germany. To that end, the 

Defense Ministry opened negotiations with the Finance Ministry to lay the groundwork 

for this acquisition of Junkers by the conglomerate.37  

 
36 Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß to Dr. Kurt Adenauer, March 21, 1957, 

archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

37 Dr. Goetze, Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke AG.; Firma Liebherr, 

Biberach/Riss, als Kaufinterresent, October 22, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 
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Bundesminister für wirtschaftlichen Besitz des Bundes (Federal Minister of 

Federal Patrimony) Hermann Lindrath was appointed to his ministerial post in Konrad 

Adenauer’s third government on October 28, 1957.38 A Protestant from the southern state 

of Baden-Württemberg, he was selected as a compromise measure to placate the 

competing and divergent geographic and cultural-religious interests within the CDU-CSU 

coalition. Despite the apparent differences between Lindrath and the Catholic-Bavarian 

Strauß, he proved an able ally to the defense minister in rushing Junkers toward 

privatization as part of a coordinated government effort of divestment. The primary task 

of the Bundesministerium für wirtschaftlichen Besitz des Bundes was to support the 

policies of "Prosperity for all, property for everyone" that were articulated by 

Wirtschaftsminister Ludwig Erhard and Ministerpräsident as the driving economic and 

socio-political forces of the third Adenauer government. Erhard saw the devolution of 

ownership in industrial assets from government holdings to the populace as the "second 

phase of the social market economy" and the most practical means of ensuring that 

necessary capital formation occurred without concentrating power over the means of 

production. This strategy was deemed by Erhard as an infinitely preferable alternative 

relative to either state capital formation through excessive taxation or entrepreneurial 

self-financing.39  

 
38 Lindrath served as the Federal Minister of Federal Patrimony, which was the 

forerunner to the Federal Ministry of the Treasury.   

39 Karl-Heinz Naßmacher, “Lindrath, Hermann, Bundesminister für den 

wirtschaftlichen Besitz des Bundes (CDU),” in Kanzler und Minister 1949-1998. 

Biografisches Lexikon der deutschen Bundesregierungen, ed. Udo Kempf and Hans-

Georg Merz (Wiesbaden: Westdeutscher Verlag, 2001), 444-445. 
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Although Lindrath was appointed to his position long after talks began regarding 

the fate of Junkers, he rapidly came to play a key role in crafting its eventual sale to FUS. 

In line with Adenauer and Erhard’s economic agenda, his driving motivation in leading 

this ministry was to divest the federal government of the ownership stakes in private 

enterprises and banks it had inherited from its fascist forebear.40 On October 29, 1957, 

Adenauer identified the comprehensive dispersal of this public property as a regulatory 

goal of his third government. Volksaktien (people’s shares) were created to provide 

people with average incomes the opportunity to take part in capital investment while 

investment limits ensured that they could not accrue too large a stake. 41 Lindrath had 

experience working within the Soviet Zone of occupation and crafted the Volksaktien to 

eliminate both the last vestiges of Nazi-era state ownership as well as curtail calls for 

Marxist economic policies by left parties in favor of what the CDU described as a “social 

market economy.”42 Tellingly for Junkers, only viable and successful companies were 

considered for the wholesale privatization of federal assets.43  

 
40 While Lindrath is best known for his efforts in overseeing the privatization of 

Preußag (Preussische Bergwerks- und Hutten-Aktiengesellschaft-Prussian Mining and 

Steel, Inc.) and Volkswagen in May and November 1959, respectively, the successful 

privatization of Junkers in January 1958 predates either of those efforts. 

41 Karl-Heinz Naßmacher, “Lindrath, Hermann, Bundesminister für den 

wirtschaftlichen Besitz des Bundes (CDU),” 445-446. 

42 “Bonbon des Jahrhunderts,” Der Spiegel, August 1959, 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/bonbon-des-jahrhunderts-a-4ea3524b-0002-0001-0000-

000042624522. 

43 Karl-Heinz Naßmacher, “Lindrath, Hermann, Bundesminister für den 

wirtschaftlichen Besitz des Bundes (CDU),” 445-446. 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/bonbon-des-jahrhunderts-a-4ea3524b-0002-0001-0000-000042624522
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/bonbon-des-jahrhunderts-a-4ea3524b-0002-0001-0000-000042624522
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The Finance Ministry hosted a conference with representatives from both 

Flugzeugunion Süd and the Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt to negotiate mutually 

agreeable terms for not only FUS and the BDL, but also to allay some of the concerns 

that Junkers’ adherents had expressed about the firm’s autonomy and identity. The 

meeting established that Junkers’ remaining capital had been reduced to 200 thousand 

DM from a prior valuation of 260 thousand DM. The 60 thousand DM difference was 

instead allocated to cover Junkers’ remaining financial liabilities and disputed bank 

claims with 20 thousand DM of this sum being further earmarked for reorganization 

costs. Flugzeugunion Süd agreed to take on Junkers in its current state by December 1, 

1957, provided that the BDL’s price did not exceed 100 thousand DM. Critically, FUS 

agreed to elevate Junkers as the consortium’s primary engine developer and manufacturer 

and shift the research and development projects undertaken by its other constituent 

firms—Heinkel and Messerschmitt—and their subsidiaries under its aegis. In agreeing to 

the transfer of Junkers’ assets, the Finance Ministry stated that FUS was also required to 

take over all development contracts issued to Junkers by the Defense Ministry through 

December 15, 1957.44 

However, a potential contender emerged to challenge Strauß’ plans for Junkers 

that underscored the specific strategic and unalterable plans that he and the Defense 

 
44 Summary of a meeting between Oberregierungsrat Dr. Westermann of the 

Bundesministerium der Finanzen zugleich Vorsitzer des Aufsichtsrats der Luftfahrtbank, 

Regierungsdirektor Thomsen of the Bundesministerium der Finanzen, Generaldirektor 

Dr. Rothe and Generaldirektor Klein Geschäftsführer der Flugzeugunion Süd GmbH, 

Direktor Rudorf and Direktor Krüger als Vertreter der Bankengruppe, and Dr. Helfer 

and RA Kirstein of the Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt AG, November 2, 1957, archive 

signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-3. 
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Ministry envisioned for the firm. In October, an outside bid to purchase the company was 

put forward by Hans Liebherr who then opened negotiations with the Finance Ministry 

and Defense Ministry.45 Liebherr founded his namesake Liebherr Werke in 1950 and had 

made his fortune pioneering the modern construction crane and the hydraulic excavator. 

The Defense Ministry dispatched a fact-finding visit to gain an understanding of the 

company’s history, reputation operations, and potential. Liebherr possessed five 

production facilities that manufactured both heavy and light industrial products including 

cranes, machine tools, construction vehicles, and consumer appliances, but the company 

had never previously made a foray into armaments, aircraft, or aviation engine 

production. When confronted about this lack of experience, the Liebherr representative 

explained that the firm was negotiating with former managers of the pre-1945 Junkers 

company in Dessau about the construction of a new Junkers aircraft factory that would be 

administratively separate from the other Liebherr holdings.46  

Liebherr proved canny in mounting this long-shot challenge to secure the right to 

Junkers in the face of the favoritism that Strauß and others within the government had 

shown toward Flugzeugunion Süd. His firm was a southern German manufacturing 

powerhouse (albeit in Baden-Württemberg). In the eight years since the company’s 

founding, Liebherr successfully expanded his operations and moved into multiple 

 
45 Hans Liebherr to the Defense Minister, October 18, 1957, archive signature 

BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

46Mein Besuch bei der Firma Hans Liebherr-Werke in Biberach/Riss am 

5.12.1957, December 9, 1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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manufacturing sectors. While still a young company without experience in arms or 

aviation production, Liebherr compensated for these deficiencies in several key aspects 

The first, of course, was in tailoring the company’s manufacturing acumen and dynamism 

to the Junkers bid by seeking support from within the Junkers orbit to replicate the 

immense success the company had enjoyed at its Dessau facilities. The second was in 

doubling the bid of the government’s favored contender for Junkers. Shortly after the 

initial negotiations between BDL and FUS and the fact-finding trip to the Liebherr 

Werke, Lindrath reported to the Finance, Economic, and Defense Ministries that where 

FUS offered a price of 100 thousand DM, Liebherr doubled the amount to 200 thousand 

DM to purchase Junkers.47 

Sensing that the tide had irrevocably shifted away from Junkers attaining any 

form of outright autonomy, the Vereinigung wrote to the Bundesministerium für den 

wirtschaftlichen Bestiz des Bundes in mid-December to articulate the group’s general 

misgivings about the trajectory that the government had embarked on regarding re-

privatization. While the group acknowledged some of the obvious technical and 

experiential advantages that could come from working in coordination with 

Messerschmitt and Heinkel within FUS, these advantages did not outweigh the concerns 

presented by such an arrangement. The paramount concern was the loss of Junkers’ 

autonomy and identity, which they saw as hindering the company’s ability to resume the 

 
47 Der Bundesminister für wirtschaftlichen Bestiz des Bundes to the 

Bundesminister der Finanzen, Bundesminister für Wirtschaft, and Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung, Veräußerung der Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke AG und der 

Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke GmbH, December 15, 1957, archive signature BW 

1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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full spectrum of aviation design and production, not just aircraft engines. It also hindered 

one of the organization’s primary goals, which was to gather former Junkers employees 

and technical specialists under one roof. The Vereinigung saw this task as the 

fundamental prerequisite for the company to achieve a high level of technical 

competency in aviation development and production. 48  

The bid put forward by Hans Liebherr to purchase Junkers elicited a far shorter 

response from the Vereinigung. The organization initially showed a general lack of 

knowledge of him beyond his success as an entrepreneur, but it did note that he had 

promised to rebuild Junkers according to future opportunities in the German aviation 

industry, which was perhaps a marginally more attractive alternative to what FUS 

offered. In light of these concerns, the organization asked if it would not be possible to 

instead join the Federal Republic’s other aviation consortium, Flugzeugbau Nord, as an 

independent and autonomous member. The board threatened not to promote active 

participation among its 1,200-strong membership base in any re-privatized Junkers entity 

that lacked autonomy.49 Although the Vereingung’s membership were initially 

ambivalent toward the Liebherr bid, they rapidly came to see it as a potential lifeline. 

Despite Liebherr being an outsider to the Junkers’ organization, the Vereinigung made 

 
48 The Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke to the Bundesministerium für den wirtschaftlichen Bestiz des Bundes, 

December 19,1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv 

Freiburg, 1-2.  

49 The Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke to the Bundesministerium für den wirtschaftlichen Bestiz des Bundes, 

December 19,1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv 

Freiburg, 2.  
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common cause with him given Liebherr’s stated desired to revive Junkers as a discrete 

arm of his business holdings. Conversely, they lambasted Strauß as utterly lacking 

respect for Junkers’ storied history.50  

Echoing these sentiments, Dr. Ing. August Lichte, formerly of Junkers at Dessau 

and currently of Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke GmbH at Bad Godesberg near 

Bonn, wrote directly to Strauß in January 1958. Lichte had been employed as a 

development engineer at Junkers since 1934 and viewed himself as a representative for 

his former colleagues. Echoing the leadership of the Vereinigung Ehemaliger 

Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke he welcomed the involvement of 

a revitalized Junkers in the defense of the Federal Republic. However, he expressed 

concern that a lack of continuity with the traditions of the pre-1945 Junkers could cause a 

split within the new company. He asked for Strauß to grant him an audience to express 

these concerns and dispel any lingering confusion for the benefit of his fellow 

engineers.51  

The government’s impending sale of Junkers to Flugzeugunion Süd caused 

consternation and engendered resistance elsewhere as well. In January 1958, lawyers 

representing Klaus Junkers-son of the company’s founder Hugo Junkers-wrote to express 

their client’s displeasure with the government’s plan for his father’s company and to air 

 
50 “Ohne Reichsmarschall,” Der Spiegel, April 8, 1958, 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-

000041761135. 

51 Dr. Ing. August Lichte to Bundesminister für Verteidigung Franz Josef Strauß, 

January 23, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 
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multiple grievances with the Federal Republic. While the Third Reich had seized the 

Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke shortly after the Nazi Machtergreifung, this 

ownership had passed to Bonn, and it was to the ministries there that he turned for 

restitution with the hope of reclaiming his father’s legacy. To achieve that end, he 

employed the Bundesrückerstattungsgesetzes52 to make claims for damages against the 

government approximating 15 million Reichsmarks (with a claimed conversion rate of 1 

Reichsmark to 1 Deutschemark), which the lawyers deemed as only partial restitution.53 

Klaus Junkers vehemently objected to the government’s planned sale of the 

company to FUS for the paltry sum of 100,000 DM. In particular, he was incensed that a 

stalwart pillar of Germany’s aviation heritage and identity should be hastily subsumed 

without deferential regard for its past size and successes or the weight its name still 

carried in the wider aviation world. On the other hand, he argued that Heinkel and 

Messerschmitt had little real need to possess Junkers and he deemed their possession of 

Junkers as extraneous relative to their success in creating FUS. He instead argued that 

Junkers was worthy of reconsolidation as an autonomous entity and key player in the 

restoration of German aviation’s international reputation and prestige. The government’s 

intention to favor FUS unfairly took advantage of the company’s unique organizational 

 
52 Federal Restitution Act. 

53 Rechtsanwälte Dr. Claus Basitan, Dr. Müller-Meiningen jr., Dr. Erika von 

Mayerhoffer, H.-P. Lötzbeyer, and Franz Nowak of the law firm of Dr. Claus Bastian, 

Fachanwalt für Steuerrecht to the Bundesministerium für Verteidigung Ministerialrat Dr. 

Fritz Goetze, Prof. Hugo Junkers hier: beabsichtige Veräußerung der Junkers-

Flugzeugbau AG., January 10,1958, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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and financial predicament. It would only serve to increase drastically the difficulties 

experienced by Hugo Junkers’ heirs and the Vereinigung in exercising what they saw as a 

moral prerogative to resurrect the former company’s autonomy, structure, and ethos. 

Compounding the allegations, Klaus Junkers asserted that the government had been 

derelict in its obligations to register his reimbursement claims and that he would 

vigorously pursue the right for Junkers’ heirs and the Vereinigung to participate in the 

company’s re-privatization. He condemned the federal government’s efforts to sell the 

Junkers mantle to a competing interest so long as the serious prospect existed for the 

company to revert to the previous ownership and management that had overseen what 

they perceived to be a golden period.54 

A joint meeting on January 2, 1958 between the Defense Ministry, Economic 

Ministry, Ministry of Federal Patrimony, Ministry of Finance, and the State of North 

Rhine-Westphalia confirmed the sale of Junkers to FUS.55 On January 24, Lindrath wrote 

to the Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt to begin selling its holdings in Junkers AG and 

Junkers GmbH to Flugzeugunion Süd at the offered purchase price of 100,000 DM.56 The 

 
54 54 Rechtsanwälte Dr. Claus Basitan, Dr. Müller-Meiningen jr., Dr. Erika von 

Mayerhoffer, H.-P. Lötzbeyer, and Franz Nowak of the law firm of Dr. Claus Bastian, 

Fachanwalt für Steuerrecht to the Bundesministerium für Verteidigung Ministerialrat Dr. 

Fritz Goetze, Prof. Hugo Junkers hier: beabsichtige Veräußerung der Junkers-

Flugzeugbau AG., January 10,1958, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-4. 

55 Dr. Milewski, Flugzeugunion Süd; hier: Verkauf der Junkers AG, January 21, 

1958, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

56 Der Bundesminister für wirtschaftlichen Besitz des Bundes Hermann Lindrath 

to the Bank der Deutschen Luftfahrt AG i.L., Veräusserung des Aktienbesitzes der Bank 

der Deutschen Luftfahrt AG i.L. an der Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke AG sowie 
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announcement caused outrage and consternation on the part of the Junkers community. 

Dr. Ing. August Lichte dispatched a telegram to Strauß on January 28 to inform him that 

all “free-thinking” Junkers engineers raised the sharpest protests and demanded that he 

not only take immediate action against the sale, but also launch an investigation into it by 

technical experts from the Ministry of Defense.57 Klaus Junkers also wrote a message to 

Strauß on the same day in protest, as the government had previously promised to hold 

talks with him and other Junkers stakeholders scheduled for the following week before 

making a final decision on the sale to FUS. He protested that this decision would rob his 

family and the large number of former employees of their right to take part in the firm or 

shape its future and that the Defense Ministry had “neither a human nor political 

justification”.58 

No eleventh-hour reprieve appeared from the Defense Ministry. The reply to Dr. 

Ing. Lichte’s telegram to Strauß flatly informed him that the sale to FUS took place on 

January 28 after a thorough consultation with the Defense Ministry’s technical advisers 

and in coordination with the other concerned federal ministries as well as North Rhine 

Westphalian Ministry for Economics and Transit. The Defense Ministry stated that the 

 

Veräusserung der Geschäftsanteile an der Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke GmbH, 

January 24, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

57 Telegram from Dr. Ing. August Lichte to Bundesminister der Verteidigung 

Franz Josef Strauß, January 28, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

58 Telegram from Klaus Junker to Bundesminister der Verteidigung Franz Josef 

Strauß, January 28, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv 

Freiburg. 
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sale was carried out explicitly to further the concentration of the West German aviation 

sector and to ensure that Junkers could be fully and immediately utilized as this sector 

rapidly consolidated. This overriding strategic concern motivated not only the 

resurrection of Junkers, but also the government’s determination to sell the firm to 

Flugzeugunion Süd in the face of resistance from Hugo Junkers’ heirs and Liebherr’s 

more lucrative bid.59 For Strauß the government’s loss of 100,000 DM was a paltry price 

to pay for making a concrete step toward a stronger and more concentrated aviation 

sector. Indeed, as the sale was concluding, the Bundestag allocated 35 million DM for the 

Defense Ministry’s initial aircraft orders.60 However, as part of the purchasing agreement, 

FUS ensured that Junkers' name would be preserved and that the company would be a 

player in the reconstruction and development of the West German aviation sector.61   

The decision by the government to sell Junkers to FUS rather than allow the firm 

to join it was met with opposition by the rank-and-file membership of the Vereinigung. 

They called a meeting on March 22 in Frankfurt to protest what they saw as the 

intentionally slow consolidation of the company that enabled the sale. Many argued that 

this outcome demeaned and subordinated Junkers relative to Messerschmitt and Heinkel, 

 
59 Reply to Dr. Ing. August Lichte, January 28, 1958, archive signature BW 

1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg.  

60 “Ohne Reichsmarschall,” Der Spiegel, April 8, 1958, 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-

000041761135. 

61 Press Release from the Press- und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung, 

Privatisierung der Junkers A.G. und der F. Schicau A.G., February 14, 1958, archive 

signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-000041761135
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-000041761135
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each of which had joined FUS in an arrangement that allowed each to contribute to the 

organization while remaining autonomous. An article in the publication Flugwelt 

Eildienst saw this rage at the Junkers board as being misplaced. Rather, it argued that the 

federal government was the primary culprit in slowing Junkers’ reconsolidation despite 

the best efforts on the part of the company’s leadership. Regardless, the uproar from the 

Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und Motorenwerke resulted 

in the resignation of the board and election of a new board that included Klaus Junkers. 

This new board pledged to immediately start on ambitious projects, including a shipyard, 

and start the process of overhauling and maintaining aircraft.62 

As it was before 1945, the fate of the Junkers Flugzeug und- Motorenwerke was 

inherently at the disposal of the state, and in this case Defense Minister Strauß. While the 

push for privatization was in line with the broader economic agenda of the third 

Adenauer government, the trajectory Strauß envisioned for the firm was one that would 

reinforce rather than threaten the Bavarian aviation cartel he had assembled. The pre-

1945 iteration of Junkers had been primarily concentrated in Dessau (as was the 

resurrected firm in the GDR), but its reconstituted successor in the West possessed a 

degree of geographic flexibility due to a near total lack of physical assets or facilities 

following the sale of its Kassel facilities by the federal state of Hesse. Subsequent efforts 

made on the part of the government of Nordrhein-Westfalen to support and fund 

advanced jet-engine research in coordination with Junkers’ personnel represented a direct 

 
62 “Junkers am Scheidewege” Flugwelt Eildienst, March 25, 1958, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg. 
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threat to Strauß’ vision for Bavarian dominance of the West German aviation sector. 

North Rhine Westphalia contained not only the Federal Republic’s capital at Bonn, but 

also Germany’s industrial heartland in the Rhine-Ruhr, which rendered it a more natural 

fit for an aviation manufacturer relative to the historically agrarian Bavaria. 

Strauß’ neutralization of this threat to Bavarian ascendancy came initially through 

his decision to favor BMW over Junkers in negotiations for the Orenda contract. Strauß 

encouraged Junkers’ advocates and management to work with BMW as a subordinate 

partner, which never came to fruition. The loss of this contract prevented Junkers from 

gathering the forward momentum and capital required to achieve solvency. Ultimately 

Strauß disposed of Junkers by selling it to Flugzeugunion-Süd, which was itself a 

condominium working group centered in Bavaria that he had fostered. This decision ran 

counter to the wishes of Junkers’ adherents who craved autonomy as the means to 

recover Dr. Hugo Junkers’ work and legacy as well as those within his own Defense 

Ministry that prized competition as vital to the health of the domestic aviation sector. 

This episode demonstrated that throughout the consolidation of the broader sector, 

Strauß’ abiding concern was economic concentration of the aviation sector on his own 

terms above industrial autonomy and competition. 

That Lockheed or any other foreign firm was not permitted to purchase the 

company was indicative of Strauß and the Defense Ministry’s hesitation to grant foreign 

concerns too great an influence in the West German aviation sector during these 

vulnerable early days. Foreign companies like Lockheed were welcomed to provide their 

products and technical expertise to the benefit of German industry insofar as they did not 
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exercise any control over it. As noted, Strauß’ conception of rearmament was predicated 

largely on nationalistic lines, with high-technology, aviation, and military projects 

bearing especial significance not only for national security, but also as a means of 

elevating and burnishing the Federal Republic’s image in the international arena. Unlike 

Chancellor Adenauer or his predecessor at the Defense Ministry Theodor Blank, Strauß 

sought first and foremost to benefit West German (namely Bavarian) interests, while 

rendering the priorities of the Western Allies — particularly their individual ambitions to 

render the Federal Republic into a closed arms export market — as a secondary concern. 

Allowing a foreign competitor to stake a powerful and potentially stifling position within 

the aviation sector at this vulnerable moment was simply beyond the pale within his 

conception of rearmament.  

While the Federal Republic’s measures in returning Junkers to solvency were not 

as overtly authoritarian as those executed against the company by the Nazi government, 

they shared a great deal of commonality. Both the Federal Republic and the Nazi 

government viewed Junkers as instrumental to the vitality of the German aviation sector 

and employed coercive measures to ensure that the firm’s leadership worked in tandem 

with the governments’ strategic goals. Under both regimes, Junkers was removed from 

the unpredictability of private ownership and conventional market forces. During the 

Nazi Gleichschaltung, possession of the firm was stripped from the Junkers family, and it 

was placed under direct public ownership and management.  

The Federal Republic inherited this ownership stake in the company and used the 

opportunity provided by its sale to consolidate the production resources required to 
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produce modern combat aircraft. This action was part of a broader concentration of the 

West German aviation sector intended to elevate the Federal Republic’s design and 

production capabilities and allow its firms to compete with those of the Western Allies. 

Flugzeugunion Süd, which was itself a product of government consolidation efforts and a 

recipient of Strauß’ favoritism, was selected as the organization most likely to achieve 

that goal and was insulated from market-based competition in securing Junkers under its 

aegis. Just as the Third Reich had forced the Junkers family to divest its ownership stake 

for a pittance, the Federal Republic in turn denied the family the right to their namesake 

company. This ultimately ensured the total and permanent loss of the company’s 

autonomy and individual identity. 

Ultimately for Strauß and the other involved federal ministries, the fate of Junkers 

was simply too important to leave in the hands of the firm’s past ownership and adherents 

or their sentimentality for a bygone era. Nostalgia and calls to restore Junkers’ autonomy 

and cherished traditions to right the perceived wrongs that the Nazi state had inflicted on 

the Junkers family, company, and former employees carried little weight in Bonn’s 

strategic outlook. The Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke’s threat to withhold its support from any deal if the government denied the 

firm autonomous status and let the “great idealism” and sacrifices that its 1200 members 

had made to preserve and uphold the Junkers tradition since 1945 fell on deaf ears.63 By 

 
63 The Vereinigung Ehemaliger Angehöriger der Junkers Flugzeug- und 

Motorenwerke to the Bundesministerium für den wirtschaftlichen Bestiz des Bundes, 

December 19,1957, archive signature BW 1/347310, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv 

Freiburg, 2. 
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placing Junkers in partnership (albeit in a subordinate role) with Heinkel and 

Messerschmitt, the government sought to ensure the health and vitality of West 

Germany’s nascent military-aviation sector as a whole. As will be expounded upon, the 

incorporation of Junkers within FUS occurred concurrently with a concentration of the 

broader West German aviation sector to prepare it for not only the license production of a 

modern foreign design, but ultimately an organically designed and manufactured combat 

aircraft.  
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CHAPTER 6 

THE CONCENTRATION OF THE WEST GERMAN AVIATION SECTOR 

 

The negotiations to resurrect and sell Junkers represented only a small component 

of the government’s overall efforts to concentrate the West German aviation sector. 

Following on this success, the Defense Ministry worked in tandem with the Economic 

Ministry, Ministry of Finance, and Federal Office for Defense Technology and 

Procurement to concentrate the Federal Republic’s industrial resources into Flugzeugbau 

Nord and Flugzeugunion Süd. Representatives from the country’s largest southern 

aviation firms were assembled on October 4, 1957, where the Defense Ministry 

announced that it was interested in concentrating the sector explicitly to develop modern 

combat aircraft. This interest was reciprocated by industry shortly thereafter in December 

1957 when Bölkow, Heinkel, and Messerschmitt all proclaimed their willingness to take 

part in a collaborative arrangement to achieve this objective.1 In so doing, the Federal 

Republic took the first significant step to realize the strategic goals it had envisioned to 

elevate the domestic aviation sector and parlay that into an improved standing within the 

transatlantic alliance.  

That Messerschmitt and Heinkel were willing to collaborate was a testament to 

Strauß’ force of will and singular goal of concentrating West German aviation. 

 
1 Alfred Klein to Defense Minister Franz Josef Strauß, February 9, 1958, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-. 
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Animosity had long existed between Willy Messerschmitt and Ernst Heinkel, but Strauß 

capitalized on the failures that both firms had experienced in adapting to the postwar 

economy and used financial leverage (particularly publicly financed debt) to force them 

into a merger. With Heinkel, he offered the carrot of producing the Fouga Magister jet 

trainer under license and with Messerschmitt he wielded the stick by using the 51 percent 

of ownership the federal government and Bavaria had acquired in the firm through public 

investment loans.2 

By December, industrial negotiations between the important southern aviation 

firms Bölkow, Heinkel, Messerschmitt, and Siebel Flugzeugwerke regarding 

collaboration on future military projects had made significant progress. In order to most 

efficiently pool resources and forestall conflict, Ludwig Bölkow proposed a collaborative 

arrangement based on points raised previously that would place the included aviation 

firms as shareholders in a unified development consortium and combined manufacturing 

holding company. Each firm would be allocated the following ownership stakes in the 

concern: 

• Prof. Messerschmitt-20 percent 

• Heinkel Fahrzeugbau-20 percent 

• Bölkow-20 percent 

• Heinkel (Fertigung)-10 percent 

• Messerschmitt (Fertigung)-10 percent 

 
2 “Ohne Reichsmarschall,” Der Spiegel, April 8, 1958, 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-

000041761135. 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-000041761135
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-000041761135
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• Siebel ATG (Fertigung)-10 percent 

• Bölkow (Fertigung)-10 percent 3  

While each company kept its individual autonomy, Bölkow proposed that they be 

unilaterally represented by the holding company in negotiations with the state, and each 

be entitled to 25 percent of total sales revenue. He also suggested a governing structure of 

two technicians with a single businessman as chairman to ensure that technical leadership 

rather than simple majority votes guided the heavily technical development process. To 

keep the disparate firms on task and avoid conflicts of interest, Bölkow recommended 

that each one pledge not to carry out independent development work or collaborate with 

outside companies on projects that would compete directly with the consortium. To 

safeguard intellectual property, each of the three companies was to enumerate the 

projects it had already undertaken or technical problems they were interested in working 

on. These lists would then be notarized and certified and the company working on a 

particular development project would have the right to individually claim the profits 

received from deliveries, licenses and sales made to foreign countries. 4  

Despite industry’s apparent enthusiasm, some stakeholders expressed caution and 

skepticism toward what they saw as the government’s heavy-handed approach in 

 
3 Ludwig Bölkow to Herrn Prof. Dr. E. Heinkel, Herrn Prof. Dr. W. 

Messerschmitt, Herrn Dr. L.S. Rothe, and Herrn Dr. B. Weinhardt, December 3, 1957, 

archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-4. 

4 Ludwig Bölkow to Herrn Prof. Dr. E. Heinkel, Herrn Prof. Dr. W. 

Messerschmitt, Herrn Dr. L.S. Rothe, and Herrn Dr. B. Weinhardt, December 3, 1957, 

archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-4. 
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determining the direction of the industry and the projects it would undertake. Comparable 

to the Nazi efforts in consolidating the sector, the Federal Republic’s concentration of its 

aviation industry created clear and incontrovertible winners and losers and did it in a 

manner that was largely divorced from traditional market dynamics. Willy 

Messerschmitt, whose firm had benefitted immensely from the government’s 

manipulation of Junkers, had serious concerns at the outset of negotiations. Writing in 

February 1958 to clarify his position after the initial negotiations in 1957, Messerschmitt 

expressed concerns that the Defense Ministry had placed his firm at a disadvantage to 

Heinkel. He iterated that while he was committed to taking part in consolidation efforts, 

his loyalty to his own firm was paramount and he would always strive to do what was 

best for Messerschmitt as a singular entity.5  

After Ernst Heinkel's death, Messerschmitt reiterated a desire for his firm to stand 

on its own again outside of FUS.  However, Strauß reprimanded Messerschmitt for his 

archaic "museum-like ideas" that were rooted in the firm’s considerable success during 

the Second World War. Strauß labeled this mentality as utterly out of step with the new 

reality of designing and building military aircraft in the Federal Republic and admonished 

Messerschmitt to "remember one thing, Herr Professor, the Reich Marshal's (Göring) 

strong arm is gone." He informed Messerschmitt that if he wanted to work with the 

 
5 Willy Messerschmitt to Herrn Dr. L.S. Rothe, Entwicklungsgesellschaft, 

February 3, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 

136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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Federal Defense Ministry and not see his company brought to insolvency, then he would 

have to embrace the ministry’s directives.6 

This dichotomy between the government and industry widened shortly after 

Messerschmitt’s letter. On February 5, 1958, the Defense Ministry hosted a meeting in 

Bonn with representatives from the aviation, engine, and electronics sectors to discuss the 

challenges ahead and lay the groundwork for collaboration. The three primary companies 

involved were Bölkow, Heinkel, and Messerschmitt (BHM) who had all agreed to 

develop a weapons system as a collaborative working group.78 Defense Minister Strauß 

and Inspekteur der Luftwaffe Kammhuber entered the meeting with grand plans for the 

country’s consolidated aviation sector. Strauß laid out an ambitious docket of high-

technology projects that he wished BHM to undertake, many of which were overtly 

grounded in his international aspirations for West German military aviation. These tasks 

included West Germany’s license-production of a foreign all-weather combat aircraft, the 

subsequent development of an indigenous all-weather fighter, and the Federal Republic’s 

participation in the further development of a NATO all-weather fighter. Beyond these 

 
6 “Ohne Reichsmarschall,” Der Spiegel, April 8, 1958, 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-

000041761135. 

7 Daimler was also involved, but the company was limited to the development of 

a domestic jet engine, as production quantities were expected to be small relative to high 

development costs. 

8 Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, Protokoll: der Besprechung mit 

Vertretern der deutsche Luftfahrt- Triebwerks- und Elektronik-industrie am 5.2.58. im 

BMVtdg, Bonn-Hardt, Haus 16., February 2, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, 

location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

1. 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-000041761135
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/ohne-reichsmarschall-a-f63fc1bf-0002-0001-0000-000041761135
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immediate goals, Strauß and Kammhuber both urged the industrial representative to 

develop a practical vertical takeoff and landing (VOTL) aircraft suitable for mass-

production as well as anti-guided missile defense technology.9  

Strauß stated to BHM’s representatives that any potential purchasing agreement 

that the Federal Republic would conclude for a foreign aircraft must include the 

simultaneous and immediate right to undertake licensed production, as opposed to 

treating it as a negotiable or delayable aspect of the sale. At this point, Strauß was still 

hedging his bets regarding the selection of a foreign aircraft and stated that the 

announcement of a finalist would be delayed for as long as possible to avoid external 

pressure and play the foreign powers off one another by feigning consideration of 

competing designs (France’s Dassault Mirage III was specifically mentioned in relation 

to American industrial interests). He also identified avenues by which the Federal 

Republic could manipulate foreign desires to its own end, by singling out Lockheed’s 

offer of the F-104 to West Germany as being predicated on the company’s desire to use 

Bonn as a foundation to in turn sell the aircraft more broadly to other European 

countries.10 This firm stance on license-production in tandem with his willingness to play 

 
9 Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, Protokoll: der Besprechung mit 

Vertretern der deutsche Luftfahrt- Triebwerks- und Elektronik-industrie am 5.2.58. im 

BMVtdg, Bonn-Hardt, Haus 16., February 2, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, 

location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

1,4-8. 

10 Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, Protokoll: der Besprechung mit 

Vertretern der deutsche Luftfahrt- Triebwerks- und Elektronik-industrie am 5.2.58. im 

BMVtdg, Bonn-Hardt, Haus 16., February 2, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, 

location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

7-9. 
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the Allied countries off one another, and astute understanding of Lockheed’s grander 

motives would be highly influential in determining why the Starfighter won out over the 

rival Dassault Mirage III.  

While optimistic about their potential future, the representatives from BHM 

expressed practical concerns about their inherent limitations relative to the Defense 

Ministry’s aspirations, particularly considering how complex military aviation and 

production methods had become since 1945. Experiences with prior production failures 

and the lack of effective coordination between the government and industry in prior 

decades underpinned many of BHM’s concerns. During the First World War, a lack of 

design and production coordination between industrial concerns ensured that the German 

aviation sector underwent a “very bad experience.” Similarly, during the Second World 

War, diffuse production had led to equipment shortages, which ensured that many aircraft 

were never completed.11 In reaction to Strauß and Kammhuber’s technological wish list, 

one industrial participant stated that “We first need a tangible assignment and second a 

‘Prognosticator-Department’ that can be filled with visionaries.”12  

 
11 Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, Protokoll: der Besprechung mit 

Vertretern der deutsche Luftfahrt- Triebwerks- und Elektronik-industrie am 5.2.58. im 

BMVtdg, Bonn-Hardt, Haus 16., February 2, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, 

location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

2-3. 

12 Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, Protokoll: der Besprechung mit 

Vertretern der deutsche Luftfahrt- Triebwerks- und Elektronik-industrie am 5.2.58. im 

BMVtdg, Bonn-Hardt, Haus 16., February 2, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, 

location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

7. 
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Of specific concern was the rise of the electronics sector as an integral partner in 

the construction of aircraft. The incorporation of advanced electronics fundamentally 

altered the nature of manufacturing and required their extensive and holistic integration 

into the design and production process. Bölkow stated that previously the three primary 

considerations that had gone into design and production were aerodynamics, structural 

engineering, and assembly. However, the advent of more complex aircraft ensured that 

companies now had to include electronics specialists so that variables including 

hydraulics, optics, heavy electrical current technology, high frequency equipment, and 

flight and position controls that were all governed to one extent or another by electronics 

could be included organically into aircraft design rather than simply tacked on. The need 

for this level of specialization and BHM’s general ignorance regarding the electronics 

sector led to fears about increased costs and the balkanization of aircraft production. 

Concerns about the quality-control risks inherent to relying on a single company as well 

as the risk in ordering separate electronics components from different firms were raised. 

Some attendees argued that cooperation between competing private interests should be 

sought as a compromise measure. To make up for technical deficiencies, representatives 

from BHM informed Strauß that they must have the autonomy to involve other 

companies at will (both foreign and domestic), as well as the freedom to detail work out 

to individual firms rather than concentrate it within a single company.13   

 
13 Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, Protokoll: der Besprechung mit 

Vertretern der deutsche Luftfahrt- Triebwerks- und Elektronik-industrie am 5.2.58. im 

BMVtdg, Bonn-Hardt, Haus 16., February 2, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, 

location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

2-3. 
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At a follow-up meeting held in Frankfurt on February 12, Flugzeugunion Süd was 

declared by the Defense Ministry as the sole permanent party responsible for all 

development and license-construction contracts for high-performance combat aircraft.14 It 

was determined that grouping the firms together on an ad-hoc basis would be insufficient 

for carrying out the government’s strategic goals with the upcoming combat aircraft 

programs. To prepare for the monumental tasks ahead, FUS took over the final assembly, 

flying-in, and supervision of the Bundeswehr’s fleet of Fouga CM.170 Magister jet 

trainers purchased from France as well as the supervision of its North American Aviation 

Harvard Mark IV and Lockheed T-33 training aircraft sourced from the United States. In 

order successfully to design, build, test, and manufacture these aircraft, FUS concentrated 

its facilities at Flugplatz Schleißheim near Munich, which offered sufficient space for the 

large operation while being in close proximity to a large pool of trained workers. Further 

development on engines was to be carried out at the newly acquired Junkers facilities in 

collaboration with technicians from Heinkel and Messerschmitt. 15  

The recently acquired Junkers played a major role in the calculus surrounding the 

production of a foreign combat aircraft. Despite the company’s consolidation within 

Flugzeugunion Süd, some saw the licensed production of foreign combat aircraft as 

 
14 Bundesministerium der Verteidigung, Konzentration der Luftfahrtindustrie in 

süddeutschen Raum (Entwicklung und Nachbau- Schreiben des Generaldirektors Klein 

(Heinkel-AG) vom 9. Und 14. Februar 1958-, February 25, 1958, archive signature BW 

1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv 

Freiburg, 2. 

15 Dr. L.S. Rothe of Fluzeugunion-Süd GmbH to Inspekteur der Luftwaffe Josef 

Kammhuber, March 14, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, 

H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-3. 
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critical for the vitality of Junkers as a discrete entity. They saw it as an opportunity that 

offered Junkers a prestigious means to potentially regain its autonomy. In March 1958, 

the combat aircraft program was valued at 100 million DM and to the publication 

Flugwelt, it represented an opportunity for Junkers to conduct meaningful concrete work 

in service to the Federal Republic by taking on maintenance, overhaul, and construction 

work for the future aircraft’s engines. Reestablishing its reputation and capabilities 

through these efforts was seen as critical for Junkers to restore its bona fides and maintain 

the semblance of organizational integrity.16 

Meetings in February and March between industry and the Defense Ministry in 

Frankfurt and Bonn further cemented Flugzeugunion Süd’s permanence.17 In its initial 

efforts to license-produce the Fouga CM. 170 Magister trainer, FUS had only served as a 

conduit to facilitate coordination between Heinkel and Messerschmitt, but after this point 

all license-production and maintenance contracts relating to Heinkel and Messerschmitt 

were handled directly by FUS as a discrete organization.18 Additionally, the development 

and research teams from Messerschmitt, Bölkow, and Heinkel were amalgamated directly 

into FUS. However, these government-directed consolidation efforts did not transpire 

 
16 “Junkers am Scheidewege” Flugwelt Eildienst, March 25, 1958, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

17 Participants included: Dr. Rothe, Director Bauer (Messerschmitt), Director 

Klein, Prof Thalau (Heinkel), Reg Dir. Thomsen (Finance Ministry), Dr. Götze (Defense 

Ministry). 

18 Current contracts for the individual firms were given three months to wrap up 

before they were taken over by Flugzeugunion Süd. 
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without some resistance. Willy Messerschmitt continued to chafe at the loss of autonomy 

and made good his earlier pledge to champion the needs of his firm by attempting to 

establish a separate development company within FUS without notifying the Defense 

Ministry. Upon discovery, this end-run was rejected by both the Finance Ministry and the 

Defense Ministry. Messerschmitt eventually capitulated and agreed to fully integrate his 

development team.19 

This transformation of FUS into an operating company (werbende Gesellschaft) 

with attendant research arms was intended specifically to allow it to take on the license 

production of a modern foreign combat aircraft. It was estimated that within the next four 

years the conglomerate would be called upon to produce either the Lockheed F-104 or the 

Dassault Mirage III, which was a contract with an estimated value of 400-500 million 

DM. While Messerschmitt possessed a share capital of 10.5 million DM and Heinkel 

possessed a share capital of at least 3 million DM, FUS itself possessed an intrinsic 

capital value of only 500,000 DM and stakeholders from both the government and 

industry agreed that an increase in the capital to at least 5 million DM was necessary to 

execute the envisioned production order. It was also at this point that Dornier’s 

participation was ruled out entirely. While Dornier had a storied history as a German 

 
19Dr. Goetze, Konzentration der Luftfahrtindustrie im süddeutschen Raum-

Umgestaltung der Flugzeugunion Süd, March 26, 1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, 

location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

1-2. 
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aircraft manufacturer, it expressed no interest in taking part in the development or 

manufacture of a fighter aircraft and did not join FUS’ efforts.20 

Concurrent negotiations regarding the nature of Bölkow’s involvement in FUS 

focused largely on its potential to license produce guided missiles where reservations 

about the government’s plans for industry also surfaced. While Ingenieurbüro Bölkow 

(later Bölkow-Entwicklungen KG) was founded in Stuttgart in 1948, Ludwig Bölkow was 

an established name in German aviation and had been behind many earlier innovations. 

He joined Messerschmitt in 1939 and was responsible for the team that created the 

modified late-war Bf 109K whose production was streamlined with interchangeable 

parts. He later worked on the Me P 1101, which was an experimental swept-wing jet and 

was involved heavily in the development of the world’s first operational jet combat 

aircraft, the Me 262. Bölkow elected to remain in Germany following the end of the war 

and worked on structural engineering concepts and automation applied to low-volume 

aircraft manufacturing.21 Bölkow remained interested in aviation by the time of 

rearmament, but the company had shifted much of its focus to the development of guided 

missiles. It achieved notable success in developing the COBRA anti-tank missile in 

 
20 Dr. Goetze, Konzentration der Luftfahrtindustrie im süddeutschen Raum-

Umgestaltung der Flugzeugunion Süd, March 26, 1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, 

location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

2-4. 

21 “Daniel Guggenheim Medal Medalist for 1993 for visionary leadership and 

innovation in design of rotorcraft, light aircraft, missiles, and space systems, Ludwig 

Bölkow,” Daniel Guggenheim Board of Award, accessed March 5, 2021, 

https://www.aiaa.org/docs/default-source/uploadedfiles/aiaa-foundation/medalist-for-

1993.pdf?sfvrsn=a323751a_2. 

https://www.aiaa.org/docs/default-source/uploadedfiles/aiaa-foundation/medalist-for-1993.pdf?sfvrsn=a323751a_2
https://www.aiaa.org/docs/default-source/uploadedfiles/aiaa-foundation/medalist-for-1993.pdf?sfvrsn=a323751a_2
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coordination with the Swiss firm Oerlikon-Contraves between 1954-1956. The 

Bundeswehr placed a large procurement order for the COBRA in 1957.22 

While Bölkow was already cooperating with FUS’ development team, the 

company’s leadership did not want to work directly within the consortium on its license-

production contracts in the near-term. The firm articulated its belief that only companies 

explicitly involved in airframe construction should be merged directly into FUS at the 

outset given the conglomerate’s focus on combat aircraft. He saw the integration of 

electronics companies into FUS as a practical impossibility at the time. Complicating 

matters further, despite the success of the COBRA, Bölkow remained inexperienced 

relative to its peers and lacked financial resources to take on projects even within its 

chosen realm of guided missile production. The firm informed the government that it 

would require major public investment to establish the technical grounding required to 

license produce foreign designs, much less design them organically. Government support 

was especially needed to construct facilities and procure complicated instruments.23  

The Defense Ministry continued to push Bölkow toward FUS despite the 

company’s aversion and its lack of experience designing and constructing modern 

aircraft. The Defense Ministry saw Bölkow’s inclusion as vital for ensuring the 

immediate goal of securing the license production contract for an all-weather interceptor 

 
22 “Der Ingenieur als Verteidiger,” Deutsches Museum Bonn, accessed March 5, 

2021, https://www.deutsches-museum.de/de/bonn/sammlungen/eisbrechen/episoden/der-

verteidiger/. 

23Konzentration der Luftfahrtindustrie im süddeutschen Raum-Umgestaltung der 

Flugzeugunion Süd, March 29, 1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, 

magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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valued at 500 million DM. Further, Bölkow’s inclusion would facilitate the continuation 

of joint studies and development work that had been carried out as part of the Luftwaffe’s 

rearmament and give FUS the capabilities required to holistically develop an interceptor 

and its components. Debates continued among the various stakeholders as to the timing 

of the merger between the pertinent research, development, and production teams as well 

as the timeline and structure of FUS’ eventual incorporation, however it was determined 

that the process would be completed (with the potential for assistance from the Finance 

Ministry and Economic Ministry) by July 1, 1958.24  

As spring 1958 wore on, Defense Minister Strauss articulated in his negotiations 

with the US, UK, France, and Italy that any purchasing agreement for aircraft and 

engines would have to grant a full production license for West German industry rather 

than be limited to imports. On May 28, 1958, officials from the Federal Ministries of 

Defense, Economics, and Finance and the Bavarian State Ministries of Finance and 

Transportation met to discuss the state of the aviation sector’s concentration in the 

immediate lead-up to securing a license-production contract as well as the steps still 

required by both public and private stakeholders to ensure the country was prepared to 

embark on this task. Moreover, the value of the potential license production contract for a 

fighter/interceptor had doubled from 500 million DM to an estimated 1 billion DM, while 

another contract to license and produce the Italian G.91 ground attack aircraft was valued 

 
24 Niederschrift über die Sitzung vom 25.3.1958, 9,30 Uhr, Betr.: Flug-Union-Süd 

(FUS), March 31, 1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, 

series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-4. 
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at an additional 500 million DM.25 This doubling in value demonstrated the large level of 

foreign interest and confidence that Bonn had managed to cultivate in the relatively brief 

period of time it had spent marshaling and concentrating the neophyte aviation sector.  

Beyond the immediate economic value, these efforts were couched overtly in their 

importance for the Federal Republic’s long-term strategic goals. The successful 

management of the aviation sector and the impending license production program were 

construed as the mandatory precursor to giving industry the tools required to develop not 

only a German combat aircraft, but would also secure the Federal Republic’s place in 

contributing to the design and production of a multinational NATO all-weather combat 

aircraft in addition to other programs including transport aircraft, helicopters and missile 

systems.26 Striving for technical self-sufficiency and increased importance within NATO 

were the ultimate goals of the Federal Republic’s military-aviation ambitions. They 

personified Bonn’s new conception of military policymaking that envisioned the Federal 

Republic as a cooperative defensive partner with its European neighbors and the wider 

transatlantic alliance rather than a belligerent aggressor. These developments laid the 

groundwork for Bonn rapidly to ascend to a position of prominence and leadership within 

NATO. 

 
25 Niederschrift über eine Ressortbesprechung im BWM am 23.5.1958, Thema: 

Konzentration der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie im Südraum der Bundesrepublik, May 28, 

1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-3. 

26 Niederschrift über eine Ressortbesprechung im BWM am 23.5.1958, Thema: 

Konzentration der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie im Südraum der Bundesrepublik, May 28, 

1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-4. 
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This meeting also emphasized the Federal Republic’s long-term economic 

ambitions for the program and underscored the outsized importance that Defense 

Minister Strauß placed on high-technology military projects as a matter of both economic 

importance and international prestige. Dr. Benecke of the Defense Ministry echoed these 

views in his rejection of a Bavarian official’s request that foreign aircraft be imported to 

meet immediate military needs rather than wait for them to be license produced. He 

expressed a view that aviation, along with the recent addition of nuclear technology, had 

acted as an unparalleled catalyst for technological progress across the board and that a 

modern industrial state required a mastery of aviation technology to succeed on the 

world-stage. The export-driven economy of the Federal Republic was especially reliant 

on the spillover effect that aviation technology offered for its other industrial sectors.27  

To that end, Benecke stated that Lufthansa could also benefit from this broader 

stimulation and eventually source its aircraft from West German industry as a matter of 

course.28 This broader stimulation extended to the engine sector as well, where Daimler-

Benz, BMW, FUS (Junkers and Heinkel) and MAN stood ready to receive production 

contracts designed to maximize their current capabilities without requiring immediate 

expansion.29 Even at this early stage of the planning process, it was apparent that this 

 
27 Niederschrift über eine Ressortbesprechung im BWM am 23.5.1958, Thema: 

Konzentration der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie im Südraum der Bundesrepublik, May 28, 

1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 6. 

28 He singled out the production of Convair aircraft as being “no problem” for 

Germany’s aviation sector. 

29 Niederschrift über eine Ressortbesprechung im BWM am 23.5.1958, Thema: 

Konzentration der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie im Südraum der Bundesrepublik, May 28, 
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program was always intended as a means to a greater end far beyond the purview of 

immediate national security concerns. Bonn’s ambitions in the international realm and the 

long-term economic stimulation that the aviation sector portended for the broader 

domestic economy bore paramount importance. This rationale also served as an early 

justification of the government’s authoritarian approach to the revitalization of Junkers, 

as the company’s forced sale to FUS ensured that it was in position to take on advanced 

engine contracts scarcely two months after being returned to full solvency.  

To ensure effective cooperation and avoid conflicts of interest, Dr. Benecke also 

raised the issue of where to house FUS’ development teams, which invariably centered 

on Bavarian locales. This decision was given additional urgency as Messerschmitt had 

reached capacity at its facility at Riem where it was already experiencing difficulties 

maintaining the Luftwaffe’s North American T-6 Texan Lockheed T-33 Shooting Star 

trainers. Any additional production or maintenance tasks for the new combat aircraft 

programs had to take place elsewhere. The two competing sites were Schleissheim and 

Oberpfaffenhofen, both located outside of Munich. While Schleissheim was spacious and 

offered an advantage for assembly and flight testing due to the modern buildings 

constructed there by the US military (its primary occupant), Benecke dismissed it as 

being fit only for development work unless Oberpfaffehnhofen was unavailable. The 

 

1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 6. 
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latter facility, however, was owned in large part by Dornier and could not be cleared until 

the Finance Ministry had investigated the matter.30 31   

Despite the progress made, industrial hesitancy at being corralled within the 

confines of FUS continued. By this point, the government expressed a decreasing level of 

interest in accommodating industry and saw its intransigence as counterproductive and 

not in the national interest. The difficulties in chivvying the various firms into a unified 

framework were cited by multiple officials as no longer tolerable given that the 

placement of orders for at least 150 interceptors and 150 G.91 attack aircraft was 

imminent. Beyond this new production, the Bundeswehr required industry to produce and 

conduct maintenance for its existing aircraft to maintain any semblance of operational 

readiness, as it was unable to perform these tasks itself. Ministerialdirigent Dr. Woratz of 

the Economic Ministry believed that the only solution was to reign in the firms once and 

for all and offer them an ultimatum, with the hope that changes in the Presidium of the 

Bundesverband der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie, would facilitate a solution.32   

 
30 Niederschrift über eine Ressortbesprechung im BWM am 23.5.1958, Thema: 

Konzentration der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie im Südraum der Bundesrepublik, May 28, 

1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 4-6. 

31 Oberpfaffenhofen is currently the home of the Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und 

Raumfahrt e.V. (German Aerospace Center).  

32 Niederschrift über eine Ressortbesprechung im BWM am 23.5.1958, Thema: 

Konzentration der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie im Südraum der Bundesrepublik, May 28, 

1958 archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-6. 
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The exception to the government’s exasperation with industry was Bölkow, 

whose wishes not to take part directly in FUS’ combat aircraft development program 

were honored when it proposed a merger with the major electronics firm Telefunken.33 

To overcome the impasse, Bölkow, Heinkel, and Messerschmitt declared to the Defense 

Ministry that they wished to enter a collaborative working group to carry out their 

assigned development contracts. A meeting between the firms and Dr. Benecke and Dr. 

Goetze of the Defense Ministry on June 11, 1958, confirmed this arrangement.34 In 

clarifying their firm’s position, Messerschmitt’s Board of Directors wrote to Dr. Goetze 

to reassure him that they remained committed to concentrating development resources 

within FUS while also working to alleviate Bölkow’s concerns and integrate it as an 

outside partner.35 

On July 18, 1958, an inter-departmental meeting was held that outlined the 

rapidity with which the still-concentrating aviation sector was expected to meet its initial 

goals. While the meeting primarily was concerned with the impending start of license-

production for the Fiat G.91 attack aircraft, it was at this point that the Lockheed F-104 

 
33 Niederschrift über eine Ressortbesprechung im BWM am 23.5.1958, Thema: 

Konzentration der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie im Südraum der Bundesrepublik, May 28, 

1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3. 

34 Ernst Heinkel to Bundesminister für Verteidigung Franz Josef Strauß, June 27, 

1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

35 Messerschmitt AG Vorstand to Ministerialrat Dr. Fritz Goetze, June 28, 1958, 

archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 
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(referred to as the Nr. 104 in this early correspondence) appeared as the overt favorite for 

the supersonic combat aircraft contract. Abteilung T of the Bundeswehr and General Ing. 

Heinrich Sellschopp of the Bundesamt für Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung (Federal Office 

for Procurement and Defense Technology) both pushed for its purchase over competing 

designs. They argued that the Federal Republic should immediately secure the right to 

license-produce 145 aircraft.36 It was emphasized that these orders should be carried out 

by FUS with Dornier serving in a supplementary role.37 Beyond these immediate 

production programs, Heinkel was granted an additional contract valued at 1.3 million 

DM for the development of a high-speed aircraft with a planned production date of 1964. 

Given the relatively quick turnaround time, it was decided to allow Heinkel to proceed 

unilaterally rather than involving the entirety of FUS as it embarked on its own large 

undertaking. In assessing which aircraft program was to receive priority, Dr. Benecke 

stated that the F-104 was essential and that he anticipated additional follow-on orders for 

FUS as a near certainty. However, the final decision had to be made by the Luftwaffe 

(with the consent of Strauß) and only after consulting with NATO. 38  

By February 1959, the Defense Ministry had decided on the Starfighter relative to 

its competitors and the Economic Ministry commissioned a report for the 

 
36 Abteilung T’s purview still includes foreign military sales and international 

cooperation and agreements.  

37 The production of the G.91 was to mirror this arrangement, with Dornier taking 

the lead and only supplementary manufacturing undertaken by FUS. 

38 Konzentration der Luftfahrtindustrie in Süddeutschland, July 18, 1958, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg 1-3. 
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Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen Bundestages (Budgetary Committee) regarding the 

importance that the Starfighter production program held for the future of the German 

aviation sector. Following receipt of this report, the Budgetary Committee conducted a 

follow-on questionnaire with the members of the Economic Ministry to understand more 

precisely the critical role this aircraft program was expected to play. In answering these 

questions, the Economic Ministry demonstrated the centrality that the Starfighter 

specifically had come to occupy in the government’s strategic outlook as well as the 

grand ambitions it believed the Starfighter could facilitate.39 

In undergoing the Bundestag’s questioning, the ministry representatives stated 

that if the Defense Ministry’s plans for the license-production of the Starfighter were able 

to come to fruition, the domestic aviation sector’s capacity would expand significantly to 

holistically design and build airframes, engines, equipment, electronic components. The 

Starfighter in tandem with the license production of the General Electric J79 engine that 

powered it and the Fiat G.91 would ensure full employment within the aviation sector for 

at least seven years. Further, this mobilization of the aviation sector would extend beyond 

production of new aircraft, as the increasingly large fleet of modern Bundeswehr aircraft 

required industry to conduct intensive maintenance and repairs throughout their service 

lives. Beyond these domestic needs, West Germany’s aviation industry would also take 

 
39 Stand und Zukunftsaussichten der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie. Stellungnahme 

zu den Zusatzfragen der Herren Abgeordneten des Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen 

Bundestages in der Siztung vom 6.2.1959 zum Bericht des 

Bundeswirtschaftministeriums—Ausschußdrucksache 417—, April 4, 1959, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 
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part in joint NATO production of military aircraft, which again reinforces the 

international dimensions that the Starfighter was intended to harness.40 

In seeking to understand better the intersection between the government’s 

domestic goals and its NATO aspirations, the Budgetary Committee asked whether it was 

necessary for each allied nation to possess a fully developed and independent aviation 

sector or if a division of labor was envisaged between the aerospace industries of 

NATO’s member states. In replying to this question, the ministry representatives again 

showed how the government sought to balance domestic concerns with international 

ambitions. They stated that from a military point of view, it was important to ensure that 

the Bundeswehr possessed stable access to sufficient technical materials to sustain full 

maintenance capacity, as disruptions from foreign suppliers could have a major impact on 

operational readiness. On the other hand, it was not essential that the full range of 

possible aircraft and engine types be produced domestically. Instead, the ministerial 

representatives envisaged striking a balance by utilizing the individual national aviation 

sectors as a division of labor in the development of NATO’s larger aviation industrial 

capabilities. Indeed, this process had already begun with the joint development and 

 
40 Stand und Zukunftsaussichten der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie. Stellungnahme 

zu den Zusatzfragen der Herren Abgeordneten des Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen 

Bundestages in der Siztung vom 6.2.1959 zum Bericht des 

Bundeswirtschaftministeriums—Ausschußdrucksache 417—, April 4, 1959, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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construction of aircraft including the Fiat G.91, Breguet 1150, and a mid-sized transport 

aircraft.4142  

The ministry representatives also praised the broader economic value of military 

aviation and the Starfighter program. They reiterated what Dr. Benecke had articulated in 

his own dealings with the Economic Ministry in May 1958 by highlighting the positive 

influence that the production of modern aircraft would have on further technical 

innovations in West Germany’s other industrial sectors. Recent innovations sparked by 

the aviation sector included the development of aluminum as a workable material, the 

further development of high-temperature steel required for jet engines, incorporating 

aircraft manufacturing methods in steel construction (bridge construction was singled 

out), and the application of aerodynamic research methods in the development and 

manufacture of other vehicles.43  

 
41 This transport aircraft was not specifically named, but it was likely the Nord 

Noratlas.  

42 Stand und Zukunftsaussichten der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie. Stellungnahme 

zu den Zusatzfragen der Herren Abgeordneten des Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen 

Bundestages in der Siztung vom 6.2.1959 zum Bericht des 

Bundeswirtschaftministeriums—Ausschußdrucksache 417—, April 4, 1959, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-3. 

43 Stand und Zukunftsaussichten der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie. Stellungnahme 

zu den Zusatzfragen der Herren Abgeordneten des Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen 

Bundestages in der Siztung vom 6.2.1959 zum Bericht des 

Bundeswirtschaftministeriums—Ausschußdrucksache 417—, April 4, 1959, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2. 
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To that end, they noted that the F-104 Starfighter was a means to an end and did 

not represent the technological pinnacle. Rather, its purchase was to give the West 

German aviation industry the technical knowledge, and baseline experience required to 

undertake further developments and achieve its full potential to develop successors. In 

the meantime, ministry officials assured the Bundestag that both the Starfighter and G.91 

were sufficiently advanced that countries would remain interested in purchasing them for 

their defense needs six years in the future despite the rapid pace of change in aviation 

technology.  Its license production would allow Germany’s industry to replicate the 

success the United States had enjoyed in its aviation, electronics, precision mechanics, 

and optical equipment sectors over the preceding fifteen years while investing a fraction 

of the time and money.44 

These advancements would give West Germany the immediate ability to produce 

state of the art aircraft like the Starfighter and subsequently remain abreast of new 

technical developments on its own. However, the ministry representatives were careful to 

state that securing the license production of the Starfighter was not a fait accompli that 

would guarantee later license production contracts in the Federal Republic. The ministry 

representatives also rebutted a January 31, 1959 article in the Frankfurter Allgemeine 

Zeitung that stated the federal government and industry were discussing the rapid start of 

 
44 Stand und Zukunftsaussichten der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie. Stellungnahme 

zu den Zusatzfragen der Herren Abgeordneten des Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen 

Bundestages in der Siztung vom 6.2.1959 zum Bericht des 

Bundeswirtschaftministeriums—Ausschußdrucksache 417—, April 4, 1959, archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3, 5,6-7, 10. 
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production for the export of Starfighters in addition to the planned license construction 

slated for the Bundeswehr.45 

Funding for the expansion of the aviation sector was largely secured through 

public creditors. However, a significant amount was also derived from the Mutual 

Security Act (identified in German sources as MSA IV) that had been championed by 

President Harry Truman and first passed by the US Congress in 1951. Designed “for the 

preservation of peace and security of the North Atlantic area,” the Mutual Security Act 

was intended primarily to bolster the defenses of Western Europe and superseded the 

earlier Mutual Defense Assistance Act of 1949.46 The MSA allocated $7.5 billion in 

foreign military, economic, and technical assistance to US allies and was renewed 

annually until the early 1960s.47  

For the Federal Republic, these funds were allocated to industry primarily through 

the banking sector as well as the Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KFW), which was 

 
45 Stand und Zukunftsaussichten der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie. Stellungnahme 

zu den Zusatzfragen der Herren Abgeordneten des Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen 

Bundestages in der Siztung vom 6.2.1959 zum Bericht des 

Bundeswirtschaftministeriums—Ausschußdrucksache 417—, April 4, 1959 archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3, 5,6-7, 10. 

46An Act to Maintain the Security and Promote the Foreign Policy and Provide 

for the General Welfare of the United States by Furnishing Assistance to Friendly 

Nations in the Interest of International Peace and Security, Public Law 165, US Statutes 

at Large 65 (1951): 373-374. 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-65/pdf/STATUTE-65-Pg373.pdf 

47 “The Mutual Security Act of 1951,” History, Art, and Archives, US House of 

Representatives, accessed February 10, 2021, https://history.house.gov/Historical-

Highlights/1951-2000/The-Mutual-Security-Act-of-1951/. 

https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-65/pdf/STATUTE-65-Pg373.pdf
https://history.house.gov/Historical-Highlights/1951-2000/The-Mutual-Security-Act-of-1951/
https://history.house.gov/Historical-Highlights/1951-2000/The-Mutual-Security-Act-of-1951/
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established by the federal government in 1948 to offer public finance as West Germany 

rebuilt.48 Its first major task was to handle and re-allocate the large influx of US funds 

through the Marshall Plan, which involved significant investment into industries centered 

on manufacturing and international trade.49 This funding scheme was comparable to those 

undertaken by other NATO allies such as the UK, France, and the Netherlands, which 

also employed development and manufacturing contracts to subsidize their national 

aviation sectors. The ministry representatives used France as a comparative example. In 

France’s 1958 budget 12 billion FF was allocated for the aviation sector. The process of 

issuing development contracts was elucidated in a design competition put forward by the 

French Civil Aviation Administration. Out of fifty submitted designs, nine were selected 

and awarded prizes of 500 thousand FF each. Subsequently prototypes of five aircraft 

designs were commissioned.50 

In demonstrating the great financial strides that the aviation industry had made in 

readying itself to undertake the production of modern combat aircraft, the ministry 

 
48 “Förderauftrag und Geschichte,” KFW Bank aus Verantwortung, accessed 

February 10, 2021, https://www.kfw.de/KfW-Group/F percentC3 percentB6rderauftrag-

und-Geschichte/. 

49 “Zeit des Wiederaufbaus,” KFW Bank aus Verantwortung, accessed February 

10, 2021, https://www.kfw.de/KfW-Group/F percentC3 percentB6rderauftrag-und-

Geschichte/Geschichte-der-KfW/KfW-Jahrzehnte/50er-Jahre/. 

50 Stand und Zukunftsaussichten der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie. Stellungnahme 

zu den Zusatzfragen der Herren Abgeordneten des Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen 

Bundestages in der Siztung vom 6.2.1959 zum Bericht des 

Bundeswirtschaftministeriums—Ausschußdrucksache 417—, April 4, 1959 archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 8, 12. 
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representatives informed the Haushaltausschuss that since 1955 Weserflug had increased 

its capital from 4 million DM to 7 million DM, Messerschmitt’s capital had increased 

from 5.6 million DM to10.5 million DM, and Heinkel-Speyer’s capital had increased 

from 0.5 million DM to 1.5 million DM (with a prospective increase to 4 million DM 

possible). Up to that point the federal government had provided 29.85 million DM for the 

licensing and production of foreign aircraft including the Nord Noratlas, Piaggio P.149 

and Fouga CM.170 Magister as well as the Dornier Do 27. It had also allocated 15.6 

million DM directly from Mutual Security Act funding for the care, maintenance and 

repair of aircraft delivered from abroad. Beyond these public and foreign sources, 

industry had raised at least 22.5 million DM organically or through private lenders.51 

A coda to the success of these efforts as well as their continued vulnerability can 

be found in March 1962, when Regierungsdirektor Bohn of the of the Federal Office for 

Defense Technology and Procurement (Bundesamt für Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung) 

cautioned against the balkanization of the concentrated aviation sector due to contention 

within Flugzeugbau Nord after the departure of Siebel-ATG and its replacement by 

Focke-Wulf.52 Instead, he praised the concentration of the West German aviation sector 

into Flugzeugbau Nord and Flugzeugunion Süd as umbrella enterprises, which had 

 
51 Stand und Zukunftsaussichten der Deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie. Stellungnahme 

zu den Zusatzfragen der Herren Abgeordneten des Haushaltsausschusses des Deutschen 

Bundestages in der Siztung vom 6.2.1959 zum Bericht des 

Bundeswirtschaftministeriums—Ausschußdrucksache 417—, April 4, 1959 archive 

signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2, 4, 7-8. 

52 Siebel-ATG remained a partner in Flugzeugunion Süd and continued to take 

part in both the F-104G and G.91 programs. 
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brought the nation’s aviation experts together to successfully undertake the license 

production of multiple foreign military aircraft designs.53 This experience allowed for the 

gaining of knowledge and experience and the accrual of materiel and equipment, albeit 

perhaps at a higher administrative cost than if the firms had acted individually. By not 

demanding a complete merger of the northern and southern companies such that they lost 

their individual identities, the federal government allowed for healthy competition to 

continue among the independent firms while simultaneously engendering extensive 

cooperation. This unique formula had acquitted itself well and resulted in the successful 

production of the F-104G and the Fiat G.91.54 

The concentration of the West German aviation sector was a necessary step to 

ensure that the country possessed the capability to embark on its long-term plan of 

designing and producing sophisticated combat aircraft to compete with those 

manufactured by the US, UK, and France. In examining how the Federal Republic 

formed and consolidated its aviation sector, clear continuities and divergences emerge 

with the actions of its predecessor governments. Where the Imperial and Nazi 

governments forced firms to bend to public authority or suffer the threat of overt 

nationalization, the Federal Republic granted its aviation sector more leeway in how it 

 
53 Namely the Nord Noratlas 2501, Fouga CM.170 Magister, Fiat G.91, and 

Lockheed F-104G Starfighter.  

54 Vermerk über eine Besprechung mit Herrn RegBDir. Bohn in Koblenz am 13 

März 1962 Betr.: Fragen der Zusammenarbeit und der Konzentration in der deutschen 

Luftfahrtindustrie, insbesondere der Zellenindustrie, March 15, 1962 archive signature 

BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H1 OG, series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-3. 
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managed collaboration and consolidation. While Bonn’s efforts to shepherd the aviation 

sector ensured that the firms possessed greater autonomy to determine an amicable and 

effective relationship compared to earlier decades, it also created disconnect and 

confusion at the outset as to what the government wanted and required of its private-

sector partners. 

Dornier and Bölkow were granted a measure of autonomy to determine whether 

and how they would engage with and the license production of a foreign combat aircraft. 

The success of these objections was determined by each firm’s relative expertise and 

inherent suitability for other high-technology projects, such as Bölkow’s involvement in 

the development of guided missiles. Bölkow’s ability to not only push back against 

merging with FUS but also to explain to the federal government how it could join the 

organization offers a stark contrast to the example of Junkers, whose experiences with the 

government and FUS were defined by a complete loss of autonomy. Bölkow as a discrete 

firm was a relative newcomer to the sector in which it was meant to play a major role 

however, the firm’s ability to secure outside financing with the electronics giant 

Telefunken ultimately saved it from an unwanted merger with FUS. This allowed 

Bölkow to play to its relative strengths and work on guided missile projects with 

significantly more autonomy than Junkers experienced.55  

However, the involved federal ministries did not allow industry to dictate or 

impede the overall course of action and directed the private sector toward its desired goal 

 
55 Bölkow would take part in multiple multinational missile programs including 

the Cobra, HOT, MILAN, and Roland.  
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of concentration and integration between the individual firms. This was seen most clearly 

in the curtailing of Willy Messerschmitt’s attempts to maintain his development team’s 

individual identity as well the increasing levels of exasperation that government officials 

expressed toward industrial concerns about the concentration process. Further, the 

Federal Republic oversaw the geographic concentration of the sector in a way that 

diverged from its predecessors. The influence and efforts of Defense Minister Strauß 

ensured that his home state of Bavaria secured an effective monopoly on the strategic, 

high-value, and high-technology industrial sector required to produce modern combat 

aircraft. 

A further divergence from earlier efforts to concentrate the German aviation 

sector can be found in the international scope of the Federal Republic’s plans. Rather 

than concentrating military aviation along nationalistic lines, the goals Bonn laid out for 

the industrial sector were defined explicitly in international terms, particularly within the 

context of their value for the Federal Republic’s desired role within NATO. This NATO 

dimension intersected with, magnified, and ultimately eclipsed the aircraft’s domestic 

military and economic value as the licensing and production of a modern combat aircraft 

were critical prerequisites to taking part in future NATO multinational development 

programs. At the July 18, 1958, inter-departmental meeting, Dr. Benecke of the Defense 

Ministry explicitly tied the final decision regarding which aircraft the government was 

procure to its value to NATO and stated that no final decision could be made without 

NATO input.  
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This linkage demonstrates unequivocally that the concentration of the domestic 

aviation sector and its license-production of a modern interceptor were always 

intrinsically connected to its value as a means for the Federal Republic to engage more 

deeply with the alliance and elevate its international standing and position within it. As 

will be shown, this NATO dimension was one of the critical deciding factors in the 

Federal Republic’s determination to select the Lockheed F-104G Starfighter over 

competing designs and Bonn employed its acquisition to great effect. How and why the 

Starfighter was selected, and the role that West Germany’s NATO ambitions played in 

that decision will be expounded upon.  
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CHAPTER 7  

LOCKHEED’S SALE OF THE CENTURY, THE F-104G STARFIGHTER 

 

The Federal Republic was not alone in wrapping grand economic designs around 

the Starfighter. In much the same manner that West Germany needed the F-104 to 

achieve its strategic goals, Lockheed desperately needed to take advantage of those 

ambitions to avoid a financial catastrophe. Lockheed embarked on the Starfighter 

program in 1952 to fill a USAF requirement for a high-performance air superiority 

fighter that incorporated the hard lessons learned during the Korean War. However, by 

the end of the decade the USAF had become thoroughly disenchanted with the project. 

The inherent limitations of the Starfighter’s light and highly specialized airframe 

dovetailed with technical teething problems that plagued the ambitious design. Of 

particular concern were issues with the first iterations of the General Electric J79 engine 

that powered the aircraft. These issues resulted in the fleet being grounded for three 

months shortly after delivery until an improved model of the engine could be brought 

online. Compounding the Starfighter’s woes, USAF doctrine favored dedicated 

interceptors and heavier long-range fighters with close air support capability filling 

separate operational niches. For the USAF, the Starfighters in its inventory were simply 
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too limited to fill adequately either of those roles, this shortcoming ensured that a high-

performance light fighter had a limited shelf-life in the eyes of its leadership.1  

Beyond these limitations, the Starfighter also had a checkered safety record. By 

April 1961 the fleet had accrued 100,000 flight hours and 49 of 296 airframes were lost 

in accidents with eighteen pilot fatalities (an additional fourteen aircraft were lost in 

combat operations over Vietnam). By the end of 1958, the USAF reduced its orders for 

the Starfighter from an anticipated 722 down to 296 total airframes of all types (the 

single-seat F-104A and F-104C and two-seat F-104B training models). All variants of the 

F-104 Starfighter had exited active service with the USAF by 1969 after little more than a 

decade and with little to commend its record.2  

This major reduction in orders by the USAF for an aircraft that Lockheed had 

explicitly designed and purpose-built for it placed the company in dire financial straits. 

Compounding the issue, the failure of the Starfighter to see widespread service came on 

the heels of other Lockheed debacles in the civil aviation sector. These extremely costly 

ventures came in the form of the company’s L-188 Electra and L-1649 Starliner civil 

passenger aircraft, which had the misfortune of being turboprop airliners that debuted at 

the dawn of jet travel. The combined failures of these programs put fifteen thousand jobs 

at risk, and Lockheed needed to sell an estimated 2,500-3,000 Starfighters in order to 

maintain profitability. Unlike with the Electra and the Starliner, Lockheed was not the 

 
1 Martin Bowman and Mathias Vogelsang, Lockheed F-104 Starfighter 

(Marlborough: The Crowood Press, 2000), 11-12. 

2 Bowman and Vogelsang, Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, 12. 
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only entity on the financial hook for the Starfighter. The US government had sunk a great 

deal of money into the program as well and was thus incentivized not only to keep one of 

the country’s largest aviation firms afloat, but also to recoup its own outlay. This public-

private partnership between Lockheed and the US government would play a critical role 

in the future trajectory of the Starfighter for both the Federal Republic and NATO.3  

 

Courting Bonn 

In looking for a solution to this financial quagmire, Lockheed’s leadership 

decided to aggressively market the Starfighter for export with a particular emphasis on 

allied nations within NATO. The country that was the primary target for this push was 

the Federal Republic of Germany. Although this financial quandary provided an 

increased freneticism to securing meaningful relations with Bonn and other European 

partners, it was neither the first time that Lockheed tried to secure cooperation, nor the 

first time that the Starfighter had been marketed to the Federal Republic. Lockheed had 

broached the subject of cooperation with West Germany’s aviation sector in 1953, but it 

missed out on playing a meaningful role in supplying the initial generation of front-line 

aircraft for the country’s rearmament.   

Lockheed continued its efforts to build bridges with the Federal Republic as the 

country underwent rearmament. When the Luftwaffe was reconstituted, the veteran pilot-

officers that rejoined the service were sent to the United States to receive refresher 

 
3 Bowman and Vogelsang, Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, 12-13. 
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training on the Lockheed T-33 Shooting Star.4 Shortly thereafter, Lockheed floated the 

idea of license producing the T-33 trainer in West Germany to try to replicate the success 

it had achieved in Japan. To that end, Lockheed invited a commission of the Aero-Union 

(the predecessor to the Bundesverband der deutschen Luftfahrtindustrie) to its facilities in 

Burbank, California in late 1954. Although the Luftwaffe did adopt the T-33 as its first 

jet trainer, the effort to license-produce the aircraft in the Federal Republic failed and the 

airframes were imported from the US.5  

While these prior efforts had ultimately fizzled, they had served as a useful 

learning experience in exposing Lockheed to the peculiarities of West Germany’s 

aviation sector and reinforced the company’s desire to establish meaningful ties. As has 

been noted, Lockheed made an abortive effort to purchase outright or acquire significant 

shares in Junkers when that firm was being prepared by the Finance, Economic, and 

Defense ministries for re-privatization in early 1957. While this effort never came to 

fruition due to protectionism, it by no means marked the end of Lockheed’s efforts to 

break into the West German market that year. At the height of Lockheed’s efforts to sell 

the Starfighter for license-production in December 1957, Courtlandt Gross, the president 

of Lockheed, wrote to the Bundesverband der deutsche Luftfahrtindustrie in December 

 
4 Corum, “Starting from Scratch: Establishing the Bundesluftwaffe as a Modern 

Air Force 1955-1960,” 26-27. 

http://web.b.ebscohost.com.libproxy.temple.edu/ehost/pdfviewer/pdfviewer?vid=1&sid=

999e58c8-47a3-46c9-a299-1f20ce0a2d93 percent40pdc-v-sessmgr03. 

5 Dr. G. Frank-Fahle of Deutsche Commerz GmbH, Frankfurt-am-Main to Kurt 

Grothe of the Bundeswirtschaftsministerium, Besuch von Mr. Robert E. Gross von 

Lockheed am 21.8.57, September 27, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, 

magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 2. 
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1957 to reiterate Lockheed’s long-term goal of forming a working association with 

German manufacturers. These overtures had been made to both German manufacturers 

and manufacturing groups as well as to government ministries in Bonn. He stated that 

previous overtures had all met with favorable interest from both the private sector and 

government and that all parties merely awaited “the proper situation in order that a 

definitive arrangement could be made.”6    

Lockheed was neither alone nor the first company to compete for the lucrative 

tender offered by Bonn, and for the first half of 1957 it seemed to be an unlikely choice 

to win it. A report compiled by Deutsche Bank in July 1957 analyzed the government’s 

hunt for a new fighter and made no mention of either Lockheed or the Starfighter. The 

Federal Republic’s Defense Ministry began the process of conducting fact-finding and 

inspection tours in France, the United Kingdom, and the United States in order to collect 

information on the “ideal interceptor.” At the time, aircraft from the United States were 

construed as particularly problematic owing to their requirement for paved runways with 

an average length of 2,900 meters. This raised concerns that they could only be operated 

from a limited number of air bases due to the cost it would take to improve existing 

infrastructure. That would require the Federal Republic’s defensive fighter forces to be 

 
6 Courtlandt Gross President of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation to the 

Bundesverband der deutsche Luftfahrtindustrie, December 13, 1957, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1. 
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concentrated at a limited number of facilities and in turn be rendered more vulnerable to a 

first strike.7  

As a result, the report indicated that the ideal aircraft possessed VTOL (vertical 

takeoff and landing) capability or could operate from grass runways of one thousand 

meters in length while still able to quickly reach high altitude and speed. Concurrently, 

the Bundestag’s Federal Defense Committee was provided with a list of several aircraft 

that would meet the Bundeswehr’s requirements. Notable among them were the Dassault 

Mirage III from France, a single-engine delta wing design that was capable of reaching 

Mach 2, the Saunders-Roe Sr. 177 from the United Kingdom, which was a prototype 

aircraft that would utilize both jet and rocket engines to achieve a  top speed of Mach 

2.35, and the Northrop T-38 from the United States, which was briefly considered as it 

was capable of achieving supersonic flight while having comparatively low fuel 

consumption and modest take-off requirements.8 

This report also noted that the Defense Ministry was inclined to favor American 

offerings despite the increased infrastructure requirements and their higher cost compared 

to comparable aircraft being considered from France and the UK. Inspekteur der 

Luftwaffe Kammhuber favored the T-38 (the lowest performing option) for the 

macroeconomic and political considerations an aircraft sourced from the United States 

 
7 Report by Dr. Hans Limmer of the Sozialpolitisches Institute, Bonn for 

Deutsche Bank, Nachrichten aus Wirtschaft und Politik, July 27, 1957 archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 6. 

8 Report by Dr. Hans Limmer of the Sozialpolitisches Institute, Bonn for 

Deutsche Bank, Nachrichten aus Wirtschaft und Politik, July 27, 1957 archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 6. 
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offered relative to a European competitor. Kammhuber reportedly sought to reward the 

United States for the arms and equipment it had already provided to the Bundeswehr at 

little-to-no cost. The report identified three points that indicated why the United States 

would push Bonn to purchase an American design: the two countries had enjoyed a 

positive business relationship to that point, the US had profited in the long-term through 

the sale and delivery of spare parts on the military hardware it had furnished, and there 

was a structural trade imbalance that greatly favored the United States. These larger 

economic considerations would surface again with the eventual selection of the 

Starfighter.9  

As a late entrant to this contest, Lockheed’s leadership spent the latter half of 

1957 actively courting Bonn to make up for lost time. However, by this point, the 

company was facing a serious financial crisis due to the USAF’s greatly reduced 

purchase order for the Starfighter in tandem with the disastrous rollout of the Starliner 

and Elektra. These events forced Lockheed to redouble its efforts in Bonn. The Federal 

Republic offered the company a potentially lucrative market, with the most optimistic US 

industry estimates stating that the country’s rearmament could support 100 thousand 

American jobs in the aviation sector alone.10 Lockheed invested extensively in West 

Germany to the point that by 1958, the Grand Hotel in Bonn was the home to such a large 

 
9 Report by Dr. Hans Limmer of the Sozialpolitisches Institute, Bonn for 

Deutsche Bank, Nachrichten aus Wirtschaft und Politik, July 27, 1957, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 6. 

10 David Boulton, The Grease Machine (New York: Harper and Row, 1978), 65. 
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number of the company’s industrial representatives, government lobbyists, and salesmen 

that it was dubbed the “Lockheedshof”11  

 Learning from its earlier failures, and in dire need to recoup its financial losses, 

Lockheed dispatched Robert Gross, Chairman of Lockheed’s Board of Directors and 

elder brother to Courtlandt, on an official visit to Bonn in August 1957. He met with 

senior officials in the government as well as leaders in the aviation and banking sectors 

with the goal of establishing lasting ties between Lockheed and West Germany’s aviation 

sector.12 During this trip, Gross impressed upon his hosts that Lockheed was not only 

interested in supplying the immediate aviation needs of West Germany’s civil and 

military aviation, but also in fostering a meaningful and lasting bilateral relationship to 

help West Germany’s aviation sector reclaim its prewar eminence. Gross expressed his 

firm belief that industrial cooperation would be mutually beneficial and an equivalent 

exchange.13  

Lockheed offered to work directly with the Federal Republic’s agencies, aviation 

companies, Ministry of Defense, and the Luftwaffe. Gross conjectured that this bond 

could be expanded to serve as an important milestone for further strengthening industrial 

 
11 Boulton, The Grease Machine, 68-69. 

12 Robert Gross Chairman of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation to 

Bundesminister für Wirtschaft Professor Dr. Ludwig Erhard, September 26, 1957, 

archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, 

Bundesarchiv Koblenz. 

13 Dr. G. Frank-Fahle of Deutsche Commerz GmbH, Frankfurt-am-Main to Kurt 

Grothe of the Bundeswirtschaftsministerium, Besuch von Mr. Robert E. Gross von 

Lockheed am 21.8.57, September 27, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, 

magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1-2. 
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cooperation within the broader NATO alliance, and he believed that the F-104 would be a 

particularly suitable vehicle to achieve these myriad goals of international coordination. 

To that end, Lockheed was willing to grant a license to build the F-104 in West Germany 

to potentially build an entirely new variant of the Starfighter manufactured specifically 

for the international market in Europe and beyond.14 

While high-level talks between the Gross brothers and West Germany’s 

leadership left a lasting impression in Bonn, the company’s day-to-day representation and 

lobbying were conducted by other players. Lockheed turned to Frederick Meuser as its 

Director for Europe, Africa, and the Middle East. Meuser was a Netherlands native, 

aviation engineer, and Second World War veteran of the UK’s Royal Air Force. After the 

war, he returned to his prewar job at KLM, but quickly jumped ship to Lockheed and 

secured US citizenship. Meuser had a meteoric rise in the company due to his 

background and financial acumen, and in 1954 was sent to set up Lockheed’s European 

operations in Switzerland.15 While there, Meuser enlisted the services of a Swiss lawyer 

and close friend named Hubert Weisbrod as a paid consultant. Weisbrod operated 

primarily behind the scenes to advocate for Lockheed’s products within his extensive 

network of important political figures across Western Europe. Beyond Meuser and 

Weisbrod, the company employed many salespeople and lobbyists who openly courted 

 
14 Dr. G. Frank-Fahle of Deutsche Commerz GmbH, Frankfurt-am-Main to Kurt 

Grothe of the Bundeswirtschaftsministerium, Besuch von Mr. Robert E. Gross von 

Lockheed am 21.8.57, September 27, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, 

magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1-2. 

15 Lockheed selected Switzerland as its European base in part due to its stringent 

privacy laws. 
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European political leaders and defense ministries.16 As is shown in Appendix A, the 

Gross brothers, Meuser, and Weisbrod all played leading roles in the subsequent 

allegations of bribery and corruption between Lockheed and Defense Minister Strauß that 

were uncovered in the 1970s.  

Reciprocating Lockheed’s interest, the Economic Ministry collaborated with 

Deutsche Commerz GmbH to learn more about Lockheed and ascertain the company’s 

potential utility in achieving West Germany’s strategic goals. Dr. Günther Frank-Fahle of 

Deutsche Commerz was tasked with serving as the point-person between the two parties 

and met with Robert Gross during his visit to the Federal Republic to assess Lockheed’s 

offer of the Starfighter. As part of this interaction, Dr. Frank-Fahle was furnished with 

Lockheed’s annual reports for 1954, 1955 and 1956, photographic and technical reports 

of the F-104A Starfighter as well as corroborating reports for other Lockheed aircraft.17 

As is shown in Appendix A, Frank-Fahle’s interest in the Starfighter project and 

Lockheed extended beyond a purely professional context, and he would later be 

embroiled in Lockheed’s bribery scandal.  

In assessing Lockheed’s offer, Dr. Frank-Fahle articulated that the license-

production bid offered what he saw as a near limitless impetus for industrial growth and 

technological development. While the government would leave aircraft production to the 

country’s private aviation industry rather than undertake a state-owned enterprise, it 

 
16 David Boulton, The Grease Machine, 70-72.  

17 W. d’Heureuse of Deutsche Commerz GmbH to Regierungsdirektor Dr. W. 

Boecker, September 13, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz. 
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would still grant all possible support within the framework of the market economy. He 

preached caution from a technical standpoint given the rapid pace of development, but 

viewed it as entirely possible that once proficient, the aircraft industry could be utilized to 

conduct further development on other high-technology programs such as guided missiles 

and rockets. The potential positive impact of the Starfighter was of such importance to 

domestic industry that Frank-Fahle argued that West German aviation firms should be 

allowed to conclude license-production agreements with Lockheed regardless of the 

outcome of its negotiations with the federal government. He was so excited by the 

potential value of international collaboration, that he stated it would be advantageous for 

Bonn to promote and take part in other collaboration projects with foreign companies to 

make use of their technical advancements beyond this singular offer from Lockheed.18 

For his part, Robert Gross also walked away from his meeting with Dr. Frank-

Fahle optimistic about the potential partnership with the Federal Republic and its aviation 

sector. In October 1957, he wrote a letter to the Economic Ministry stating that 

Lockheed’s leadership had unanimously agreed to “follow your good advice” and begin 

active negotiations with German firms to grant the license production rights to the F-

104.19 He stated that due to its limited knowledge of West Germany, Lockheed would 

 
18 Dr. G. Frank-Fahle of Deutsche Commerz GmbH, Frankfurt-am-Main to Kurt 

Grothe of the Bundeswirtschaftsministerium, Besuch von Mr. Robert E. Gross von 

Lockheed am 21.8.57, September 27, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, 

magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 2. 

19 Robert Gross of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation to the 

Bundeswirtschaftsministerium, October 28, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, 

location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1. 
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rely on the advice and guidance of the federal government to identify which firms within 

the domestic aviation sector would be capable of undertaking a license-production 

contract. He only requested that the recommendation be restricted to two manufacturers, 

as the inspection of each production firm would require a large amount of time that could 

cause a meaningful delay for the start of the license-production negotiations that 

Lockheed hoped to bring to a quick and successful conclusion. This of course intersected 

neatly the efforts the Federal Republic had already undertaken to consolidate and 

modernize its aviation sector to prepare for an offer like Lockheed’s.20  

Following this correspondence, Lockheed’s vice president and chief engineer 

arrived in Bonn to further the dialogue.21 Concurrently, Frank-Fahle flew to the United 

States to discuss Lockheed’s plans to collaborate with West German industry on the 

construction of aircraft and the potential to work together on other high-technology 

projects, namely guided missiles.22 This again demonstrates that from the outset, the 

Federal Republic tied larger strategic ambitions into this purchase beyond the overt 

acquisition of a modern combat design. Its partnership with Lockheed largely stemmed 

 
20 Robert Gross of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation to the 

Bundeswirtschaftsministerium, October 28, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, 

location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1-2. 

21  Dr. G. Frank-Fahle of Deutsche Commerz GmbH, Frankfurt-am-Main to 

Ministerial-Dirigent Dr. G Woratz of the Bundeswirtschaftsministerium, November 5, 

1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, 

Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 2. 

22 Dr. G. Frank-Fahle of Deutsche Commerz GmbH, Frankfurt-am-Main to 

Ministerial-Dirigent Dr. G Woratz of the Bundeswirtschaftsministerium, November 21, 

1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, 

Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 2. 
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from the larger potential breadth of economic and technical advancements that could be 

derived from collaboration. Lockheed’s stipulation limiting the F-104’s license 

production to two manufacturers also validated the Federal Republic’s efforts to 

concentrate those aviation firms slated to work on combat aircraft into Flugzeugunion 

Süd. This arrangement allowed for the pooling of experience, personnel, and resources 

while providing for unified leadership, organization, and quality control.  

Lockheed’s attempts at building economic partnerships within West Germany did 

not stop at the industrial and ministerial levels, but also extended to the military. 

Throughout the latter half of 1957, Lockheed representatives met directly with the 

Luftwaffe’s general staff as well as its research and development offices. In November 

1957, Allen Meyer, Lockheed’s Manager of Military Export sales wrote directly to 

General Josef Kammhuber, whose branch of service represented the company’s largest 

potential customer, and whose avid technophilia made him a most enthusiastic audience. 

In discussing its technical sophistication and capabilities, Lockheed underscored that 

while the F-104 was a new and cutting-edge design, it was also a mature one that had 

successfully moved beyond the development and prototype stages into mass production. 

This meant that the Federal Republic would not incur the financial risks and uncertainties 

associated with undertaking a new design. Those had already been paid by the US 

government and the USAF (estimated at $95 million).23  

 
23 Allen Meyer Manager of Military Export Sales to Insepekteur der Luftwaffe 

Josef Kammhuber, November 18, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, 

magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1-2. 
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Lockheed highlighted that it had a series of planned upgrades for the airframe and 

engine that would continually improve the aircraft’s performance and assured 

Kammhuber that it had explored potential modifications to the airframe to suit the 

Luftwaffe’s unique needs and found them feasible. As the aircraft was already in mass 

production for the USAF, Meyer promised that a rapid delivery schedule could be 

achieved while at a comparatively low unit cost relative to competing designs. Further, 

the note to Kammhuber articulated Lockheed’s willingness to provide direct technical 

and operational assistance to whatever degree the Luftwaffe required:  

This assistance can be in the planning, initiating or conducting of your operation 

of our aircraft and covers the areas of spare parts and ground equipment supply, 

training of ground and flight personnel, maintenance, field service and support 

logistics. The use of the F-104 in the European theater by the USAF will facilitate 

effective spares and other operational support.24  

 

This promise of logistical assistance from both Lockheed and the United States 

government was a critical addendum to the company’s offer. Utilizing the robust logistics 

network of the USAF in Europe effectively nullified the geographic advantage of 

sourcing a European aircraft like the Dassault Mirage III. Beyond this promise, Meyer 

reiterated the efforts of Robert Gross to establish a license-production agreement with 

West German industry, which would simplify logistics while allowing the Luftwaffe to 

build an aircraft directly tailored to its operational needs. Per Lockheed, the F-104 

offered an ideal (and allegedly low risk) compromise for the Luftwaffe, in that it was a 

 
24 Allen Meyer Manager of Military Export Sales to Insepekteur der Luftwaffe 

Josef Kammhuber, November 18, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, 

magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 2. 
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sophisticated existing aircraft with extant logistical networks that through its license-

production could be used as a technical foundation for future projects.25 

The note to Kammhuber also included selling points that would ultimately 

represent major stumbling blocks for the Luftwaffe after the Starfighter entered general 

service in the early 1960s. Lockheed touted the Starfighter’s supposedly easy flight 

handling characteristics and the relative simplicity of the training required to master the 

aircraft. The company also lauded the supposedly simple maintenance considerations it 

had devised for the Starfighter and claimed that these design measures had been “most 

effective and conducive to high in-commission rates” for the more than fifty aircraft then 

in service.26 In making this statement, Lockheed diminished the serious issues with flight 

safety and mechanical reliability that the company and the USAF were already facing 

with the aircraft. Between 1955-1959, eight pre-production YF-104 Starfighters 

(including both XF-104 prototypes) had been lost in crashes, including several high-

profile crashes in 1957.27  

Following the success of its public relations efforts, Lockheed began the process 

of identifying potential industrial partners. The company was confident that unlike in 

 
25 Allen Meyer Manager of Military Export Sales to Insepekteur der Luftwaffe 

Josef Kammhuber, November 18, 1957, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, 

magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 2. 

26 Allen Meyer Manager of Military Export Sales for Lockheed Aircraft 

Corporation to Insepekteur der Luftwaffe Josef Kammhuber, November 18, 1957, 

archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, 

Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 2. 

27  Bowman and Vogelsang, Lockheed F-104 Starfighter, 37-38. 
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prior abortive efforts the stage had at last been properly set. With the public-sector 

negotiations secured, Courtlandt Gross wrote to the Bundesverband der deutsche 

Luftfahrtindustrie in December 1957 to apprise them of Lockheed’s successful talks with 

the federal government. He informed them that Dr. Frank-Fahle would be dispatched on 

behalf of Lockheed to secure their counsel with the hope of getting concrete talks 

underway by early 1958. He was optimistic for the company’s chances of finally 

hammering out a definitive partnership with the West German aviation sector. 28  

Following its discussions with government officials, Lockheed identified the 

“Flugzeugunion Süd as the most appropriate partner to hold talks and formal negotiations 

on a license-production agreement with the hope that the Federal Association of the 

German Aviation Industry could corroborate that assessment.29   

 

Beating the Competition: Starfighter Against Mirage III 

Shortly thereafter, momentum for Lockheed and the Starfighter picked up speed 

on both sides of the Atlantic. In a move designed to bolster West German confidence in 

the aircraft, Dr. Frank-Fahle wrote the Defense Ministry to confirm that the USAF had 

placed a substantial order for multiple variants of the F-104, with deliveries of ten-to-

twelve aircraft that incorporated the latest variant of the J79 engine (J79-7) per month 

 
28 Courtlandt Gross President of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation to the 

Bundesverband der deutsche Luftfahrtindustrie, December 13, 1957, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1-2. 

29 Courtlandt Gross President of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation to the 

Bundesverband der deutsche Luftfahrtindustrie, December 13, 1957, archive signature 
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expected to begin immediately.30 31  On January 15, Courtlandt Gross received a reply 

from the Bundesverband der deutsche Luftfahrtindustrie confirming that his desire to 

form a working association with the West German aviation sector was fully reciprocated. 

They confirmed that FUS was the most appropriate partner to work with and expected the 

partnership to be instrumental in the reestablishment of the German aviation sector and 

the general promotion of West German aviation and placed themselves entirely at 

Lockheed’s disposal.32  

Industry support rapidly coalesced behind the Lockheed bid to the point that the 

BWB created an “Interceptor” working group. Industrial leaders lobbied Strauß to adopt 

the Starfighter. They saw it as the most advanced combat aircraft of the time, which 

would benefit German industry immensely in future developments through the 

experience of manufacturing and maintaining it. Simultaneously, they urged Strauß to 

reject France’s offer of the Dassault Mirage III. Compared to the Starfighter, German 

aviation engineers deemed the Mirage III as having an inferior electronics suite, which 

was an area that German firms were keen to gain expertise in. Additionally, they believed 

 
30 F-104A- 51 aircraft for testing purposes and 143 for the Air Defense Command  

F-104B-143 for training, F-104C-296 for the Tactical Air Command. 

31 Dr. G. Frank-Fahle of Deutsche Commerz GmbH to Herrn Ministerialdirigent 

Wolfgang Vorwald Bundesverteidigungsministerium Abteilung XII, January 8, 1958, 

archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, 

Bundesarchiv Koblenz. 

32 Kastner to Courtlandt S. Gross, Esq. President of the Lockheed Aircraft 
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that its engine was little more than an improved variant of a BMW model pioneered 

during the Second World War compared to the cutting-edge J79. These views were 

echoed by the Luftwaffe’s leadership, which also clamored for the F-104G.33  

Despite this support for the Starfighter, at the outset of 1958, it appeared to many 

that the Mirage III was likely to edge out the F-104. France likely enjoyed a relative 

advantage compared to the United States in relation to joint aircraft production, as the 

two nations had recently collaborated in securing licenses for Flugzeugbau Nord to 

produce the Nord Noratlas and the Fouga CM.170 Magister jet trainer for production by 

FUS. A January 3 press release from the Flug-Informations-Dienst  in Düsseldorf entitled  

“Kommt der deutsche Jäger aus Frankreich?”34 refuted the “premature” rumor that the 

Starfighter was a foregone conclusion and laid out that it saw the competition for the 

multi-billion DM contract as primarily between the F-104 and Mirage III. 35   

While the report stated that neither aircraft was ideal, and that each forced certain 

compromises, it argued that the Mirage III represented a preferable alternative to the 

American offer, particularly as the selection of either aircraft for license-production 

would only serve as an interim measure as the government was likely to focus on the 

development of a native fighter. This in tandem with the Dassault offer represented a 

“welcome” opportunity for both the German aviation industry as well as close Franco-

 
33 Mark Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 106. 

34 Is the German Fighter Coming from France? 

35 “Kommt der deutsche Jäger aus Frankreich?,” Flug-Informations-Dienst, 

January 3, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347310 Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 
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German cooperation. with each offering unique opportunities from both domestic and 

geopolitical perspectives.36 To that end, the report saw the Mirage III as a prime 

opportunity for Messerschmitt following its consolidation with Bölkow and Heinkel at 

the government’s behest to form FlugzeugunionSüd.37  

The Mirage III had advocated within industry who viewed it as a superior 

prospect relative to the offer made by Lockheed. Dr. B. Weinhardt of Siebelwerke-ATG 

GmbH wrote to Defense Minister Strauß in April 1958 to articulate what his company 

saw as the economic advantages the Mirage III offered to the Federal Republic in 

comparison to the Starfighter. He saw France and West Germany’s security concerns as 

much more closely aligned than those between Bonn and Washington. He believed that 

from an economic perspective Dassault would provide the Federal Republic with both an 

easier and significantly more cost-effective path to making inroads with other European 

countries due to geographic proximity and the recent track record of bilateral success 

with other aviation projects as a logical jumping-off point to develop multilateral research 

and production arrangements with other partners. 38    

 
36 By this point, the UK’s Saunders-Roe SR.177 had been eliminated from the 

competition by the Defense Ministry, whereas while Italy’s Fiat G.91 had impressed the 

author of the report, its testing had made it abundantly clear that it was better suited to a 

ground-attack role rather than as a fighter-interceptor. 

37 “Kommt der deutsche Jäger aus Frankreich?,” Flug-Informations-Dienst, 

January 3, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347310 Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-
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Weinhardt also pointed out that West Germany could also make use of the 

existing French production lines and noted that Dassault was already sourcing certain 

components for the Mirage III from West German firms, which would save time and 

money. Further, he argued that German aviation designers and engineers could have the 

opportunity to get involved on an equal footing with their French contemporaries by 

working on further improvements and developments for the Mirage. This eventuality 

could save on major development costs in the near term, and provide the Federal 

Republic with critical experience and technical acumen that could then be leveraged for 

the development of a future “dream fighter” of entirely German design and construction. 

Weinhardt noted that of course, this would require Bonn to uncouple itself from feelings 

of resentment and what he described as a typical German trait “to alone know 

everything”.39   

Additionally, the geographic proximity would allow for greatly reduced 

expenditures to train West German engineers, manufacturing workers, and pilots in 

France (something the French Air Force had expressed a willingness to do) relative to 

flying them to the western US. Weinhardt also articulated what he saw as the technical 

advantages the Mirage offered compared to the Starfighter, including high performance, 

simplicity of design and production, ease of maintenance, and the important fact that it 

utilized metric measurements compared to the Starfighter’s use of United States 

customary units. That would make its adoption by German industry and the Bundeswehr 
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less complicated and costly. All told, Weinhardt and Siebelwerke-ATG estimated that the 

costs of acquiring the Mirage III for license production would be DM 65.2 million, while 

a comparable American design would cost an additional DM 84 million.40 

Beyond geographic proximity, these reduced costs were also driven in large part 

by the lower wages in the French aviation sector relation to those earned by workers in 

the US.41 Per Weinhardt, the complete production costs of sourcing the Mirage III from 

France with all equipment and armaments were approximately 2.5 million DM per 

airframe. Licensed production in Germany was estimated to cost 2.9 million DM per 

airframe and 580 million DM for 200 airframes. The higher license-production totals 

include the following:  

• Equipment costs:28.5 million DM, 

• Start-up costs: 32.9 million DM, 

• Training costs for technicians: 1 million DM, 

• Investment for machine tools: 2.8 million DM, 

• Total: 65.2 million DM.42 

 

           40 Dr. B. Weinhardt of Siebelwerke-ATG GmbH wrote to Defense Minister 

Strauß, April 15, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H 1 OG, 

series 136, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-4. 

41 “Wer ist eher am Feind?” der Spiegel, September 2, 1958, 
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            42 Dr. B. Weinhardt of Siebelwerke-ATG GmbH wrote to Defense Minister 
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While he admitted to not having exact information on either the Starfighter or 

Gurmman F-11F Tiger, he argued that an American aircraft was estimated to have a 

markup of 1 million DM per airframe not including increased costs to procure spare parts 

and pilot training. Adding further to the costs was the fact that due to a negative trade 

balance, payments to an American company would have to be paid in hard currency 

(namely the US dollar). Payments to France could be done in less expensive francs 

through the European Customs Union. The markups Weinhardt identifed included:  

• A 15 percent customs levy was expected to add 84,000 DM per airframe or 

17 million DM on an order for 200,  

• Additional customs costs for importing/replicating tools, measuring 

equipment, and conversion of machine tools at the production and sub-

production facilities, 27 million DM, 

• Additional expenditure for training in the United States, 5 million DM, 

• Additional costs for machine tools, 35 million DM, 

• Total 84,000,000 DM.43 

The competition between the Starfighter and Mirage factions forced Strauß to 

delay the announcement of the Defense Ministry’s selection from March to July 1958. In 

light of the Mirage III’s perceived advantages, the Defense Ministry dispatched a team of 

test pilots to Melun Villaroche Aerodrome to fly and evaluate the Mirage III. By this 

point the Saunders-Roe SR. 177 was removed from consideration. The British suspected 

 
43 Dr. B. Weinhardt of Siebelwerke-ATG GmbH wrote to Defense Minister 

Strauß, April 15, 1958, archive signature BW 1/347307, location 22, magazine, H 1 OG, 
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that the rejection of the SR. 177 came about due to American political pressure on the 

West German Ministry of Defense in favor of the US aviation industry.44 Luftwaffe 

Lieutenant Colonel Albert Werner led the delegation and was unimpressed by the Mirage 

III, which suffered from wing and aileron fluttering during a supersonic test flight. While 

the Dassault engineers promised to correct the flutter, Werner remained unimpressed.45  

Simultaneously, Strauß visited France to personally inspect the Mirage III and 

was granted an impromptu request to meet with President de Gaulle. After only a half 

hour, Strauß left de Gaulle’s residence and stated to the press that the meeting had been 

unproductive. Specifically, he reported that the prospect of Franco-German collaboration 

on nuclear weapons was “out of the question for us.”46 The following morning, Strauß 

met with Marcel Dassault at Melun Villaroche to observe the Mirage III. 47 Strauß was 

impressed by the Mirage III’s multirole capabilities, particularly the plane’s ability to be 

refitted from an all-weather interceptor to a ground attack aircraft within twenty minutes 

and again pushed the announcement date from July to September to give German pilots 

more time to evaluate the aircraft. 48 Der Spiegel characterized this visit as having 

 
44 The rejection of the SR. 177 was a blow to the British aviation sector, which 

had delayed undertaking large-scale layoffs until Bonn made its final decision.  

45 “Wer ist eher am Feind?” Der Spiegel. 

46 “Kalte Schultern,” Der Spiegel, July 15, 1958, 
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strategic ramifications as the purchase of the Mirage III relative to its American 

competition served as a litmus test for the Federal Republic’s dedication to Europe and 

supporting the French economy despite the dislike many in the Adenauer government felt 

for de Gaulle.49  

Lockheed’s public relations blitz with the West German government aviation 

sector paid dividends. By summer 1958, Kammhuber openly supported the Starfighter as 

his favorite of the contenders, particularly after Lockheed promised to reduce its takeoff 

distance from the exceedingly long 1.5 km.50 In October 1958, the Presse- und 

Informationsamt der Bundesregierung issued a press release on behalf of the Defense 

Ministry informing the general public that the coveted license production contract, which 

began with fourteen foreign aircraft, had narrowed to the Lockheed Starfighter and 

Grumman Super Tiger.51 However, the final decision appeared to be heavily in 

Lockheed’s favor as it hinged on the sales conditions that the company could offer to 

West Germany’s aviation firms. 52 This announcement came after the elimination of the 

Dassault Mirage III as a competitor, ostensibly because it did not meet the Bundeswehr’s 

tactical-technical requirements. Regardless of which aircraft it ultimately selected, the 

 
49 “Kalte Schultern,” Der Spiegel. 

50 “Wer ist eher am Feind?” Der Spiegel. 

51 All told, West Germany evaluated three English aircraft, one Swedish aircraft, 

two French aircraft and eight American aircraft. 

52 Presse- und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung, Nr. 1104/58 Mitteilung an 

die Presse, October 24, 1958, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1-2. 
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Defense Ministry was required to deliver its decision to the Defense Committee of the 

Bundestag with precise details and ask for its approval for the purchase and subsequent 

license production agreements. Thereafter, the Defense Ministry was expected to 

purchase six-to-ten aircraft and license produce around three hundred aircraft to serve as 

fighter-bombers, interceptors and reconnaissance aircraft. Deliveries were expected to 

begin in 1961/62, by which time pilots should have received sufficient flight training.53 

However, the federal press release listed the technical specifications and 

achievements of only one aircraft, the F-104 Starfighter. It was hailed as a modern and 

fully proven weapon system that in tandem with the advanced GE J79 engine held the 

unofficial world speed record at Mach 2.24 and the unofficial world altitude record with 

an altitude of 24 thousand meters. It was able to equip the AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air 

missile, which was touted as the simplest, cheapest, most accurate guided weapon system 

then available. The F-104 had undergone significant flight testing utilizing 50 aircraft that 

had made roughly 5,000 flights of about 4,000 flight hours.54  

Again, the Starfighter’s checkered safety and performance record with the USAF 

was not mentioned, and indeed negative information that could have tipped the scales in 

favor of the Mirage was actively withheld from the Bundestag’s Defense Committee by 

Kammhuber and Strauß. Kammhuber had long maintained that only minor technical 

 
53 Presse- und Informationsamt der Bundesregierung, Nr. 1104/58 Mitteilung an 
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changes would be necessary to modify the existing F-104C into the F-104G, which would 

leave both the airframe and the engine unchanged. However, during a 1958 official visit 

to the US, he was informed by both Lockheed and the Department of Defense that the 

required changes were so extensive that they added over a ton to the overall weight of the 

aircraft and imperiled the timeline for its introduction into production and service. Strauß 

was informed of this news in January 1959 but chose not to disclose it in subsequent 

meetings with the Defense. Indeed, that month Kammhuber was thanked by Heinrich 

Gerns of the Defense Committee for providing what he saw as outstanding briefings on 

the aircraft selection process and praised the Luftwaffe as the committee’s favorite 

among the service branches.55  

Evocative of how the press praised Graf von Zeppelin fifty years earlier, members 

of the West German press parroted the positive language coming from the government 

and praised the Starfighter’s potential utility for both the domestic aviation sector and the 

fostering of partnerships with other NATO members in Europe. While the deal had not 

been confirmed, its projected conclusion was expected to give the country’s aviation 

sector the financial wherewithal to take on the development and construction of 

equipment required in a modern air force. It was reiterated that the selection of the 

Starfighter hinged on Lockheed’s embrace of license production in the Federal Republic, 

which was expected to provide the Luftwaffe with more independence from foreign 
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suppliers relative to importing aircraft. The Starfighter was also touted as a technological 

jumping-off point for further research on more advanced aircraft designs, which at this 

point centered around the development of a vertical takeoff and landing aircraft (VTOL). 

There was a broad agreement that developments in military aviation must, to fullest 

extent possible, be promoted within a European framework and not on a national basis. 

This was particularly important, as technical progress and the associated financial 

requirements frequently exceeded the national capabilities of NATO's European 

partners.56 

Complaints were issued from both the French government and Dassault that they 

had been led on only to have their Mirage III lose the bid at the last minute by 

Lockheed’s eleventh-hour efforts.57 Dassault’s German representative plead for patience 

following Lieutenant Colonel Werner’s disastrous test flight and urged the West Germans 

to not make a rash decision. The French embassy in Bonn similarly reminded the Federal 

Republic that the USAF Starfighter fleet had been grounded that year due to technical 

difficulties and indeed was grounded again in September following the death of a USAF 

test pilot. The French government also indicated that it would forgive some of the costs 

incurred by the Federal Republic for the stationing of French troops on German soil. 

Lockheed rebutted Dassault by reminding the Defense Ministry of the Starfighter’s 

 
56 “Deutsche Flugzeugkonstruktion "Starfighter"-Nachbau soll die finanzielle 

Grundlage geben,” Frankfurter Rundschau, November 1, 1958, archive signature: 
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higher speed and the fact that three hundred aircraft were in USAF service where 

Dassault had completed fewer than ten Mirage III airframes. Lockheed again pledged to 

reduce take off distances as well as develop a catapult launch system.58  

However, Dassault’s bid was fatally undercut by the diverging relationship each 

country had with NATO. While Paris may have hosted NATO’s headquarters, French 

participation in the alliance had long been an uneasy fit. The Fourth and Fifth Republics 

both viewed the organization as a vehicle for US hegemony over Western Europe at the 

expense of France’s efforts to reassert itself as a great power.59 Progress toward 

meaningful cooperation had begun in 1956 led by NATO Secretary-General Paul-Henri 

Spaak of Belgium. However, the return of Charles de Gaulle to power in 1958 marked a 

tidal shift in relations between France and NATO. De Gaulle’s mentality toward the 

alliance was hardly complimentary, stating in February 1958: “If I governed France, I 

would quit NATO. NATO is against our independence and our interest.”60  

Writing in 1964 of his experiences with de Gaulle, US Ambassador to France 

Charles Bohlen was direct in articulating what he saw as the French president’s stringent, 

authoritarian, and archaic conceptions of the state, nationalism, and international 

alliances. Per Bohlen, de Gaulle conceived of the state as the only permanent unit in 
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international affairs, and its primacy and sovereignty were to be maintained at all costs. 

To that end, he conceived of alliances from a “pre-1914” perspective, namely, that they 

were to only be active in times of crisis, not the interim. Thus, he was fundamentally 

opposed to a key aspect of NATO’s raison d'être as a deterrent to conflict during times of 

peace. Bohlen stated that de Gaulle had withdrawn France’s political/diplomatic 

involvement in NATO, while curtailing its military involvement to an absolute 

minimum.61 

Despite de Gaulle’s negative outlook toward NATO, Spaak made some initial 

headway with him in June 1958 in an effort to synthesize his brand of nationalism with 

an increased role for France within NATO to counterbalance US and UK influence. 

However, the matter became untenable in September, when De Gaulle proposed to 

President Eisenhower, Prime Minister Macmillan, and Spaak that the US, UK, and 

France form a triumvirate to oversee NATO’s strategic planning. De Gaulle’s plan was 

met with near-universal condemnation both from NATO and among the other member 

states. Spaak stated that it would precipitate the dismantling of NATO by permanently 

locking most member states out of power. He believed that these countries would then 

leave to seek neutrality rather than be locked into an alliance in which they had no 

autonomy. 62   
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However, de Gaulle’s increasingly belligerent stance toward NATO and his 

ultimatum to Macmillan and Eisenhower regarding the formation of a permanent 

leadership triumvirate in September 1958 caused trepidation in Bonn, as the plan 

essentially cut the Federal Republic out of any decision-making authority for its own 

affairs and security.63 De Gaulle may have regarded Adenauer favorably, but he did not 

view Bonn as a political, military, or economic peer. He referred to West Germany as a 

regional player that should be denied the full trappings of international prestige, stating 

that it was in Bonn’s best interest to let France represent Germany and Europe on the 

world stage.64  Adenauer and West German Foreign Minister Heinrich von Brentano 

rejected de Gaulle’s proposed triumvirate. Von Brentano stated if they were to be 

discussed at all, then it must be within NATO’s framework. The West German press 

published the French proposal in October of that year, where it was met negatively, and 

sparked anger among the other members of the alliance that had been kept in the dark 

regarding this proposal for over a month.65 In response to this pushback, de Gaulle 

declared that France would no longer take an active part in NATO if its tripartite 

reorganization was not acceded to.66  

 
63 Jeffrey Glen Giauque, Grand Designs and Visions of Unity: The Atlantic 
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While Chancellor Adenauer valued his relationship with de Gaulle and tried to 

balance his ally’s demands with the Federal Republic’s designs regarding NATO, it had 

become clear to many West German policymakers that the strategic importance they 

placed on NATO did not align with de Gaulle’s vision for the alliance.  Beyond 

Adenauer, de Gaulle had some sympathizers within the Federal Republic’s Foreign 

Ministry, but he had an acrimonious relationship with many prominent West German 

politicians who viewed him and his brand of nationalism with suspicion and hostility.67 

Politically, Adenauer’s support for de Gaulle became a point of attack and campaign 

platform for his opponents within the Bundestag. De Gaulle’s call for an entirely national 

defensive policy in November 1959 was seen by many in the Federal Republic as a threat 

to both NATO’s integrated defensive structure and the US military commitment on the 

continent.68 Strauß viewed de Gaulle as both a partner and an antagonist in building a 

more integrated Europe and believed that Franco-German cooperation should be the 

bedrock upon which European political integration should develop. This would enable 

the continent to move beyond the decisions made at Yalta and stand as a true third power 

between the US and USSR in a revitalized and more egalitarian transatlantic community.  

However, he saw De Gaulle’s belligerent nationalism was an archaic impediment to that 

goal.69   
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De Gaulle’s belligerence toward NATO and calls for tripartite governance also 

alienated multiple NATO allies including Canada, Denmark, Italy, and Norway. The 

matter was not fully laid to rest until September 1960 when the Eisenhower 

administration released a statement rejecting a tripartite organizational structure as 

harmful to the interests of smaller allies.70 However, the damage had been done and 

France’s alienation of Belgium, the Netherlands, and Italy resulted in an outright 

rejection of French hegemony in Western Europe on the part of those governments.71 

This animosity toward de Gaulle would impact aircraft acquisition for these countries, as 

each selected the Starfighter over the Mirage III.  

 

The German Starfighter 

By November 1958, the Defense Ministry in tandem with the Economic Ministry 

advanced the selection of the Starfighter to the Bundestag’s Defense Committee. Strauß 

stated that the F-104 would be produced almost entirely under license within the Federal 

Republic and was expected to cost billions of DM, which the Economic Ministry reported 

would be offset in part by Mutual Security Act funds from the United States.72 Beyond 

the Starfighter, the Defense Committee also approved of the Defense Ministry’s plans to 
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license produce the General Electric J79 as well as the Fiat G.91 and its Bristol-Orpheus 

engine. However, there was pushback over the high costs and potential unprofitability 

from multiple people within the Defense Ministry. Abteilung H wanted a detailed cost-

benefit analysis conducted by the Economic Ministry before proceeding.73 The Economic 

Ministry in turn expressed concern that the Defense Ministry had dispatched fact-finding 

missions in tandem with industrial representatives to the US and Italy without notifying it 

in advance or including any of its personnel.74  

These concerns amounted to little as the Defense Ministry pushed forward on its 

chosen course. On December 11, 1958, the Defense Ministry through the Federal Office 

for Defense Technology and Procurement issued a draft production contract for the F-104 

and G.91 to Dornier, Heinkel, Messerschmitt, Siebel. The firms were to form a 

production committee in which Fiat and Lockheed were also invited to participate. Start-

up costs were to be largely reimbursed to the firms from public funds. Each contractor 

assumed full responsibility for the proper work and use of the prescribed or the most 

suitable materials in the execution of orders and were obliged to provide warranties for 

100 flight hours or six months that required all contractors to uncover and correct any 
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defects.75 Bowing to the continued difficulties that the firms were facing in cooperating 

and consolidating, the Defense Ministry determined that the most effective option would 

be to place the initial orders directly with each individual company.76 

While the government publicly touted the Starfighter’s immense potential for the 

West German aviation sector, some within the Defense and Economic Ministries 

expressed private concerns about industry’s ability successfully to take on the project. 

The license production of the F-104’s airframe presented industry with a complicated 

challenge from the outset due to its technical intricacy and the specific metallurgical 

requirements needed to sustain high-speed flight. These concerns would prove prescient 

once the Starfighter entered broader service and frequently suffered from technical and 

manufacturing failures; however, they were ultimately deemed inconsequential at the 

time of its selection.77  
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On December 16 in Munich, a Defense Ministry contract for the joint production 

of the F-104 was signed between Dornier Werke GmbH, Ernst Heinkel Fahrzeugbau 

GmbH, Messerschmitt AG, and Siebel-Werke ATG GmbH.78 Subsequently, at a January 

14 meeting of the multi-ministerial Ausschusses für wirtschaftliche Fragen der 

Verteidigung,79 it was announced that the Defense Ministry was actively negotiating for 

the purchase of thirty F-104 trainers in a government-to-government contract with the 

United States that were to be assembled and modified in Germany.80 After this initial 

purchase, another order would be placed in the following year with Lockheed for a 

further sixty aircraft as well as six slated exclusively for flight testing.81   
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Following two years of negotiations, the Defense Ministry had great expectations 

for its procurement of the F-104. Unlike the USAF, which operated multiple variants of 

the Starfighter, the Bundeswehr would utilize a single variant that could be modified for 

multirole operations as needed. The Defense Ministry thus required that the airframe 

have a great deal of versatility and customizability that would allow it to be utilized in a 

low-altitude close air support or high-altitude bomber interception role with minimal 

alterations to its structure. Lockheed reacted positively to this condition while stipulating 

that the number of changes required to bring the Starfighter into Bundeswehr service be 

reduced to a minimum so that the airframe and engine would remain as similar as 

possible to those employed by the USAF.82 As will be shown, this proved to be a 

misguided hope, as the number of changes requested would be extensive and expensive. 
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der F-104 und des Triebwerks J79 Bezug: Sitzung des Ausschusses für wirtschaftliche 

Fragen der Verteidigung am 14.1.1959, January 29, 1959, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 1-2. 
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The Economic Ministry estimated that development costs for the program would 

total between 20 million DM and $20 million, while each aircraft would cost at least 4.4 

million DM to produce. The relatively low development costs were reflective of the fact 

that Lockheed and the US government had already borne the primary financial burden for 

the work of designing and testing the airframe. Additional equipment and safety features 

would be brought online over the following two years before the Starfighter was 

introduced into widespread service.83 Abteilung Technik (T) of the Defense Ministry 

offered assurances that the proposed technical changes to create the German variant of 

the Starfighter were not expected to cause any degradation in safety or performance.84 

Representatives from the Defense Ministry’s Federal Office for Defense 

Technology and Procurement (BWB) were optimistic about the Starfighter program and 

touted the successful license production of the Fouga-Magister in the Federal Republic as 

providing a solid foundation for industry to take on this new challenge. The BWB 

released its own cost estimate based on an examination of the likely demand for facilities 

 
83 Notable among these safety features was the design and incorporation of an 

upward-firing ejection seat rather than the downward-firing seat that the initial 

Starfighters were equipped with.  

84 An a) über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2, b)  

über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2 Referat IV A 3, c) 

über den Herrn Leiter der Abteilung V und den Herrn Leiter der U-Abteilung V B, d) die 

Verbindungsstelle des Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft bei dem Bundesamt für 

Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung z.Hd. von Herren Ministerialdirigent Dr. Baetzgen (2-

fach), e) die Vertretung der BRD bei NATO-Wirtschaftsabteilung z.Hd. von Herrn 

Ministerialrat Dr. Hofmeier, Betr.: Stand der Planungen über den Ankauf bezw. Nachbau 

der F-104 und des Triebwerks J79 Bezug: Sitzung des Ausschusses für wirtschaftliche 

Fragen der Verteidigung am 14.1.1959, January 29, 1959, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 2-4. 
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and equipment, a labor force of 2,400 workers (with an additional 1,000 involved in 

maintenance tasks), and necessary assistance from Lockheed. Representatives declared 

that the airframe could be manufactured entirely in Germany at only 1.5 million DM per 

airframe. Additional operational and structural costs were expected, but they did not 

believe it would push the total cost beyond 3.5 million DM each.85  

Representatives from Abteilung T followed up this assessment by articulating the 

Starfighter program’s value for the Defense Ministry’s long-term strategic planning as a 

building block for future success in both the military and industry. The Starfighter in 

tandem with the G.91 was the lynchpin of a fifteen-year strategic plan the Defense 

Ministry had formulated that would utilize the improved industrial capability and the 

capacity stimulated by their production to enable West German firms to design and 

produce domestically their eventual successors.86 This outlook again demonstrates the 

 
85 An a) über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2, b)  

über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2 Referat IV A 3, c) 

über den Herrn Leiter der Abteilung V und den Herrn Leiter der U-Abteilung V B, d) die 

Verbindungsstelle des Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft bei dem Bundesamt für 

Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung z.Hd. von Herren Ministerialdirigent Dr. Baetzgen (2-

fach), e) die Vertretung der BRD bei NATO-Wirtschaftsabteilung z.Hd. von Herrn 

Ministerialrat Dr. Hofmeier, Betr.: Stand der Planungen über den Ankauf bezw. Nachbau 

der F-104 und des Triebwerks J79 Bezug: Sitzung des Ausschusses für wirtschaftliche 

Fragen der Verteidigung am 14.1.1959, January 29, 1959, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 4-5. 

86 An a) über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2, b)  

über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2 Referat IV A 3, c) 

über den Herrn Leiter der Abteilung V und den Herrn Leiter der U-Abteilung V B, d) die 

Verbindungsstelle des Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft bei dem Bundesamt für 

Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung z.Hd. von Herren Ministerialdirigent Dr. Baetzgen (2-

fach), e) die Vertretung der BRD bei NATO-Wirtschaftsabteilung z.Hd. von Herrn 

Ministerialrat Dr. Hofmeier, Betr.: Stand der Planungen über den Ankauf bezw. Nachbau 

der F-104 und des Triebwerks J79 Bezug: Sitzung des Ausschusses für wirtschaftliche 
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strategic value of the Starfighter program, as well as its recognized utility to achieve a 

greater end. While the Starfighter’s inherent merits were of immediate value to the 

Federal Republic, its potential as a technical and economic stimulator were construed as 

its greatest asset for the long-term viability and success of West German military 

aviation. 

While negotiations with Lockheed reached a crescendo, those surrounding the 

license production of the General Electric J79 engine underscored the difficulties Bonn 

was facing in balancing competing domestic and international interests as it embarked on 

this ambitious program. The Defense Ministry identified four companies as contenders 

for engine production, namely BMW, MAN, Klöckner-Humboldt-Deutz, and Daimler-

Benz. However, MAN was ruled out for the construction of the J79 engine, as it produced 

both Rolls-Royce and Bristol-Orpheus engines under license, which were direct 

competitors with GE. Daimler-Benz rejected the offer outright, with the Defense Ministry 

conceding that the company was already heavily involved in other defense projects. 

Klöckner-Humboldt-Deutz was interested, but the company would have to reopen a 

closed production facility to take on an engine construction contract.87 

 

Fragen der Verteidigung am 14.1.1959, January 29, 1959, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 5. 

87 An a) über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2, b)  

über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2 Referat IV A 3, c) 

über den Herrn Leiter der Abteilung V und den Herrn Leiter der U-Abteilung V B, d) die 

Verbindungsstelle des Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft bei dem Bundesamt für 

Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung z.Hd. von Herren Ministerialdirigent Dr. Baetzgen (2-

fach), e) die Vertretung der BRD bei NATO-Wirtschaftsabteilung z.Hd. von Herrn 

Ministerialrat Dr. Hofmeier, Betr.: Stand der Planungen über den Ankauf bezw. Nachbau 

der F-104 und des Triebwerks J79 Bezug: Sitzung des Ausschusses für wirtschaftliche 
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This left BMW, which was singled out by Heinrich Sellschopp of the Bundesamt 

für Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung in June 1958 as the most likely recipient for the 

contract. He commissioned a study to explore the opportunities this cooperation and 

license production could provide for the Federal Republic in both the near-term and for 

future joint development projects. Sellschopp envisioned the J79 as providing a 

foundation and bridge to not only meet Germany’s immediate defense requirements but 

also create a “community of interests” to motivate future aircraft engine developments for 

the wider European defense sector. To that end, he stated that the value of this 

cooperation should not be limited to a technical perspective, but also consider the 

significant economic factors inherent to the venture.88 

However, as Sellschopp lauded BMW’s role in his idealized future, the company 

was facing serious financial challenges. In October, the Bavarian State Secretary for 

Economic Affairs and Transport and the chairman of IG Metall Bayern confirmed that 

BMW urgently needed a capital infusion of around 45 million DM. The situation was 

such that BMW’s factories were utilizing only three thousand employees of the seven 

thousand on its payroll and upwards of 1,000 workers were in danger of being laid off. 

To ameliorate the situation in the short-term, negotiations with MAN were underway to 

employ one thousand employees on an armaments contract. As a longer-term solution, 

 

Fragen der Verteidigung am 14.1.1959, January 29, 1959, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 6-7. 

88 Heinrich Sellschopp, Richtlinien für die Untersuchung eines deutschen 

Nachbaues des Triebwerkes J79 bei den BMW im Werk Allach, June 23, 1958, archive 

signature BW 1/347422, location 22, magazine H 1 OG, series 186, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 
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Deutsche Bank was tasked to head a consortium of banks to supply 35 million DM in 

loans, while 10 million DM was to be raised with the help of a Bavarian state guarantee.89  

BMW Triebwerkbau alone had lost 4.5 million DM between January-September 

1958 and this severe financial shortfall became a matter of intense concern for both the 

federal and Bavarian state governments as the company was the preferred choice to build 

both the J79 and the Bristol-Orpheus for the G.91.90 To ameliorate the situation, the 

federal government proposed that BMW utilize both private banks to purchase 10 million 

DM of shares (to be repurchased) and secure state-guaranteed loans totaling 10 million 

DM from the Bavarian Ministry of Finance. Additionally, the Federal Finance Ministry 

would work to halt repayment for three years on the state-guaranteed loans it had 

previously extended to BMW. Mutual Security Act money was also to be granted.91 In a 

separate letter to the Bavarian Finance Minister, Defense Minister Strauß stated that he 

 
89 Abschrift aus Wirtschaftsbericht des "Mittag" Nr. 241 vom 17.10.58-S.9 

Kritische Lage der BMW das Werk braucht finanzielle Hilfe, October 17, 1958, archive 

signature BW 1/347422, location 22, magazine H 1 OG, series 186, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

90 Dr. Goetze, Betr.: Ergebnis der Besprechung vom 27.11.1958 über die BMW 

Triebwerkbau im Bayerischen Finanzministerium, , archive signature BW 1/347422, 

location 22, magazine H 1 OG, series 186, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

1-2. 

91 Dr. Goetze, Betr.: Ergebnis der Besprechung vom 27.11.1958 über die BMW 

Triebwerkbau im Bayerischen Finanzministerium, archive signature BW 1/347422, 

location 22, magazine H 1 OG, series 186, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 

3-4. 
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had urged BMW to accept this arrangement.92 Strauß also urged BMW to reorganize so 

that its two halves (GmbH and AG) could be administered separately to ensure that the 

GmbH that oversaw the contract would not be negatively affected should a mishap in the 

AG occur. He emphasized that he could not force a reorganization on the company, but 

stated that a contract would not be issued without these changes. To facilitate this 

reorganization, the Defense Ministry proposed that either a third-party acquire BMW 

Triebwerkbau GmbH or that Bavaria acquire shares in it. However, the Federal Economic 

Ministry expressed skepticism that such an arrangement with divided leadership could be 

trusted to undertake the manufacture, maintenance and repair of the engines.93 

Strauß stated bluntly that the fate of BMW AG did not concern him relative to 

ensuring that any potential bankruptcy would not undercut the ability of BMW 

Triebwerkbau GmbH to produce the J79. Beyond the additional private funding to raise 

BMW Triebwerkbau’s capital from 10 million DM to 20 million DM. Strauß advocated 

that BMW AG evenly split ownership with the state of Bavaria while ceding a 1 percent 

 
92 Bundesminister für Verteidigung den Bayerischen Staatsminister der Finanzen 

offen Herrn Dr. Eberhard, January 18, 1959, archive signature BW 1/347422, location 22, 

magazine H 1 OG, series 186, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

93 An a) über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2, b)  

über den Herrn Leiter der Unterabteilung IV A dem Referat IV A 2 Referat IV A 3, c) 

über den Herrn Leiter der Abteilung V und den Herrn Leiter der U-Abteilung V B, d) die 

Verbindungsstelle des Bundesministeriums für Wirtschaft bei dem Bundesamt für 

Wehrtechnik und Beschaffung z.Hd. von Herren Ministerialdirigent Dr. Baetzgen (2-

fach), e) die Vertretung der BRD bei NATO-Wirtschaftsabteilung z.Hd. von Herrn 

Ministerialrat Dr. Hofmeier, Betr.: Stand der Planungen über den Ankauf bezw. Nachbau 

der F-104 und des Triebwerks J79 Bezug: Sitzung des Ausschusses für wirtschaftliche 

Fragen der Verteidigung am 14.1.1959, January 29, 1959, archive signature 

B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 7-8. 
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ownership stake to another public entity while expressly barring the Defense Ministry 

from this role.94 While Strauß was increasingly frustrated by BMW’s intransigence, he 

ultimately placed the company’s interests above those of the government and ordered that 

they be granted the J79 manufacturing and servicing contracts.95 

Regardless of this irritation with BMW, after nearly two years of concerted effort 

and lobbying of the West German government by Lockheed, the Development and 

Purchase Agreement was signed on March 18, 1959 between Defense Minister Strauß 

and Russell Galbraith of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation that established a license 

production program in the Federal Republic. This contract stipulated that Lockheed 

would undertake the development of a specialized variant of the Starfighter specifically 

for the Federal Republic, referred to as the F-104G, while also agreeing to manufacture 

an initial batch of sixty-six aircraft, and sell spare parts, ground service/testing 

equipment, and instruction materials.96 The Federal Republic paid Lockheed $29,820,000 

for development work and technical data, $83,700,000 for the delivery of the initial sixty-

six Starfighters for a total estimated cost of $113,520,000 with an additional $9,080,000 

 
94 Herrn Minister über Herrn Staatssekretär, Betr.: Nachbau des Triebwerks J79 

durch die Fa. BMW Triebwerkbau GmbH, February 3, 1959, archive signature BW 

1/347422, location 22, magazine H 1 OG, series 186, shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv 

Freiburg, 1-2. 

95 Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 71. 

96 Development and Purchase Agreement between the Federal Republic of 

Germany and the firm of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California, March 18, 

1959, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine H 2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, 

compartment, 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-5. 
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set aside for fixed costs.97 The purchasing agreement gave the Federal Republic a 

measure of ownership over the F-104G, as it required Lockheed to refund an equal 

portion of the $29,820,000 back to Bonn if it sold the aircraft to other countries 

(excluding the United States) and pledged to provide $30 thousand plus 5 percent of the 

value of the spare parts for each aircraft it sold.98   

The signing of this agreement was a culminating moment for both parties. It was a 

maturation moment for the Federal Republic that signaled Germany’s return as both an 

aviation and a security power in Western Europe. The Bundeswehr received a modern 

combat aircraft to replace the obsolescent ones it had been initially equipped with, while 

West Germany’s revitalized aviation sector was provided with a technically-sophisticated 

and lucrative challenge. However, as will be shown, the long-term value of this 

agreement with Lockheed lay in the immense potential it offered for the Federal Republic 

to develop and lead a Starfighter consortium within NATO. 99  

In addition to providing the Federal Republic with proprietary control over the F-

104G, Lockheed also granted it the right to issue European production licenses for the 

 
97Development and Purchase Agreement between the Federal Republic of 

Germany and the firm of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California, March 18, 

1959, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine H 2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, 

compartment, 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 11. 

98Development and Purchase Agreement between the Federal Republic of 

Germany and the firm of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation, Burbank, California, March 18, 

1959, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine H 2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, 

compartment, 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 16-17. 

99 Militär-ökonomisches Bulletin Nr. 1/60 Stand: 15. 1. 1960, archive signature 

DVW 1/25848/f, location 22, magazine H 5 EG, series 419, shelf 1, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3. 
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Starfighter and its components.100 Indeed, the final agreement signed between Lockheed 

and Bonn barred the company from granting licenses to any other NATO country.101 For 

Lockheed and the United States government, the agreement with West Germany became 

the “sale of the century.” It greatly improved the financial health of an ailing titan of the 

American aviation sector, brought the Bundeswehr more firmly into the US orbit, and 

provided further inroads for American military aviation and security cooperation with 

NATO allies in Europe.  

Following the conclusion of the purchase agreement with Lockheed, the Defense 

Ministry published a report examining the impending license production of both the G.91 

and F-104G. The government’s prudence in reconstituting the aviation sector to license 

produce a foreign aircraft instead of relying on imports was praised as forward thinking 

and financially sound. Prior experience in license producing other aircraft and equipment 

had shown a price reduction of 15-20 percent compared to the purchase prices in the US. 

This trend would also apply to the F-104 and its accoutrements. Further, the earlier 

efforts to invigorate the aviation sector and dramatically increase its manufacturing 

 
100 Militär-ökonomisches Bulletin Nr. 1/60 Stand: 15. 1. 1960, archive signature 

DVW 1/25848/f, location 22, magazine H 5 EG, series 419, shelf 1, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3. 

101 Canada Department of Defense Production Aviation Branch, Minutes of a 

Meeting Between Dr. A. Rennert-German Ministry of Defense Dr. Deunert- German 

Ministry of Defense, A.D. Belyea-Deputy Director, Aircraft Branch D.D.P., J.L. Bush-

Chief No. 1 Division, Aircraft Branch, D.D.P., and W.M. James-Section head, No. 1 

Division, Aircraft Branch, D.D.P., August 5, 1959, archive signature BW 1/1639, 

location 22, magazine, H3 OG, series 410, shelf 3, compartment 6, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2. 
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capacity had made it unlikely that additional public investment would be required as the 

program began in earnest.102 

The final consortium selected to undertake the Starfighter contract was 

unsurprisingly composed of firms affiliated with Flugzeugunion Süd. Each of the selected 

firms was slated to take part in the production of a specific aspect of the Starfighter that 

was designed to maximize production efficiency and provide an equal workload. Heinkel 

would produce the lifting surfaces and vertical tail assembly. Dornier would undertake 

part of the fuselage assembly and landing gear. Siebel ATG carried out assembly of the 

upper fuselage and tail, cockpit, and air intakes. Messerschmitt undertook additional 

fuselage work, final assembly, and test flying of the completed aircraft. The Defense 

Ministry estimated that domestic production would commence in October 1961 at the rate 

of one completed Starfighter per month. This rate was planned to increase to two per 

month in December, three per month in March 1962, four per month in May, five per 

month in June, and six per month in August until the expected completion of the 

production run in March 1965. 103  

The total cost to license-produce a Starfighter was estimated at 4.633 million DM 

for a production run of 210 units. This price included: 

 
102 Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-Ergebnis des 

Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 10. 

103Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-Ergebnis des 

Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 3-4. 
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• Material overhead costs-DM 177,100 DM 

• Equipment (exclusive of electronics and engine costs)-1.287 million DM, 

• Production overheads, administrative expenses, debt service and risk, and 

sales tax-876,900 DM, 

• Proportionate billing of costs for devices, gauges, test systems; Instruction of 

the staff; License fees-208,000 DM, 

• Electronic equipment-1.104 million DM, 

• Engine-980,000 DM. 

 

Additional estimated costs for surface protection, mechanical and chemical 

milling, tempering systems, testing systems, gauges, and system repairs elevated the total 

to 4.925 million DM. 104  

In comparison, it was estimated that importing a Lockheed-produced Starfighter 

from the US would cost 5.9 million DM including freight and assembly costs, which 

offered a premium of around 1 million DM relative to domestically producing it. License 

production benefited from the dollar-DM ratio and higher overheard costs in the US 

compared to West Germany. Critical to this calculus was the assessment that the US 

aviation sector largely employed unskilled and semi-skilled workers, which required 

American firms to subdivide production work as much as possible. These greater 

 
104 Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-Ergebnis des 

Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 4-6. 
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overhead costs were estimated by the Defense Ministry to contribute to high testing costs 

in the United States.105 

BMW was selected to serve as the lead firm for the license production of the 

General Electric J79 engine, with other firms including MAN, Daimler-Benz, and 

Henschel on standby as potential sub-contractors and parts-suppliers. Like the horizontal 

division of labor envisioned for the F-104, the Defense Ministry saw great potential for a 

similar arrangement to produce the J79, which would allow firms to specialize in 

individual systems or components and disperse the 19.5 million DM financial burden. 

The Federal Republic repeated the multi-stage pattern it had used with the aviation sector 

to grant the engine industry the experience and resources required to produce the state-of-

the-art J79.  

1. Uncrating and assembly of engines delivered by General Electric. 

2. Replication and assembly of engine parts and systems that are simple to produce. 

3. Replication and assembly of approximately 80 percent of all parts and assemblies. 

4. Construct complete engine replicas beyond a few parts and devices that are not 

economically viable to produce domestically.106 

 
105 Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-Ergebnis des 

Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 6. 

106 Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-Ergebnis des 

Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 7-8. 
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The breakdown of license production costs for the J79 were anticipated as 

follows: 

• Material costs-325,500 DM 

• Engine equipment-224,500 DM 

• Manufacturing costs for a total production run of 315 engines including 

manufacturing costs; administrative expenses; capital service and risk; and 

sales tax-307 thousand DM, 

• Proportionate allocation of costs for devices and gauges; testing equipment; 

Instruction of the staff; License fees-123 thousand DM, 

• A total cost of -980 thousand DM. 107 

 

While the license production of the Starfighter offered significant financial 

incentives relative to ordering it directly from Lockheed, the per-unit price to license 

produce the J79 was present but less pronounced. Ordering a J79 directly from GE J79 

was estimated to cost 1,102,800 DM, which was still a premium of over 122 thousand 

DM.108 

 
107 Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-Ergebnis des 

Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 8-10. 

108 Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-Ergebnis des 

Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 8-10. 
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Beyond the financial and material savings to be had from the license production, 

the F-104G and J79 production programs in tandem with the G91 and was also expected 

to increase employment at the participating firms.  

 

Table 1. Production Workforce  

Firms Currently 

Working in 

Series 

Production 

Employment at the Peak of the 

Production of the G.91 and F-104G 

and the BOr 803 and GE 79 Engines 

  G.91 F-104 Total 

Messerschmitt 709 350 420 770 

Dornier 575 370 420 745 

Heinkel 288 320 275 645 

Siebelwerke-

ATG 

482 - 285 285 

Total: 2054   2445 

 Currently 

Working in 

Series 

Production 

Employment at the Peak of the 

Production of the G.91 and F-104G 

and the BOr 803 and GE 79 Engines 

KHD (BOr 

803) 

300       380 

BMW (GE 

J79) 

387       800 

Total: 687       1180 

Source.- Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-

Ergebnis des Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in 

der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature 
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B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 2B U.2.06, series 0, 

Bundesarchiv Koblenz, Appendix 1. 

 

 

Although the federal government exercised a controlling influence on the 

consolidation of the aviation sector and its license-production of the Starfighter, it 

assumed relatively little financial responsibility for the endeavor. Instead, funding for 

West Germany’s Starfighter production program was largely provided by the United 

States through the Mutual Security Act. This carried over into the production of engines, 

with all other funds not covered by the Mutual Security Act to be raised by BMW on its 

own initiative or in coordination with the Bavarian state government. Indeed, German 

federal funds and guarantees were expressly ruled out as sources of financial support for 

that venture.109  

The way the Defense Ministry allocated MSA funds again shows how Strauß 

worked to favor Bavarian companies and interests. In 1959, Messerschmitt, Dornier, 

BMW Triebwerkbau, and Siebel ATG had all applied for 28,422,000 DM in MSA funds, 

while non-Bavarian firms including Rhineland-based Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz, and 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft Nord had applied for 14 million DM. The Defense Ministry 

ultimately allocated 12,015,000 DM to BMW Triebwerkbau, 4,260,000 DM to 

Messerschmitt, 2.5 million DM to Dornier, 2 million DM to Siebel. The 

Industrieanlagen-Betriebsgesellschaft that Strauß had established to provide development 

 
109 Der Bundesministerium für Verteidigung, Untersuchungs-Ergebnis des 

Nachbaus der Fiat G91 und F-104 (einsl. Triebwerke) in der Bundesrepublik 

Deutschland, June 18, 1959, archive signature B/102/107345, location 10, magazine, II 

2B U.2.06, series 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz, 5, 8. 
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and testing funds for Bavarian aviation firms received 21 million DM in MSA funds. 

Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz was the only non-Bavarian firm to receive MSA funds and 

was allocated 8 million DM.110  

By purchasing the Starfighter in this manner, Strauß and his Defense Ministry 

cannily worked to achieve strategic goals and boost the domestic aviation sector while 

placing a significant amount of the financial onus elsewhere. American money served as 

a primary driver to purchase an American aircraft whose design and testing had already 

been paid for. For the government, this created an ideal position in line with Adenaeur 

and Erhard’s economic goals that allowed it to shepherd a reinvigorated and self-

sufficient West German aviation sector, which could in turn be trusted to raise the funds 

necessary to make up the remaining balance needed to compete for the program. Further, 

Strauß’ heavy favoritism in allocating MSA funds to Bavarian firms provided a financial 

lever to keep West German aviation centered in his home state. The choice of 

Flugzeugunion Süd as the primary point of contact for Lockheed was therefore a logical 

conclusion for the effort that both Blank and Strauß undertook to concentrate resources, 

facilities, and technical expertise into a single production consortium for this very 

eventuality. The selection was in line with both Blank’s conception of southern 

production focusing on what he deemed to be the less strategically valuable combat 

aircraft, as well as Strauß’ emphasis on directing high-technology military aircraft 

contracts to Bavaria.  

 
110 Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 114. 
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This episode also demonstrates the close public-private relationship between the 

United States government and Lockheed. The sale of the Starfighter to Bonn was a 

deeply collaborative effort that paid dividends for both parties. For Lockheed, the 

benefits of selling the Starfighter to Bonn were obvious. It provided the company with an 

immediate financial lifeline while opening up the European market to future sales. For 

the US government, the use of Mutual Security Act funds to purchase an American 

aircraft acted as something of a closed feedback loop. It permitted the federal government 

to bail Lockheed out of its deep financial distress while putting the company’s advances 

in the export market in service to US foreign and defense interests in Western Europe.  It 

bolstered ties with an up-and-coming NATO partner by ensuring that Bonn purchased an 

American aircraft over British and French competitors while also paving the way for 

greater inroads with other NATO allies.  

The personal interactions between Lockheed’s corporate leadership and West 

Germany’s public and private sectors proved to be momentous for the strategic outlook 

of both parties. The tone of this overture set Lockheed’s offer apart from its competitors 

and directly mirrored Bonn’s own strategic ambitions for the program as a means of 

elevating the aviation sector back to world-class status. While the selection of the 

Starfighter was by no means a foregone conclusion, West German documentation shows 

that it quickly became the favorite. While its military capabilities were a major 

consideration, the Starfighter’s selection was largely predicated on its economic potential.  

Complementing these ambitions were Lockheed’s own aspirations for selling the 

Starfighter to the Federal Republic. Correspondence throughout 1957 demonstrates that 
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the company held an international vision for the scope of the Starfighter program before 

it entered widespread service with the USAF, and that it had viewed West Germany as a 

desirable export market dating to the early days of the rearmament process. This 

complicates the orthodox opinion that the Starfighter was offered to the Federal Republic 

largely out of desperation following the mass cancellation of orders by the USAF. Rather, 

it demonstrates that while Lockheed may have needed the Federal Republic to purchase 

the Starfighter in 1959, this was not a singular act of desperation. The company had long 

sought to secure a meaningful sale and license-production contract with West Germany 

long before the Starfighter entered mass production.  

By employing Dr. Frank-Fahle of Deutsche Commerz as an intermediary between 

the government, domestic industry, and Lockheed, Bonn demonstrated the closely 

orchestrated approach that would come to define its management style regarding both 

private sector actors and international partners over the succeeding years. In this case, 

even though the government would not directly produce the Starfighter, it would closely 

direct the efforts of its private sector partners to ensure the desired outcome. This again 

demonstrates how public-private interactions conducted in the postwar Federal Republic 

show both continuity and change in relation to its predecessors, particularly in 

comparison with the Nazi state. However, as Appendix A details, Frank-Fahle’s 

involvement as an intermediary ultimately proved controversial, as the subsequent 

bribery investigations into Lockheed showed that he accepted illicit money from the 

company in the form of covert commissions on each Starfighter sold.    
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The most clear divergence, of course, came in embracing international 

collaboration rather than a protectionism predicated on nationalistic autarky and a zero-

sum approach to international sales and cooperation, West Germany fostered and 

protected its industry by embracing a positive-sum mentality that intertwined its aviation 

sector directly with the international system, and in turn developed meaningful working 

relationships with countries and companies that would otherwise be direct competitors. 

This model of collaboration would be modified and re-purposed to suit Bonn’s needs in 

coordinating with international partners over the succeeding years. Indeed, the Starfighter 

can be seen as a manifestation of Strauß’ evolving conception of the role of both 

Germany and Europe on the international stage. The Starfighter’s international 

importance as a driver of European military aviation became a means by which the 

Federal Republic could reduce its reliance on the United States while building both a 

stronger Europe and transatlantic community.111   

Lockheed and the Starfighter ultimately won out, and the unique conditions and 

caveats inherent to its acquisition inform the strategic rationales underpinning that final 

decision. While Lockheed’s public-relations blitz may have impressed West German 

officials, it did not overawe them, and was almost certainly not the deciding factor in 

determining whether to purchase the company’s aircraft. Instead, the government was 

well aware that Lockheed’s offer to sell the Starfighter was predicated largely on the 

 
111 Granieri, “Franz Josef Strauß and the End of the Cold War,” 107-108. 
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Federal Republic serving as an intermediary and gateway through which it could access a 

much broader European market.112  

To that end, Lockheed’s pragmatic ambitions for the program mirrored those in 

Bonn, and the aspects of Lockheed’s offer that elevated it above the competition were the 

concrete and material means that it offered to allow Bonn to achieve all of its strategic 

ambitions for the aviation sector. While multiple bids (including Dassault’s) offered West 

German firms the opportunity to secure the license-production rights for a cutting-edge 

combat aircraft, Lockheed’s offer went one step further and gave Bonn intellectual 

property rights to the F-104G variant, and in turn the right to issue sub-production 

licenses for that aircraft within Europe. This important caveat offered the Federal 

Republic the opportunity to accrue political and economic capital as the de facto leader of 

the Starfighter management and production consortiums within NATO.  

 
112 Protokoll der Besprechung mit Vertretern der deutschen Luftfahrt-, Triebwerks 

und Elektronik-Industrie am 5.2.58 im BMWtdg, Bonn-Hardt 
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CHAPTER 8  

THE NATO STARFIGHTER CONSORTIUM 

 

In May 1961, General Ferdinando Raffaeli of the Italian Air Force gave an 

interview to the publication Interavia in which he expounded on what he saw as the 

hoped-for beginning of a golden age for multinational aviation in Europe. In his view, the 

devastation wrought by the Second World War and ensuring Cold War arms race had 

ensured that European states no longer possessed the resources to maintain wholly 

autonomous national armaments sectors, particularly in the realm of military aviation. To 

that end, he expressed doubt that any European country could defend its own territory, 

much less wage an active war, if it was limited to its own natural resources, finances, and 

industrial capacity. These economic hardships and technical deficiencies had required 

European nations to turn to the United States to provide the initial impetus needed to 

rebuild their war-ravaged industrial sectors. 1  

However, in Raffaeli’s opinion, American economic aid could only be seen as a 

temporary measure to provide Western European countries with the time and resources to 

stimulate and organize their domestic industrial sectors. Compounding these deficiencies, 

the rapid pace of technological development in aviation had made European countries 

incapable of keeping up in the Cold War’s arms race and made it a much simpler 

 
1Abschrift aus Interavia, Heft Nr. 5/1961, 16 Jahrgang, Seite 618, Das Problem 

der europäischen Zusammenarbeit von General Ferdinando Raffaeli, Rom, archive 

signature BW 1/34730, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv, 1-2. 
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prospect to become dependent on imported aircraft from the US, UK, or France rather 

than take the risk of autonomous research and production.2 

While creating a sustainable military aviation sector during the Cold War was a 

daunting task, the conditions provided the perfect moment for Western Europe to embark 

on multinational cooperation, which Raffaeli saw as the most logical path forward. He 

advocated that European countries eschew the drive for national autarky in favor of a 

multinational collaboration to pool industrial resources and allocate work according to an 

individual nation’s strengths. Further, collaboration would allow participating states to 

reduce their usage of foreign currency reserves for the procurement of weapons, weapon 

systems and accessories. Rather, they could utilize national currencies to self-finance 

their portion of the production. He believed that the governments of Western Europe had 

an unparalleled opportunity to jointly exploit markets, reduce costs to more manageable 

levels, and curtail inefficient and counterproductive competition.3  

Raffaeli pointed to the 1950 establishment of the European Association of 

Aerospace Industries in France as well as multiple bilateral agreements throughout the 

1950s as providing a template for the shift to a multinational model in European military 

aviation. These efforts fostered the successful multinational production and management 

of critical aircraft including the Lockheed F-104G and the Fiat G.91 within NATO’s 

 
2Abchrift aus Interavia, Heft Nr. 5/1961, 16 Jahrgang, Seite 618, Das Problem 

der europäischen Zusammenarbeit von General Ferdinando Raffaeli, Rom, archive 

signature BW 1/34730, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv, 1-2. 

3 Abchrift aus Interavia, Heft Nr. 5/1961, 16 Jahrgang, Seite 618, Das Problem 

der erupäischen Zusammenarbeit von General Ferdinando Raffaeli, Rom, archive 

signature BW 1/34730, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2. 
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framework. They also served as bridges to a further broadening of scope and enabled 

what Raffaeli identified as the third phase of European cooperation characterized by 

improved organizational arrangements, accelerated production methods, and increased 

earnings. He described this third phase as “a ray of hope” for the continent.4 

Raffaeli was hardly alone in viewing the early 1960s as a critical moment in the 

evolution of multinational cooperation for European military aviation. It was just this 

Zeitgeist that West German policymakers sought to harness with the purchase of 

licensing rights for the Lockheed F-104G Starfighter. Throughout the Cold War, the West 

German government prioritized cooperation with NATO partners relative to national 

ambition or autarky.5 While the Starfighter possessed great value for the modernization 

of the Federal Republic’s military and the country’s domestic aviation sector, it was the 

international dimension that defined its larger importance for Bonn’s foreign and security 

policymaking. This chapter will show how the Federal Republic parlayed demand for the 

Starfighter among European allies to create and lead multinational production and 

management consortiums within NATO with the goal of replicating its success to create a 

cutting-edge and truly European combat aircraft to succeed the F-104. In turn it will show 

how the Federal Republic diverged from the nationalistic autarky that had defined 

German military-aviation prior to 1945 in favor of a model that was deeply integrated 

 
4 Abchrift aus Interavia, Heft Nr. 5/1961, 16 Jahrgang, Seite 618, Das Problem 

der europäischen Zusammenarbeit von General Ferdinando Raffaeli, Rom, archive 

signature BW 1/34730, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-4. 

5 Huebner, “The Importance of Arms Exports and Armament Cooperation for the 

West German Defense Industrial Base,” 144-145. 
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with partner states and under the overt auspices of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization.    

 

NATO’s Correlated and Collaborative Production 

NATO was involved in fostering weapons cooperation, planning, and support 

from its earliest years. While the alliance lacked the authority to directly conduct 

research, development, or production of armament and equipment, it embraced a 

facilitation role that provided interested national governments with a collaborative 

framework to improve both their individual defense capabilities and in turn NATO’s 

collective defense. NATO’s first forays into collaborative defense production began in 

November 1949 with the establishment of the Military Production and Supply Board, 

which was replaced by the Defense Production Board. These organizations were designed 

to identify where the largest production deficiencies existed within the alliance, and on 

the basis of intensive analysis conducted by subject-matter specialists, provide 

recommendations to the member states on how to increase output. The goal of these 

organizations coincided with NATO’s Annual and Triennial Review procedures, which 

developed proposals to reconcile NATO’s military requirements with the resources 

available to its member states. By 1960, the Armaments Committee had been established 

to oversee these goals with a purview that included matters of applied research and 
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development, as well as the Production Logistics and Infrastructure Division within 

NATO’s International Staff.6  

The massive influx of US military equipment and financial support in the 

immediate postwar period helped to ensure that there was a degree of uniformity by 

default within NATO. Subsequently, Standardization Agreements (STANAGs) 

promulgated by NATO’s Military Agency for Standardization laid the groundwork for 

standardization and common procurement. Within aviation, the NATO Maintenance and 

Supply Organization (NAMSO) was established largely to facilitate the collaborative 

joint procurement of spare parts and other materiel needed by European militaries to 

maintain and operate the aircraft they had acquired from the US7  

In 1952/1953, the International Staff began to foster collaborative production for 

major weapons systems, including aircraft. The initial model of multinational 

coordination was referred to internally as “correlated production,” which created a 

convoluted arrangement in which the involved countries agreed to take on multiple 

interconnected aircraft production contracts. Correlated production facilitated the 

production and assembly of multiple postwar designs including the British Hawker 

Hunter in the UK; Netherlands; and Belgium, the American F-86 in Italy, the British De 

Havilland Vampire in France, the British Canberra bomber in the US, and the British 

Gloster Meteor in the Netherlands utilizing Rolls-Royce engines produced in Belgium. 

 
6 North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Aspects of NATO Series 1 No. 9 Armaments 

Cooperation Planning and Support, archive signature 0913, NATO Archives, 1. 

7 North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Aspects of NATO Series 1 No. 9 Armaments 

Cooperation Planning and Support, archive signature 0913, NATO Archives, 2. 
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However, the correlated production model rapidly proved deficient due to its limited 

scope, inefficiencies, and lack of central planning or oversight. No effort was made to 

craft an overall strategy that reflected NATO’s equipment needs, while the parceling of 

production contracts between countries was haphazard. This adversely affected efficiency 

given the divergent levels of economic and industrial development in each country while 

also encouraging national governments (notably France and the UK) to favor their 

domestic industries over the needs of the greater program. Critically, it was discovered 

that imposing complicated production programs on industry stifled competition and 

innovation.8 

NATO continued to push for multinational collaboration as the complexity and 

cost of weapons systems increased over the 1950s. In lieu of correlated production, the 

alliance instead fostered collaborative agreements on an individual basis to allow member 

states to pool resources and expertise while avoiding the byzantine complexity and lack 

of centralized oversight that had undermined the efficiency of correlated production. 

Costly and complex aviation projects continued to typify NATO’s collaborative ethos, 

with the Fiat G.91 and Breguet Atlantic both marking early successes of the new model. 

The United States became a vocal backer of this form of collaboration after its 

experiences in bearing the sole cost for the design and manufacture of multiple complex 

weapons systems. The Eisenhower administration encouraged its NATO allies to 

undertake coordinated production as a means of diffusing the immense costs inherent to 

 
8 North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Aspects of NATO Series 1 No. 9 Armaments 

Cooperation Planning and Support, archive signature 0913, NATO Archives, 2-3. 
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the production of advanced weapons systems. To encourage this development, at the 

1957 NATO Heads of Government Meeting, Eisenhower offered to provide American 

technical expertise and experience to European allies undertaking collaborative weapons 

production.9   

Beyond the overt military value of the alliance, by 1958 the US envisioned export 

sales to European allies as a means of stimulating domestic economic growth, lowering 

the per-unit cost of equipment for the US military, and mitigating the deployment and 

maintenance costs of the 350,000 American service personnel on the continent. To that 

end, the US pushed for the adoption of coordinated production that encouraged European 

allies to source and produce American products, and successfully lobbied to disband the 

NATO Basic Military Requirements system with the Conference of National Armaments 

Directors. This abolished the need for unanimity and a rigid process in favor of 

encouraging European partner countries “wishing to join together to cooperate can do so 

in as free and flexible a manner as possible.”10    

By 1958, NATO had acquired enough experience in fostering multinational 

collaboration to begin the process of refining its organizational approach. Earlier efforts 

had made it clear that intensive cooperative planning utilizing established procedures was 

required at the outset to promote a successful program over the entirety of its service life. 

In 1959, NATO introduced the NATO Basic Military Requirement (NBMR) as a baseline 

 
9 North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Aspects of NATO Series 1 No. 9 Armaments 

Cooperation Planning and Support, archive signature 0913, NATO Archives, 3-4. 

10 Wallace J. Thies, Friendly Rivals: Bargaining and Burden-Sharing in NATO 

(London: M.E. Sharpe, 2003), 119. 
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standard for the alliance’s fundamental military requirements and the operational 

characteristics and technical specifications needed to meet them. The NBMR was 

designed to spur innovation and collaboration by granting member states flexibility in 

meeting requirements.11 This revised system gave rise to consortia attached to individual 

(generally expensive or complicated) weapons programs like the Starfighter. Generally, a 

consortium formed initially outside of the official NATO framework as a means of 

coordinating manufacturers and interested countries. Once a consortium had formed, it 

would quickly be placed under NATO’s control in order to afford the stakeholders 

greater diplomatic privileges on issues including the handling of classified materials and 

customs duties, while making the procurement of a weapons system an easier sell to 

national legislatures.12 

 

Building a Multinational Starfighter Program 

One of the first successes of this refined approach was the collaborative European 

production of the F-104G Starfighter. 13 For NATO, the Starfighter was the culmination 

of all the positive traits that it had developed over the prior decade in cultivating 

collaborative production among its member states. It involved multiple partner countries 

 
11 North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Aspects of NATO Series 1 No. 9 

Armaments Cooperation Planning and Support, archive signature 0913, NATO Archives, 

5-6. 

12 Thiess, Friendly Rivals, 119-120. 

13 North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Aspects of NATO Series 1 No. 9 

Armaments Cooperation Planning and Support, archive signature 0913, NATO Archives, 

5-6. 
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on both sides of the Atlantic and was buoyed by extensive US support. The alliance 

viewed the Starfighter program as a complete success and described the integrated 

NATO-Starfighter program as not only the largest weapons program undertaken to that 

point, but also a “great step forward for the European Aerospace Industry.”14 NATO’s 

desire to bolster member state collaboration in developing and fielding advanced 

weapons systems dovetailed with Bonn’s ambitions to employ advanced military-aviation 

projects as a means of improving its international influence and leadership standing 

within the alliance. The Starfighter was the right program at the right time for both the 

Federal Republic and NATO and it would serve as the bedrock for Bonn’s efforts to 

design and build a truly European successor to the Starfighter. It is impossible to 

contextualize the strategic value of the Starfighter program for West Germany without 

addressing the NATO dimension.  

The first international partner that cultivated a relationship with the Federal 

Republic regarding the Starfighter was Canada, which represents anoutlier in this 

narrative. Unlike Belgium, the Netherlands, or Italy, Canada was not interested in taking 

a direct part in the F-104G’s unified production. Rather, Canada sought to form a 

correlated partnership with Bonn that maximized cost-savings on shared components 

while maintaining two distinct Starfighter variants predicated on divergent national 

defense needs. In December 1959, Canada concluded a purchasing agreement with 

Lockheed to develop the CF-104, which like the F-104G was to be a modified variant of 

 
14 North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Aspects of NATO Series 1 No. 9 

Armaments Cooperation Planning and Support, archive signature 0913, NATO Archives, 

6. 
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the F-104C fighter-bomber then in service with the USAF tailored to national 

specifications. However, the Canadian government became aware that the F-104G 

offered multiple technical improvements over the F-104C, and it worked with Bonn to 

bring the CF-104 in line with the more advanced design.15  

As early as August 1959, the Aircraft Branch of Canada’s Department of Defense 

Production approached the Federal Republic’s Defense Ministry to discuss a cost-sharing 

agreement to pay for reconfiguration costs and fees for features that were common 

between the CF-104 and F-104G. By that point, Bonn had paid $35 million (around 147 

million DM) to Lockheed (30 percent of its total owed) for the development contract and 

delivery of the initial sixty-six aircraft.16 The estimated development costs were 

$28,055,192 of the total price, while the estimated development costs for common 

features was $21,845,408. West Germany proposed a firm price of $10,922,704 USD and 

agreed to assume all risk for development costs exceeding that total.17 Beyond the cost-

 
15 Department of Defense Production Ottawa, Canada, Contract to Provide for 

Sharing Costs for Reconfiguration of F-104C to F-104G Version, June 15, 1960, archive 

signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, compartment 

4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 

16 According to World Bank data, the official exchange rate was 4.2 DM to $1 in 

1960. 

“Official Exchange Rate (LCU per US$, period average)-Germany,” The World 

Bank, accessed March 21, 2022, 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/PA.NUS.FCRF?end=1964&locations=DE&start=19

60. 

17 Canada Department of Defense Production Aviation Branch, Minutes of a 

Meeting Between Dr. A. Rennert-German Ministry of Defense Dr. Deunert- German 

Ministry of Defense, A.D. Belyea-Deputy Director, Aircraft Branch D.D.P., J.L. Bush-

Chief No. 1 Division, Aircraft Branch, D.D.P., and W.M. James-Section head, No. 1 

Division, Aircraft Branch, D.D.P., August 5, 1959, archive signature BW 1/1639, 

https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/PA.NUS.FCRF?end=1964&locations=DE&start=1960
https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/PA.NUS.FCRF?end=1964&locations=DE&start=1960
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sharing consideration, Canada chose to pursue the CF-104 rather than purchase the F-

104G due to a divergence in tactical requirements. Where the Federal Republic required a 

true multi-role aircraft capable of air defense, close air support, reconnaissance and 

tactical nuclear delivery, Canada had simpler requirements for a less complex interceptor 

and reconnaissance platform.18   

Canada’s offer to share costs came at an opportune moment for the Federal 

Republic. Scarcely six months after signing its purchasing agreement with Lockheed, 

Bonn was facing significant cost overruns with the Starfighter. Based on experience with 

prior aircraft, the Defense Ministry estimated that technical changes and modifications 

made over the course of the Starfighter’s lifespan would cost around 75 million DM. 

However, unplanned increases in development costs upended this carefully crafted 

estimate and the Defense Ministry’s Abteilung Technik articulated a belief that additional 

or unspecified charges not included in Lockheed’s original estimate would cost an 

additional 50 million DM.19 Cost increases of over 100 percent were experienced for 

certain electronics and pieces of equipment. An additional 33 million DM was required to 

procure 34 spare J79 engines along with their required tools and repair equipment on top 

of the 35 million DM that had already been allocated for the purchase. Additionally, 

 

location 22, magazine, H3 OG, series 410, shelf 3, compartment 6, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 

18 Niederschrift zu der am 6.10.59 bei Abt. W Stattgefundenen Besprechung 

betreffend F-104, October 8, 1959, archive signature BW 1/1639, location 22, magazine, 

H3 OG, series 410, shelf 3, compartment 6. 

19 17,400,000 DM was required for the F-104G’s cameras alone. 
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flight safety modifications that had been made to the engines following the conclusion of 

the purchase agreement were expected to cost another 13 million DM to implement. To 

curtail the cost overruns as much as possible, the Defense Ministry advised that the BWB 

be given tighter control over the overall project to prevent further spiraling and 

strenuously advocated that the F-104G and CF-104 resemble each other as much as 

possible to ensure Canada bore a significant amount of the total financial burden.20  

These negotiations resulted in an agreement signed on June 15, 1960, between 

Defense Minister Strauß and Canadian Minister of Defense Production O’Hurley. Canada 

agreed to pay fifty percent of the costs that Germany had incurred with Lockheed through 

its development and purchase agreement for all common features between the F-104G 

and CF-104. In return, the Federal Republic would pay fifty percent of Canada’s incurred 

costs for features peculiar to the CF-104 that West Germany may choose to adopt. The 

initial payment made by Canada to the Federal Republic totaled $2,750,000 USD to be 

adjusted by audit as needed.21 Additionally, each country pledged to discuss all proposed 

changes to their aircraft to ensure that the F-104G and CF-104 remained as similar as 

possible. However, if “overriding considerations of an operational character” necessitated 

 
20 Dr. Knieper, Betr.: Fiat G 91 und Lockheed F 104 G, September 8, 1959, 

archive signature BW 1/1639, location 22, magazine, H3 OG, series 410, shelf 3, 

compartment 6, 1-2. 

21 Department of Defense Production Ottawa, Canada, Contract to Provide for 

Sharing Costs for Reconfiguration of F-104C to F-104G Version, June 15, 1960, archive 

signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, compartment 

4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3. 
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a technical modification by one government or the other, then each agreed that all costs 

incurred were to be borne solely by the country making the modification.22  

The agreement also stipulated that should Lockheed issue license-production 

contracts for either the F-104G or CF-104 to a third-party country, then that country 

would pay a proportionate share of the technical costs. As has been shown through West 

Germany’s purchase agreement with Lockheed, the company was required to pay the 

German government a fixed sum for all aircraft sold by the company to a third-party. Per 

the agreement between Canada and the Federal Republic, the provision was broadened so 

that each country received an equal payment under the common features cost-sharing 

proviso if either the F-104G or CF-104 was sold more broadly. Royalties would also be 

collected for components and spare parts and divided equally.23 

While the agreement with Canada was associative rather than directly 

collaborative, it served as a watershed moment in Bonn’s international ambitions for the 

Starfighter program and demonstrated the importance the Federal Republic had acquired 

in the immediate aftermath of the aircraft’s acquisition. The cost and profit-sharing 

arrangement marked a major departure point from the nationalism and autarky that had 

defined major military aviation projects in prior German governments and serve as 

 
22 Department of Defense Production Ottawa, Canada, Contract to Provide for 

Sharing Costs for Reconfiguration of F-104C to F-104G Version, June 15, 1960, archive 

signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, compartment 

4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 4-5. 

23 Department of Defense Production Ottawa, Canada, Contract to Provide for 

Sharing Costs for Reconfiguration of F-104C to F-104G Version, June 15, 1960, archive 

signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, compartment 

4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 5-6. 
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another example of Bonn’s financial savvy in diffusing the cost and risk inherent to 

undertaking the Starfighter’s production. It also demonstrated the wisdom in Bonn’s 

decision to include more advanced components in the F-104G relative to the F-104C 

produced for the USAF. In so doing, Bonn ensured that the West German variant of the 

Starfighter not only had a longer viable life expectancy, but also made it more desirable 

as an acquisition for other interested countries. Canada’s decision to base the CF-104 on 

the German F-104G rather than the American F-104C provides a clear example of the 

strategic forethought that went into Bonn’s decision. The arrangement with Canada was 

the first major international agreement that the Federal Republic brokered regarding the 

Starfighter with a NATO ally, but it was by no means the last.     

While the Federal Republic was the object of intense American attention, it was 

not the only European country that was targeted by Lockheed and the US government to 

purchase the Starfighter. Other NATO allies that were interested in modernizing their 

combat aircraft inventories also represented viable export markets. Notable among these 

countries were Belgium and the Netherlands, which due to their small size, limited 

budgets, and unified pilot training programs looked to make a collaborative purchase of 

two hundred aircraft each to save on costs and streamline logistics. As they had in West 

Germany, Dassault and Lockheed each courted the Dutch and Belgian governments 

heavily in 1959 to try to secure a license-production agreement. However, the sale of the 

Starfighter to the Federal Republic was the pivotal moment as it opened the door for a 
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tripartite unified production agreement.24 This moment represented a triumph not only for 

the United States and Lockheed, but also for West Germany as it took the first 

meaningful step toward building a collaborative multinational aviation sector within 

NATO.  

The agreement signed between the defense ministers of the Federal Republic, 

Belgium, and the Netherlands reflected these ambitions. From the outset, the value of the 

unified production agreement was couched overtly in international terms, specifically its 

utility for NATO. The F-104G was described as the high-performance aircraft most 

suitable to enable those countries to support NATO’s defense. In turn, the joint selection 

of the Starfighter promoted the standardization of large-scale weapons systems within 

NATO’s collaborative framework, which was also expected to increase the alliance’s 

effectiveness.  Economically, license production of the Starfighter was praised as having 

immense benefits for each country’s aviation sector, while integrated production would 

allow West Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands to pool resources and production 

capacity while maximizing efficiency through “rational, labor-based” production 

methods.25 

 

 
24 Militär-ökonomisches Bulletin Nr. 1/60 Stand: 15. 1. 1960, archive signature 

DVW 1/25776/b, location 22, magazine, H5 EG, series 419, shelf 1, Bundesarchiv 

Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-4. 

25 Protokoll In ihrer Sitzung vom 5. März 1960 in Bonn-der Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung 

des Königreiches der Belgier und der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der 

Niederlande, March 5, 1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 

OG, series 185, shelf 3, compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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To govern this multinational effort, a control board was established in the German 

city of Koblenz, which was also the home of the Bundeswehr’s Bundesamt für 

Wehrtechnik und Bescahffung. This organization coordinated the integrated production 

and logistics programs and provided proper management of the multinational Starfighter 

program. Included on the board were representatives from each of the three governments, 

each country’s aviation sector, and Lockheed. An executive council and a subordinate 

permanent directorate both composed of one representative from each country were given 

sufficient powers and structured to make decisions quickly and decisively. Invested in the 

council was the power to make decisions regarding the organization and distribution of 

work for the management and control organization as well as the power to advise national 

procurement offices regarding the drafting and conclusion of procurement contracts. It 

was also empowered to formulate basic rules for the drafting and awarding of contracts, 

the financing and administration of licenses, patents, and inventions, subcontracting, 

quality control, the financing of special equipment and laying out the financial 

consequences for contract cancellations.26 The provisions of this protocol were to remain 

binding so long as at least one of the participating states utilized the F-104G for its 

military.27 

 
26 Protokoll In ihrer Sitzung vom 5. März 1960 in Bonn-der Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung 

des Königreiches der Belgier und der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der 

Niederlande, March 5, 1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 

OG, series 185, shelf 3, compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3. 

27 Protokoll In ihrer Sitzung vom 5. März 1960 in Bonn-der Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung 

des Königreiches der Belgier und der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der 
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While the tripartite production consortium treated each member as an equal 

partner, the Federal Republic rapidly consolidated its financial and industrial advantages 

into a position of de facto leadership. To facilitate the establishment of this unified 

production arrangement, Bonn agreed to divert a production quota worth 1.8 billion DM 

to Belgium and the Netherlands to bolster their aviation sectors and support the license 

production effort until it could be determined how much Mutual Assistance Program 

funding they would receive.2829 Additionally, the Federal Republic pledged to advocate 

on behalf of its European partners with the United States to secure MAP funding for their 

license production efforts.30  

The success of these early efforts at international collaboration in tandem with the 

desirability of the technically sophisticated F-104G as a front-line combat aircraft among 

NATO countries continued to pay dividends for Bonn. By December 1960, Italy had 

 

Niederlande, March 5, 1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 

OG, series 185, shelf 3, compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 6. 

28 Belgium and the Netherlands were given the discretion to shift up to 10 percent 

of this total to one or the other country as well as the option to receive up to 20 percent of 

the 1.8 billion DM quota in other forms of compensation including production orders for 

other weapons systems. 

29 Protokoll In ihrer Sitzung vom 5. März 1960 in Bonn-der Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung 

des Königreiches der Belgier und der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der 

Niederlande, March 5, 1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 

OG, series 185, shelf 3, compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-4. 

30 Protokoll vom 5. März 1960 in Bonn-der Bundesminister für Verteidigung der 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung des Königreiches 

der Belgier und der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der Niederlande, March 

5, 1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 

3, compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3-5. 
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announced its intention to join the Federal Republic, Belgium, and the Netherlands within 

the proposed NATO Starfighter consortium. The revised Protocol for the Licensed 

Production of the Starfighter parroted the earlier tripartite agreement in touting the 

Starfighter as a critical improvement for NATO’s defensive capabilities and 

standardization as well as a major economic boon for the involved countries. 31  It also 

reiterated the governing organization articulated in the earlier agreement and kept the 

headquarters in Koblenz.32  

Under the revised agreement, each country agreed to take part in a unified license 

production program that would initially produce 604 Starfighters for the Federal 

Republic, 95 for the Netherlands, 75 for Belgium, and 75 for Italy. In addition to the 

valued production quota of 1.8 billion DM that had been awarded to Belgium and the 

Netherlands, Italy was granted a production allocation of 250 million DM, of which 180 

million DM was diverted from the initial Dutch quota. Asserting its financial leadership 

of the program, the Federal Republic guaranteed that it would provide compensation 

worth 18 percent of each country’s production quotas in other armaments programs 

 
31 Protokoll zum Starfighter-Nachbauprogramm-der Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung 

des Königreiches der Belgier, der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der 

Niederlande, und der Minister für Verteidigung der Italienischen Republik, December 17, 

1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, 

compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1. 

32 Protokoll zum Starfighter-Nachbauprogramm-der Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung 

des Königreiches der Belgier, der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der 

Niederlande, und der Minister für Verteidigung der Italienischen Republik, December 17, 

1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, 

compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3. 
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should the Starfighter program not achieve full implementation. The protocol also 

enshrined the cost-sharing agreement that the Federal Republic had concluded with 

Canada and bound the Netherlands, Belgium, and Italy to uphold it. The Federal Republic 

had made good its offer to serve as interlocutor with the US and secured $140 million in 

Mutual Assistance Program funds to support these production efforts.33 

Whereas the prior agreement had touted the future utility of the Starfighter’s 

licensed production consortium’s future utility for NATO, the new protocol formally 

stipulated that it should be a NATO subsidiary body. To that end, each government 

recommended that the Armaments Committee of the North Atlantic Council accept this 

union as the “NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization.” The NATO F-104G 

Starfighter Production Organization would be financed by the participating governments, 

operate in accordance with NATO administrative guidelines, submit annual reports to the 

North Atlantic Council, and be subject to audits by the NATO Board of Auditors. 

Additionally, the protocol stated that the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production 

Organization would be required to have “adequate” representation from both the broader 

alliance and the US government. Additional American aid for the European Starfighter 

program would be negotiated, and indeed beyond the signatures of each country’s 

 
33 Protokoll zum Starfighter-Nachbauprogramm-der Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung 

des Königreiches der Belgier, der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der 

Niederlande, und der Minister für Verteidigung der Italienischen Republik, December 17, 

1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, 

compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 2-3. 
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defense minister, the protocol required a confirmation of continued American financial 

support to fully come into effect.34  

These agreements between Bonn and its NATO allies served as the prime 

example of West Germany’s rejection of nationalistic protectionism as an unjustifiably 

narrow framework upon which to rebuild its military aviation sector in postwar Europe. 

Instead, it marked Bonn’s shift to viewing military aviation from a perspective that 

encompassed not only its domestic market concerns, but also those of its allies in 

Western Europe to make West German products more internationally competitive. 

Beyond the diplomatic coup, expanding the Starfighter into a multinational production 

consortium provided the Federal Republic with a financial reprieve from the immense 

costs it had incurred. By diffusing development costs for the F-104G among multiple 

partner countries, in February 1960 the Federal Republic was able to recoup around 40 

million DM of the 135 million DM it had originally paid Lockheed with some defense 

planners calling for that amount to be immediately re-invested in other domestic F-104G 

projects, including the development of an advanced reconnaissance pod.35  

 

 
34 Protokoll zum Starfighter-Nachbauprogramm-der Bundesminister für 

Verteidigung der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, der Minister für Nationale Verteidigung 

des Königreiches der Belgier, der Minister für Verteidigung des Königreiches der 

Niederlande, und der Minister für Verteidigung der Italienischen Republik, December 17, 

1960, archive signature BW 1/478436, location 22, magazine, H2 OG, series 185, shelf 3, 

compartment 4, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 5-7. 

35 Vermerk Besprechung mit Herrn Staatssekretär am 2.2.60, February 3, 1960, 

archive signature BW 1/1639, location 22, magazine, H3 OG, series 410, shelf 3, 

compartment 6, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-2. 
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The NATO Starfighter Consortium 

Following the successful arbitration of the multinational production agreements, 

the defense ministers of the budding Starfighter Consortium signed an accord with the 

United States in December 1960 and subsequently applied for formal NATO recognition 

as a subsidiary body. 36 Again, the Federal Republic stands out as leading the effort to 

achieve recognition, as it negotiated directly with NATO on behalf of the other three 

governments and submitted the official request for recognition.37 The memorandum of 

agreement established that the US government and its aviation sector would provide 

financial support and technical expertise to the nascent consortium as a means of guiding 

it through this immense undertaking.38 Bonn’s status as the driver for integration within 

NATO was apparent in the earliest meetings between the countries of the budding 

Starfighter consortium and the alliance. At a February 1961 meeting of the NATO 

Weapon System Phasing Group held at the Defense Ministry in Bonn, the West German 

delegation led the briefings in tandem with delegations from Lockheed and NATO. The 

German delegation provided a detailed briefing on the Starfighter’s technical 

requirements and procurement/development programs, as well as the organizations that 

 
36 NATO Information Division, Coordinated Production of the F-104G 

Starfighter Aircraft in Europe, June 12, 1961, archive signature SM (62)01-ENG, NATO 

Archives. 

37 “Co-Ordinated Production of the F-104G Starfighter Aircraft in Europe 

Memorandum by the Chairman of the Armaments Committee,” June 3, 1961, archive 

signature box IS-D106-239, folder NPLO 4_1_01 (2), NATO Archives, 1,3. 

38 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 

31, 1966, archive signature box IS-D106-246, folder NPLO 4_2_09, NATO Archives, 

10. 
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currently existed to facilitate coordination between governments and industry. It also laid 

out a list of organizational and coordination challenges facing the nascent consortium and 

pushed the other member states to accept the maximum amount of support available from 

NATO to mitigate those challenges.39 40 

The request to join NATO was granted by June 1961. The program was 

immediately touted by the alliance as the largest cooperative development and production 

effort that it had yet experienced and was praised as a major boon for NATO’s common 

defense through multinational cooperation, standardization, and pooling of common 

resources. At the outset, NATO estimated the manufacturing program to last around four 

years and result in the production of well over one thousand aircraft within Europe. The 

Starfighter’s construction was expected to provide a major economic boost to the 

participating states by employing thousands of workers at over one hundred firms across 

multiple economic sectors. Beyond the United States, Federal Republic of Germany, 

Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands as official members, Canada became an affiliated 

country in order to take part in development work given the many technical similarities 

 
39 These organizational challenges included developing procedures for 

coordination of operations, training programs, logistics support, identical ground and 

airborne equipment, common sources of supply and maintenance, and infrastructure 

programs for cross servicing. 

40 “Meeting of the NATO Weapon System Phasing Group on Lockheed F-104G 

held at the Ministry of Defense, Bonn, 26 January, 1961“, February 3, 1961, archive 

signature box IS-NISAC07-007, NATO Archives. 
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between its CF-104 and the F-104G.41 Further, an agreement concluded in 1961 between 

the Federal Republic and NATO’s International Secretariat granted NATO status to any 

alliance-affiliated production and logistics organization established within West German 

territory. This agreement signaled not only the near-term value that Bonn placed on the 

alliance, but also cemented its centrality and permanence in West German strategic 

planning.42 

The NATO Starfighter Consortium was composed of multiple subsidiary bodies, 

but most important were the NATO Starfighter Production Organization (NASPO) and 

the NATO Starfighter Management Office (NASMO). The former oversaw the 

multinational production of the F-104G in Europe and was overseen by a multinational 

board of directors with a representative representing each of the four consortium 

countries, NATO’s Secretary General, SHAPE, and the US. NASMO was composed 

largely of permanent professional staff under the direction of a general manager. It was 

split into seven divisions and oversaw the coordination and supervision of the Starfighter 

program with the power to advise NASPO’s directors and offer recommendations to the 

 
41 NATO Information Division, Coordinated Production of the F-104G 

Starfighter Aircraft in Europe, June 12, 1961, archive signature SM (62)01-ENG, NATO 

Archives. 

42 NATO Maintenance and Supply Agency F-104-Procurement Center, Koblenz, 

Minutes of the Weapon System Partnership Meeting in Paris on 28 and 29 July 1965, 

August 18, 1965, archive signature box IS-D106-207, folder NPLO 3_5_03, NATO 

Archives, 2. 
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private firms taking part. In this it was supported by liaison offices from each of the 

consortium countries, the USAF, RCAF, and foreign aviation firms.43  

A key demonstration of German leadership within the Starfighter Consortium was 

the selection of Henrich Sellschopp as the first general director of NASMO.44 Sellschopp 

had previously headed the BWB throughout the Starfighter selection process and was 

deeply involved in negotiations around the West German acquisition of the Starfighter 

with both Lockheed and the US government.45 Indeed, he had led the German delegation 

to the United States in December 1958 to conduct intensive discussions with the 

Department of Defense, Lockheed, and General Electric in the leadup to the signing of 

the license production agreement.46 Subsequently he led the BWB in negotiating with 

Belgium, Canada, the Netherlands, and Italy regarding their taking part in the F-104G’s 

license production.47 

 
43 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 

31, 1966, archive signature box IS-D106-246, folder NPLO 4_2_09, NATO Archives, 

11. 

44 “Tagebuch des Inspekteurs der Luftwaffe 1963,” March 11, 1963, Archive 

Signature, BL/1/14654 Location 22, Magazine, H1 OG, Series 159, Shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

45 “Kalifornische Preise,” Der Spiegel, February 3, 1959, 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/kalifornische-preise-a-cf173442-0002-0001-0000-

000042624035?context=issue. 

46 “Bericht über die Diesntreise nach den Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika vom 

1.-21.12.1958, Zweck: Untersuchung der Voraussetzungen für den Nachbau der 

Flugzeuge Lockheed F-104 und der dazugehörigen Motoren General Electric J-79,” 

December 29, 1958, B/102/107345 Location 10, Magazine, II 2B U.2.06, Shelf 0, 

Bundesarchiv Koblenz. 

47 “Betr.: Nachbau F 104-deutsche Version- hier: Erhöhung der Stückzahlen 

durch Aufträge aus Holland und Belgien. Bezug: Besprechung mit Herrn Direktor 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/kalifornische-preise-a-cf173442-0002-0001-0000-000042624035?context=issue
https://www.spiegel.de/politik/kalifornische-preise-a-cf173442-0002-0001-0000-000042624035?context=issue
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In September 1961, the Federal Republic, Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands 

established the Logistics Working Group F-104, which was affiliated with the NATO 

production and management consortium without being an official NATO body. While 

this Logistics Working Group was multinational in makeup and governance with each 

country represented by a director, it clearly reflected West Germany’s de facto leadership 

of the European Starfighter program. The German member of the directorate served as 

the group’s chairman, while the organization was headquartered at the Luftwaffe’s 

airbase at Köln-Wahn. Indeed, these offices were housed directly within the offices of the 

Materialamt der deutschen Luftwaffe and tasked with working in close cooperation with 

the Luftwaffe’s Arbeitsstaab F-104G to resolve technical issues and develop 

modifications for the aircraft. The Arbeitsstaab F-104G was in turn responsible for the 

control of all weapon system configurations, development work, information analysis 

(including accident reports), testing regimens, and assessment of any modifications that 

stem from changing operational requirements for both the Luftwaffe and NATO 

Starfighter programs.48  In addition to the countries that made up the production 

consortium, the Logistics Working Group also hosted liaison officers from other NATO 

Starfighter operators including the United States, Canada, Norway, and Denmark.49  

 

Sellschopp vom BWB, Koblenz, amd 4.9. 1959,” September 4, 1959, B/102/107345 

Location 10, Magazine, II 2B U.2.06, Shelf 0, Bundesarchiv Koblenz. 

48 “Armaments Committee Basic Agreements-Methods of Management Within 

NPLOs-Methods of the NATO F.104G Starfighter Production Organization,” December 

13, 1963, archive signature box IS-D106-239, folder NPLO 4_1_01, NATO Archives, 

11-12. 

49 Chairman of the Logistics Working Group F-104 Luftwaffe Colonel Paul to the 

Secretary General of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Authorization to handle 
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Beyond the overt consolidation of organizational authority, Bonn also exercised a 

great deal of financial power relative to its fellow consortium members. West Germany 

contributed 40 percent of the operating and administrative costs of NASPO compared to 

20 percent each for Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands.50 This financial contribution 

grew following the end of active Starfighter production in 1966. Between 1968 and 1975, 

the Federal Republic was responsible for 64 percent of the NATO F-104 Weapon System 

Partnership’s costs, which was the largest share by a clear margin. Italy paid 13 percent 

of costs, the Netherlands 12.5 percent, and Belgium 10.5 percent.51 In addition, the 

Federal Republic had secured US financial aid for NASPO that totaled $140 million, 

which proved critical to the successful production of the F-104G in Europe.52 Of that 

total, $35 million was allocated each to Belgium and the Netherlands and $70 million to 

Italy.53  

 

NATO classified information, August 1, 1967, archive signature box IS-D106-207, folder 

NPLO 3_5_03, NATO Archives 1-2. 

50 “Charter of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” archive 

signature box IS-D106-239, folder NPLO 4_1_01, NATO Archives, 9. 

51 Partiticpation of Greece in the F-104 Programme, November 10, 1977, archive 

signature box IS-D106-209, NATO Archives, 1-2. 

52 “NATO F. 104 G Starfighter Production Organization,” July 12, 1962, archive 

signature box IS-D106-239, folder NPLO 4_1_01 (1), NATO Archives, 3. 

53 “Technical Arrangements Between the Governments of the United States of 

America, Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands, 

Regarding the Production of the F-104G Starfighter Aircraft in Europe Under the 

Weapons Production Program,” May 1961, archive signature box IS-D106-239, folder 

NPLO 4_1_01 (1), NATO Archives, Appendix 2. 
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 A fundamental marker of German leadership within these NATO organizations 

was a first among equals’ approach. Even though the Federal Republic was the largest 

operator of the Starfighter and primary political and financial driver of the NATO 

Starfighter Consortium, its procedural power was no greater than the other consortium 

members. Rather than use the NATO Starfighter Consortium as a means of exerting 

dominance over its partner states or as a vehicle to champion its domestic aviation sector 

to the detriment of those in Belgium, Italy, and the Netherlands, the Federal Republic 

fostered an environment of genuine collaboration that worked to the benefit of each 

participant. As will be shown, the reward for this approach to management was the 

opportunity to construct the Starfighter’s successor, a European combat aircraft program 

that employed the full spectrum of lessons learned during the manufacture and 

management of the Starfighter to establish the Federal Republic as a permanent leader in 

military aviation. 

 

Persistent Challenges 

However, while West Germany was the de facto leader of the NATO Starfighter 

Consortium, its inexperience in undertaking a highly complex aircraft program like the 

Starfighter in tandem with the even less experienced personnel at NASMO rapidly 

engendered problems. NASMO faced challenges in managing the immediate and intricate 

task of harmonizing varying national laws, regulations, and contractual methods as well 

as dealing with numerous primary and sub-contracting firms in each of the consortium 
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countries. 54 While Lockheed was involved from the outset in providing technical support 

including manufacturing plans, machine tooling, equipment, and technical personnel for 

“on the spot” assistance, the technical manuals it provided all had to be translated from 

English and converted into metric units of measurement, which NASMO undertook at 

considerable effort and expense. 55    

It rapidly became apparent that the European production of the Starfighter was 

unable to meet the ambitious deadlines laid before it with the resources and experience it 

possessed at the outset. Certain components were simply beyond the capacity of 

European industry to manufacture and parts, assemblies, and several knock-down aircraft 

(inoperable airframes) were purchased from Lockheed and provided to each end-

assembly line. While some were incorporated into the production line, most were used as 

teaching tools and reference points for European manufacturers to lessen the learning 

curve and promote uniform manufacture. However, problems persisted in establishing 

total conformity across the consortium’s production lines, exacerbated by logistical 

problems in receiving timely deliveries from the US as well as quality control issues with 

the parts that did arrive. Additionally, the large number of modifications that were 

 
54 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 

31, 1966, archive signature box IS-D106-246, folder NPLO 4_2_09, NATO Archives, 

11. 

55 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 

31, 1966, archive signature box IS-D106-246, folder NPLO 4_2_09, NATO Archives, 

14. 
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required throughout the Starfighter’s production run served as a major source of 

frustration and delay.56    

The largest tangible challenge facing the NATO Starfighter Consortium was the 

immaturity of the F-104G itself, which had not been fully developed and evaluated before 

entering general production and thus required a significant number of technical 

modifications over the course of the production run as problems were discovered and 

worked through.57 This organizational and technical immaturity had major ramifications 

for the safe operation of the Starfighter, particularly in West German service. While the 

crux of this analysis is not focused on the operational military history of the Starfighter or 

the multitude of challenges and ineptitudes exhibited by German military leadership in 

safely managing the aircraft, it is important to note this instance in which the Federal 

Republic’s ambitions vis-a-vis the Starfighter and NATO contribute directly to the crisis 

that cost 43 pilots and 84 aircraft in its first five years of service.58 

As has been noted, the F-104G was heavily modified from the standard F-

104A/F-104C in USAF service. Its weight was nearly doubled to enable it to carry a wide 

array of conventional and nuclear ordnance at low altitudes and to accommodate its state-

 
56 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 

31, 1966, archive signature box IS-D106-246, folder NPLO 4_2_09, NATO Archives, 

14. 

57 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 

31, 1966, archive signature box IS-D106-246, folder NPLO 4_2_09, NATO Archives, 

11. 

58 “Duftende Stewardeß,” Der Spiegel, June 24, 1968, 

https://www.spiegel.de/politik/duftende-stewardess-a-8632a043-0002-0001-0000-

000046020889. 
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of-the-art electronics suite designed to enable the F-104G to act as an all-weather 

interceptor, nuclear armed fighter-bomber, and reconnaissance platform.59 The additional 

weight was compensated for by the increased power of the uprated J-79-GE-11A engine 

so that the F-104G had a top speed equivalent to the lighter Starfighter variants.60 The F-

104G’s flight computer and electronics underwent a rushed development period that 

occurred concurrently with the rollout of production aircraft.61  

Unsurprisingly, this electronics suite proved mercurial and faulty. The LN-3 

inertial navigation was characterized by high failure rates. In a best-case scenario, the F-

104G required a prolonged warm-up time of ten-fifteen minutes under optimal weather 

conditions to ensure the electronics suite functioned properly. However, even under ideal 

conditions, the computer system was prone to failure. Operating within ideal parameters, 

the LN-3 had an absolute runtime of eighty-four minutes, and a functional runtime of just 

sixty minutes after which it could provide the pilot with deviations of around five 

kilometers. As a result, the navigation and targeting systems were impaired at operational 

 
59 “Was ist los mit dem Starfighter?” Die Zeit, January 22, 1965, 
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60 “Information über den Stand des Aufbaues, der Umrüstung und Perspektive der 
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altitudes under six thousand meters. 62 Utilizing the Starfighter’s onboard M61 Vulcan 

cannon routinely engendered a catastrophic failure of the entire system. In responding to 

that development, the Luftwaffe’s leadership decided that the problem could be worked 

through gradually, and that use of the cannon would be curtailed as an immediate 

solution.63   

While the flight computer was a challenge for each of the consortium countries, it 

became a deadly and persistent impediment in German service due to the Bundeswehr’s 

decision to under-invest in needed infrastructure such as covered hangar space and heated 

maintenance facilities. Inclement weather greatly impeded the warm-up process and the 

subsequent safe flight operation of aircraft as it exposed the electronics to potentially 

ruinous damp. This ensured that alarm starts were all but impossible in poor weather 

conditions as the electronics suite could not operate under those conditions.64 In short, 

due to the lack of investment in suitable hangar infrastructure, the Luftwaffe’s Starfighter 

fleet was rendered all but useless for much of the year in the wet weather conditions of 

Northern Europe.  

 
62 “Information über den Stand des Aufbaues, der Umrüstung und Perspektive der 

Westdeutsche Luftstreitkräfte,” Hauptverwaltung Aufklärung der DDR, July 10, 1963, 

Archive Signature DVW 1/25782/j, Location 22, Magazine, H5 EG, Series 419, Shelf 1, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 37-38. 

63 “Tagebuch des Inspekteurs der Luftwaffe 1961,” April 10, 1961, Archive 

Signature, BL/1/14652, Location 22, Magazine, H1 OG, Series 159, Shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

64 “Information über den Stand des Aufbaues, der Umrüstung und Perspektive der 

Westdeutsche Luftstreitkräfte,” Hauptverwaltung Aufklärung der DDR, July 10, 1963, 

Archive Signature DVW 1/25782/j, Location 22, Magazine, H5 EG, Series 419, Shelf 1, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 37-38. 
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In 1963, East Germany’s intelligence services conducted a threat analysis on the 

Luftwaffe’s Starfighters and found that the teething problems with the F-104G’s 

electronics suite, radar fire control system, and inertial navigation computer remained 

common several years after it entered service due in large part to the Luftwaffe’s lack of 

investment in covered hangar space, which made the Starfighters vulnerable to inclement 

weather. Per NATO regulations, the Luftwaffe was required to construct two armored 

shelters for each of its ten Starfighter squadrons for a total cost of 110 million DM. Of 

this total, 30 million DM was to be covered by NATO. However, a budgetary shortfall of 

30 million DM went unresolved, and the Luftwaffe’s Starfighter units were largely forced 

to go without this needed protection from the elements.6566 Instead, German Starfighters 

were frequently stored in the open with nothing more than a tarp to protect them from the 

inclement weather that prevails for much of the year in Northern Europe. This constant 

exposure to the elements degraded the sensitive electronic equipment, mechanical 

systems, and hydraulics within the F-104G while exposing the airframes and engines to 

constant weathering.67  It was only five years after the Starfighter entered service in 

 
65 “9 Fragen des Abgeordneten Dr. Schäfer (SPD),” June 27, 1962, Archive 

Signature, BL/1/14656, Location 22, Magazine, H1 OG, Series 159, Shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg. 

66 In comparison, by March 1964 it was estimated that Bonn had spent upwards of 

200 million DM on development costs for the F-104G, which was around 80 million DM 

more than the original cost estimates.  
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March 1965, that the need to expedite the construction of covered hangar space to 

conduct maintenance and repairs was brought before the Inspekteur der Luftwaffe as a 

“request with appropriate justification.” 68   

This episode serves as an example of Bonn’s ambition exceeding its grasp, 

namely that in its rush to acquire and field the technologically advanced Starfighter as 

quickly as possible, the Federal Republic neglected the mundane, but critical, 

infrastructure needed to safely operate the aircraft to deadly results. It also provides an 

example of West Germany’s complicated relationship with NATO regarding the 

Starfighter as Bonn defied NATO regulations regarding the operation of the aircraft while 

simultaneously acting as the primary European political and financial driver of the 

Starfighter Consortium. 

 

The Starfighter’s Importance 

NASPO concluded its work at the end of 1966 and the organization was dissolved 

in November of that year. Despite the initial issues engendered by lack of experience and 

issues with uniform quality control, the program oversaw the coordinated multinational 

license production of 949 Starfighters, spare parts, and equipment. NATO internal 

documentation referred to this feat as a “remarkable achievement in the field of 

cooperation” as NASPO had brought together government and industry partners on both 

 
68 “Tagebuch des Inspekteurs der Luftwaffe 1965,” March 4, 1965, Archive 
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sides of the Atlantic.69 The North Atlantic Council lavished praise on NASPO as a 

groundbreaking organization whose achievement in marshalling and controlling the 

disparate national actors within the European aviation sector was described as an 

unprecedented achievement.70  

The final report of the NATO-F014G Starfighter Production Organization 

reinforced the importance that the aircraft had held for the alliance both due to the 

unprecedented size of the program as well as a learning exercise and blueprint for future 

collaborative projects. Over the course of its activities between 1960-66, NASPO 

overcame multiple management challenges as well as criticism that it was too ambitious 

in scope and the involved aviation sectors too inexperienced to carry out its mandate. As 

it had with the Federal Republic, the US government and its aviation sector proved 

instrumental in providing financial support and technical expertise that helped to mitigate 

the relative inexperience of the European aviation industries within the Starfighter 

Consortium.71  

 
69 “Brief for the Chairman, Meeting of the Council on February 1967, Annual and 

Final Report to the Council by the Board of Directors of the NATO F-104G Starfighter 

Production Organization,” February 1967, archive signature box IS-D106-239, folder 

NPLO 4_2_03 (2), NATO Archives. 

70 NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization Annual and Final Report 
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signature box IS-D106-239, folder NPLO 4_2_03 (2), NATO Archives. 

70 Partiticpation of Greece in the F-104 Programme, November 10, 1977, archive 

signature box IS-D106-209, NATO Archives, 1-2. 

71 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 

31, 1966, archive signature box IS-D106-246, folder NPLO 4_2_09, NATO Archives, 3-
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Much as it was for the Federal Republic’s aviation sector, NATO identified the 

Starfighter program as a singular transformative moment for European aviation. In 

producing and managing the Starfighter, the aviation industries of the NATO Starfighter 

Consortium developed a level of technical sophistication that marked a critical 

advancement in their ability to undertake complex aircraft weapons systems. Further, the 

Starfighter marked a watershed moment in NATO’s ability to marshal and direct a 

multinational effort and in turn gave the involved countries the experience of working 

with one another toward a common objective, setting mutually beneficial goals, and 

successfully operating under NATO’s aegis.72 

While NASPO celebrated these triumphs, it also underscored that the Starfighter 

had been a learning exercise for NATO on future projects through laborious trial and 

error. The identified shortcomings included lacking an efficient repair scheme at the 

outset of production when supplies of spare parts were at their lowest, centralized 

management and full interchangeability of end assembly lines, centralized defect 

reporting, developing a formal procedure for incorporating technical modifications, and 

very close control of the publication of technical manuals.73 The Starfighter also provided 

useful experience in multinational political, economic (particularly in overcoming 

customs issues), and administrative cooperation. It showed that consortium countries 

 
72 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 
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should foster a spirit of competition among the involved aviation sectors while also 

endeavoring to present a strong and united negotiating position when dealing with the 

private sector.74 

Another post-mortem assessment of the NATO Starfighter Consortium released in 

October 1968 offered a nuanced perspective on the successes and shortcomings of the 

collaborative effort. It acknowledged the partial veracity of a criticism levelled by some 

detractors that NATO’s ambitious effort to coordinate the production and management of 

the F-104G in Europe served as an example of running before walking.75 These critics 

stated that NATO had taken on too much, too quickly with the Starfighter, which led to 

cost overruns and structural inefficiencies that might have been mitigated if the program 

was either delayed until NATO had gained additional experience or reduced the ambition 

of scope of the Starfighter program. However, the assessment ultimately dismissed those 

criticisms as moot given the overall success of the Starfighter Production and 

Management. There was simply no alternative to the NATO Starfighter program that 

would allow the alliance and the European consortium member states to achieve their end 

 
74 “Final Report of the NATO F-104G Starfighter Production Organization,” May 
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goals of procuring a highly advanced combat aircraft while granting their domestic 

aviation sectors a highly advanced degree of technical sophistication.76  

This analysis emphasized that the NATO Starfighter program owed its existence 

to Bonn’s strategic goal of utilizing the aircraft to develop its aviation sector rapidly and 

gain experience in producing and maintaining technologically sophisticated combat 

aircraft. It also reiterated the centrality of the public-private partnership between 

Lockheed and the US government to sell the Starfighter in Europe by offering industrial, 

technological, and financial incentives that other contenders such as France’s Mirage III 

and the UK’s English Electric Lightning were unwilling or unable to extend, which 

attracted Bonn’s attention. Unlike the competition, Lockheed and the US government 

were willing to alter the base Starfighter airframe and electronics package significantly to 

meet West German requirements that the aircraft evolve from a 17,500 lb. interceptor to a 

29,200 lb. multirole platform capable of all-weather interception, reconnaissance, close 

air support, and tactical nuclear delivery. These improvements inherent to the F-104G in 

turn attracted the attention of Belgium, the Netherlands, and Italy to join West German 

efforts to form a nascent consortium and bring it under NATO’s control. 77  

The evaluation reiterated the findings of earlier NATO assessments that the 

Starfighter consortia were groundbreaking in developing the alliance’s ability to marshal 
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and direct governments and industries across multiple countries. Production was divided 

by region, directed from the supranational level, but organized and executed largely along 

national lines. Additional support was provided by Lockheed, which provided one 

complete aircraft to each of the four regional assembly lines as well as parts and 

assemblies to reduce the European learning curve and ensure universal compatibility of 

tooling and manufacture.78 Total production was as follows: 

• 189 aircraft produced by the West Group composed of the Belgian firms SABCA 

and Fairey.  

• 200 aircraft produced by the South-West Group composed of the Italian firms 

Fiat, Aefer, Macchi, Piaggio, Siai, and SACA. Final assembly was done by Fiat.  

• 350 aircraft produced by the North Group composed of the Netherlands firms 

Fokker and Aviolanda and the West German firms Focke-Wulf, Weserflug, and 

Hamburger Flugzeugbau.  

• 210 aircraft produced by the South Group composed of Messerschmitt, Heinkel, 

Siebel, and Dornier. Each manufactured a different aspect of the airframe with the 

final assembly undertaken by Messerschmitt. 79 

Engine production was similarly dispersed with BMW manufacturing 627 

engines, Fabrique Nationale Herstal producing 334, and Fiat producing 262. Production 
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of the F-104G’s complicated electronics was divided among seventeen European 

contractors. A similar multi-phase production plan to that undertaken by the Federal 

Republic to introduce gradually its aviation sector to increasingly complex aircraft and 

systems was devised to help European electronics firms to overcome the intense learning 

curve inherent in manufacturing the complicated electronics suite. The first step was the 

purchase of complete black boxes from the US and using them as templates for licensed 

manufacture and assembly. The second step was the assembly of complete electronics 

systems utilizing components and sub-assemblies purchased from the US. The third and 

final step was the complete European production of the F-104G’s electronics. Ultimately 

around one hundred European electronics firms were involved in the production of 

electronic and mechanical components for the NATO Starfighter program.80 

Nevertheless, as has been noted, there were multiple organizational inefficiencies 

when the Starfighter was adopted by the alliance for production. This this meant that 

NASPO and NASMO were forced to manage multiple major engineering changes over 

the program’s lifespan in addition to the tasks of overseeing the Starfighter’s production 

and day-to-day management in Europe. 81 Further, the way in which NASPO managed 

the organization of industrial partners for the Starfighter program was criticized as being 

overly decentralized and exercising too little authority. Private firms largely worked 
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through their national governments with relatively little oversight from Brussels, which 

prevented NASPO from exercising any real control over the assignment of sub-

contractors.82 These shortcomings fed into a general underestimation on the part of 

NATO and the Starfighter Consortium of the difficulties inherent to such a large 

multinational program including their ability to oversee the F-104G’s finance, 

production, and management. This disparity ensured that the NATO Starfighter program 

experienced initial difficulties in meeting its established delivery schedule, which in turn 

led to higher-than-expected costs. 83  

European Starfighter production eschewed the efficiency of coordinated 

production in one place and instead utilized nationalized production of various 

components and systems with each country maintaining individual final assembly lines. 

Further, three of the four (most notably West Germany) manufactured engines and 

electronics systems for their domestically produced airframes. This adherence to national 

production pushed the production costs of the Starfighter Consortium up by an estimated 

15-30 percent compared to sourcing equipment from the US.84  Despite the increase in 
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price, cost analyses conducted at the end of the F-104G production program determined 

that these cost overruns remained within the limits established at the outset.85  

Overcoming these challenges yielded a silver lining as the experience engendered 

proved to be a useful learning exercise for future programs as the Starfighter’s production 

provided immense strategic value by enhancing the capabilities of the involved national 

aerospace sectors in taking on the prestige project.86 Through trial and error, it was 

determined that centralized management and control in which a body like NASMO could 

more directly govern the program, conclude contracts, and conduct business with 

industrial partners directly rather than using national governments as go-betweens created 

a more flexible and efficient structure. It was also determined that only large-scale 

weapons projects like the Starfighter could be efficiently managed at the NATO level. 

Wide geographic dispersal and a protectionist desire to champion national industries 

ensured that only a substantial and technically sophisticated project involving numerous 

private firms and affiliates subcontractors could hope to achieve the level of efficiency 

required to render the program viable. In turn, smaller-scale or less technically 

sophisticated weapons and development projects were found to be most efficiently 
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overseen by national governments within NATO’s regulations rather than under its direct 

supervision.87 

The Starfighter program served as a useful learning exercise for NATO in much 

the same way that it had been for the Federal Republic. Its introduction and its highly 

sophisticated requirements acted as a dramatic catalyst of change that elevated the 

organizational and technical capabilities of each member of the consortium and by 1966 

enabled them to successfully undertake the production and management of aircraft far 

beyond their capacity in 1960. These lessons-learned from the Starfighter consortia at the 

NATO level dovetailed directly with those learned by the West German government in 

coordinating and managing a multinational aircraft program and would manifest in the 

Starfighter’s successor program. 
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CHAPTER 9  

THE MRCA/TORNADO CONSORTIUM 

 

Although the Starfighter possessed significant intrinsic value for the Federal 

Republic on military, political, and economic levels, it was ultimately a means to an end. 

For Bonn, that end was imbuing its aviation sector and military with the necessary 

experience and technical requirements needed to undertake the design and production of 

an indigenous combat aircraft. Thus, the Starfighter was always conceived of as the 

penultimate step in achieving Bonn’s multi-year strategy. Planning for its replacement 

began even before the F-104G first entered service and was accepted as a NATO 

program. However, it was not until the NATO Starfighter Consortium reached its 

maturity following the successful completion of the license production program that 

Bonn conceived of the Starfighter’s successor as a purely European venture with multiple 

stakeholders. 

 

VJ-101 

Initially, the Federal Republic planned to replace the F-104G with an even more 

advanced aircraft, which was under development by a consortium of German firms also 

involved in the Starfighter’s license production, namely Messerschmitt, Heinkel, and 

Bölkow within Entwicklungsring Süd. These firms were tasked by Defense Minister 

Strauß in 1959 with the monumental assignment of developing a Vertical/Short Take-Off 
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and Landing (V/STOL) combat aircraft to supplement the Starfighter fleet and provide a 

template for its eventual replacement.1 This aircraft was part of a broader slate of 

V/STOL projects commissioned by Bonn, including cargo and tactical-reconnaissance 

aircraft programs produced by Dornier and Flugzeugbau Nord.2   

From an economic perspective, this work was intended to ensure that West 

Germany’s aviation sector had continuous employment following the conclusion of the 

Starfighter’s production run. From a technical perspective, Entwicklungsring Süd was 

given the task of conducting cutting-edge research that would mark the West German 

aviation sector as having achieved peer-status with its more established competitors in the 

US, UK, and France. While this represented another highly ambitious technical 

undertaking for the neophyte German aviation sector, the rationale behind it was 

grounded in a serious concern about the Luftwaffe’s ability to recover and retaliate 

following a Soviet first strike.3 Where the Starfighter was a conventional aircraft that 

 
1 East German intelligence sources indicate that secret development on this 

project could have begun as early as 1957, long before the Starfighter’s adoption. 

“Information über die militär-ökonomische Zusammenarbeitder NATO-Länder 

auf dem Gebiete der gemeinsam Produktion von Flugzeugen, Raketen und Panzern 

Stand: 01.10.1962,” October 1, 1962, Archive Signature, DVW 1/25775/d, Location 22, 

Magazine, H5 EG, Series 419, Shelf 1, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 12.  

2 Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 112. 

3 Additionally, the Luftwaffe began the process of evaluating whether the 

Starfighter itself could be modified for V/STOL operations. Throughout 1962, studies 

were undertaken to determine if the F-104G could be converted to a VTOL aircraft. Once 

that was discovered to be financially unfeasible, tests were undertaken to determine the 

efficacy of deploying its Starfighter fleet in a similarly covert fashion utilizing “Zero-

Length Launch” technology. In short, this involved placing a Starfighter on an inclined 

rail and attaching a supplemental rocket engine to provide it with sufficient propulsion to 

take off in a fraction of the space and time required by a traditional runway. The aircraft 
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required highly-developed airbases that were vulnerable to attack, German military 

planners envisioned a V/STOL combat aircraft as being capable of operating from hidden 

launch sites scattered throughout the Federal Republic’s forests and hinterlands.4  

The aircraft these firms developed came to be known as the VJ-101. However, 

unlike the Starfighter, the VJ-101 program initially enjoyed little support from NATO, 

which saw the experimental aircraft as not aligning with the alliance’s tactical and 

strategic requirements. Bonn disregarded this lack of international support and pressed on 

 

could then land at either an established airbase or potentially make use of ad-hoc facilities 

established on the West-German Autobahn. The Luftwaffe invested significant time, 

energy, and resources into evaluating the F-104G’s suitability for Zero-Length Launch 

operations before ultimately scrapping the project in 1966 once NATO segued to flexible 

response. 
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with the experimental aircraft.5 By 1962, the situation had changed following a directive 

issued from SHAPE urging the development of V/STOL aircraft capable of reaching 

Mach 2, which attracted the attention of multiple NATO members and a limited degree of 

collaboration between them. By that year much of the Federal Republic’s aviation sector 

was deeply invested in multiple projects pertaining to V/STOL research and 

development.6 

International collaboration on the VJ-101 was limited, but not for lack of effort on 

the Federal Republic’s part. As it had with the Starfighter, the US initially took an 

interest in supporting West Germany’s efforts to develop its military aviation sector 

further and offered some data from the development of the contemporary Bell XF-109. 

However, it remains unclear how significantly the US data influenced the development of 

the VJ-101.7 In what would have been a paradigm reversal from the US-German 

relationship on the Starfighter and its predecessors, in 1963 the US Department of 

 
5 “Tagebuch des Inspekteurs der Luftwaffe 1961,” September 26, 1961, Archive 
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Defense expressed serious interest in purchasing four examples of the VJ-101C as a 

research testbed, but this bid was ultimately dropped.8  

A later West German post-mortem referred to the abortive US-German 

collaboration as the AVS Program (Advanced V/STOL W/S). It stated that the program 

was abandoned due to a combination of factors, but largely focused on the sheer cost of 

such an undertaking. Whatever interest the US had in the program evaporated as the 

hugely expensive General Dynamics F-111 variable-geometry multirole combat aircraft 

program gained speed. However, this short-lived collaboration was critically important 

for the recommendations issued by the initial evaluation group at the end of its definition 

phase in 1964-1965. They determined that a next generation aircraft must have two 

engines for redundancy, a two-man crew, all-weather capability, variable wing geometry, 

and possess STOL capability These requirements directly informed the eventual 

successor of the F-104G, which would initially take the form of the Neues Kampfflugzeug 

(NKF) and eventually the MRCA/Tornado.9 

While the Luftwaffe had decided to put the VJ-101 in direct competition with the 

French Mirage III V which was a similar V/STOL project, this did not preclude attempts 
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at coordination and cost sharing.10 The Luftwaffe’s leadership had serious concerns that 

the VJ-101 was economically impractical as a unilateral development program given the 

costs it had already accrued with the Starfighter program. By January 1963 the F-104G 

and VJ-101 programs accounted for 35 percent of the Luftwaffe’s total annual costs.11 

Given the small expected production run of forty-eighty aircraft, leadership stated 

outright that German production alone could not justify the development and production 

costs and determined that international cooperation must be sought if their next 

generation combat program was ever to get off the ground.12 Despite the competition 

between the two programs, the Federal Republic sent feelers to France for potential 

collaboration between Entwicklungsring Süd and Dassault on their VTOL projects.13 

Indeed by early 1963, the idea was floated to combine the best aspects of both programs 
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into a new aircraft, however nothing concrete came of this Franco-German 

collaboration.14  

While the loss of access to US engine technology was a blow to the program, 

West Germany pressed on.15 The prototype VJ-101C successfully underwent both 

vertical and horizontal flight testing throughout 1963 and by July 1964 had exceeded 

Mach 1 in level flight. However, in September 1964, the VJ-101C was lost in a flight 

accident due to equipment failure.16 The second prototype dubbed the VJ-101C X2 

continued to undergo successful testing in 1965. Unfortunately, the immense heat and 

gases generated by the wingtip pintle-mounted engines was found to be detrimental to 

runways as well as the aircraft’s skin and tires, which required extensive testing of 

mitigation measures. The second prototype suffered a crash landing in 1967 following a 

loss of power when the engines pulled in their own exhaust gases. While the airframe 

survived relatively intact, the accident in tandem with the inherent limitations to the 

design caused the VJ-101C to be shelved with its last test flight occurring in 1971.17 

Related derivative programs —the VJ-101D that incorporated a series of seven fuselage-
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mounted engines to achieve vertical flight and the VJ-101E that would have made use of 

variable geometry wings —were canceled as well. The Federal Republic’s brief love 

affair with V/STOL aircraft had petered out by the mid-1960’s as the cost and inherent 

limitations of the technology rendered them insufficient for combat operations. 18 Indeed, 

the only successful V/STOL aircraft to emerge into production with any NATO country 

was the UK’s Hawker Siddeley Harrier. 19 

The Federal Republic’s failed management of the VJ-101 serves as a critical 

counterpoint to its successful management of the Starfighter and its successors. While the 

Starfighter was an expensive and highly advanced aircraft, it was still based largely on 

the established principles of flight that had been proven over half a century. Thus, while 

the F-104G was a challenge for the West German, Belgian, Italian, and Netherlands 

aviation sectors, it was an attainable one. A V/STOL aircraft like the VJ-101, on the other 

hand, pushed the bounds of what was feasible with contemporary technology and 

knowledge. The Starfighter’s acquisition was always framed in terms of its utility as a 

multinational project predicated explicitly on NATO’s contemporary wants and needs. 

The Federal Republic worked intensively on cultivating international support for its 

acquisition of the Starfighter long before a single F-104G rolled off an assembly line. The 

VJ-101, on the other hand, was a largely unilateral project that engendered few 

permanent international ties and experienced sporadic support from NATO.  
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In turn, NATO abrogated any sense of unified leadership in managing the hodge-

podge of V/STOL projects it had helped to inspire. This lack of wider European 

engagement was exacerbated by the tepid level of support that the Federal Republic 

received from the United States, which was a major departure from the highly involved 

relationship that Bonn had built with the US government and aviation sector with the 

Starfighter. The failure of the VJ-101 provided an important reality check on the Federal 

Republic’s perceptions of its ability to unilaterally take on projects at the cutting edge of 

aviation technology. In turn, it reinforced the utility of the lessons that it had learned in its 

intentional institution building and successful management of the Starfighter and the 

affiliated multinational NATO consortium. 

 

The Starfighter Crisis, the Neues Kamppflugzeug, and the Phantom 

The follow-on NKF program was planned from the outset to embrace the full-

spectrum of lessons-learned from both the F-104G and VJ-101. As it had with the 

Starfighter, the Federal Republic worked actively to create an intentional organizational 

framework to facilitate international buy-in and collaboration on the program. To that 

end, the F-104G Starfighter Consortium was used as an operational framework upon 

which the NKF was organized. Considering the VJ-101’s overly ambitious technical 

scope, the design and mission profile of the follow-on NKF was predicated on the ability 

for the West German aviation sector to develop and produce its engine and avionics. 20 
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The NKF/MRCA was still a technically ambitious program that was centered in large 

part around correcting the technical shortcomings experienced with the Starfighter during 

active operations. Indeed, efforts to mitigate and correct these shortcomings nearly 

derailed the NKF/MRCA program altogether in favor of adopting the McDonnell-

Douglas F-4 Phantom II as an immediate solution. In line with NATO’s nuclear 

deterrence doctrine, the Starfighter had been acquired in part due to its perceived ability 

to deliver nuclear ordnance at high speeds, low altitudes, and in all manner of weather. 

While all F-104G’s could carry nuclear weapons, a full seven squadrons were given the 

primary task of training for a nuclear strike with training to successfully utilize 

conventional weapons being rendered a matter of secondary concern.21 

However, this emphasis on nuclear ordnance ultimately became an Achilles heel 

in Luftwaffe service as the over-specialization of the Starfighter to meet that mission role 

fundamentally undermined its adaptability when NATO shifted its nuclear deterrence 

strategy.22 As has been noted, the flight computer utilized in the F-104G was error-prone, 

particularly at low altitudes, and its erratic performance was exacerbated by moisture 

experienced during poor weather conditions. Although the Starfighter excelled as a 
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fighter and interceptor at high and medium altitudes (the aircraft’s original mission 

profile), it struggled immensely as a low-altitude fighter-bomber and reconnaissance 

aircraft in the adverse climate of Northern Europe.23  

These operational shortcomings were put into a new light once NATO began the 

transition away from massive retaliation toward the policy of flexible response, which 

required greater flexibility from NATO’s air forces and a renewed emphasis on the 

delivery of conventional weapons as a rebalancing away from nuclear strike.24  The shift 

from a strategy predicated on massive retaliation to one that embraced flexible response 

was difficult for the Bundeswehr to make. The emphasis on nuclear weapons had lowered 

West Germany’s defense costs, but US pressure to increase the number of German troops 

in uniform from 350,000 to 500,000 in tandem with increased offset payments for the US 

military became a wedge between the United States and the Federal Republic throughout 

the 1960s.25 The cost and complexity of the Starfighter had ensured that the Luftwaffe 

was still far short of its projected strength of 831 combat aircraft by 1963. Further, a 1963 

exposé in Der Spiegel uncovered the Luftwaffe’s “limited defense readiness” due in large 
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part to the emphasis placed on nuclear strike missions over aerial defense and bomber 

interception. This caused an outcry from many West Germans that in tandem with the US 

to flexible response forced the Luftwaffe to reassess its doctrines and return toward a 

more “generalist” strategy that downplayed nuclear weapons while emphasizing air 

defense and close air support.26  

Personnel issues exacerbated the Luftwaffe’s ability to safely manage the 

Starfighter and meet operational requirements. Inspekteur der Luftwaffe General 

Steinhoff had long warned about the unique perils the Luftwaffe faced in quickly 

introducing the Starfighter into service relative to the rest of NATO predicated largely on 

personnel concerns. As the deputy commander of Stabsabteilung Führungsstab der 

Luftwaffe III (responsible for conception, leadership and operational principles), 

Steinhoff had ordered a comprehensive audit in 1959 on the personnel situation at the 

time that the Starfighter was being considered. This audit stated definitively the number 

of short-term conscripts within the active flying units was too high to ensure that there 

was proper maintenance of the aircraft. The additional stressors inherent to operating the 

Starfighter relative to less advanced aircraft had ensured that the longer-serving technical 

specialists were constantly overburdened while dealing with constant personnel 

fluctuations as conscript classes cycled. Steinhoff referred to this situation as unjustifiable 

in the long-term.27 
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West Germany’s burgeoning aviation sector and the high pay endemic to it had 

stymied the number of qualified volunteers the Luftwaffe could draw upon and served as 

a post-enlistment source of employment for many conscripts. While working in the 

aviation sector had lost the immense level of prestige (and pay) attached to it during the 

Third Reich, it remained an industrial sector defined by extensive training and intense 

quality control. The average weekly wages for a male worker in the aviation sector stood 

at 45,1 DM in 1961, while the average weekly wages for a male worker across all 

industries stood at 46,2 DM.28 In comparison, the salary of a conscript in the Bundeswehr 

was 2 DM per day exclusive of allowances.29  

Compounding this wage disparity, the jobs of all men conscripted into the 

Bundeswehr were legally protected during their enlistment periods. While this warranted 

that military service provided only a temporary diversion from a conscript’s long-term 

economic prospects, it also ensured that the Bundeswehr represented an unlikely long-

term career path for many conscripts. 30 The service’s reliance on conscripts to conduct 

Starfighter maintenance was found to be impractical, however, it was not until 1965 that 

proposals were discussed among the Luftwaffe’s leadership to offer better pay and 
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bonuses more in line with industry standards to improve retention.31  By 1967, the 

situation had deteriorated to the point that even with 97,800 men in uniform, the 

Luftwaffe still faced a deficit of over 9,000 NCO technicians. 32 

Further, the substandard state of maintenance and repair in the Luftwaffe’s 

Starfighter units had a ripple effect that further eroded their operational readiness. The 

restricted number of qualified technical personnel ensured that the maintenance backlog 

for most Starfighter units was unacceptably long, which reduced the number of flyable 

aircraft available and restricted the annual flying time that Starfighter pilots received. 

NATO had mandated a standard of 240 hours for all air forces with the exception of the 

Luftwaffe, which was held to 180 hours due to personnel constraints. While the 

Luftwaffe was by far the largest and longest European Starfighter operator, by 1965, 

most NATO air forces that flew the Starfighter maintained annual flight time averages of 

2,000 hours or more, while the Luftwaffe’s pilots averaged well below 1,000 hours. The 

Luftwaffe suffered 62.2 accidents per 100 thousand flight hours.33 34 
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Upon assuming the mantle of leadership, Steinhoff ordered the Starfighter fleet 

grounded until the full spectrum of reforms could be instituted to bring the crisis to an 

end. This move had been avoided by prior leadership as the Starfighter represented a 

large portion of the Luftwaffe’s nuclear strike potential and its removal severely degraded 

NATO’s largest European air force.35 Steinhoff offered a broad spectrum of structural, 

material, and organizational fixes to stem the crisis that were articulated in a report the 

Luftwaffe had published in January 1966, but had largely gone unimplemented. His 

recommendations called for amplified efforts to increase the number of volunteers 

(particularly technicians), as well as having the aviation sector take over advanced repairs 

and overhauls so that technical personnel could be more efficiently utilized on routine 

service and maintenance. Steinhoff also recommended that recruitment targets for 

conscripts with completed technical training be increased along with increased 

compensation for night and ready duty hours of more than 60 hours per week.36 

By streamlining operations and incorporating the use of American maintenance 

procedures, the time requirements for a basic overhaul of a Starfighter was reduced from 

an average wait time of 6-8 months to 4.5 months. Routine maintenance time for the 

Starfighter was improved to the point that the number of flight hours increased by 36 

percent from 1966 to 1967 to an average of 180-200 hours annually as Steinhoff pushed 
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his pilots to fly as much as possible to gain increased experience. In 1967, the Luftwaffe 

lost only 9.3 aircraft per 100 thousand hours of flight time, which was better than the 

international average, and a far cry from the 62.2 per 100 thousand hours seen in 

1965/66. The reforms ensured that all nine of the Luftwaffe’s Starfighter squadrons met 

operational standards and therefore could be placed under NATO control, whereas only 

two squadrons were qualified in 1965.37 After several months of intense reform, the 

Luftwaffe’s Starfighters returned to service and the loss rate dropped appreciably over the 

following months and years.38 

Following the end of the crisis, in December 1968, Steinhoff proclaimed that dual 

capability (conventional and nuclear) was a critical aspect of the Luftwaffe’s doctrinal 

shift to bring it in line with the “flexible response” strategy that replaced massive 

retaliation in the mid-1960s as NATO’s nuclear doctrine. Flexible response was devised 

to serve as a conventional and nuclear deterrent and a crisis management tool with the 

potential to avert the start of conflict and/or prevent it from escalating into a nuclear 

exchange.39 Steinhoff praised the Luftwaffe’s efforts to elevate the F-104G’s capabilities 
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and meet the new requirements of flexible response through significant retraining and the 

adoption of a new generation of improved munitions. 40  

However, he noted that it was simply not cost effective to rely on the Starfighter 

to meet these diverse needs in the future. A light airframe like the Starfighter was 

extremely effective in delivering a single nuclear warhead but was much less so when 

faced with the need to carry a wide variety of munitions to meet multiple simultaneous 

missions. While the Luftwaffe’s Starfighters enjoyed some success in transitioning to a 

dual capability mission profile, the inherent limitations of its highly specialized airframe 

remained manifest. For Steinhoff, this emphasis on conventional warfare necessitated the 

adoption of a larger and more capable successor aircraft better suited to the demands of 

the modern battlespace.41 

The limitations of the Starfighter to adapt to flexible response necessitated the 

immediate replacement of the RF-104G Starfighter with the RF-4E Phantom in the late 

1960s, which was able to immediately fill that role of all-weather and night operations.42 

Unlike the single-seat Starfighter, the Phantom had two engines for redundancy, a two-
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man crew to lessen the burden on the pilot and its much larger airframe allowed for more 

powerful and effective electronics and sensor equipment. 43 The Luftwaffe estimated that 

the F-4E had roughly a 40 percent greater reconnaissance capacity than the F-104G.44  

Per Steinhoff, all-weather reconnaissance was the most important task required of an air 

force in conventional air warfare due to its ability to provide accurate information and 

inform appropriate responses in a timely fashion. 45 Thus, the requirements inherent to 

flexible response absolutely required the immediate replacement of the Luftwaffe’s RF-

104G fleet with a tried and tested US-sourced aircraft rather than waiting for the 

development and eventual rollout of the European-sourced MRCA.  

However, acceptance of the Phantom was far from universal outside of the 

Luftwaffe’s leadership and was seen by many in the Federal Republic as imperiling both 

the Starfighter and NKF/MRCA programs. Many West German policymakers viewed the 

RF-4E’s selection as wrapped up in a broader debate throughout the 1960s about US 

pressure on the Federal Republic to purchase American weapons as part of the Balance of 

Payments Offset Agreement. Strauß had renewed this agreement immediately before his 
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downfall. By June 1966, the Federal Republic still owed between $1.5-$2 billion and the 

US government threatened to reduce troop deployments in West Germany 

proportionately.46  

Further, it was at this point that West Germany’s policy interests began openly to 

diverge with those of the US as the double containment policy that had successfully 

bound the Federal Republic to NATO since rearmament began to unravel in the late 

1960s.47 The CDU’s inability to manage high-profile crises, like the Starfighter, had 

sparked political and social backlash that openly called into question the Federal 

Republic’s relationship with NATO and the US as well as the government’s role.48  This 

skepticism helped to fuel the SPD’s consolidation of power, which openly questioned not 

only the Bundeswehr’s leadership in the wake of the Starfighter Crisis, but also called for 

tighter government control of industry.49 

Resistance to the Phantom was deeply entrenched in the Bundestag. Both the SPD 

and FDP factions opposed the purchase as too expensive relative to upgrading the 

Starfighters.50 The F-4E was significantly more expensive than the RF-104G, and there 

were concerns about the American aircraft’s safety considering the F-104G’s checkered 
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flight safety record. Lockheed worked to leverage these concerns about the Phantom in a 

bid to bolster the reputation of the RF-104G. The company distributed a paper within the 

Defense Ministry listing the numerous improvements it was making to the RF-104G to 

improve its sensors and capabilities, which all came at a much lower price tag.51  

Parts of the ruling CDU/CSU faction in the Bundestag were also opposed to the 

Phantom’s acquisition, viewing it as a threat to the West German aviation sector that had 

been painstakingly resurrected at great expense. The CSU believed that no stopgap was 

needed, because the improvements to the Starfighter (slated to be conducted largely by 

Bavarian industrial interests) were sufficient to improve the Starfighter’s viability until 

the NKF/MRCA was produced.52 Strauß (once again a CSU parliamentarian) wrote to 

Erhard in 1966 to warn that the US was a serious economic threat to the Federal 

Republic. Instead, Strauß again championed greater collaboration and coordination with 

European partners to give the continent a fighting chance against the American 

juggernaut. He stated that without concerted European action, dependence on American 

technology would render the continent as “politically and militarily…a complete satellite 

of the United States of America”53 
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Ironically, given his role in renewing the agreement, Strauß led the opposition 

against the Balance of Payments Offset Agreement and was in part responsible for 

toppling the government of Ludwig Erhard. Strauß railed against the offset payments as 

tantamount to an extortion racket on the part of the US and UK.54  A renegotiation of the 

agreement in 1967 provided the Federal Republic with greater flexibility to purchase US 

government bonds rather than being limited to material purchases, but intense pressure 

remained on Bonn to purchase the Phantom from the US to meet the needs of flexible 

response.55   

Unsurprisingly, the West German aviation sector viewed the Phantom as an 

existential threat as it not only cut off the money those firms would receive to upgrade the 

Starfighters, but also imperiled the windfall expected with the NKF/MRCA. 56 The 

eighty-eight Phantoms would be produced by McDonnell-Douglas and with spare parts 

would cost 23 million DM each, with the price totaling 2.66 billion DM over the course 

of five-to-seven years. The Starfighter refits, on the other hand, would cost 1.12 billion 

DM in total and would be undertaken immediately by West German industry.57 Lockheed 
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continued to chime in as well by publicly declaring its continued support for German 

aviation while castigating McDonnell-Douglas for not offering those firms any incentives 

or concessions.58 

Defense Minister Schröder supported the Phantom’s acquisition in the face of 

ever-increasing Bundestag and industrial resistance. Indeed, the CSU members on the 

Bundestag’s Defense Committee (most of whom were acolytes of Strauß) came 

perilously close to vetoing his decision as an overt threat to the aviation sector. However, 

this effort failed, and the resolution passed the committee in autumn 1968.59 In seeking to 

defuse the tension, Steinhoff publicly asserted that the Phantom was simply a stop-gap 

solution and that supporting the developing the NKF/MRCA specifically to meet the 

Luftwaffe’s multirole needs remained the long-term goal.60 As a compromise measure, 

the Defense Ministry ordered an additional fifty Starfighters to compensate industry for 

the revenue lost in the refit process.61 Additionally, the Federal Republic heavily 
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subsidized German industrial bids on Phantom sub-contracts to allow them to out-

compete US companies. Messerschmitt alone reaped 100 million DM from this effort.62 

It was at this moment that Strauß emerged from his political exile following the 

Spiegel Affair to regain a cabinet position as Finance Minister in the government of Kurt 

Kiesinger. As he had in his role as Konrad Adenauer’s Defense Minister, Strauß 

prioritized the vitality of the West Germany aviation sector, most especially that 

industry’s Bavarian core. Following the failed effort to derail the Phantom purchase, 

Strauß led the effort to subsidize the sub-contracting bids. Strauß was unsurprisingly a 

champion of the nascent MRCA program and under his influence it was assured 

sufficient government support to shepherd the program into permanence. Mirroring his 

role with the Starfighter, Strauß had again returned from being an outspoken Bundestag 

firebrand to serve as the architect of West German aviation’s modernization.63  

 

The Multi Role Combat Aircraft 

The NKF as a unilateral German project was dropped by 1968 and subsumed into 

the Multi Role Combat Aircraft program (MRCA).64 As a corrective measure, the MRCA 

was intentionally designed to thrive where the Starfighter struggled in operating under the 

climate conditions of Northern Europe and in adapting to the altered mission profile that 
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came with flexible response. The MRCA’s designers embraced both advanced 

technology and redundancy to mitigate those structural challenges, improve overall flight 

safety, and create an aircraft tailored explicitly for the operational requirements of a 

European air force. Going off the criteria laid out by the AVS-Program’s evaluation 

group in 1964-1965, the MRCA was designed with a two-man crew to provide a more 

manageable division of labor and two engines to ensure that a single engine losing power 

would not cause a total loss of the aircraft (as frequently plagued the F-104G) and could 

make use of much smaller runways than the Starfighter. It was explicitly designed to 

have true all-weather capability and a powerful radar system that allowed for automatic 

terrain mapping to avoid obstacles at low altitudes and incorporated variable geometry 

wings, a much higher weapons payload to boost its conventional military value, and 

improved weapons guidance systems.65 

As it had with the Starfighter, the Federal Republic worked to build an 

international consortium for the MRCA. Finding itself without clear directives from 

either NATO or the Bundeswehr, as early as March 1966, the Luftwaffe’s leadership 

articulated its plan for the Starfighter’s successor and asserted that work should again be 

distributed among consortium partners.66 Like with the Starfighter, the program was 

framed in terms of its military, political, and economic value for the European members 
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of NATO. The unity of purpose inherent in the MRCA was portrayed as critical to the 

military and economic survival of the involved countries by bolstering their defensive 

potential, furthering technological advancements and providing them with increased 

political clout within the alliance. The aircraft was construed as a long-term lifeline for 

European aviation. It would allow the continent’s smaller sectors to compete directly 

with American competition while demonstrating to the US government that Europe was a 

worthwhile and capable military partner. The MRCA’s cost and burden sharing, technical 

advancements, and expected production run in excess of one thousand airframes were 

touted as being able to keep European industry (at this point Messerschmitt-Bölkow-

Blohm, Fiat, BAC, and Fokker) solvent and laying a permanent foundation to ensure 

those firms remained at the forefront of technical development.67  

Over the following year, Bonn built upon the successful organization it had 

cultivated with the Starfighter to lay the groundwork for this successor program. The 

MRCA’s first Memorandum of Understanding was signed in 1968 with the Federal 

Republic, Belgium, Canada, Italy, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom signing on 

as participants. However, unlike with the Starfighter, membership within the fledgling 

MRCA consortium fluctuated as multiple countries joined and left before ultimately 

being winnowed down to the Federal Republic, UK, and Italy. The reasons for the 
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fluctuations were varied, but generally reflective of the high cost and level of risk 

inherent to the venture as well as diverging national requirements.68   

The inclusion of the UK in the MRCA was itself the result of a failed bid at 

multinational collaboration with France. While these countries were stalwarts of military 

aviation design and had been competitors in the lead-up to West Germany’s selection of 

the Starfighter, they had developed a collaborative partnership following the cancellation 

of the UK’s indigenous TSR-2 in 1965 due to increasingly untenable costs. That year, a 

Memorandum of Understanding between the two countries was signed to produce two 

combat aircraft systems that provided for equal burden and cost sharing as well as the 

right for either partner to walk away from the projects at any time. The first (and most 

successful) would become the SEPECAT Jaguar ground attack aircraft.69 The second, 

which came to known as the Anglo-French Variable Geometry (AFVG) multirole combat 

aircraft, was undertaken by Dassault and the British Aircraft Corporation (BAC).70 

The marriage between Dassault and BAC was problematic from the start due to 

the radically different development procedures undertaken by the UK and France. In 

France it was common to issue only broad design specifications and utilize a prototype as 

a means of refining the program gradually and determining what changes were required 
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before the government invested heavily in it. The UK’s procedure was more closely 

regimented with specific military requirements issued by the British Air Staff. The 

primary contractor only controlled the design and development of the airframe itself 

while the Ministry of Aviation contracted separately for electronics and engine 

development. Unsurprisingly, this divergence in approach caused immediate issues and 

the AFVG was left relatively rudderless until it was abandoned by France in 1967. 

However, it is difficult to determine how sincere France was in supporting the AFVG as 

it simultaneously commissioned Dassault unilaterally to design and build the variable 

geometry Mirage G, which went from design blueprint to initial test flight between 

November 1965-November 1967. The UK then joined the nascent working group 

forming around the MRCA program.71  

The UK envisioned the MRCA in much the same way that the Federal Republic, 

did as a vehicle to elevate its standing and that of European military aviation. Prime 

Minister Harold Wilson stated that the MRCA was an excellent means to make political 

and economic inroads on the continent, support the British aviation sector, and build a 

“European Caucus” within NATO.72 The UK joined the MRCA Consortium in the 

aftermath of President de Gaulle’s decision to block its membership in the European 

Common Market. In turn, Bonn and Rome —both of which had supported the UK’s 
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admission to the EEC — welcomed British involvement as a means of circumventing 

French intransigence and establishing deeper political and economic ties.73  

One critical difference between the early efforts to coordinate the production and 

management of the Starfighter and the MRCA lay in the amount of input from partner 

states allowed at the outset. Bonn in coordination with Lockheed had unilaterally dictated 

the development and advanced technical requirements for the F-104G Starfighter, which 

were then used as a selling point within Europe. West Germany’s role as the driver of the 

program and the largest Starfighter operator served as a foundation that allowed smaller 

countries to reap the same reward at a lower relative cost. West Germany enjoyed a status 

as the Starfighter Consortium’s undisputed leader. This reality was in turn reflected in the 

clout it wielded over the NATO consortium. However, with the MRCA, each country 

was given the opportunity to formulate its design requirements, which then required 

intensive negotiation to reach an acceptable compromise.74 Bonn acknowledged that this 

sluggishness was a risk to the timelines of the MRCA’s development and production but 

a price worth paying to facilitate international collaboration.75 

Intense debate over the scope and nature of the program began immediately as 

each national government jockeyed to champion its own military priorities and aviation 

sector. The debate intensified once the UK joined the MRCA, as British policymakers 
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believed the country’s renowned and highly advanced aviation sector rendered it the 

natural leader of the MRCA.76 Disputes between London and Bonn drove many of the 

most important decisions made during the earliest years of the MRCA. The UK and BAC 

desired a decentralized management structure headquartered at one of the company’s 

facilities in Warton, Lancashire.77  

However, the West German government and its involved firms sought the 

consolidated international management structure that had been successfully pioneered 

with the Starfighter to be headquartered at Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm’s (MBB) 

facilities in Munich. 78 Bonn argued that this organizational model provided such 

advantages as complete military standardization, joint training, and logistics to enable 

fast and real focus to be established in times of tension or in action. The advantages of 

joint training and logistics are obvious. Joint development and management reduced the 

level of risk relative to unilateral development while providing a permanent forum of 

exchange for technical and management (government and private sector) experience.79 

Bonn ultimately won the debate, with Panavia established as a conglomerate of MBB, 

BAC, and Fiat organized along German requirements with centralized control of the 

entire MRCA program overseen by an international board of directors. Similarly, the 
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development and production of the Rolls-Royce RB.199 powerplant was allocated to 

another trinational governing body, Turbo-Union, composed of M.A.N. Turbo GmbH 

(following a merger of MAN and BMW Triebwerkbau), Rolls-Royce, and Fiat.80 

While there was a consensus that the MRCA should have a large payload capacity 

and air-to-air combat capability, each country had a differing conception of its primary 

role and design requirements. At the outset, the UK advocated for a long-range strike 

aircraft, which clashed directly with the Luftwaffe’s requirement for a STOL-capable 

aircraft that emphasized conventional ordnance in line with its revamped approach to 

flexible response. Incorporating a variable geometry wing that allowed for both of those 

mission profiles was an early example of compromise. 81  

Selecting the powerplant likewise required negotiation. The Federal Republic 

initially expressed a desire to make use of existing American engines in the MRCA, 

which the UK balked at. While the West Germans acknowledged that employing British 

engines would elevate the MRCA as a program capable of going head-to-head with US 

aircraft, it had concrete reasons to oppose that option as well. Bonn sought to prevent a 

British monopoly and reduce risk by using tried and tested US engines. Probably of 

greater importance to Bonn, he planned to put the large-scale engine purchase toward its 

offset payments.82 Nevertheless, the Federal Republic conceded the argument and the 
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MRCA was powered by the Rolls-Royce RB.199 produced jointly by the participating 

countries.83 While this was not West Germany’s first choice, the use of the advanced 

RB.199 was still construed as a boon for the further development of the country’s engine 

production capacity. Further, the use of the Rolls-Royce engines was also put toward 

Bonn’s separate offset obligations to the UK.84 

These intensive debates acted as a mechanism to separate the wheat from the 

chaff in the MRCA’s earliest years, leaving only the governments that could afford to 

finance the program and had the political drive to embark on the venture rather than seek 

an easier alternative. Throughout these early debates, Italian involvement was marked by 

a willingness to follow along with whatever decision was hashed out between the UK and 

West Germany. The Italian government and its aviation sector embraced multinational 

collaboration as a means to develop and acquire first-rate combat aircraft notwithstanding 

its small defense budget.85 As with Bonn, Rome also viewed the MRCA as a means of 

supporting the technical development of its domestic aviation sector.86 Despite Italian 

steadfastness, there were concerns that the high price of the MRCA could eventually 

drive the country from the program.87 
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Italy proved to the outlier as the MRCA Consortium rapidly shrank. Belgium and 

Canada were the first countries to exit the program within a year of the MOU’s signing. 

The Canadian government felt that the MRCA offered too little to Canadian 

manufacturers relative to the European partners while simultaneously believing that its 

military needs and requirements were not being given an sufficient consideration. 

Belgium left the MRCA when it became apparent that the program’s costs were far 

beyond its capacity to afford. France played a part in Belgium’s defection with an offer to 

purchase the Mirage S, but that aircraft deal also failed to generate any lift in Brussels.88   

The Netherlands was split off from the MRCA the following year in 1969. 

However, it lasted long enough to invest 350 thousand DM in research and development 

work into the program.89 As with Belgium and Canada, the Netherlands found that the 

MRCA’s scope, schedule, and price tag rapidly grew beyond its national requirements. 

The Royal Netherlands Air Force’s (RNLAF) leadership chafed under the outsized 

dominance that the Federal Republic and UK had on the design specifications. The 

RNLAF initially sought a much lighter, simplistic, and highly maneuverable single-

engine design rather than a long-range strike/interdiction aircraft like the RAF or a 

STOL-capable fighter-bomber like the Luftwaffe. The UK-BRD compromise design with 

two engines and variable geometry wings caused an increase in costs across the board 
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and moved the estimated delivery date from 1975 to 1977-1978. The estimated price for 

each airframe increased from $2.5 million to $4.8 million, while Panavia’s administrative 

costs doubled to 5 percent. 90   

The MRCA became too large, heavy, expensive, and complicated for the RNLAF. 

The Dutch protested that investing in it would net their country little in the way of 

meeting immediate or medium-term operational requirements while simultaneously 

subjecting its small defense budget to a huge financial risk, particularly if the program 

should fail.91  To that end, some within the Dutch defense establishment expressed 

concern that the decreasing number of members in the consortium would limit mass 

production and drive up the individual unit costs even further. In April 1969, the 

Secretary of State for the Royal Netherlands Air Force stated that his country had grown 

somewhat disenchanted with the program as being too small in scope relative to the price 

tag and stated that the Netherlands had long advocated that Europe should embark on a 

large US-style production scale to drive down unit costs and carry the MRCA into the 

1980s and 1990s.92 

The defections of Belgium, Canada, and the Netherlands demonstrated the 

disconnect between how the Federal Republic oversaw the Starfighter and how it 

managed the MRCA. It underscored the limitations of Bonn’s ability to completely 
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replicate its success with the F-104G. With the Starfighter, Bonn intentionally worked to 

create a program predicated on making the aircraft as attractive and attainable as possible 

for as many countries as possible. The Starfighter was essentially a known quantity with 

the development risk largely already borne by Lockheed in the preceding years. In 

comparison, that experience offered much less comparative risk relative to embarking on 

a new aircraft program from the ground up. Bonn approached Belgium, Italy, and the 

Netherlands as integral partners in the program from the outset regardless of their less-

intensive financial participation. Indeed, West Germany compensated for those financial 

shortfalls to ensure their participation. As such, they were given a full seat at the table 

when it came to the Starfighter’s international production and NATO management 

despite purchasing far fewer F-104G’s. While the Starfighter experienced production 

difficulties and delays, these increased the overall cost or delay production deadlines 

relatively little. The success of this strategy is reflected in the fact that ten NATO 

members utilized the F-104G or the derivative CF-104 as a frontline combat aircraft.  

How the Federal Republic handled the abortive French participation in the MRCA 

demonstrates the immense strategic value that it attached to the program and its 

adherence to multinational collaboration. Despite the abandonment of the AFVG and 

successful production of the prototype Mirage G, France expressed interest in joining the 

nascent MRCA consortium. On February 7, 1968, the heads of the French Air Force and 

Luftwaffe met for the first time for a general exchange of ideas on their plans to 

implement successor models of the Mirage III and F-104G Starfighter after 1975. In July 

1968, France expressed a formal wish to participate in the program and the leadership of 
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the French Air Force was briefed by InspLw. Steinhoff about the multinational scope and 

goals of the project. Shortly thereafter, documents on the program were provided to the 

French General Staff, and in November talks began about formal industrial 

collaboration.93  

However, France’s nationalistic intentions became apparent in early 1969. In 

March, France presented the Federal Republic with an alternative to the MRCA when 

Dassault was authorized to offer the West German aviation sector the opportunity to take 

part in the further development of the Mirage G to replace the Starfighter. This would be 

a strictly bilateral effort under French control and direction in which West German 

industry would be provided with the “opportunity” to learn from Dassault’s experience. 

The Germans would then be free to use the test model to develop a fighter aircraft 

tailored to common European operational conditions and subsequently oversee its serial 

production for the Luftwaffe along with the continent’s other Starfighter operators.94 In 

return for this generous offer to make use of French technology and expertise, Bonn was 

expected to provide a “low” license fee of indeterminate amount.95 
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Concurrently, the French government embarked on a concerted effort to make an 

end-run around the West German Defense Ministry and its adherence to the MRCA. 

Members of the Bundestag were invited to witness demonstration flights for the Mirage 

G in France, which left them pleased with the aircraft’s performance. France impressed 

upon the delegation that the Mirage G represented a much lower cost and lower risk 

means of resurrecting the more narrowly defined NKF program in lieu of embarking on 

the MRCA from whole cloth. Simultaneously, Dassault similarly lobbied Messerschmitt-

Bölkow-Blohm by offering that firm the opportunity to carry out production with the 

support of Dassault’s engineers.96 The sales materials provided sought to undermine the 

MRCA as too much of a risky venture with vague production goals, deadlines, and 

numbers. Dassault’s offer, on the other hand, had concrete numbers with an explicit goal 

of fostering a worldwide sales organization within fifteen years by replicating the 

company’s success in selling (limited) production licenses for export variants of the 

Mirage III/Mirage 5 in Switzerland, Australia, and Belgium. 97 98 
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The Defense Ministry flatly rejected this French effort to undermine the MRCA. 

The offer explicitly excluded the UK from participation and would require the Federal 

Republic to abrogate its international agreements with the members of the MRCA 

Consortium. Dassault’s offer to MBB was rejected, as it would only allow for the 

licensed end-production of largely finished parts and lacked any accommodation for 

German technical management. Beyond these reasons, the French provided no concrete 

technical information on the Mirage G, which made it impossible to determine its 

suitability either way. Any collaboration with France on a bilateral project was to be seen 

only as a last resort if the MRCA failed or if Britain removed itself from the project. 

Internal Defense Ministry documentation urged officials to prepare to answer Bundestag 

queries that were in favor of the Mirage G by highlighting the wishes of both the ministry 

and the Bundestag’s own Defense Committee to achieve a united international production 

program as well as provide detailed reports that highlighted the arduous negotiations 

already conducted on the MRCA. Going forward, the Defense Ministry warned that any 

future negotiations with Dassault in relation to the MRCA Consortium should be 

conducted with the utmost care.99  

A concurrent risk assessment of collaboration with France judged it inordinately 

risky. Bilateral collaboration was expected to only bring moderate technical advantages 

by using France’s variable wing technology while subjecting Bonn to a gauntlet of 

negative externalities. Militarily, bilateral cooperation was expected to reduce Bonn’s 
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standing and influence in NATO. Given de Gaulle’s incredible testy relationship with the 

alliance, there was a genuine fear that this could isolate the Federal Republic from its 

NATO partners, alienate Britain, and almost certainly cause the immediate dissolution of 

the MRCA. It would eliminate the standardization, unified logistics, and training 

programs that Bonn had helped to build through NATO with the Starfighter and worked 

to replicate with the MRCA. Economically, the French bid would require West German 

industry to cede leadership and management to France while still taking on a major 

financial burden.100   

Following this outright rejection, France came back with a modified proposal that 

would allow UK participation along with Italy and the Netherlands in a modified version 

of the MRCA Consortium but still emphasized the bilateral relationship between Paris 

and Bonn. This was rejected by West German defense planners as too little, too late, 

particularly as the offer extended solely to the Federal Republic rather than the broader 

consortium. 101 This exclusion perplexed many in Bonn, as France appeared to misjudge 

or completely ignore German explanations about the nature of the MRCA Consortium in 
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assuming that the Federal Republic (and by extension MBB) was its undisputed leader 

rather than a co-equal member of a genuinely partnership-based international body.102  

The Mirage G was derided by German defense planners as “not a weapon 

system.” It failed to meet the military requirements laid out by the MRCA Consortium. 

Beyond the international implications, licensed production as envisaged by the French 

government and Dassault would not promote the technological development and 

economic needs of the German aircraft industry in a sufficiently beneficial way.103 

Dassault itself made a similar offer to MBB. In replying to Dassault, the company 

reiterated what the Federal Republic had relayed to the French government by reinforcing 

that adherence to the MRCA precluded any form of exclusionary bilateral agreement.104   

The discrepancy between how Bonn and Paris viewed the MRCA reached the 

highest levels of power. In April 1969, Chancellor Kiesinger addressed the matter in a 

state visit to President de Gaulle. Kiesinger criticized France for duplicity in expressing 

interest in taking part in the MRCA despite publicly stating that it had no use for the 

aircraft. In turn, the German chancellor dismissed French efforts to deal strictly with the 
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Federal Republic rather than engage with the broader consortium as an attempt to disrupt 

the delicate negotiations that had already taken place. Bonn’s pledge to keep France 

abreast of developments ostensibly clarified the situation, but Kiesinger reiterated that he 

would only act within the MRCA’s painstakingly negotiated framework.105 Conversely, 

French journalistic accounts painted the MRCA as “hermaphroditic” aircraft concocted 

by a Federal Republic that had grown increasingly and irrationally hostile to President de 

Gaulle. The MRCA program was maligned as being grossly unfair to Dassault. That the 

MRCA openly billed itself as a European program while lacking French involvement was 

panned as hypocritical.106 

Despite Kiesinger’s public pledge to keep France engaged in the program, French 

participation in the MRCA was no longer embraced by the Federal Republic. In principle, 

French involvement was welcomed given the impending exit of the Netherlands from the 

consortium and the potential utility for another counterweight against British influence, 

but not at the cost of alienating the UK. Further, a potential Franco-Italian bloc in the 

program was seen as a threat to West Germany’s standing and influence in the 

consortium. Dassault’s variable-wing geometry was described by MBB as a relatively 

established piece of technology that brought little to the table. Even if France fully 
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subscribed to the MRCA and multilateral negotiation, the West German Defense Ministry 

predicted that its participation would only lead to lead to further negotiations and even 

greater delays. This was expected to come at the expense of the Luftwaffe’s operational 

needs, especially if the French based their requirements on the Mirage G.107 By 1970, 

France had dropped any pretense of joining the MRCA, leaving the Federal Republic, 

Italy, and UK t as the consortium’s sole members.108 Within a few years the Dassault 

Mirage G was abandoned as too expensive for unilateral production, with only two 

prototype aircraft produced as testbeds.109 

France’s effort to take part in the MRCA was an overtly nationalistic and largely 

cynical exercise intended to elevate the Dassault Mirage G in lieu of the MRCA and split 

Bonn from the multinational combat aircraft program it had worked to build. In so doing, 

France sought to replicate the Starfighter program by serving in the role that the US had 

previously occupied in relation to the Federal Republic. As the US government had with 

Lockheed, France worked to boost Dassault’s struggling sales by turning to Bonn and 

offering it the chance of once more serving as the principal leader of a European license-

production consortium. However, policymakers in Paris failed to grasp how greatly the 

situation had changed between 1960 and 1968/69, and France once more lost the chance 
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to sell a Dassault product to the Luftwaffe. In those intervening years, Bonn had gained 

the critical technical experience and international influence needed to close the gap and 

become competitor to the French aviation sector. Indeed, the West German defense 

ministry derided the Mirage G as an experimental aircraft built on known technology that 

was unsuited for its operational requirements.  

French nationalistic intransigence, its refusal to treat the Federal Republic as an 

equal partner, its overt hostility toward Britain, its attempted end-runs through the 

Bundestag and industry, and its disdain for opening negotiations beyond Bonn alienated 

the West German military establishment and rendered any French attempt at building a 

strictly bilateral accord as dead on arrival. It also demonstrated that the Federal Republic 

had abandoned unilateral or bilateral collaboration as sufficient for the design, 

production, and management of a highly advanced combat aircraft system. West 

Germany was not interested in simply copying what had worked with the Starfighter in 

license-producing a foreign design despite the reduced risk of failure. Rather, it actively 

built on that experience to become a true leader of aviation development, but in a way 

that also worked to foster genuine partnership.  

Beyond French duplicity, the United States also made a concerted effort to derail 

the MRCA in favor of US products. The US wanted to continue the relationship with the 

Federal Republic that it had previously fostered with the Starfighter rather than have its 

national aviation sector completely miss out on the financial windfall that would come 
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with a new development program.110 To that end, an extensive list of US combat aircraft 

was offered to the Federal Republic over the subsequent years. Lockheed offered its own 

replacement for the Starfighter, the abortive CL-1200 Lancer.111 Northrop offered both 

the F-5 Freedom Fighter as well as the concept for the still unbuilt Northrop P-530 that 

would ostensibly replace both the F-104 and F-4 in 1971.112 The Grumman F-14 Tomcat 

was offered in 1973. Like the MRCA, it possessed two engines, a variable-geometry 

wing, a powerful electronics suite, and a two-man crew.113 Shortly thereafter the more 
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refined Northrop prototype YF-17 Cobra was offered broadly within Europe as a direct 

lightweight replacement for the Starfighter. 114 This was followed by an offer to purchase 

the McDonnell-Douglas F-15 Eagle, which was an aircraft that the Luftwaffe briefly 

evaluated, but did not accept.115 

The United States had significantly more luck with the former Starfighter 

countries that had departed the MRCA program for cost and/or administrative reasons. In 

1975, it brokered the sale of the General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon to multiple 

European Starfighter operators including Belgium, the Netherlands, Norway, and 

Denmark, which was valued at over $2 billion with an additional $15-$20 billion in spare 

parts and equipment.116 Unlike the MRCA, the F-16 was a compact and single-engine 

multirole combat aircraft designed in the early 1970s by the US firm General Dynamics. 

The F-16 was designed as an alternative to the increasingly heavy, complex, and 

expensive multirole combat aircraft fielded by western air forces such as the F-4 Phantom 

and F-111 Aardvark whose overwhelming emphasis on beyond visual range combat had 
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been detrimental over the skies of Vietnam. In something of a throwback to the F-104’s 

design origins and ethos, the F-16 was the brainchild of the “Fighter Mafia” —an 

unofficial collection of USAF officers, defense analysts, and aerospace engineers— to 

develop a relatively light, maneuverable, simple, and inexpensive fighter aircraft. Despite 

the avowed simplicity of the aircraft, the F-16 incorporated an advanced blended wing 

body and state of the art electronics including the fly-by-wire technology that replaces 

heavy mechanical flight control systems with a much lighter and more responsive 

electronics suite to manage the aircraft’s flight control systems.117 These design 

principles maximized the F-16’s flight performance while minimizing its weight, 

purchase price, and maintenance costs.118  

In a repeat performance of the successful public-private sales blitz that had 

accompanied the F-104 in the late 1950s, the US government partnered with General 

Dynamics to sell the F-16 in Europe. The Ford administration pressed the Europeans to 

purchase the aircraft as a show of gratitude for the security engendered by the  US 

military presence on the continent rather than be “guided by parochial interests” as 

Secretary of Defense Schlesinger framed the matter.119 To that end, American military 

personnel and diplomats were dispatched with explicit instructions to facilitate the 
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purchase of the aircraft and cajole or pressure as needed to ensure that the F-16 edged out 

the competition in the form of the Dassault Mirage F-1, and Saab-Scandia Viggen.120 

While the Netherlands, Norway, and Denmark acquiesced quickly to the US offer, 

Belgium proved a tougher market to break into. Brussels seriously considered the Mirage 

due in large part to support for the project from the country’s French-speaking 

Walloons.121 A fierce competition between the US and France ensued that was 

characterized by intensive lobbying. Reminiscent of Lockheed’s bribery scandal (see 

Appendix A), multiple allegations of bribery were attributed to the financially struggling 

Dassault. However, the French company also learned from its prior mistakes in trying to 

market its products to West Germany. France emphasized the need for greater European 

defense cooperation and offered Belgium a generous license production agreement while 

iterating repeatedly that its Mirage III had a much less controversial service record than 

the American Starfighter had experienced.122  

Despite the competition, General Dynamics won the bid due in large part to the 

operational and financial advantages it offered relative to competitors and the more 
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intensive sales push on the part of the US government.123 The initial 348 F-16s were 

produced jointly by Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway (each country 

produced designated systems with final assembly conducted in Belgium and the 

Netherlands) in what the US Air Force describes as an “unusual agreement creating a 

consortium between the United States and four NATO countries.” 124 As part of its sales 

conditions, the US offered these European countries the opportunity to license produce 

40 percent of the components for the program and conduct end-assembly of their F-16’s. 

Moreover, 10 percent of the components in the USAF’s F-16 fleet were to be procured 

from Western European manufacturers, which would in turn produce 15 percent of the 

components for any F-16’s sold globally. A concurrent US offer purchase of 16 thousand 

Belgian machine guns produced in Wallonia by Fabrique Nationale was also a decisive 

factor in the decision.125  

Regardless of these American and French attempts to derail the MRCA, the 

program continued. On August 12, 1969, NATO granted a charter for the Multi Role 

Combat Aircraft Development and Production Management Agency (NAMMO) as an 

official NATO body. NATO also established the NATO MRCA Management Agency 
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(NAMMA), which was overseen by a multinational board of directors and staffed by 

personnel from all three countries in much the same ways as NASMO. The influence of 

NATO’s success with NASPO and NASMO can clearly be seen on the structure and 

operations of NAMMO and NAMMA, which remain in operation to this day as the 

NATO Eurofighter Tornado Management Agency (NETMA).126 Subsequent negotiations 

between the three remaining countries were largely placid in comparison to those that 

came before. One instance of a potential conflict between the UK and Federal Republic 

fizzling due to negotiations over the development of the MRCA’s variable-geometry 

wings. Despite the West German aviation sector’s lack of experience in that field relative 

to the British aviation sector, Bonn insisted that MBB receive the task of developing that 

aspect of the MRCA as part of its general ethos to foster the technical development of its 

aviation sector and Britain acquiesced. Ironically, MBB turned to the US for help in 

refining that technology (the F-111 and F-14 incorporated cutting-edge construction 

techniques) rather than its consortium partner BAC, which was an outcome the British 

had sought to avoid.127  

The MRCA as a fundamentally new program incurred significant financial cost 

and risk. There had of course been some risk in adopting the F-104G given the numerous 

equipment modifications required and the relative inexperience of Europe’s aviation 

sector. However, it was based on an established design by an experienced company that 
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had been the primary initial risk-taker. In the MRCA, the Federal Republic demonstrated 

its adherence to the construction of a multinational European military aviation program 

despite the onset of cost overruns and order reductions. By December 31, 1971, the 

Federal Republic’s share of the MRCA’s development costs stood at 2.3 billion DM out 

of a total of 5.2 billion DM and its projected production costs were around 800 million 

DM. These high costs were far in excess of the money that the Luftwaffe had initially 

allocated for the project (exacerbated in part by the Phantom’s purchase, which had 

incurred 1 billion DM in VAT alone) and public criticism mounted that the MRCA had 

been poorly planned.128  

In the face of these difficulties, the Luftwaffe’s leadership declared that the unit 

price of the program was unimportant relative to its value as significant improvement 

over the Starfighter.129 They declared that to abandon the program would be folly as 

those costs would still need to be paid on top of the additional costs of purchasing at the 

very least two-three squadrons worth of additional Phantoms to make up for the aircraft 

that would not be produced. 130 To that end, Luftwaffe personnel were instructed publicly 

to advocate for and defend the MRCA program against criticism and insist that while the 
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program’s development costs were not fully covered as of yet, they were “feasible” to 

meet.131  

The costs and setbacks of the MRCA/Tornado program continued. By the mid-

1970s the Federal Republic reduced its overall purchase of Tornados from 600 to 324 

aircraft, but the tripartite power-sharing arrangement and work allocation between the 

three countries remained unchanged. This caused some resentment with the UK, which 

required an additional $300 million in MRCA work to compensate for the loss. A 

contemporary House of Commons report bemoaned this as a hard lesson for the Ministry 

of Defense in negotiating multinational agreements.132 This bitterness was compounded 

in 1976 when the Federal Republic agreed to grant Italy a very favorable exchange rate to 

help offset the country’s faltering economy in the wake of the 1970s recession and keep 

the country in the MRCA. The UK made a similar request, but for a much less generous 

exchange rate adjustment.133 Bonn refused on the grounds that while the UK was 

experiencing economic troubles, it had not threatened their participation in the program. 
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Accordingly, Bonn saw no need to renegotiate the terms and further imperil the start of 

mass production.134 

The need to balance multinational concerns—particularly at the outset—had 

caused multiple development and production delays, with the Tornado ultimately 

experiencing twelve years of development before entering serial production.135 However, 

despite the rising costs and production delays, comparative analysis of the MRCA’s total 

expenditure relative to other contemporary aircraft programs including the American F-

111, British TSR-2, and Anglo-French projects including the Jaguar; Concorde; and Lynx 

showed that its cost overruns were relatively moderate. Indeed, the trinational program 

was estimated to have saved upwards of £850 million-£1.9 billion (around 4.5 billion-10 

billion DM).136 
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Despite the challenges, the MRCA Program’s development continued. The first 

flight of the prototype P-01 took place in August 1974.137 By March 1976, six prototypes 

had flow for a combined 281 hours to general acclaim for its handling and electronics 

capabilities. General production of the aircraft was ordered that year.138 The program’s 

management within NATO was a refinement of that pioneered by the Starfighter 

Consortium. The MRCA Program was held up by NATO as providing the alliance with 

another valuable learning exercise in refining the process of collaborative production to 

achieve balance between the participating countries. The painstaking negotiations 

conducted at the outset of the MRCA were cited as particularly valuable. Unlike the 

NATO Starfighter program, which required significant real-time modifications for the 

airframe, engine, and electronics throughout the production cycle, the process of 

determining technical specifications and assigning subcontractors helped to improve 

eventual production efficiency.139  

By 1978, challenges remained on certain technical modifications, but the MRCA 

program had greatly accelerated as it neared introduction into service.140 The aircraft 
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entered serial production in June 1979, four years after the initial 1975 production 

estimate.141 By 1981, the Tornado’s introduction and its one-to-one replacement of the F-

104G was seen as a major boost to SACEUR’s conventional defense capabilities.142 990 

Panavia Tornados in multiple variants were produced for the armed forces of Germany, 

Italy, the United Kingdom —and its lone export market, Saudi Arabia — over nearly two 

decades of continuous production.143 As of December 2021, more than fifty years after it 

entered development, the Tornado remains in the service of each country except the UK. 

Over that time, it has served with distinction in multiple conflicts including the Persian 

Gulf War, the Yugoslav Civil Wars, the Iraq and Afghanistan Wars, the Libyan Civil 

War, the Syrian Civil War, and the Yemeni Civil War.  

By the 1980s, multinational cooperation within Europe had become permanently 

ingrained into West German policymaking as the best means of maximizing the Federal 

Republic’s political, military, and economic capabilities. This continental approach was 

the ultimate rejection of the nationalistic economic policies and autarky that had 

dominated the strategic thinking of earlier German governments. It fostered Bonn’s deep 

integration within NATO and allowed for a maximization of industry that would have 
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been impossible if it was only meeting West German military requirements. It also served 

as a means of leveling the playing field within NATO to assert European independence 

and better compete with the United States and its armaments sector. By 1985, more than 

half of all cooperative projects undertaken by Bonn were strictly European, while the 

trade balance of weapons and equipment between the US and Federal Republic had 

dropped from 10:1 in the 1970s to 2:1 by the 1980s.144  

However, US penetration into the European aviation market continued to be a 

major threat to West Germany’s European ambitions. The high quality and relatively 

lower price of US imports challenged the competitiveness of European aviation firms 

within both NATO and on the broader international market. The American coup in 

selling the F-16 to former Starfighter operators Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and 

Norway at the expense of the Tornado stood as the most prominent example of the 

United States’ competitive advantage relative to the Federal Republic and the 

comparatively fractured European aviation sector. Further, European products that 

utilized American components were subject to an often-onerous extra-territorial 

application of the US government’s trade and export laws. European governments 

frequently decried the application of these laws as unfair and a fundamental impediment 

for their aviation sectors.145 

 
144 Huebner, “The Importance of Arms Exports and Armament Cooperation for 

the West German Defense Industrial Base,” 144-145. 

145 Latham, “Conflict and Competition over the NATO Defense Industrial Base,” 
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As the successes and failures of the Starfighter program directly shaped the 

MRCA/Tornado, so too did the Tornado Program directly shape the succeeding 

generation of combat aircraft. In January 1986, the nascent multinational Eurofighter 

Program explicitly considered the successes and shortcomings of the MRCA/Tornado 

program. An early memo stated bluntly that European Fighter Aircraft (EFA) 

management must take full advantage of the existence, experience and success of 

NAMMA and the MRCA program and urged the development of a German 

organizational proposal for a joint MRCA-EFA agency.146 To that end, the multinational 

management structure of the Eurofighter Consortium was a refinement of that developed 

for the MRCA/Tornado and first pioneered by the Starfighter Consortium a quarter 

century prior.147 Indeed, there was a great deal of both organizational and personnel 

continuity between the two programs that helped to reinforce the lessons learned and 

improve efficiency. 148 Shortly thereafter, the two programs were combined into the 

NATO Eurofighter Tornado Management Agency (NETMA), which continues to manage 

the multinational programs to the present day.149  

 
146 Management Agenturen für MRCA and EFA,” January 27, 1986, Archive 

Signature BW 1/241010, Location 22, Magazine, H3 OG, Series 158, Shelf 2, 

Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 3. 

147 “Betr.: Dokumentation der Feststellungen zur EFA-Programm-organisation,” 

January 15, 1986, Archive Signature BW 1/241010, Location 22, Magazine, H3 OG, 

Series 158, Shelf 2, Bundesarchiv Militärarchiv Freiburg, 1-5. 

148 Latham, “Conflict and Competition over the NATO Defense Industrial Base,” 

97, 100. 

149 Tri-National Agency,” Panavia, accessed on 12/9/2021, 

https://www.panavia.de/nations/tri-national-government-agency/. 
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The collaboration of the involved aviation sectors was also built on the model 

pioneered with the Starfighter consortium and refined with the formation of Panavia. 

Eurofighter-Jagdflugzeug GmbH was established as a joint venture between 

MBB/Dornier, BAE, Aeritalia, and Construcciones Aeronáuticas SA (CASA) to share 

costs and produce the aircraft and its attendant electronics and support systems. Each 

contributing firm was responsible for the development and production of assigned 

systems for both the airframe and engines, which increases efficiency while reducing 

duplication of tasks. Similar to the national breakdown seen in Panavia, both the UK and 

Federal Republic shared 33 percent of the costs and production quotas, while Italy took 

on 21 percent and Spain undertook 13 percent.150 

As the Tornado was a major technical advancement relative to the Starfighter, so 

too was the EFA a testbed for the incorporation of cutting-edge technological 

advancements that were far more advanced than those utilized by the Tornado. Similar to 

the Starfighter’s origins, the EFA was designed from the outset to be a superb air-to-air 

combat aircraft that incorporated the latest construction techniques and electronic 

developments. It was designed from the outset to make exclusive use of fly-by-wire. This 

advancement saved on weight relative to traditional mechanical controls and allowed for 

far greater control and maneuverability. The Eurofighter incorporated digital tactical 

 
150 Latham, “Conflict and Competition over the NATO Defense Industrial Base,” 
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displays, and advanced computers to manage both fuel usages and most efficient use of 

space and resources when operating in a multirole capacity.151 

However, the EFA also had clear divergences with how the Tornado had been 

produced and managed. Learning from the production delays and cost overruns that had 

plagued the MRCA/Tornado due largely to its technical complexity, Eurofighter GmbH 

created a product support office. The objective of this office was to optimize the aircraft’s 

maintainability throughout the design and production processes with the ultimate goal of 

minimizing the Eurofighter’s maintenance and lifecycle costs. Where the 

MRCA/Tornado had still been reliant on components sourced from the US, the 

Eurofighter explicitly excluded US firms from the development and production process. 

Apart from serving as a driver of European technical innovation, this also ensured that 

the US government had no control over the export of the Eurofighter or any of the 

technology developed for it. 152   

While multinational cooperation still came at a heavier financial cost relative to 

sourcing aircraft from the United States, the Federal Republic pressed on with the 

collaborative model it had forged with the Starfighter and Tornado. The benefits of 

multinational cooperation including technical innovation and efficiency, greater support 

for national aviation sectors, common logistics within NATO still outweighed the 

convenience of importing or license producing an extant weapon system. In discussing 

 
151 Latham, “Conflict and Competition over the NATO Defense Industrial Base,” 
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152 Latham, “Conflict and Competition over the NATO Defense Industrial Base,” 
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the Federal Republic’s adherence to the EFA, Luftwaffe Chief of Staff Lieutenant 

General Eberhard Eimler stated that purchasing the American Northrop Grumman F-18 

would have generated cost savings of around 10 billion DM. However, undertaking the 

EFA ensured the survival of the European aviation sector and prevented American 

industry from dominating the continent as it had during the 1950s. Defense Minister 

Manfred Wörner stressed the need for continued multinational engagement informed the 

Bundestag’s Defense Committee that the Federal Republic should never again be put into  
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a situation in which it is only a licensed producer of foreign (namely American) systems:  

We have to insist that our own national aviation industry retain its 

viability...I would neither join the French prototype nor the English 

prototype...Let's make a common aircraft, or we'll make our own.153

 
153 Huebner, “The Importance of Arms Exports and Armament Cooperation for 

the West German Defense Industrial Base,”146. 
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CHAPTER 10  

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The Starfighter marked a sea change in how Germany approached military 

aviation, particularly high-profile combat aircraft programs. Since the dawn of powered 

flight, German governments have taken an immense interest in the military potential for 

aviation and have invested significant resources into the development and direction of the 

country’s aviation industrial sector. Prior to 1945, German military aviation was largely 

defined by insularity, protectionism, and antagonistic international competition in service 

of a deeply nationalistic militarism. Those German governments directed the aviation 

sector in a frequently authoritarian manner that defied market forces and disposed of 

companies like Junkers with little concern beyond the immediate needs of the state. In 

turn, the way that the German aviation sector interacted with the international community 

was defined by antagonism, deeply nationalistic competition, and military conquest, 

particularly in those countries occupied by Germany during the Second World War. The 

sheer destructive potential exercised by the German aviation sector in service of the 

Imperial and Nazi states was such that its activities were severely curtailed following the 

First World War and practically abolished following the Second World War. 

West Germany’s rearmament facilitated the resurrection of the country’s military 

aviation sector specifically to support the Federal Republic’s Bundeswehr in meeting its 

NATO obligations. The Federal Republic embarked on a systematic strategy of economic 

stimulus and organizational concentration to rapidly grant its aviation sector the capacity 
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to undertake the maintenance, repair, and eventual production or modern combat aircraft. 

In so doing, it fostered a relationship with industry that was both reminiscent of and a 

departure from the pre-1945 model exercised by the Federal Republic’s predecessor 

governments. While Bonn created a more collaborative environment in which the private 

industrial firms were freer to exercise wants and opinions, it also made clear that 

behavior that impeded or ran counter to the immediate national interest was intolerable. 

Junkers, and to a lesser extent Bölkow, both served as clear examples of that power 

dynamic. The government embarked on a concentration of the West German aviation 

sector that created clear winners and losers. Bavarian firms concentrated within 

Fluzeugunion Süd received intense financial and political support from Defense Minister 

Strauß, who ensured that they benefited the most in the lucrative license production of 

foreign combat aircraft as part of his own agenda to return the Federal Republic to what 

he saw as Germany’s “rightful” standing in the world.  

To compensate for the decade-long learning curve confronting the aviation sector, 

the Defense Ministry imposed a strategy on the aviation sector designed to give industry 

the tools it would need to vie with established industrial titans in the US, UK, and France 

in manageable increments. The first step lay in securing the right for West German firms 

to recondition, service, and maintain the obsolescent foreign combat aircraft that initially 

equipped the Bundeswehr to narrow the gap in experience. The second step was securing 

the licensed production of these largely obsolete and subsonic designs to gain additional 

manufacturing experience. Procuring an aircraft like the Starfighter was the critical 

penultimate stage in this modernization process to provide industry with the resources 
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and experience needed to construct and maintain a high-performance airframe that could 

then be applied to an original design. Achieving this goal would enable the West German 

aviation sector to become independent from national industries of the Western Allies and 

compete directly with them.    

Where prior German governments had embraced nationalism and autarky, Bonn 

predicated the structure of its military aviation sector explicitly on international 

collaboration and shared financial responsibility. While the production and employment 

of the Starfighter served a critical domestic role in improving the technical sophistication 

and capabilities of the Bundeswehr and West Germany’s aircraft manufacturing firms, 

the aircraft’s acquisition was always couched overtly in terms of its importance for the 

Federal Republic’s aspiration to become a leader and driver of innovation in Western 

Europe’s aviation sector. From the outset of the acquisition process in 1957, 

policymakers in Bonn (most especially Defense Minister Strauß) conceived of the 

Starfighter as a vehicle for elevating the Federal Republic’s standing within NATO.  

The Starfighter program departed from that tradition by being intentionally 

collaborative and international in scope. The German Starfighter program was 

inextricable from the Federal Republic’s role in NATO. Immediately after its 

procurement, Bonn began the process of assembling and funding a nascent Starfighter 

Consortium with other NATO members interested in the aircraft such as Belgium, Italy, 

and the Netherlands with the goal of creating an organization that could be readily 

adopted as an official NATO collaborative weapons program. From 1960-1966, the 

NATO Starfighter Production Organization and NATO Starfighter Management Office 
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oversaw the multinational production of around one thousand F-104G Starfighters for 

employment by the alliance’s air forces. Following the conclusion of the Starfighter’s 

production run, NATO lauded the program as groundbreaking and that it represented a 

sea-change in how the alliance managed the multinational development, production, and 

management of weapons systems.  

The lion’s share of this triumph belonged to the Federal Republic, which had 

taken an immense gamble on the Starfighter and largely achieved its aim of becoming a 

leader of European aviation. The Federal Republic played an outsized role in directing 

and funding the NATO Starfighter offices and honed a leadership style that embodied a 

first among equals’ approach, which allowed Bonn to exercise its authority in a manner 

that marked a stark departure from the bellicosity that defined German foreign and 

military policies prior to 1945. This triumph of diplomacy resulted in West Germany 

promulgating and leading the largest weapons program in NATO’s history to that point, 

which in turn became a blueprint upon which the alliance’s future collaborative programs 

were based.  

Further, much as it had with its domestic Starfighter program, the Federal 

Republic leveraged the US government and Lockheed’s need to sell the Starfighter in 

Europe as a means of funding and facilitating its own ambitions. Lockheed and the US 

government both provided support in the form of financial assistance, logistical support, 

and organizational and technical expertise that helped the European governments and 

industrial firms involved in the Starfighter’s production to mitigate their inexperience and 
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successfully carry out the production and management of the highly sophisticated 

aircraft.    

However, the Federal Republic’s greatest long-term success was in utilizing the 

experiences and partnerships forged through the Starfighter to establish itself as a driver 

of European aviation and technical development. Planners within the Defense Ministry 

had always conceived of the Starfighter as the penultimate step in a multi-year strategy to 

modernize the country’s military aviation and this conception applied as well to Bonn’s 

international ambitions for the aircraft. While the Starfighter and its affiliated NATO 

consortium was itself of intense value for the Federal Republic, it was not long before 

West Germany looked to the future and the Starfighter’s replacement. Following abortive 

unilateral efforts that showed the limitations of German capabilities, Bonn opened 

negotiations with members of the Starfighter Consortium long before the F-104G 

approached the end of its production run with the express goal of developing a truly 

European combat aircraft to replace it.  

This aircraft was known initially as the Multirole Combat Aircraft, but over time 

it developed into the Tornado produced by the trinational firm Panavia and managed 

under NATO’s aegis. The Federal Republic ensured that the MRCA/Tornado 

incorporated the full spectrum of lessons learned from the Starfighter’s production, 

management, and deployment. The technical sophistication and cost of the 

MRCA/Tornado rivaled that of aircraft produced by the venerable titans of US aviation 

as well as competitors in France and the UK. Indeed, the UK joined the nascent Tornado 

program following an abortive bi-national effort to develop a similar combat aircraft with 
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France. The Federal Republic again utilized a first among equals approach in managing 

the Tornado program and served as the largest political and economic driver of the 

program. Despite repeated tensions with its UK partner, Bonn shepherded the Tornado 

through the economic doldrums of the 1970s by bolstering Italy when the recession 

threatened that country’s participation.  

While the Tornado was beset by cost overruns and production setbacks that 

delayed its introduction into service by several years, the program was a marked success 

over the long run. 990 Tornados spanning three variants were produced for the militaries 

of West Germany, Italy, Saudi Arabia, and the United Kingdom, which to date is 

Europe’s largest cooperative military aircraft program.1 Although the UK retired its last 

Tornados in 2019, as of 2021 the aircraft remains in service with the remaining air forces 

more than half a century after it was first conceived.2 In February 2021, the German 

Luftwaffe concluded a contract with Panavia to extend the service life of its remaining 

Tornado fleet for continued operations until the end of the decade.3 

Although the US government had provided an intensive amount of support to 

facilitate Bonn’s meteoric rise as a leader of Western Europe’s military aviation sector, it 

 
1 “The Successful Panavia Tornado Programme,” Panavia, accessed on November 

12, 2021, https://www.panavia.de/company/introduction/. 

2 “RAF Tornado fly-past marks active service retirement,” BBC News, February 

19, 2019, https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-47291557. 

3 “Successful makeover for the German Tornado: Tornado Service Life 

Enhancement,” Panavia, accessed on November 18, 2021, last modified February 8, 

2021, https://www.panavia.de/news-events/detail/?tx_news_pi1 percent5Bnews 

percent5D=13&tx_news_pi1 percent5Bcontroller percent5D=News&tx_news_pi1 

percent5Baction percent5D=detail&cHash=97d8e20cc0d45b7496e284726db0fb63. 

https://www.panavia.de/company/introduction/
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actively worked to undercut the viability of successor aircraft. Simply put, the 

MRCA/Tornado as a competitor to US combat aircraft was a direct threat to US industrial 

interests in Europe. Thus, the US government worked to peel off consortium members —

particularly smaller countries such as the Netherlands and Belgium — by underscoring 

the immense cost, and high risk inherent in undertaking the wholesale development of a 

modern combat aircraft. To a certain extent, the US managed to replicate the success 

Bonn had experienced with the Starfighter Consortium and used the experience gained by 

those European countries against German ambitions for the MRCA/Tornado. The US 

built its own European consortium for the production of the General Dynamics F-16 

Fighting Falcon in Europe by concluding an agreement with Belgium, Denmark, the 

Netherlands, and Norway to replace their Starfighters with 348 license-produced variants 

of the F-16 Fighting Falcon produced by the US firm General Dynamics.4 As of 

December 2021, the F-16 had seen service or will see service with numerous NATO 

member states including the US, Belgium, Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, the Netherlands, 

Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, and Turkey.5 Through sheer number of 

involved countries, the F-16, more so than the Tornado or Eurofighter, can lay a rightful 

claim to the Starfighter’s title of NATO Fighter. 

 
4 “F-16 Fighting Falcon.” United States Air Force, accessed on November 15, 

2021, last modified September 2021, https://www.af.mil/About-Us/Fact-

Sheets/Display/Article/104505/f-16-fighting-falcon/. 

5 As of December 2021, the F-16 had seen service or will see service with 

numerous NATO member states including the US, Belgium, Bulgaria, Greece, Italy, the 

Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, and Turkey.  

https://www.af.mil/About-Us/Fact-Sheets/Display/Article/104505/f-16-fighting-falcon/
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However, the Starfighter’s descendants and its outsized legacy in European 

military aviation can be seen in the contemporary world beyond the Tornado. The 

Eurofighter Typhoon was born from a similar multinational push led chiefly by the 

member states of the Tornado Consortium. Germany remains a primary contributor and 

leader of the Starfighter’s successor programs in financial and organizational capacities 

through its stake in Airbus Defense and Space. Germany’s ownership stake in Panavia 

stands at 42.5 percent.6 In turn, it possesses a 33 percent ownership stake in Eurofighter 

Jagdflugzeug GmbH.7 Most recently, Germany has again replicated its success in 

fostering multinational consortiums with the recently unveiled Future Combat Air 

System, which is a highly advanced sixth-generation jet fighter development program 

that it has undertaken with France and Spain.8  

Just as the F-104G Starfighter’s value for Bonn was couched overtly in its utility 

as a multinational NATO program from the outset, the Tornado program was also tied 

inextricably to the alliance. Its management was overseen by NATO subsidiary bodies, 

the NATO MRCA Management and Production Organization (NAMMO) and NATO 

Multi-Role Combat Aircraft Development and Production Management Agency 

(NAMMA). As the Starfighter and its NATO consortia sparked the genesis of the 

 
6 “The Successful Panavia Tornado Programme,” accessed on November 13, 

2021, https://www.panavia.de/company/introduction/. 

7 “How Eurofighter Typhoon Operates,” accessed on November 13, 2021, 

https://www.eurofighter.com/about-us. 

8 “The Future Combat Air System,” Airbus, accessed on November 15, 2021, 

https://www.airbus.com/en/products-services/Defense/multi-domain-superiority/future-

combat-air-system-fcas. 
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Tornado, the Tornado in turn helped to spur the multinational consortium that gave rise to 

the contemporary Eurofighter Typhoon, which co-opted the existing collaborative 

structure created with NAMMA to form the NATO Eurofighter Tornado Management 

Agency (NETMA).9  

As the NATO Starfighter offices were headquartered in Koblenz, the Tornado and 

Eurofighter offices as well as their combined NATO management consortium are 

headquartered near Munich. This Bavarian aviation cartel stands as a permanent 

testament to Franz Josef Strauß’ efforts to elevate and champion his home state and its 

native industry as a driver of European aviation. More than sixty years after its forays in 

establishing and directing the multinational Starfighter consortia, the Federal Republic 

maintains its leadership role within NATO and remains a leading driver of collaborative 

European military aviation production and management. 

The legacy of the Starfighter and of its champion, Franz Josef Strauß is also seen 

in the modern multinational titan of aviation, Airbus SE. The consolidations within the 

West German aviation sector that were sparked by rearmament, the Starfighter, and the 

NATO consortia led directly to the eventual consolidation of Western European aviation 

under the multinational umbrella of Airbus, which through the acquisition of 

Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm is deeply involved in in high-profile military aviation 

projects including the Tornado, Eurofighter Typhoon, and Future Combat Air System 

 
9 “Tri-National Government Agency,” Panavia, accessed on November 12, 2021, 

https://www.panavia.de/nations/tri-national-government-agency/. 
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projects. 10 Indeed, Airbus touts both the Tornado and Typhoon as critical successes in 

the establishment of Europe as a global leader in military aviation development and 

production.11 In 2019 Airbus surpassed Boeing as the largest aircraft manufacturer in the 

world, which was a feat due in no small part to the foundation for international 

collaboration that was laid with the Starfighter and its successors.12   

Airbus was founded in September 1967— at roughly the same time as the 

MRCA/Tornado Consortium— as a partnership between the West Germany, the UK and 

France. Like the MRCA, Airbus was designed to pool resources to give European 

manufacturers a better chance at competing against US dominance of the aviation sector. 

However, Airbus flipped the MRCA’s paradigm, in that the UK departed in 1969 and the 

company initially became a high-profile instance of Franco-German collaboration as 

Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm and Aérospatiale worked together to produce the A 300 

airliner. 13 As he had in his role as Defense Minister with the Starfighter, Strauß in his 

capacity as Finance Minister again articulated his belief that high-technology aviation 

 
10 See Appendix A for a table outlining the mergers, acquisitions, and 

consolidations that led to Airbus as well as organization breakdowns of the Starfighter, 

Tornado, and Eurofighter consortia. 

11 “Putting ‘Teeth’ in Europe’s Front-Line Combat Aircraft,” Airbus, accessed on 

December, 15, 2021 https://www.airbus.com/en/who-we-are/our-history/Defense-

history/putting-teeth-in-europes-front-line-combat-aircraft. 

12 “Airbus Topples Boeing as Biggest Plane Maker,” Deutsche Welle, January 2, 

2020, https://www.dw.com/en/airbus-topples-boeing-as-biggest-plane-maker/a-

49536539. 

13 Keith Hayward “Airbus: Twenty Years of European Collaboration,” 

International Affairs (Royal Institute of International Affairs) 64, no. 1 (1987): 12-13. 

https://doi.org/10.2307/2621491. 
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https://www.dw.com/en/airbus-topples-boeing-as-biggest-plane-maker/a-49536539
https://doi.org/10.2307/2621491
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projects and continued public support for the sector were critical to the Federal 

Republic’s modernization and ability to compete with established titans like the US. To 

achieve that end, he again championed the creation of a collaborative European 

production consortium. Once the CSU was ousted from power, in 1970 Strauß was 

appointed as the head of Airbus Germany which was seen as an expedient means to 

remove him from the Bundestag by his political rivals in the SPD. He was subsequently 

chosen by the involved West German firms to serve as the Chairman of the Board of 

Directors for Airbus.14 The UK in the form of British Aerospace rejoined Airbus in the 

late 1970s after the company — against the government’s wishes—determined that 

membership in the European program was preferable to working as a junior partner in 

projects with US firms such as Boeing and McDonnell-Douglas. 15  

Strauß championed Airbus as a driver for European industrial integration as he 

had the Starfighter and MRCA and eventually served in key leadership roles within the 

company.16 As was shown in the third chapter, Strauß’ influence in the formation of 

Airbus was so critical that the company endowed him with the status of a founding father 

on the centennial of his birth. Airbus stated that without his passion or vision neither the 

 
14 Milosch, Modernizing Bavaria, 157-158, 160-161. 

15 As it had with the Starfighter and Tornado, the Federal Republic heavily 

subsidized MBB’s involvement in Airbus by covering as much as 90 percent of the 

company’s costs in the 1980s. In comparison, Aérospatiale as a publicly owned company 

received subsidies totaling 40-60 percent of its Airbus costs, while BAE received 

publicly financed loans. 

Hayward “Airbus: Twenty Years of European Collaboration,”14, 17. 

16 Hayward “Airbus: Twenty Years of European Collaboration,” 20. 
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German nor European aviation sectors would resemble the prosperous enterprises they 

became in the latter half of the twentieth century. Airbus Chief Operating Officer John 

Leahy stated that “Without the work of Franz Josef Strauss, there wouldn’t be a European 

success story like this for us to look back on.”17 Airbus General Secretary Hanko von 

Lachner stated that: 

 

Without any doubt, Strauss was the man in Germany who kept, at least on the 

government side, the programme going….He was a man with a strong personality 

and a lot of courage. He saw the overall goal, that the Airbus project was the 

chance for a European industry. Strauss was the archetypal European.18  

 

Despite this long history of success, contemporary challenges have arisen that 

may threaten Germany’s ability to continue as an aviation leader within NATO and the 

multinational military aviation sector it has fostered over more than six decades. While 

Germany has remained a key leader and motivator of the technologically sophisticated 

European military aviation sector and is spear-heading the sixth-generation Future 

Combat Air System, its military is at a critical juncture. The Bundeswehr has long been 

starved of public support, political will, and economic funding for decades, the armed 

forces’ military readiness is nominal with the air force rendered nearly defunct in recent 

 
17 “100th Anniversary Of Franz Josef Strauss’ Birth – Airbus Group Says Thank 

You!,” Airbus, last modified September 8, 2015, 

https://www.airbus.com/newsroom/press-

releases/en/2015/09/20150902_airbus_group_Franz-Josef-Strauss-centenary.html. 

18 “Trouble and Strife (1968-1969),” Airbus, accessed on December 19, 2021, 

https://www.airbus.com/en/who-we-are/our-history/commercial-aircraft-history/trouble-

and-strife-1968-1969. 

https://www.airbus.com/newsroom/press-releases/en/2015/09/20150902_airbus_group_Franz-Josef-Strauss-centenary.html
https://www.airbus.com/newsroom/press-releases/en/2015/09/20150902_airbus_group_Franz-Josef-Strauss-centenary.html
https://www.airbus.com/en/who-we-are/our-history/commercial-aircraft-history/trouble-and-strife-1968-1969
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years.19 In May 2018, Inspekteur der Luftwaffe Lieutenant General Ingo Gerhatz 

declared that  the Luftwaffe was “at a low point” as a lack of spare parts and reliance 

complete on the German aviation sector to conduct maintenance and repair had rendered 

only 26 of 93 Tornados and 39 of 128 Eurofighter Typhoons as airworthy.20 That year, 

leaked Bundeswehr documents confirmed that the Bundeswehr had admitted it was 

currently unable to meet its NATO requirements driven largely by these parts shortages.21  

This glaring contradiction between Germany’s role as a leader and driver of 

military aviation development and its actual military air capability has manifested 

recently in Germany’s need to bridge the gap between the impending end of the 

Tornado’s lifespan and the rollout of the Future Combat Air System at some point 

between 2035-2040.22 In recent years, the German government has announced a tender of 

procurement for an immediate replacement for the Tornado as its primary electronic 

countermeasure, strike, and nuclear delivery aircraft that would allow it to meet its 

 
19 Erik Kirschbaum, “Broken Fighter Jets, Grounded Helicopters and Idled Tanks: 

Germany’s Military is Ailing,” Los Angeles Times, May 18, 2018, 

https://www.latimes.com/world/europe/la-fg-germany-ailing-military-20180516-

story.html. 

20 Sabine Siebold, “German Air Force in Dire Straits: Chief of Staff,” Reuters, 

June 27, 2018. 

21 Ben Knight, “German military short on tanks for NATO mission,” Deutsche 

Welle, February 15, 2018, https://www.dw.com/en/german-military-short-on-tanks-for-

nato-mission/a-42603112. 

22 “Dassault Aviation and Airbus Join Forces on Future Combat Air System,” 

Dassault Aviation, April 25, 2018, https://www.dassault-

aviation.com/en/group/press/press-kits/dassault-aviation-airbus-join-forces-future-

combat-air-system/. 
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NATO obligations. In doing so, has been compelled to strike a compromise measure 

between nurturing its role as a European aviation leader and contemporary budgetary and 

political realities by turning to the US for a major combat aircraft purchase for the first 

time in decades. The government indicated it would issue orders for thirty-eight upgraded 

Tranche 4 Eurofighter Typhoon aircraft, as well as the purchase of thirty Boeing F/A-

18E/F Super Hornets from the US, which has immediate compatibility with the nuclear 

weapons that Germany operates, and fifteen EA-18G Growler electronic warfare 

aircraft.23 In December 2020, Airbus offered to construct eighty-five of the latest 

generation Tranche 5 Eurofighter Typhoons to completely replace the Luftwaffe’s 

Tornado fleet.24  

The matter was decided conclusively following the Russian invasion of Ukraine 

in February 2022. The rekindling of war on the European continent pushed the newly-

elected SPD-led coalition government of Chancellor Olaf Scholz to immediately invest 

€100 billion ($110 billion) into the Bundeswehr while bringing the country’s defense 

spending permanently in line with NATO’s mandated minimum of 2 percent of GDP.25 

Subsequently, the Scholz government announced that it will purchase the Lockheed 

 
23 Alexander Luck, “Squaring the Circle: The Replacement of the German 

Luftwaffe’s Tornado,” Foreign Policy Research Institute, May 26, 2020, 

https://www.fpri.org/article/2020/05/squaring-the-circle-the-replacement-of-the-german-

luftwaffes-tornado/. 

24 Gareth Jennings, “Airbus to offer Tranche 5 Eurofighters to replace German 

Tornados,” Janes, December 9, 2020, https://www.janes.com/Defense-news/news-

detail/airbus-to-offer-tranche-5-eurofighters-to-replace-german-tornados. 

25 Peter Hille and Nine Werkhäuser, “Germany's army: Will €100 billion make it 

strong?” Deutsche Welle, March 3, 2022, https://p.dw.com/p/47w4p. 
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Martin F-35A Lightning II to replace the Tornado. Unlike the F/A-18 or Eurofighter 

Typhoon, the F-35A is a fifth-generation stealth combat aircraft and is a much more 

complicated and expensive weapons system to maintain.26 This acquisition of the F-35A 

mirrors Germany’s earlier decision to purchase the Starfighter and indeed the two aircraft 

systems share similar reputations for both cutting-edge sophistication and well-

documented technical teething issues. 

The outright purchase of an American combat aircraft to succeed the Tornado in 

the immediate term complicates the Starfighter’s legacy. However, the situation is not 

without precedent. Just as the F-4E Phantom was acquired as a stopgap to fill an urgent 

requirement before the eventual rollout of the MRCA, the purchase of the F-35A will 

happen in tandem with increased purchases of the Eurofighter Typhoon and the eventual 

deployment of the Future Combat Air System.27 The partnerships forged, the technical 

and industrial experience gained, and the multinational political and economic 

administrative framework established during the Starfighter program became the genesis 

point for a family of multinational advanced military aircraft programs that continues to 

the present day. The Starfighter program fundamentally altered the way in which German 

military aviation engaged with the wider world and left the Federal Republic as 

 
26 The Editorial Board, “Germany to Russia: We’re Buying the F-35,” The Wall 

Street Journal, March 16, 2022, https://www.wsj.com/articles/germany-to-putin-were-

buying-the-f-35-olaf-scholz-fighter-jet-defense-11647369739. 

27 John A. Tirpak, “Germany to Buy F-35 and Typhoon Fighters as It Boosts 

Defense Spending,” Air Force Magazine, March 14, 2022, 

https://www.airforcemag.com/germany-to-buy-f-35-and-typhoon-fighters-as-it-boosts-

defense-spending/. 
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permanent a driver of innovation and production a decade after its aviation sector was 

painstakingly resurrected following a decade of ruin and neglect. It is clear to see that the 

foundation that Germany laid with the purchase of the license production rights to the 

Lockheed F-104G Starfighter, its direction of NATO production and management 

consortia, and its leadership in developing European successor programs continues to be 

sound more than sixty years after the Federal Republic first embarked on its ambitious 

military aviation strategy.  
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Figure 1. European Starfighter Production.“Study of the Factors Influencing the Co-

Operation in the F-104G Project,” October 25, 1968, archive signature box IS-D106-246, 

folder NPLO 4_2_10, NATO Archives, 3. 
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Figure 2. Panavia Founding Organizational Structure (West Germany, Italy, and United 

Kingdom).“Panavia GmbH,” BAE Systems, accessed December 20, 2021, 

https://www.baesystems.com/en-uk/heritage/panavia. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Panavia Contemporary Organizational Structure (Germany, Italy, and United 

Kingdom).“The Successful Panavia Tornado Programme,” Panavia, accessed December 

20, 2021, https://www.panavia.de/company/introduction/.  
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Figure 4. Eurofighter Jagdflugzeug GmbH Organizational Structure (Germany, Italy, 

Spain, United Kingdom). “About Us,” Eurofighter Typhoon, accessed December 20, 

2021, https://www.eurofighter.com/about-us. 
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Figure 5. Consolidations, Mergers, and Acquisitions of Military Aviation Firms that led 

to Airbus Defense and Space (Formerly EADS). Stanley I. Weiss, “European Aeronautic 

Defense and Space Company,” Encyclopedia Britannica, accessed December 20, 2021, 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/European-Aeronautic-Defense-and-Space-

Company/DaimlerChrysler-Aerospace; “Company History,” MTU Aero Engines, 

accessed on December 20, 2021, https://www.mtu.de/company/history/.
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APPENDIX A 

THE LOCKHEED BRIBERY SCANDAL 

It is critical to note that much like the Starfighter itself, Strauß and the Defense 

Ministry’s legacy in this narrative is neither straight-forward nor uncontroversial. When 

discussing this legacy, it would be an oversight to not address the charges of corruption 

and improper behavior between himself and Lockheed that were alleged during and after 

the acquisition of the Starfighter. The uncovering of illicit corporate campaign 

contributions made to the Nixon campaign in 1972 touched off multiple congressional 

and Securities and Exchange Commission investigations into the hidden financial 

holdings of US-based multinational corporations. By 1975, the SEC’s investigations had 

turned to foreign sales commissions and begun an audit of Lockheed. The company’s 

leadership initially rebuffed any allegations of impropriety and emphasized that the 

Department of Defense had issued directives supporting the use of paid consultants to 

secure foreign sales.1  

The congressional investigation was handled largely by a Senate sub-committee 

under the leadership of Senator Frank Church, which inadvertently uncovered 

Lockheed’s financial indiscretions while investigating rival firm, Northrop. Chairman 

Tom Jones of Northrop admitted to the committee that his company’s bribery practices to 

foreign government officials had been modeled on Lockheed’s efforts. 2 During the 

 
1 Boulton, The Grease Machine, 18-19. 

2 Boulton, The Grease Machine, 19. 
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course of the inquiry, it also came to light that Northrop’s leadership had earlier 

bemoaned the structural disadvantage it suffered in the German market due to what it 

alleged was illegal influence and activities undertaken by other US firms. At this point a 

third congressional inquiry conducted by the Senate Banking Committee under the 

leadership of Senator William Proxmire piled on to the Church Committee and SEC’s 

investigations. Proxmire had overseen the prior investigation into the large cost overruns 

for the Lockheed C-5 Galaxy and led the charge to deny Lockheed a federal bailout in 

1971. However, Proxmire and Church were political rivals and the latter saw the former’s 

inquiry as an effort to steal the spotlight.3 

Lockheed’s leadership and the accounting firm that handled its foreign sales 

commissions were subpoenaed, but the scandal broke wide open in August when Robert 

Waters, a vice president and treasurer at Lockheed, left a detailed note on the matter 

before taking his own life. Waters had played a role in administering Lockheed’s covert 

and illicit foreign accounts and their transformation into a slush fund.4 The auditing firm, 

Arthur Young and Co. testified before Church’s subcommittee that Lockheed utilized a 

global network of secret accounts, foreign consultants, and law firms to clandestinely 

influence policymakers and businessmen to support the company’s bids and contracts. 

Additionally, former Lockheed employee Ernest Hauser presented evidence to the 

subcommittee that detailed the bribes to European government officials he had 

 
3 Boulton, The Grease Machine, 263-265. 

4 Boulton, The Grease Machine, 19. 
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facilitated.5 Following Waters’ death, Lockheed informed the SEC and Congress that it 

had paid at least $22 million to foreign government officials (including $370 thousand for 

the purchase of a boat as a “sales concession”) and political parties but resisted naming 

specific individuals or countries.6 When called to explain Lockheed’s action, president A. 

Carl Kotchian admitted to Senator Church that he classified the $22 million as bribes to 

“improve the climate.”7  

From the 1950s-1970s Lockheed’s management actively pursued a policy of cash 

payments to foreign governments and policymakers in return for their pledge to purchase 

the company’s products for their militaries and/or national airlines. Most of these 

payments began following a series of financial setbacks the company suffered in the late 

1960s and early 1970s due to large cost overruns for the company’s C-5 military cargo 

aircraft and the bankruptcy of Rolls-Royce (one of its primary engine suppliers) that 

resulted in the loss of $300 million in canceled orders. By 1971, the US government was 

compelled to offer Lockheed a bailout in the form of a $250 million federal loan 

guarantee to keep the defense-industrial titan solvent. Indeed, the pattern of systemic 

 
5 Frank, Badua. “LAYING DOWN THE LAW ON LOCKHEED: HOW AN 

AVIATION AND DEFENSE GIANT INSPIRED THE PROMULGATION OF THE 

FOREIGN CORRUPT PRACTICES ACT OF 1977,” The Accounting Historians Journal 

42, no. 1 (2015): 112-113, http://www.jstor.org/stable/43487033. 

6 Robert M. Smith, “Lockheed Sought to Give Costly Boat as Impetus to Sale,” 

The New York Times, September 1, 1975, 

https://timesmachine.nytimes.com/timesmachine/1975/09/01/76597406.pdf?pdf_redirect

=true&ip=0. 

7 Sue Masterman, “The Lockheed Revelations Imperil the Dutch Monarchy,” 
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bribery threatened to imperil Lockheed’s finances even further, as the Government 

Emergency Loan Guarantee Board that oversaw the bailout warned that the cover up of 

the foreign slush funds potentially violated the loan’s terms.8  

Some members of the Emergency Loan Guarantee Board expressed a desire to cut 

Lockheed off from further public funds in light of the evidence of its rampant bribery, 

arguing that the government had no obligation to offer the malfeasant company additional 

assistance. However, the result of this decision would have been the liquidation of the 

company, which would have had the unintended consequence of ending the 

Congressional inquiry as Lockheed would instantly cease to exist once its receiver had 

been recalled. Practicality won in the end, and the languishing defense-industrial giant 

was offered an additional $30 million in funding to ensure its continued survival.9 

Despite the shock of the initial scandal, Lockheed weathered the storm on Capitol 

Hill largely through the intervention (intentional or otherwise) of the US government. 

Lockheed Chairman Daniel Haughton was first called before Proxmire’s committee, 

which lacked the bevy of subpoenaed documents that Church had at his disposal. 

Haughton fended off Proxmire through insistent refusal to name specific people or even 

countries that Lockheed had paid off. Senator Church, on the other hand, frequently and 

theatrically excoriated Lockheed’s malfeasance while drowning the press in large stacks 

 
8 “Lockheed’s Defiance: A Right to Bribe?,” TIME Magazine, August 18, 1975, 
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of subpoenaed documentation. On November 28 Secretary of State Henry Kissinger 

wrote to the Attorney General Edward Levi requesting a protective order to prevent 

Lockheed from having to disclose the names of politicians and officials that Lockheed 

had bribed. Kissinger argued that the disclosure of that information could harm American 

relations with key partners and allies. The Justice Department granted his request.10  

Church and the SEC’s surrender to Haughton’s wishes sparked significant public 

criticism questioning the investigation’s integrity and willingness to cater to Lockheed. 

While the post-Watergate investigations into malfeasance in both the US government and 

business community had made him a household name in American politics, by November 

1975 he concluded that the public was tiring of investigative politics and determined that 

the Lockheed hearing should be ended as quickly as possible. He cut another deal with 

Haughton to expedite the process in which Lockheed pledged to provide details on its 

bribery in Italy in return for the committee not pursuing an investigation of its $1 billion 

sale of 44 P-3 Orion anti-submarine warfare aircraft to Japan. This unleashed a new wave 

of anger from within the government as the congressional staffers that had painstakingly 

built the case against Lockheed were infuriated by Church’s betrayal.11 

Instead of receiving punishment, Lockheed emerged from the bribery scandal in a 

strengthened position. Not only had the company wrung multiple bailouts from the 

federal government, but its stock value doubled over the course of 1977 predicated on 

robust defense and civil sales in excess of $3 billion. Lockheed was allowed to conduct 

 
10 Boulton, The Grease Machine, 265-268. 

11 David Boulton, The Grease Machine, 267-268. 
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an internal series of reforms under a consent decree negotiated with the SEC. A Special 

Review Committee was established, which composed a report detailing the company’s 

actions (while still omitting specific persons and countries). The committee placed the 

majority of the blame for the malfeasance on Lockheed’s leadership, namely Haughton, 

who had been “willing to distort such a primary principle as integrity for short-term 

expediency.”12 The multinational bribery apparatus was dismantled with much of the 

company’s leadership (including Haughton) given golden parachutes. The company 

issued a new code of conduct in 1977 that emphasized full compliance with the law in 

every country it worked in, complete record-keeping, ethical conduct, and the avoidance 

of conflicts of interest.13  However, this corporate culture only came about after Arthur 

Young and Co. threatened to not certify Lockheed’s 1978 financial statement.14   

Multiple world leaders were directly implicated in Lockheed’s bribery allegations. 

Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands was accused of using his influence with the Defense 

Ministry to advocate for the acquisition of multiple Lockheed aircraft. Frederick Meuser, 

Lockheed’s Director for Europe, Africa, and the Middle East had cultivated a meaningful 

relationship with Bernhard beginning in the Second World War.15 In 1973, Meuser 

worked to have the prince pressure the Netherlands Defense Ministry to select 

Lockheed’s P-3 Orion anti-submarine warfare aircraft over the French Breguet 

 
12 David Boulton, The Grease Machine, 275. 

13 David Boulton, The Grease Machine, 275-277. 

14 Badua. “LAYING DOWN THE LAW ON LOCKHEED,” 113-114. 
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Atlantique. Former Lockheed employee Ernest Hauser also stated before the US Senate 

that Prince Bernhard had received an additional $1.1 million in cash from Lockheed via 

Meuser to influence the Netherlands’ purchase of the Starfighter, which was a charge the 

prince denied at the time. The commission appointed by the Netherlands government to 

investigate the allegations received no cooperation from Lockheed officials including 

Courtlandt Gross, Daniel Haughten, or Carl Kotchian.16  

As part of the scheme to purchase the Orion, Meuser offered Prince Bernhard a 

commission rate of 4 percent for complete aircraft and 8 percent for parts and services to 

be relayed through Lockheed’s Swiss consultant Hubert Weisbrod.  However, 

Lockheed’s leadership in Burbank balked at such a generous commission rate, as it would 

net Bernhard an estimated $4-$6 million, and the proposal was flatly rejected. Bernhard 

had believed that he would only receive $1 million based on his own calculations and 

was insulted by the complete rejection of the offer Weisbrod had made him. He argued in 

a letter sent to Burbank that such a thing “would never have happened in the days of Bob 

or Courtlandt Gross.” He was embittered that his efforts as an old friend of the company 

to “turn things to the right direction and to prevent wrong decisions influenced by 

political considerations” were spurned, and he pledged to no longer help the company 

beat out competitors form the UK and France.17  

 
16 Bernard Weinraub, “Dutch Prince Quits Posts as Inquiry Board Assails His 

Links with Lockheed,” The New York Times, August 27, 1976, 
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Dutch investigations into Prince Bernhard corroborated the evidence presented to 

the Senate despite the Prince’s repeated evasions and denials. The investigators 

concluded that Bernhard had been clearly susceptible to underhanded financial incentives 

in return for the exercise of his influence on foreign arms procurement. He avoided 

prosecution only after Queen Juliana threatened to abdicate the throne.18 Nevertheless, he 

was compelled to renounce his military positions and some business interests.19  In 

interviews released following his death, Prince Bernhard confessed to receiving a 

“sweetener” of $1 million from Lockheed to advocate for the purchase of the F-104G 

Starfighter.20  

Lockheed admitted to working through Yoshio Kodama to facilitate payments to 

Japanese officials. Kodama was a right-wing ultranationalist that had previously been 

imprisoned in the late 1930s after a failed attempt to assassinate the Japanese cabinet.21 

He was released from prison and served as a Japanese intelligence asset in China during 

the Second World War where he amassed a large fortune that he later used to help 

finance the Liberal Democratic Party, including Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi and 
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Prime Minister Kakuei Tanaka. Kodama worked covertly for Lockheed for fifteen years 

and in that time, he funneled more than $7 million to Japanese politicians to support the 

purchase of Lockheed aircraft.22 In 1959, Kodama he successfully used over $2 million in 

bribes to sway the government of Prime Minister Kishi to cancel its intended order of the 

Grumman F-11F Super Tiger in favor of 230 Starfighters23. Prime Minister Kakuei 

Tanaka was convicted in 1983 after being initially charged in 1976 for taking $1.6 

million from Lockheed to purchase the L-1011 Tristar passenger airliner.24  

Italian Prime Minister Giovanni Leone was forced to resign following the 

outbreak of the Lockheed scandal after it was revealed that bribes had been paid to Italian 

politicians to ensure the purchase of the company’s C-130 Hercules military cargo 

aircraft. While not directly named, an Italian prime minister with the codename 

“Antelope Gobbler” (Prime Minister Leone’s last name being Italian for lion) was 

identified in Lockheed’s records.25 Despite a lack of concrete evidence, the allegations of 

bribery were sufficient for the Christian Democratic Party and Communist Party to force 

Leone to resign his post six months early. In 1979 Italy’s Constitutional Court sentenced 

 
22 Wolfgang, “Yoshio Kodama; Was Rightist,” The New York Times, January 18, 
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23 William D. Hartung, Prophets of War: Lockheed Martin and the Making of the 

Military-Industrial Complex (New York: Nation Books, 2010), 179.   
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Mario Tanassi, a former defense minister and member of parliament, to over two years in 

prison for accepting $1.6 million in Lockheed bribes. Former air force chief of staff 

General Duilio Fanali was sentenced to twenty-one months in prison.26  

As early as 1964, Lockheed employed Saudi arms dealer named Adnan 

Khashoggi as the company’s Middle Eastern liaison.27 Khashoggi was well connected to 

both the Saudi and Jordanian royal families and was well placed to help Lockheed break 

into Saudi Arabia, which was looking to purchase large numbers of modern aircraft. 

While the country was immensely wealthy due to oil revenue, nearly all of that wealth 

was vested int the royal family, and Khashoggi helped Lockheed to navigate this quasi-

feudal business environment.28 Between 1970-1975, Lockheed paid a $106 million in 

commissions to funnel Lockheed contracts to Saudi Arabia’s military.29  

Alleged West German involvement in Lockheed’s international bribery scheme 

centered around Defense Minister Strauß. As has been noted, Lockheed invested 
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considerable resources in cultivating ties with both the government in Bonn as well as 

firms of the re-emerging West German aviation sector. While the company had enjoyed 

modest success selling its aircraft in the country, the elevation of Franz Josef Strauß to 

his position as Defense Minister marked a turning point in Lockheed’s relationship with 

Bonn. Strauß’ unqualified advocacy of the Starfighter in the face of competing aircraft 

and resistance from his own Defense Ministry was at least somewhat personal in nature. 

The Lockheed representative handling the negotiation of equipment change proposals 

(ECP) between the company and Bonn was Ernest Hauser, whom Strauß had known 

since 1945.30 Ernest Hauser served as an intelligence officer in the US Army during the 

Occupation of Germany. In this capacity, he met Franz Josef Strauß, who at the time was 

working as a translator for the US Army. The two developed a close friendship that was 

both personally and professionally rewarding. According to Hauser, it was through his 

intervention that Strauß received his first political posting in postwar Bavaria. Hauser 

returned to the US in 1950, but he continued his friendship with Strauß.31  

By 1959, Strauß was serving as defense minister after his meteoric rise in West 

German politics while Hauser was working at the Aerojet General Corporation, which 

conducted subcontract work for larger US aviation firms. 32 The following year, Strauß 

 
30 ECP’s in this case were the extensive and expensive equipment modifications 

required by Bonn to convert the F-014A daytime interceptor used by the USAF into the 

electronically sophisticated, all-weather, multirole F-104G. 
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offered Hauser a position with Lockheed that he had negotiated with Robert Gross to 

serve as a liaison between the company and the various German and NATO Starfighter 

offices setting up in Koblenz. 33  Officially, Hauser facilitated high-level visits in both the 

US and Germany, lobbied with members of the Bundestag, and conducted other political 

and public relations tasks. However, he later stated that his most important task was to 

serve as Strauß’ informant within the Lockheed Starfighter office.34 

According to Hauser, Strauß had concluded a secret agreement with Robert Gross 

in 1959 in which Lockheed paid a certain percentage of its sales, licensed production, and 

ECP commissions into the CSU’s coffers. However, the plan was opposed by Günther 

Frank-Fahle of Deutsche-Commerz, as these payments were to be deducted from the 

commissions he earned as a sales agent (he supposedly stood to lose over $1 million). His 

opposition ensured that the scheme had still had not come to fruition by the time of 

Robert Gross’ death in September 1961. Regardless, Hauser stated that Strauß insisted 

that the agreement be honored despite no one else at Lockheed admitting to having 

knowledge of it. Strauß allegedly tasked Hauser with resolving the matter with Frank-

Fahle, however he preempted any diplomatic solution by going over both of them and 

sought to clear the matter with Burbank. When Hauser informed Strauß of Frank-Fahle’s 

 
33 “Strauß, die Gangster und die Wahrheit,” Der Spiegel, February 22, 1976, 
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indignation at this move, the defense minister was alleged to have laughed it off saying 

that it “served the old Nazi right.”35   

By March 1962, Hauser stated that he had come to regret taking the Lockheed 

posting as it had essentially become a matter of couriering illicit money and acting as the 

intermediary in continual conflicts between Strauß, Frank-Fahle, and Lockheed’s 

leadership in Burbank. Hauser indicated that apart from the flagrant illegality of it all, the 

matter was utterly unworkable as all parties were treating the illicit payoff from the sale 

of over 800 Starfighters as they would “15+ lousy Constellations.” Hauser later assessed 

the total amount of money Lockheed paid to the CSU at least $10 million, or $5 thousand 

for every Starfighter regardless of whether it was produced by Lockheed or license 

produced in West Germany. Hauser’s direct involvement in Lockheed’s alleged payoffs 

came to an end with Strauß’ downfall from the Defense Ministry in 1962 following his 

actions during the Spiegel-Affäre. 36 Hauser fell out with Strauß in 1963 and left 

Lockheed in 1964. In December 1963, Strauß successor as Defense Minister, Kai-Uwe 

von Hassel, sent a letter to Lockheed that praised Hauser in his role as a liaison for 

maintaining "excellent contact with us over the past two years and has demonstrated 

outstanding skill in working together. We have no doubts about his person.”37  

The Spiegel-Affäre was one of the many scandals Strauß endured through his long 

political career. West German periodical Der Spiegel was a frequent critic of Strauß and 
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the Defense Ministry. However, Strauß took retributory action against the magazine after 

the publication of two separate articles in 1962. In each piece, insider information was 

cited to paint a deeply critical tableau of NATO’s defense plans and capabilities centered 

on the poor performance of the Bundeswehr at the alliance’s Fallex 62 exercise. Der 

Spiegel also alleged that Strauß held the belief that any Warsaw Pact invasion would 

require an immediate nuclear strike form NATO, which ran directly counter to the 

deterrence policy of the alliance and his own military advisors.38  

The government’s reaction to the articles was swift. Under pressure from the 

Defense Ministry, multiple federal law enforcement agencies raided the Bonn and 

Hamburg offices of Der Spiegel, and three members of its editorial staff were arrested 

and charged with publishing secret information and treasonable actions against the 

state.39 All of this occurred without informing Justice Minister Wolfgang Stammberger, 

who threatened to resign in protest along with the other FDP members of Adenauer’s 

government. A subsequent Bundestag investigation forced Strauß to admit that he had 

instigated the action against Der Spiegel with Adenauer’s approval. Adenauer denied the 

claim, but it foretold the terminal decline of his government. Strauß resigned from the 
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Defense Ministry in disgrace, the FDP withdrew from the government coalition, and 

Adenauer pledged to give up the Chancellorship in 1963.40    

The shockwave of the bribery scandals soon reached Bonn following the opening 

of the Congressional and SEC investigations into Lockheed. However, unlike in the 

United States, the German probe into Lockheed and the Starfighter was not strictly 

financial in nature. Beyond the political and financial ramifications allegations of 

corruption, the Starfighter carried a human cost in the Federal Republic. Throughout its 

service life, the Starfighter was plagued by a high accident and pilot mortality rate that 

had engendered a scandal in its own right. In a July 1962 entry to his diary, Hauser 

bemoaned the fact that even at that early stage, the Bundeswehr was utterly incapable of 

safely operating the aircraft, but that the military’s leadership (including Oberst Günther 

Rall, head of the Arbeitsstab F-104G) callously and stolidly stayed the course to keep 

earning payments from Lockheed. Thus, Hauser’s allegations that these deaths only 

occurred due to corruption and bribery caused an outcry in West Germany.41  

The West German investigations into Lockheed’s bribery differed from most 

other involved countries in that they were directed at a party currently out of power in the 

government. While the CDU/CSU coalition had led the Federal Republic during the 

Adenauer years, by 1976, the SPD had held the Chancellorship for seven years. Hauser 

alleged that the CSU had received $12 million in illicit payments from Lockheed. 
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Pressure was placed on Chancellor Helmut Schmidt from within his party to launch an 

investigation into the allegations. This revelation came at an opportune moment for 

Schmidt and the SPD, as the CDU/CSU put forward a serious challenge to the ruling 

coalition in the October 1976 Bundestag elections.42 Strauß cried foul, denied Hauser’s 

allegations, and accused Schmidt of leveraging the accusations for political gain. Shortly 

thereafter the Federal Republic sent an official request for the Church Committee’s 

findings for its own Bundestag inquiry and dispatched a delegation from the Ministry of 

Justice to the US Department of Justice. At this time, a Frankfurter Rundschau article 

stated that Frank-Fahle and Meuser were estimated to have received some $1.4 million in 

commissions that were officially counted as expenses in their work on Lockheed’s 

behalf. The Defense Ministry subsequently confirmed that Deutsche-Commerz (Frank-

Fahle’s employer) and four unnamed employees at Lockheed’s Geneva office had 

received these disguised commissions.43 

In 1976, the SPD faction within the Bundestag confronted the Defense Ministry 

about its knowledge of the Lockheed bribery allegations. The Defense Ministry rebutted 

by claiming that it was only made aware of the allegations in October 1975 when the US 

Senate Foreign Relations Committee informed it of former Lockheed employee Ernest 

Hauer’s testimony regarding payments made to the CSU and was thus unable to verify 

them. Additionally, Christian Steinrücke, who had served as an advisor to Lockheed, 
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claimed that he had received $8,000-$12,500 that was supposed to be passed on to the 

Defense Ministry for the abortive sale of a Lockheed JetStar he had initiated. Again, the 

Defense Ministry asserted that it could not assess the validity of this claim and that it had 

sent requests for information to both Senator Frank Church and Lockheed.44 

Hauser’s allegations were roundly denied by all parties involved. Strauß claimed 

he never received money directly or indirectly from Lockheed in connection with the 

Starfighter. He spoke out against multiple German newspapers for what he saw as their 

predatory coverage of his alleged culpability in the bribery investigation. While he 

admitted to having been Hauser’s best man and godfather to his son, Strauß downplayed 

their friendship, stating that they had a falling out in 1963 over “embarrassment” due to a 

4,800 DM loan he offered Hauser from a CSU account. In fact, this loan initially came to 

light during a 1966 court case between Strauß and Der Spiegel before the 

Oberlandesgericht (Regional Higher Court) in Munich where it was then explained as 

reimbursement for “public relations tasks” on a mutually beneficial purpose between 

Lockheed and the CSU.45 
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Lockheed’s VP for Public Relations William Perreault rejected Hauer’s assertions 

as baseless while also refusing to issue a blanket denial. Strauß categorically denied the 

assertion that he had been involved at all in any sort of payment between Lockheed and 

the CSU or that he had an agreement with Robert Gross to that effect. The CSU in turn 

denied accepting illicit payments, Frank-Fahle maintained absolute silence, and Hauser’s 

direct superiors at the Lockheed office in Koblenz informed the Church Committee that 

they had no recollection of the events. 46 Further, it proved impossible to corroborate his 

assertions of bribery and corruption through documentary evidence. In 1976, it was 

discovered that numerous Defense Ministry files pertaining to the Starfighter had gone 

missing, while Lockheed stated that it possessed no records supporting anything Hauser 

asserted.47  

In June 1977, Federal Ministry of Justice concluded an eight-month investigation 

into the allegations and determined that no substantial proof existed that Lockheed had 

bribed persons or political parties within the Federal Republic to purchase the F-104G. 

This in turn ended eighteen months of overt suspicion of Strauß and the CSU.48 However, 

 
46 Boulton, The Grease Machine, 79-80. 

47 Boulton, The Grease Machine, 76. 

48 Michael Gelter, “West German Probe Fails to Find Lockheed Bribes,” The 

Washington Post, June 24, 1977, 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/business/1977/06/24/west-german-probe-fails-

to-find-lockheed-bribes/5b1d0295-97aa-43fe-acc8-a3ef7b858cf3/. 
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the allegations proved sufficient to doom his 1976 campaign aspirations and the 

CDU/CSU failed to secure a parliamentary majority in that year’s Bundestag elections.49  

 The investigation’s findings remained secret to the public until May 1978, when 

the Süddeutsche Zeitung leaked a summary of the report. This summary showed that the 

government had uncovered Lockheed’s pervasive influence in the Federal Republic, 

including deep ties with civilian government employees, military personnel, and multiple 

political parties across the spectrum. These ties had provided the company with access to 

classified information that it in turn used to influence Bundestag debates on aircraft 

procurement. It was determined that despite the overwhelming evidence of Lockheed’s 

infiltration of the Federal Republic, the investigation discovered that the payments had 

been made in such a way that they did not necessarily violate the laws on bribery.  

However, the government’s investigators found no concrete evidence corroborating 

Hauser’s allegations against Strauß, and at one point the investigators branded his 

assertions as “demonstrably false.”50 Indeed the investigations had determined that the 

documents Hauser had provided (notably a letter supposedly sent to Strauß by CIA 

Director Allen Dulles acting as an intermediary for Lockheed) were forgeries.51 

 
49 Hartmut Berghoff, “From the Watergate Scandal to the Compliance 

Revolution: the Fight Against Corporate Corruption in the United States and Germany, 

1972-2012,” Bulletin of the German Historical Institute 53, (Fall 2013): 12-13, 
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51 Michael Gettler, “Letter on Payoff Forged, US Says,” The Washington Post, 

September 23, 1976, http://jfk.hood.edu/Collection/Weisberg percent20Subject 
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Ultimately, Hauser’s bombshell allegations against Strauß and the West German Defense 

Ministry fizzled. No concrete evidence of bribery between Lockheed and Bonn was 

discovered.52   

While evidence that Strauß accepted money from Lockheed has never surfaced, 

the persistence of the allegations, strength of the circumstantial evidence, and 

pervasiveness of Lockheed’s global bribery efforts ensure that this history must be 

addressed in order to contextualize the broader narrative and his role more fully within it.  

While the allegations have cast a permanent cloud over Strauß’ legacy, the lack of 

evidence ensures that the matter still up for debate in the court of public opinion. The 

Hanns Seidel Foundation (the CSU’s non-profit political research foundation) maintains a 

personal website for Strauß that touts him as an “Analyst-Visionary-Realist.” In telling a 

narrative of Strauß’ life and accomplishments, the foundation also relates the more 

controversial and scandalous instances of his long political career, including the 

Starfighter and Lockheed (albeit in the FAQ and separate from the pages that praise his 

political achievements in either defense or the aviation sector) by highlighting the 

ambiguity of the evidence while also seeking to put distance between Strauß and the 

Starfighter. The Hanns Seidel Foundation asserts incorrectly that Strauß echoed 

Chancellor Adenauer in favoring the procurement of the Dassault Mirage III to build 

meaningful ties with France and only agreed to the Starfighter after intense pressure from 
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the “technical experts” within the Luftwaffe’s leadership (notably Josef Kammhuber) and 

its pilot corps.53  

Nevertheless, Hans Seidel also notes that there are disquieting gaps of information 

that prevent a full understanding or total acquittal of Strauß’ role in the Starfighter’s 

acquisition or a subsequent coverup for any potential for bribery between Lockheed and 

the Defense Ministry despite the falsity of Ernest Hauser’s documentation. The lingering 

nature of these accusations dogged Strauß’ attempts to secure the Federal Chancellorship 

in 1976 when a concurrent investigation was underway to ascertain the whereabouts of 

the Defense Ministry’s files on Lockheed. The investigation revealed that a large 

proportion of the sought-after files were destroyed in 1962, supposedly due to lack of 

storage space. Further, 400 files related to Lockheed were sent to the Federal Ministry of 

Finance in 1967 without the minister's knowledge, where they were then compressed to 

14 files in 1970.54 Strauß was excoriated by opposition politicians (notably his SPD 

opponent for the chancellorship, Helmut Schmidt) and in the press for the alleged 

corruption that had led to the deaths of dozens of Luftwaffe pilots flying the Starfighter.55 
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The matter of the missing files surfaced again during 1978/79 Bundestag 

investigation into an “Eavesdropping Affair” (Abhöraffäre) in which a supposed 

transcript was leaked of a phone call between Strauß and Wilfried Scharnagl the editor-

in-chief of the CSU’s party newspaper Bayernkurier in which Strauß allegedly admitted 

that files regarding the sale of the Starfighter were destroyed. A subsequent Bundestag 

investigation into the wiretapping reiterated the speciousness of Hauser’s evidence and 

corroborated the Senate's findings that there was no evidence of bribery between 

Lockheed and the Federal Republic. The report asserted that Strauß played no role in the 

movement and subsequent destruction of the 400 files and was only made aware of that 

fact during the 1976 elections when he sent an aide to look for them. In short, the 

Bundestag determined that the evidence against Strauß for the Abhöraffäre had been 

manufactured to cast further aspersions on him.56 

While no concrete evidence appeared to definitively prove allegations that Strauß 

accepted money from Lockheed to purchase the Starfighter, their persistence in 

Germany’s public consciousness have cast a definitive pall on remembrance of him and 

his political career. This saw an uptick in 2015 for the centennial of his birth when the 

German press repeatedly published retrospectives on Strauß that contend with his 

avariciousness and quest for political power. A 2010 Süddeutsche Zeitung article entitled 
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“Von Gier und Größenwahn” (“Of Greed and Megalomania”) briefly examined the 

Starfighter Scandal within the context of his numerous other money scandals and asserted 

that he had made corruption into a dynastic trait by highlighting his son’s controversial 

career at Airbus (initial employment was secured through his father) and his daughter’s 

somewhat tumultuous career in the CSU.57  

German publication Der Spiegel (a frequent critic of Strauß, target of his ire, and 

key factor in his downfall from the Defense Ministry) published an article in August 2015 

asserting that there was new evidence that Strauß accepted bribes and kickbacks from 

industry (including BMW and Dornier) using a dummy corporation for decades.58 The 

sums passed to him allegedly totaled 490,892 DM in 1964-1968 alone.59A September 

2015 article from the Münchner Merkur  on the other hand directly rebutted the piece 

from Der Spiegel, and provided an apologetic account of Strauß’ actions in response to 
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the outpouring of criticism from other press outlets on the centennial of Strauß’ birth.60 

Consequently, the Starfighter-Scandal and his alleged part in it (particularly when placed 

in perspective with the high-profile leaders implicated directly in the broader Lockheed 

bribery scandals) remain construed as a high-profile instance of a pattern of scandalous 

behavior that exemplified a man determined to consolidate and utilize political power to 

serve his own ends.  
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